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INTRODUCTION 
In 1982, the Galileo mission (orbiter and entry probe) will be launched toward 
Jupiter. A logical next step would 5e a similar mission to Saturn, with probes to 
Saturn itself and to Titan. One purpose of the Workshop and this document is to pro- 
*> 
vide scientific input to those u*o are  working on p h s  for SOP". 
The core of the Workshop was the review pqpers reproduced here, commissioned 
from the best available experts on various parts of the Saturn system. Other papers 
and discussion sessions illustrate the current state of .mission planning and the expected 
state of knowledge after the Voyager encounters in 1980 and 1981. We believe that this 
report will also be useful as s compendium of the present howledge of Saturn, its 
satellites, its rings, and its magnetosphere. 
Contributors &-ere able to revise their papers in July 1978. 'fhe discussions 
are  reproduced with conside r&ie editing to eliminate repetition and blind alleys. 
Thanks are due to the Jet  Propulsion Laboratory for their assistance with the 
\\*orkshop axxi the ptvpanltion of this volume. Roy G. Brereton and Albert R . Hibbs 
handled the physical and financial arrangements for the workshop. 
Donald 31. Hunten 
David hIor rigon 
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BACKGROUND OF THE S W *  
MISSION 
~poperowerr~0areasaf in~proPidis l laaoocrPimot:  
1 . ~ m i a s i o n d e s i g n ~ .  
2. SPNta's pbce in NASA's program pleas. 
The hrsfareapnnrides aview o f h o w ~ c w u x p t s  and cecbniques 
can~missioadesi@dscieaccmum.llrtsecloadpmSonvnirr 
perspective with rcg9nl to b role in NASA's overall p h e t a q  program. 
SATURN MISSION DESIGN HISTORY 
Sab~rn mission design can be broken into two pieces. The first piece relates to 
how you reach Saturn from Earth, the second with what you do when you arrive there. 
The first Table shows a development history for Saturn missions covering the period 
from 1964 to the present. Throughout this time period, technology and the timely dwel- 
opment of interplanetary trajectory techniques have made missions to Saturn more science 
effective by allowing delivery of larger and larger payloads. The first  item in Table 1 
shows the requirements of sending a package to Saturn if we do it the same way we did 
for the Ranger lunar, Mariner 1962 Venus, and Mariner 1964 Mars missions. These 
were first attempts to scope the outer planet exploration problem. Mission analysts 
found that direct ballistic trajectories to Saturn were very expensive, quite a bit more 
so than trajectories to Jupiter. 
*SOP is nn abbreviuion for Saturn Orbim Dud Pro- h u m  bound sprcccnft combining thm major systems: M orbiter, r 
Saturn probe, and a Titan probe. 
Table 1. Saturn Missions - Development History 
Study 
Specificauon of ballistic 
trajectory requirements 
Jupiter gravity-assist 
trajectory discovered 
Pioneer/lroyager mission 
designs 
Jupiter Orbiter studies 
VEGA and AVEGA techniques 
discovered 
Saturn Orbiter/Satellite Tour 
Study 
Titan mission studies 
Ion Drive techniques applied to 
Saturn mission 
Dates Conclusion 
Energy requirements very high 
Energy requirements comparable to 
Jupiter mission requirements 
Excellent reconnaissance missions to 
Jupiter and Saturn fea sible 
Jupiter Orbiter missions very 
attractive and feasible; satellite tour 
techniques defined; outer planet probes 
studied in detail 
Energy requirements reduced; flight 
times increased 
JOP techniques applied to Saturn; 
considered VEGA/AVE GA 
Titan lander/probe missions 
conceptualized; scientifically reward- 
ing missions described 
Energy requirements and flight times 
reduced 
2 SOP mission feasible in variety of 
ways; science priorities required for 
further mission design 
In 1966 Gary Flandro discovered a family of Jupiter gravity-assist trajectories 
which now brought Saturn into the same hunch vehicle range a s  Jupiter missions. The 
Pioneer and Voyager missions were designed on the basis of thest. earlier trajectory 
analyses, and our first outer planet reconnaissance missions were born. The Voyager 
mission design aided the solution to the problem of satellite encounter design, develop- 
ing techniques in timing the launch and providing maneuvers which would maximize 
satellite science return consistent with planetary science desires. 
With the Pioneer and Voyager mission designs underway, interest developed in 
an exploratory mission to Jupiter which would allow longer times to investigate the 
extensive Jupiter system. The Jupiter Orbiter Probe (now Galileo) mission design 
developed satellite gravity-assist techniques which allowed satellite tours while in orbit 
around the parent body. 
While the Jupiter orbiter design was being developed, a new interplanetary 
trajectory technique was found which allowed delivery of greater payloads to the outer 
planets. The technique calls for  a trajectory which i s  first directed in towards the Sun 
odth a pobsible Venus close flyby and/or deep space propulsion manuever, and then 
return to Earth for an Earth gravity-assist a s  the trajectory carr ies  the spacecraft out 
to the outer planets (VEGA and A VEGA trajectories). Not only a r e  the payloads larger, 
but the opportunities for such missions a r e  available over a greater period of years 
than the direct Jupiter gravity-assist missions t~ Saturn. The drawback, and it is a 
major one, is that la- to arrival times a r e  increased over the already long flight times 
required by the previortsly defined techniques. 
In i975, with interest increasing in the Jupiter orbiter mission, analysis of a 
Saturn orbiter applied the techniques of the Jupiter orbiter mission a s  well a s  the new 
VEGA and AVEGA techniques, and found such a mission concept to be feasible enough 
to warrant further study. 
In the last few years technology has been advancing to the point where a new low 
thrust propulsive technique will be available to NASA which will allow realization of 
difficult, but scientifically exciting missions. The major problem with Saturn mission 
designs up through the 1970's was the restriction to relatively low payloads associated 
with long flight times. Ion drive techniques use a low thrust, continltously operating 
device acting over a period of years. Combining the ion drive techniques with the Earth 
gravity-assist techniques discovered earlier provides the possibility of delivering a 
highly interesting science package to the Saturn system. 
Studies conducted last year at JPL and scheduled studies this year a r e  focused 
on a Saturn Orbiter Dual Probe (SOP') mission design. One of the major reasons for 
holding the Saturn Workshop is to provide science reconimendations for an intelligent 
design of such a mission. What kind of science retura should the mission designers 
focus their study on? 
S G P ~  AND NASA's PLANETARY PROGRAM 
The timing for this workshop is appropriate. The Pioneer and Voyager 
missions will be returning important data between 1979 and 1981, in time to focus the 
 SO^ design for a launch after 1985. Ion drive and trajectory software development 
will be available for launches i n  the mid-1980's and beyond. Mission concept and 
feasibility design is now required so that later systems definition and design can take 
place and dovetail with the technology development and science base. Science recom- 
mendations a r e  key to this continuing design process. 
Table 2 shows the current 1979-83 planetary exploration five-year plan. TNs 
plan is the end result of consultations with the scientific community, mission planners 
in NASA, Congress, aad the Office of Management and Budget. 
2 Several plans were considered. It should be noted that SOP was part of all  of 
2 them. The SOP mission is considered a high priority mission by NASA. 
Table 2. Planetary New Starts - FY 1979- 53 
hIission New Start/'Launch A1 ission Type 
Venus Orbital laaging Radar (VOIR) 1980/1984 Exploratory 
~alley/Tempel-2 Rendezvous 1981/1985 Reconnaissance 
Saturn Orbiter Dual Probe (Sop2) 1983/1987 Exploratory 
Mars Program Technology Development 1982!- Intensive Science 
- 
DISCUSSION 
D. HERMAN: Let me comment on the degree of commitment by NASA to an 
2 SOP ;\Iission. F i r s t  of all, in the Fiscal 1979 Budget, recently submitted to the 
Congress, there is a separate five millicn dollar line item f o ~  the development of ion 
drive. The first  intended use of that sjestem i s  to effect a comet rendezvous, probably 
with comet Tempe1 2. The second intended use of that system would be for  SO^. 
At the FY 1979 Budget P r e s s  Conference, Dr. Frosch stated that i t 's  time to 
take ion drive out of b a n g  a laboratory curiosity and to develop i t  towards a flight 
propulsion syste,n; that's SXSA's intent. 
With respect to the five-gear plan, we were given budget guidelines by the 
Office of Slanagement and Budget to plan the missions that we want to  do in the next 
five years.  We a r e  ~ b l i g e d  every fiscal year  to submit a revised five-year plan that i s  
consistent with the budget. Our own input to ;hat five-year plan was to show the SOP 2 
mission a s  a Fiscal  1982 new s ta r t  with a 1986 launch. The Administrator, in review- 
ing the five-year plan, adjusted the timetable to shift the sop2 new s ta r t  to FY 1983, 
ar~d that is where i t  now stands. But we must s t i l l  plan a s  if  the SO$ Mission could 
indeed be a Fiscal 1982 New Start and a 1936 launch because something could happen 
to the Mars program to cause us  to rever t  to the original timetable. Our assessment 
is that the  SOP^ :vlisaion will go either a s  Fiscal 1982 o r  a Fiscal 1983 New Start with 
a launch either in 1986 o r  1987. 
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ORIGIN AND EVOLbTION OF THE 
SATURN SYSTEM: OBSERVATIONAL 
CONSEQUENCES 
Junes B. Bollnck 
Spocc Science Dbisk. A'ASA-Ames R-b CGU&?T 
Moffeen Firlsl, Cdi fmia  94035 
ABSTRACT 
A n u m b e r o f h p o c r a n t c m m o g o n i c q u e M i o m ~ c b e S m u m  
system can be .ddressed with a !hmnxbicer-dd-probe speed% 
mission. These quewions include: the origin of rbe Slnvn spsccm; rbe 
source of Socurn's euws luminosity; the mcctr:nism by which che 
imgular sotelfices were cpprured; the inthtente ofsonun's eaty l t m h s i q  
on the compoaicion at its regular d a e s ;  and tbe &gin ddv riogs The 
h r s t r w ~ f o p i n c a n b e s r u d i e d h y ~ t s m a d e f r o m p n ~ p n r b c  
into Saturn's atmosphere. while rhe seawining issuss can be in- 
by -coaxlucced from on orbiter. In thir pper, we plrscnr 
background infinmation on these h e  guesdom dcscr&q the criticpl 
exprimencs needed to help resolve them. 
The planets of our solar system can be divided into three compositional classes: 
the terrestrial planets, which a r e  made entirely of heavy elements; Jupiter and Saturn, 
which are composed cbiefly of hydrogen and helium, although they have heavy element 
cores; and finally Uranus and Neptune, which are constructed in large measure of 
heavy element cores, but also contain significant gaseous envelopes. We are in a 
particularly fortunate situation in our attempts to understand the origin and subsequent 
evolution of Jupiter and Saturn. In the first place, their current cbracter is t ics  as 
well as those of their attendant satellite system8 a r e  rife with clues about their history. 
For example. the observed excess amount of tbermal energy they radiate to spce 
above the amount of absorbed solar energy may represent tbe embers of internel 
eaergy built up during an early rapid contraction pbase (Graboslre et UL , 1975; 
Fbllaclc ct d 1977). Jn the second phce,  techniques used to study stellar evolution 
can be employed to model much of the evolutiou of tbese giant planets. 
b3 this paper, we re.iew curreat msmogooic theories of t:.e hislory of the  
Saturn system and describe bow such models can be t e d  by comparisons witb LLr: 
present properties of Saturn, its rings, and i ts  satellites. Emphasis will be placed on 
enumerating those msmogooic clues that mi* be studied m o d  profitablj by a 
Saturn-Orbiter-L*ul Probe (SO$) spacecraft mission. 
RIVAL C(XXb3OGONIC HYPOTHESES 
-4ay Saturn has a mass equal to about 95 Earth masses, of which about 
15 Earth masses is sequestered in a heavy element core coroposed presumably of a 
mixture of mcky and icy material (Slattery, 1977). The remaining material in the 
surroundhg gaseous-liquid envelope is thoug& to consist of an approximately solar 
mixture of elements; i.e. h y d v  and helium are tbe dominant components. The 
composition of this envelope closely resembles tbat of the primordial solar nebula, 
which served as the source material for  planetaq construction. There a r e  two logical 
posslbillties for the way in which Saturn could have been asscmbled within the solar  
nebula. Either its core was formed first and served to focus a massive gaseous 
envebpe about itself o r  a gaseous condensation developed initla!ly within the solar 
nebula and subsequently collected a central core. BoCh these possibilities Ilase been 
explored in recat years. Below we describe these alternative models for the forma- 
tion of Saturn and indicate the stage at which its reglar satellites may have formed. 
Perri and Cameron i1974) investigated models in which massive planetary cores 
formed first and subsequently collected a portion of the nearby solar nebula about 
itself. As might be expected. the gas of the nebula becomes concentrated about the 
core, with the boundary of tbis gaseous envelope being the p i n t  at which the gravita- 
tional attraction of the core and envelope equals thc gradient of the gravitational 
potential of tbe solar nebula, i. e. , it equals the lttidal" radius. Below a certain 
critical mass, the envelope about tbe core is hydrodynamically stable, so that only a 
minor gaseous envelope could be expected a t  present. But, for cores more massive 
than a "critical masst', the envelope -mes hj~drod~namically unstable and in a very 
short period of t ime assumes a much smaller  radius than the tidal value, In this case, 
the product will be a planet with both a massive core and a massive gaseous envelope. 
Tbu value of the crit ical core mbss needed to tr igger a hydrodynamic instability 
in the surrounding gas depends on the temperature structure assumed for the envelope 
:ind i ts  houldary condbions. Fkrri and Cameron (1974) assume that the envelope i s  
cmj.ec~i--?ly unstable. motivated in part & the large opacitv exDected from dust grains. 
and that the envelope is on the same adiabat a s  the solar nebula, Vsing nominal values 
for the solar  nebula's adiabat, they obtained a cr i t ical  msss  of 115 Earth masses. 
Since this value was significantly hig..rr than values of several  tens of Earth masses  
found by Podolak a d  Cameron (1974) from models of the interior s t ructure of the outer  
planets. they suggested that the instability occurred at a later epoch in the history of 
the solar  nebula, when i t  was much cooler. SIucb smal le r  crit ical masses  can also be 
realized by postulating an  i.wtherma1 temperature airucture for the envelope. Accord- 
ing to Harr is  (19?9), crit ical masses  on the order  of 1 Earth mass  hold in this case. 
As mentioned in the intmduction, the best current estimate of the mass  of Saturn's 
core places it a t  15 Earth masses. Thus. the actual core mass  of Saturn may be hrge 
enough for i t  to have been able to initiate a hyddynamica l  collapse in the surrounding 
gas. 
An alternative scenario lor  the origin of -Jupiter, and by implication Saturn. was 
f i rs t  investigated in detail by Bdenheimer  (1974). H r  suggested that tfre initial forma- 
tion stage involved the condensation of the gaseous en\-elope. As in the case  of s t a r  
formation, a local density enhancement is assumed to be present in the  so la r  nebula. 
\Vhen this densit! e-=zeds a cr i t ical  value. the localiztd region fwgins to contract. If 
the sun has not yet formed and there is little mass in  :he solar n e k l a  interior to t h e  
localized region of interest. the crit ical density i s  determined by the conditioc tbat the 
region's gnl- iht ional  binding e n c m  be to i ts  internal energ?'. a s  
determiaixl by i t s  temperature. If the sun has formed o r  st least there i s  much mass  
in the solar nebula interior to the local region. the crit ical dcbnsity is determined f rom 
a tidal criterion. In the case of -lupiter, Bodenhein~er estimates the crit ical density 
3. to equal appmsimately 1.5 x 10-l1 gm 'cm m the former rase and about 
1 x 10" g-m,'cm3 in the latter ease  (Bodcnheimer. 1978). Lbr an ot>,eet of Saturn's 
mass  and distance, a simple scaling of Bodcnheimcrrs prescriptions for the crit ical 
3 density leads to values of about 1 x 10-lo and 2 s lo-' gm ,'cm . The corresponding 
initial radius for Saturn in both cases  i s  approximately 2000 Rs, where 13 i s  i ts  
S 
cur  rent radius. 
Once contraction is initiated as a result of the local density enhancement, the 
gaseous protoplanet will e\lolue thmugh four stages (Bmlenheimer, 1914). The first 
stage consists of a small contraction (-15%) on a h y d ~ ~ c  time scale 
2 (-10 years), during which the configuration settles into hydrostatic equilibrium. This 
stage is bllaved by one cbaracterited by a slow contraction on a Kelvin-Helmholtz 
5 7 time scale (-10 -10 years). As time progresses, the interior temperatures are 
gradually built up u d i l  they reach &out %'WO K laear the center, .4t this point signifi- 
cant dissociation of m o k c u b r  hflmgen occurs, which alters the adiatatic lapse rate 
in such a way tirat a hydrostcltic configuration is oo longer possible and a hydmdpmmi- 
cal wUapse phase is initiated. Witbin a very short time on tbe order of a few years, 
the radius of the protoplanet decreases from several hundred times the present value 
to sere-%l times the present value. Hoaever, near the end of the collapse, aooserwa- 
tioa of angular momentum probably leads to a spreading out of the outer regioas of 
the protoplanet into an extended disk. Thus, while the central pmbplanet is settling 
back into a hydrostatic coaliguration once more, tbe formation of its regular satellites 
begins wit!-An the extended disk. The fourth stage, which spans almost the entire 
lifetime of the planet, involves a s h  hydrostatic coofraction to its present size. 
From now on, we will refer to these four stages as the first  hydrodgmmic stage, the 
first hj-drostatic stage, the second hydmdyrurmic stage, and the second hydrostatic 
stage, respectively. 
Figures la and lb  illustrate the nature of the f irs t  hj-drostatic phase for  Saturn 
(DeCampli et aL , 1978). Ln these figures. radius and luminosity are plotted as a 
function of time. Tbe time scale of this stage is determined principally by the opacity 
within tbe prutoplanet, which is almost entirely due to grain opacity. In this calcula- 
tion, the composition of the major grain species was determined fmm thermodynamic 
equilibrium considerations for a solar abundance mixture of elements, with the best 
available optical constants for each specie being used to determine the Wsseland mean 
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opacity of the ensemble. A protoplanet with Saturn's mass takes about 10 years to 
6 progress through stage 2, whereas one with Jupiter's mass takes about 10 years. 
Thus, this time scale varies approximately as the square of the  mass. Clearly a 
protoplanet's mass cannot be much less than an order  of magnitude smaller than 
Saturn's mass o r  it  would not complete stage 2 within the age of the wXar system. 
Also, according to these calculations, the second hydrod~namic ollapse begins when 
proto-Saturn has a radius of about 40 Rs. 
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1:igurt.s 2a and 2b present the temporal  variations of Saturn's and -Jupiter's 
radius and luminosity during thi. second h\dl-ostatic s tage (Pbllack et d. . 1977). The 
iilitial radii for these  crilculstions ~ver-c arbi t rar i ly  chosen to be about tell t imes  thei r  
current  values. Ilowever, these curves  a r e  eqi~ally applicable to o ther  i:litial mndi- 
tions, by merc.l\. s tar t ing a t  t!le des i red radius and measuring t ime  relative to this 
initial epoch. Ebdenheimer's (1974) calcula t io~is  of tile second hydrodynamic stage 
suggest that th is  stage concludes and the second hydrostatic. slagr begins a t  a radius of 
I to 5 t imes the current  value. The present day values of radius and t .1 .ess lunii!~osit\ 
a r e  shown by squares  and c i rc les  in these figures fo r  Jupi icr  and Saturn, respectivell.  
Tkese calculations re fe r  to s s o l a r  mis tu re  model. i.e., one lacking a hcav? element 
core. Inclusion of a core ,  by design, leads to perfect agreement with !he observed 
radius, but i t  does  not suhstantiallj change the l ime sca les  nor the Icminosit!. diagram 
(Grossman, 197s). f i s s i b l e  reasons  fo r  the ~ ~ u d e r e s t i r n a t e  of Saturn's current e s c e s s  
hminosit? will be given below. in  an! case ,  we see that these calculations lead to 
reasonable f irst  o r d e r  es t imates  of the obser\-ed values. Finally, we note that gases 
a r e  the onls  soxrce  of apacity for  these models. Th i s  i s  reasonabie s ince  thc in ter ior  
temperatul-es a r e  sufficiently high fo r  g ra ins  to be evaporated. 
:\n important aspect of Figure 2b i s  t he  occurrence of a ver?. high luminosit! 
d;rring the earl!: p!lases of stage four. Thus, during the t ime  period o v e r  w!lich thc 
regular  satel l i tes \\-el*c forming, i t s  planet's luminosit \  was several  o r d e r s  of macgni- 
tude-highcr than i t s  current  val:~e and furrhcrmore was rapidl!. declining. Conscquentlj., 
the h rmat ion  of loiv tcn1perai:i re  condensa:c?s. such a s  ices. may have k e n  inhibited 
close  to the philet ; i t  suc:~ times ar,d s zonacion of composition with d i s t a ~ ~ v t .  from the 
pr imary m a j  bt: created (Pcllack and 12eynolds, 1934; Pollack rt al. , 197G). \\*e a l so  
note from k'igire 2b tha:, dt;ring ea r l \ -  tinies of thic sLage, .Jupiter's luminosity was  
ah)u t  a factor of t,!: iiigt?cr than Saturn's and conseque~it I!. i t  was  haxler- :o  form low 
temperacure ~,ondensr?tes (-lose to .lupiter. 
E k  Or-. !i7d i~ ; i \ c  ,!i::(:ussed onl? t i ~ c  evolution of lllc. gaseous portions of Saturn. 
There a r e  sc-re:-:I! \v i i n  ;\'l1ic11 i:s hea\:, t:lcmcnt core  may have ?,eel; c.rc.atcsd. 
First. i f  proto-Sam: ! i  i8- a -: much nlorc massive than Saturn's cul-rent mass ,  tlw c o r e  
could have betln to! . . i cd  rt&~irel \ .  frorn grains initiall: prescnt in thc cvivc.lopc. which 
were  s e g r e s t e d  itlt? r l;e centrn1 rcgi,.icrns. ]'or example, t'le i:!terior ietnpcraturcs 
around t h e  t ime of  ti^^ second hydrodynamic stage maj- have I-eac i;ed tilt: rnc:lting point 
of t he  grains.  leading to liquid particles, wl?ich rapidly c ~ a g u l a t e d  into nluc.11 bigger 
particles; the lat ter  r3pidl.v sank to t!ie center  (Cameron, 1977). Subsequcntl!. m u c h  
of the  gaseous envelope w a s  lost so that the end result  w a s  a planet c.- ri::hed in heavy 
elements. To be consistent with Saturn's inftbrrtd core mass ,  we *would have to 
postulate that at lvust 807 of the initial protoplanet's m a s s  w a s  l a te r  lost! 
Alternatively, smal l  rocky and ic? bodies ma3 have k e n  p~-oductd outside of 
Saturn's sphere  of influence, but a t  a s i m i l a r  distance in tlre s o l a r  nebula. These 
objects  could have been cu>llected efficiently when proto-Saturn was  much largtbr than 
its cur ren t  s ize ,  i.e., during ti* f i r s t  hydrostatic stage. Planetoids s m a l l e r  than 
10 to 100 k m  in radius would have becotne captured b? gas d r a g  effects. Continued 
gas d r a g  would have caused them to sp i ra l  very rapidly into the center  of the  
proto-planet (Pollack et a!. , 1978). 
Finally, let u s  cwmpare the two scenarios of planetary formation. The f i r s t  
hydrostatic s tage of the gas instability model bears s o m e  resemblance to the s t age  
during which the c o r e  is growing to  ttm c r i t i ca l  m a s s  in the  core instability model. 
During the core growth period, the re  will be a gaseous concentration about the core, 
which will be in hydrostatic equilibrium, The chief differences a t  th is  point between 
the  two models is that the  core and envelope m a s s  a r e  both growing with t ime  in the  
core instability model, but not in the  gas instability model (except perhaps for the c o r e  
alone) and that the radius of thc ~ , l v e l o p e  in the fo rmer  model is always determined by 
the  t idal  radius, and s o  will increase  with timc, not decrease  as o c c u r s  fo r  the la t ter  
model. Both models a r e  characterized by a subsequtnnt rapid hydmdynamical phase. 
At the  end of th is  s tage both models r e l a s  into a 113-drostatic configuration and follow 
essential ly the same evolutionary path. 
PIASETXRY OBSERVATIONS 
In this section ant1 in thc following one, \ve enumerate cr i t ica l  observations that 
.) 
can be made from s SOP- ~?l iss ion that will test  and illuniinste key cosmogonic issues. 
In preparing this l i s t  of measurements,  ivc have attempted to csclude ones that can be 
nladc from the Pioneer 11 and Yoyagcr Flyby missions,  tvliich \\.ill reconnoiter the 
Saturn system f i rs t .  
Assessment of the amount by \vhich Saturn's in ter ior  i s  enric-lied in heavy 
elements in excess  of thei r  so la r  abundance \.alces ma!. aid in disc.rirninaiing between 
the two theories for the t b r l ~ a t i o n  of the Saturn sys tem and in obtaining c-lues about 
c o r e  construction. In principle, the c o r e  m a s s  can ix dotermincd from a knowledge 
of the planet's mass, radius, and rotational period, quantities that are presently 
well-known. However, s ~ z h  calculations rest on the implicit assumption that the 
composition of the envelope is known; e. g., that the envelope has a soh- elemental 
abundance composition. But, the envelope may be enriched in such volatiles as water. 
ammonia, and methane: within the context of the core instability model, a shock wave 
is set up a t  the core-envelope interface during hydrodynamical collapse, which may 
cause the evaporation of some of the icy condensates (Perri and Cameron, 1974). 
Within the context of the gas instability model, the same result may accrue film the 
gas drag capture mechanism, a s  captured bodies are partially volatilized. Jr.aeed 
some recent models of Saturn's interior have invoked h=vy Aement enrichment of the 
envelope to fit the measured values of i ts  gravitational moments (Podolak and 
Cameron, 1974). 
While crude estimates of the abundance of methane and ammonia in  Saturn's 
atmosphere can be made from Earth-based observations, truly good determinations 
can only -me from in-situ compositional analyses below the 1 ~ v e b  at  which these 
gases begin to condense and therefore reqtiire an atmospheric entry probe. Such 
measurements will aLso yield the water vapor abundance, provided the probe can 
survive until depths of several tens of bar pressure. Finally, a determinatior? of the 
helium to hydrogen ratio in the observable atmosphere is also irnportzirt, since, as 
discussed below, helium may partially be segregated towards the bottom of the 
envelope. 
Conceivable, not only is the envelope of Saturn enriched in icy species, but 
also in rocky species (Podolak e l  a1.,1977). Since the latter condense way below any 
altitude to which a probe can reasonably be expected to function, a more indirect 
assessment of the latter excess is needed. The needed constraint can be provided by 
the J2 gravitational moment of Saturn. While this moment i s  currently known quite 
well from studies of satellite orbits (-0.1%). there is one important potential source of 
systematic error in i t s  value. The current estimate of J i s  based upon the assclmption 2 
that the rings of Saturn have a negligible mass. Studies of the motion of a Saturn 
orbiter may provide a check on this assumption. If i t  turns out il-it the rings do have 
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a non-trivial mass (>lo Saturn's mass), corrections can readily be made to the 
current value of J to convert it into the actual J2 for Saturn. Similar corrections 2 
and refinements to Jq (currently known to a b u t  779) will yield a value that will 
provide a valuable check on the validity of the interior models. Moments higher than 
J will not be very useful since they a r e  determined principally by the outermost 4 
layers of the envelope (Hubbard and Slattcrj., 1976). 
Let u s  now suppose that the SO@ n~iss ion  provides the needed compositional 
and gravitational information. Two theoretical steps a r e  needed in order  to realize the 
scientific objectives. First, interior models need to  be constructed to define the 
amount of excess heavy elements and their spatial distribution, i. e., partition behveen 
core  and envelope. Currently, the chief theoretical factor limiting the accuracy of 
interior models of the giant planets is the uncertainty in the thermodynamic properties 
of materials a t  high temperatures and pressures. In the case of the envelope, the 
equation of state of a solar  elemental mixture is least well known for  densities in the 
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range of 0.1 to 1 g?,?/cm . Typically, the needed thermodynamic pmperties are inter- 
polated from their more  well defined values a t  lower and higher densities. It i s  
reasonable 9 expect 'that the uncertainties in this crit ical density region will be sub- 
stantially reduced by the ~ i a  ? a SO? Mission occurs. This i s  important since much 
of Saturn's intefior Les  within this density domain (-70% by mass!). Also, adequate 
2 q l a t l o n s  of s ta te  for  a r e  materials should be available at  the time of the SOP mission. 
In addition to good interior models, careful determinations a r e  needed of the 
crit ical core mass  needed to  cause hydrodynamic instability in the surrounding gas. 
Current estimates of this parameter are based on Linear stability theory. More 
reliable values can be obtained from numerical hydrodyuamical calculations and these 
should become available in the next few years. By comparing the inferred excess mass  
of heavy elements with the crit ical value, an assessment of the validity of the core 
instability model can be made. 
We next consider the origin of the excess energy Saturn radiates to space. 
Gravitational energy represents the only plausible soprce for  this excess that would 
allow Saturn to radiate at its present excess over  the lifetime of the solar  system 
(Graboske et al., 1975; Cameron and Pollack, 1976; Pbllack et d. , 1977). But there 
are three distinct ways in which Saturn's gravitational energy can be converted into 
luminosity (ibid). Firs t ,  rapid contraction in Saturn's early history, when i t s  interior 
was much more compressible than a t  prssent, could have led to a build-up of internal 
energy, 1. e., high interior temperatures, which have subsequently been decreasing. 
Second, Saturn may be contracting sufficiently rapidly a t  present to generate the 
observed excess. Both the above modes of gravitational energy release refer  to the 
behavior of a plmet  whose interior compositional structure does not change with time. 
But, according to calculations by Stevenson (1975). when temperatures decline to a 
certain threshold value in the envelopes of the giant planets, helium will s ta r t  to 
become immiscible in metallic hydrogen and begin to sink towards the center of the 
planet. As this process proceeds, some helium in the molecular envelope will be mixed 
into the depleted region of the metallic zone, so that a helium depleted outer region 
encompassing both regions will be set up. Such a chemical differentiation could 
generate enough energy to account fc r much of the observed excess luminosity. 
The evolutionary results shown in Figure 2b refer to the contraction history of 
homogeneous, solar elemental mixtures containing no cores. Thus, the predicted 
Luminosity reflects only the first two gravitational processes. Figure 3 illustrates the 
relative effectiveness of these two processes for Saturn by displaying the time history 
of its gravitational and internal energies (Pollack et al. , 1977). During the first 
7 10 years, contraction proceeds at a rapid enough rate for t h e  internal energy to 
steadily increase. But, at subsequent times, it declines. Currently, the loss of 
internal energy is more important than present contraction in accounting for the excess 
luminosity, although the latter makes a non-negligible contribution. Qualitatively 
similar statements also hold for Jupiter. 
As illustrated in Figure 2b, the calculated excess for Jupiter a t  a time equal to 
the age of the solar system i s  consistent with the observed excess. However. the 
corresponding theoretical value for Saturn falls noticeably below i t s  observed excess. 
There a r e  several points that need to be considered before we judge this discrepancy to 
be real. First determination of the observed value is complicated by the need to sub- 
tract out a contribution from the rings at the longer infrared wavelengths, where the 
two objects cannot be spatially resolved, a s  well a s  by uncertainties in calibration 
standards. Nevertheiess, the most recent determinations of Saturn's excess luminosity 
a r e  crudely consistent with the value displayed in Figure 2b (e. g., Ward, 1977). This 
situation should be substantially improved by having observations performed when the 
rings assume an edge-cm orientation a s  viewed from Earth and by utilizing observations 
from the fly-by missions to obtain an accurate value for the phase integral in the 
visible. This latter is needed to compute the amount of solar energy absorbed by the 
planet. In addition to these observational issues, we also need to consider the influence 
of a core on Saturn's theoretical excess luminosity. Very recent calculations that 
incorporate a core-envelope structure lead to essentially the same curve a s  shown in 
Figure 2b (Grossman, 1978). llence, the factor of 2 to 3 difference between the com- 
puted and observed excess energy may be real. 
I s  helium segregation an i n ~ p r t a n t  source of the present excess luminosity? 
According to Figure 2b, this source is not needed to explain Jupiter's excess. Further- 
more, temperatures within Jupiter's metallic zone a r e  at least a factor of two above 
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the tempel:ature at which phase separation starts to occur (Pollack et  al. , 1977). But 
the reverse may be true for Saturn. The computed excess appears to be too low. Also, 
a s  ilh~istrated in Figure 4, the interior of a chemically homogeneous model crosses tile 
phase separation curve after about 1 billion years of evolution. Allowance for a core- 
envelope structure leads to higher interior temperatures in the metallic hydrogen zone, 
wi' . current Saturn lying close to the separation curve. Thus, helium segregation, 
while apparently cot yet an importact source for Jupiter, may represent a nrajor source 
of Saturn's current excess (Polkck et al. , 1977). 
If the phase separation of helium from hydrogen is in fact a significant source of 
Saturn's excess energy, planet-wide segregation is required (Pollack et al. , 1977). 
Therefore, an in-situ determination of the helium 'o hyd;>zen ratio by experimcants 
carried aboard ai etitry probe can provide a critical test of this pssibllity. Not only 
will i t  be useful to compare this measurement with solar abundancc. figures, but, equally 
important, to compare ~t with the value fout. - 'or the atmosphere of Jupiter by experi- 
ments aboard the JOP entry probe. This lattel comparison i s  needed since the solar 
ratio is not a s  well established a s  one might like. 
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SATELLITE AND RING OBSERVATIONS 
In this section, we discuss sequentially cosmogonically relevant observations of 
Saturn's irregular satellite(s), regular ones, and the rings. Tile outer satellites of 
Jupiter, Saturn, an3 Neptune differ markedly from the inner satellites of these planets 
in having highly inclined and eccentric orbits, with about half of them traveling in a 
retrograde direction. These orbital characceristics suggest that the outer satellites 
may he captured objects. Pollack et al., (1978) have proposed that capture occurred a s  
a result of the gas drag experienced by todies oassing through the extended gsseous 
envelopes of the primordial giant plansts, just prior to the zecond hydrodynamical 
stage. We have earlier pointed out tlut gas drag capture affers one mechanism of 
generating core material. In such cases, continued gas drag causes the captured body 
tc quickly spiral into the center of the protoplanet. However, if capture occurs in the 
outer portion of the protoplanet shortlj. before initiation of the second hydrodynamical 
1 
collapse (within -10 years) and if  the captured body i s  sufficiently large 
3 ! -lo2 - 10 krn), it will eqer ience  only Limited orbital evolution prior to the removal 
of gaseous material from its neighborhood. In this case, the captured bod? would 
remain a captured satellite, Pollack et al., (1978) showed that this mechanism could 
lead to the capture of objects comparable in size to that of the irregular satellitis, 
when nebular densities similar to those exhibited by models of the latest phases of the 
f i r s t  hydrostatic stage a r e  utilized (Bodenheimer, 1978). In addition, this model is 
capable of accounting for  many other observed  ropert ties of the irregular satellites. 
Besides modifyipg a !mdyls \relocity, gas drag also subjects it to mechanical 
s tresses aad to significarxt surface hesting. When the dynamical pressure due to gas 
*. 
drag exceeds the body's strength, i t  will fracture into several large pieces. However, 
the mutual gravitational attraction belw,?en the fragments i s  larger than the gas drag 
fol so the fragments remain together until separated by collision with a sufficiently 
lat - .ray body. In this way, Pollack et al., (1978) attempt to account for the existence 
of Jupiter's two families of irregular satellites ~ i t i l  the members of each family being 
charactzrized by similar orbital semi-major axes and incliilations. 
Figure 5 illustrates the heating rate experienced on the forward hemisphere of 
a captured body a s  a function of angular distance 0 from the stagnation point. 
(M. Tauber, private communication). These calc~lations pertain to typical parameter 
choices of 5 km/s for the relative velocity between the body and the nebula and 
3 2 s p / c m  for tlie gas density. Orders of magnitude smaller beating rates occur 
d 
on the trailing hemisphere. If r e  use a representative value of 10 ergs 'leln2's for tbr 
heating ,ate  and assume i t  i s  used simpl? to e11llanc.e tile surface temperature, we 
obtain a surface Lenlperaturr. of 1150 K ! Alternatively, i f  some of the heat i s  used to 
melt o r  vaporize surface. deposits of water ice, we find that meters of ice ca.1 e.xpc.ri- 
ence a phase change during the time of the capture process. 
Saturn's outermost satellite, Phoebe, i s  definitely an irregular satellite: i t  
travels in a highly eccentric, highly inclined orbit in tlle rct.rogradc direction. 
Conceivably, the second outermost satcllitc, Iapetus, might also be considered an 
irregular satellite since its orbital inclinatio!~ is substantially larger tlan tlmse of 
satellites located closer to Saturn. But, Iapetus tra\.els in a prograde direction and 
has a very low orbital eccentricit\. 
Photography of l'lioehe, its neighborliood, a ~ d  Iapetus ma\. provide vali~ablc data 
for assessirlg the validit?' of t h e  gas drag cap!ut-c: mechanism. ('lose-up picturc*~ of
Saturnf s irregular satellite(s) ma3 reveal m ~pliological features creatcd during the 
hypot!ietical capture eveut(s). Tire mecllani~al at rcssrs exiricnced during capture 
tnay be manifested in c~?ensi\-e fractures, while the stmtrg surface heating r:ira\ !rave. 
plrxjucrd flow features as well as pit-like structures rreattd I ) \  oulgassi~lg. 
-4s mention4 above, capture led to clusters of irregular .satellites in the case 
of the .Jcwian system, with cluster members representiilg fragn~cnts of tile capturtd 
parent b d ? .  In the case of the Saturn system, no such familics of irregular satellites 
arc kno\vu to esist. 'The pr2sence of single, irregular satellitc(s) rather ttan clusters 
can tw attributed to the following: there were differences in the tnecllanical proprtit-s 
of the captured bcdies so that total fracture never occurred for the Saturn captured 
objectsts); or fracture did occur, but there was never a sutmequcnt r~i l is ion with a large 
enough stray body to separate the pieces; o r  separation did occur. but the smaller 
fragments are too faint to be rcadilx observed from the Earth. The last possibility 
gives rise to the suggestion that a systematic photographic search be conducted from a 
Saturn orbiter for iaint objects with orbital inclinations and semi-major axes similar 
to those of Phoebe. 
\Ve nest consider studies of the regular sstellites. Thc Galilrnn satellites of 
Jupiter e-shibit a systematic increase ill their mean density withi decreasing distance 
from .Jupiter. Thus trend has hecn altributed to thc high lumitmsit~ of dupitc-r during 
the early phases of its second i~!drostatic stage (scc Figurc 2bl (hllack a1 d Reynolds. 
1974). As disczssed earlier. tht- hich luminosit;. inlubitid the condensation of ices in  
the region close to the planet during tlie satellite forrnat~oa period. Saturn's low r 
luminosity during thus cpocli means that ices were stable closer ro it t l la t r  to Jupiter 
during the iornlation of its satcllitc s\stern. Severthcltbss, a cot~iposi~ional gradicmt 
ma\ also be prt-sent for the Saturn system. 
I n  Figure (;a, we illustrate the possit?lc effects of Saturn's earl! high lumi!losit\ 
on the co~nposition of the material forming its satcilitc system (l*llar* el d. . 19ir;). 
Each curve in t l~is  figure shows the temperature of a condensing icc grain at !Iic 
distance of a given satellite as  a function of tinle from tile start of the scco-ld h.tdro- 
static stage. The curvcs are  labelled b!. the first lettcr of a saic-llirc's u a r ~ ~ ~ .  wit11 
A. B refr ,.ring to t h e  two brightest rings. A n a b h ~ u s  curvcs far the Jovian s?stcrn arc 
shown in  Figure Gb. In both cases. the region of sstcllite for~natio~l !]as Iwcn assumed 
to have a low opacit?, to the planet's thermal radiation. Qualitatively sirnila:. curvc8s 
hold in the tugh opeit)  case (Pollack ct a/. . 1976). 
SATURN -LOW OPACITY 
JUPITER - LOW OPACITY 
CGE I A 
ICE TYPE 
iE.0) 
SH (0) 
- Hz0 (€1 
(0) 
CLATHRAfE 
(0) 
The vertical a d s  on the right hand side of Figcrr r; displa! s the temperature a t  
which various ice  species condense. Thus, at times along a given satellite's curve 
when the temperature is higher than ttr. condensation temperature of a particular ice  
specie, it u4ll be entirely in the gas phase and yo will not be incorporated into the 
forming satellite, Af€er a certain time, satellite formation ceases k c a u s c  the disk of 
material  f m m  which the? form has hcen eliminated. If the temperatures have remaincd 
too hoC for  certain ice species to condense up until the end of the satellite formation 
period, they will be absent fmm a satellite formed at the distance under amsideration. 
Hence, satell i tes close to Saturn will lack the mom volatile i c - e  species inmrporatcd 
into satellites formed further away. 
The start vertical Line segments near the top of Figure 6 indicate the time. 
t (a = r), a t  which the radius of the planet equalled the orbital distance of the satellite. 
Presumady. satellite formation a t  that distance did not occur  a t  earlier times. Titan 
may be larger than satellites closer to Saturn because i t s  formation could have s t a n c d  
with the commencement of the second hydrostatic stage ( h l l a c k  et d . 1977). 
Accurate measurements of the mean densit! of Saturn's regular satellites 
represent the most important &La for  assessing the possible influence of Satsrn's 
earls excess hunincsity on the composition of its satellite system. ii'hen graphs. such 
as Figure 6, are canstrained by tbe r i t r r e n t l ~  known compositional properties of 
Saturn's satellites o r  the time of satellite forrnation for Saturn is assumed to be the 
same as for  Jupiter, the folloaing general picture emerges of the bulk compositional 
gradient within the Saturn systern: water ice  may represent the on1~- ice species 
incorporated into the innermost satellites of Saturn; ammonia ices, principally NH4SH. 
as well a s  water ice are present in all the remaining satellites; and methane clathrate 
is to be found in satell i tes starting a t  Titan's distance from Saturn. Also, there may be 
variations in the fractional amount of rock? material incorporated into the satell i tes 
because of the delay in  the formation of the inner ones caused by Saturn's s ize  
exceeding their orbital distances a t  the beginning of this period. \\‘bile the resultant 
variations in Wlk density among the regular satellites of Saturn ma! no1 be nearly a s  
spectacular a s  for the Galilean satclLites (Lewis, 19721. they sti l l  m a \  be discc.rned 
through precise measurements. 
Currently, the mean density of five of Saturn's sstell i tes is poorly known and it 
is not known a t  all for the remaining ones ( l l o r ~ i s o n  et 01. . 1977). I'ndouwedl\, the 
mean density of a tew satellites, especially 'Titan, will he dciermined with hihh 
precision when Pioneer 11 and the Voyager spacecratt pass through the Saturn system. 
But accurate values for  the remaining satellites will await a Saturn orbiter. 
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F'imlly, let us consider the origin of the rings o t  Saturn, There  are two 
principal competing theories. Eirher the rings were  formed as pan of the same 
process that resulted in  the regular satellites, but tidal forces prevented the aggrega- 
tion of a single large object a t  the rings' distance from Saturn; or alternatively, they 
represenr fragments from a stray body that pessed close to Saturn and was tidally 
disrupted (Pbllaek, 1975). The composition ot the ring particles offers a way of testing 
the first posslbillty. As i l l u s t r a i d  i n  Figure 6a, temperatures may have bewme om1 
emm@ cbse to the end ot  the satellite formation period for rbe Saturn system so that 
water ice was able to condense in the rejion of the rings. Any silicate grains, which 
codeused a t  earlier times in this w o n  or were  present from the start, wo~ld have 
been incorporated into the planet slnce Saturn's size exceeded the orbital  distance 
of the rings f o r  most of the sa~ellite tbrmation period (see the top o t  Figure a). Thus, 
if the panicles constituting the rings were  derived from material  generated during 
;hmxrn*s satellite brmation epoch, thex should be composed almost entirely of water ice. 
There is. in fact, some evidence char the ring particles contain water ice. Near 
infrared spectra demonstrate that water ice is an important component of tbe particles' 
surface material (Pilcher et $. , 1970). Constraints on their  bulk composition are 
pmvided by radar a d  radio observations. Analysis of these observations show that 
water ice could be the dominant component of the n n g  particles, whereas rocky 
materis l  cannot (Pollack et ol , 1973; Pollack, 1975; Cuzzl and Pollack, 1973). 
However, with the present data, i t  is more  difficult to exclude models in  w>jc!i metals, 
sucb as iron, represent the major bulk material  (Cuzzi and Eollack, 1978). 
\.a know that ttae rings have a hidl brightness temperature in tlae middle infrared 
(-10 to 20 pm) and a very low one in the microwave (> 3 mm) (Pbliack. 1975). 
Unfortunately, there is conflicting evidence as to where the transition from one bright- 
ness temperature regime to the next occurs. In part, this situation arises from the 
difficulty i n  spatially resolving the rings from the  Earth a t  t h e  wavelengths of interest. 
Therefore, i t  may be worthwhile to have a multi-channel infrared radiometer aboard a 
Saturn orbiter, which will observe the rings in the 20 pm to 1 mm wavelength reglon. 
Determination of the location and shape of the transition point would provide a good 
means of determining whether water ice is the major component of the ring particles. 
Table lprovides a summary of the major recommendations Sven in th i s  paper 
for an SO$ mission. The first column lists the coamogonic problem, with the second 
and third columns defining the critical measurements that can be done to help resolve 
it. Clearly, much insight into the origin and evolution of the Saturn sy  Y t em can be 
realized from a combined orbiter-probe mission to this system. 
Table I. Cc3mogracally Relevant MBasu~meRhr for an SO$ Y ission 
Cosmogonic Issue Key hIeasurements Observational Technique 
Origin of the Saturn system: Assess composition, In situ compositional mea- 
core instability vs. gas amount, and distribution surements of NHS, CHq, 
instability. of excess heavy elements. HZO, He, and H2 from an 
entry probe; track orbiter to 
determine tbe mass of the 
rings to establish values of 
J2 and J4 for Saturn. 
Source of Saturn's current He& ratio in observable In situ measurement made 
excess luminosity: I s  H e  atmogphere. from an entry probe. 
segregation an important 
source? 
Capture mechanism for Morpholugical properties Close-up photography of 
irregular satellites: Did of the surfaces of the irregular satellites from an 
capture occur due to gas irregular satellites ; orbiter; photographic search 
drag within the primordial existence of clusters. for  faint cluster members. 
Saturnian nebolla ? 
Influence of Saturn's early Accurate values of the Good mass and size deter- 
luminosity on the composi- mean density of the minations from t L-acking an 
tion of its regular satellites. regular satellites. orbiter and from photography 
during close passages by the 
satellites. 
Origin of the rings. Composition of the ring Multi-channel infrared 
particles; especially radiometer , ope rating in the 
determining whether they 20 pm to 1 mm wavelength 
are made primarily of region. 
H20 ice. 
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DISCUSSION 
J.  CALDWELL: If you invoke a gas drag  mechanism for capturing Phoebe, does 
that not give you trouble with the very e x i s t e ~ c e  of the inner satellites ? If the gas drag  
is enough to capture, how do the others  survive? 
J. POLLACK: Well, it 's a question of the phase a t  which different things 
happen. The capture that we're speaking about is occurring a t  a very early time when 
Saturn may have been maybe a hundred times bigger than i t s  present size, while in the 
case of the regular satellites themselves, one is speaking about much later  when Saturn 
was perhaps five t imes :ts present size. You're quite right in the sense that one has to 
be very careful at the stage that the regular satellites a r e  forming. There is a delicate 
balance between having enough material  in the disk for  condensation and the aggregation 
01 the satellites, and yet not having s o  much gas around that the protosatellites spiral  
into Saturn. 
J. CALDWELL: Jupiter doesn't have a major ring system while Uranus has  a 
small one. Is there anything potentially to learn about the Saturn rings from this? 
J. POLLACK: Remember that in  the Saturn system just before the end of the 
satellite formation period, temperatures in the ring region could have gotten cold 
enough for  water ice to condense. In the case of Jupiter, i t s  luminosity a t  the same time 
was a factor of 10 higher, so that it never p;ot cold enough within its Roche limit for  
water ice  to condense. 
In the case  ot an alternative material  like silicates, there may well have been 
silicates around initially to condense, but a t  the t ime that silicates would have been 
available, Saturn would have been s o  large that it exceeded the outer boundary of :he 
rings, so that any silivates there would have been incorporated into Saturn itself. 
In the case  of Uranus, I do not care to speculate very much a t  this time on why 
i t s  rings a r e  so different from Saturn's. The only thing I can say i s  that temperatures 
could have gotten cold enough to  allow material  to condense inside the Roche limit. 
B. SMITH: But not ice, because the Uranus rings a r e  too dark. 
G. ORTON: Lf helium is capable of segregating from hydrogen a t  the present 
time in the interior of Saturn, what does that imply in t e rms  o t  the heavy elements, 
methane, water, and silicates. 
J .  POLLACK: The physics is different, s o  I'm not su re  whether one would 
expect a phase separation o r  not. The ultimate answer to the question may require 
measurements of gravitational moments. 
G. ORTON: What precision is required in the measurements of excess thermal 
flux from Sahirn? 
J. POLWCK: Well, I'd really like to know whether it's significantly higher than 
my prediction o r  not. Thus n precision of 130% would L.e quite sigmticant, and I think 
ultimately one might like to go to : 10%. 
G. ORTON: For  the observations for  the presence of water ice  in the n n g s  you 
recommended very long wavelength infrared observations. 
J. POLWCK: b n g e r  wavelength observation may distinguish between composi- 
tion of the surface and the bulk composition. I don't think that tl!ere is any question 
that water ice is the major surface constituent ot the particles. Ir: the case of water 
ice, itf s very absorbent up to about 150 pm and then i t s  absorption coefficient s t a r t s  
decreasing very rapidly. And we know from current observation at a few millimeters 
that the opacity is quite low. The transition wavelength region will surely contain the 
information we need on the bulk composition. 
R MURPHY: Couldn't radar  techniques from orbit o r  even radio occultation 
measurements be Aag>ostic of bulk composition ? 
J. POLL-ICK: A;: occultation basically measures the total c ross  section, s o  i t  
is sensitive tc the sum of scattering plus absorption. It doesn't separate the two 
components. Radar is a very nice complementary measurement to the passive bright- 
ness  temperatures. But we s t i l l  need to know the brightness temperatures in the 
long-wave IR region. 
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ABSTRACT 
We review recent devefopments in the study of Saturn's atmosphere. 
Saturn apparently has a high clear layer of H2 under which lies a com- 
parable layer rich in dusty material. Beneath this is a thicker layer con- 
sisting mostly of H, mixed with haze particles. An NH, cloud deck pmb- 
ably lies this layer. Evidence for seasonal variations is presented in 
the form of changes In the NH,, CH, and H, absorptions. Finally, the 
lates. mixing ratios f i ~ r  the gaseous constituents are summarized. 
EXOSPHERE -LID H TORUS 
The extent of Saturn's atmosphere is uncertain. Laemission has been observed 
from the OAO-C (Copernicus: &atellite and a rocket to extend possibly out to Titan's 
radius. Barker (1977) reports La, emission of 250 R with FWHhl of 75 r d  for a 
spectroscopic slit 0.3" x 39" projected on the torus region 5" to 10" inside Titan's 
orbital position. For Saturn's disk, he reports 250 R emission with FWHM of 100 mR. 
These observations were made during 12-15 April 1976 with UAO-C and are at  the 
limit of photometric accuracy. The strengths are subject to revision depending on the 
concurrent geocoronal calibration. 
Apparently, the first statistically significant detection of L, emission from 
Saturn was obtained in March 1975 by Weiser, Vitz and Moos (1977) using a sounding 
rocket with circular spectroscopic apertures 26" and 53" in diameter. Saturn's disk 
had an angular extent of 17" by 19" and the outer edge of Ring A had an extent of 
43" by 19". Assuming d o r m  emission intensity over the respective apertures, they 
derived a I,,, brighttiess of 700 Ii -t 50 percent for Saturn's disk and 200 li  = 50 percent 
for the region outside and immediately adjacent to the disk, out to the radius of the 
large aperture. Any intensity distribution having zero emission from the region ~ u t s i d e  
the di& is not compagble with the observations. The L, brightness of Saturn's disk 
. -  
scales well with the 3 kR brightness for Jupiter, suggesting similar excitation mechan- 
isms in the upper atmospheres of both planet. (resonant scattering). Weiser et al. 
estimate only 10 R emission for fJ in the vicinity of the Rings from meteoroid bombard- 
ment of the Rings, solar and interstellar wind bombardment, and ice sublimation. 
Saturn's inclination is high enough so  that any contribution of a H torus centered along 
Titan's orbit to the 200 13 observed in the vicinity of the Rings would require ejection 
velocities of H from Titan nearly comparable to Titan's orbital velocity (5.6 km/s). In 
this case, many atoms would be escaping the Saturn system s o  the torus geometry 
might not be a valid descriptim of the H distribution. 
In April of 1977, Barker (1978) repeated his observations ancl found essentially 
the s a n e  disk intensity but detected no emission (less than 100 13) over the Kings. 
Therefore, the question of emission next to Saturn's disk, in the immediate vicinity of 
the Rings, remains open. 
IONOSPHERE 
The structure 9f Saturn's ionosp:iore wws recently considered by Capone et al. 
(197'7) who included, for the first time, the heating of cosmic-ray ionizaticn as  well 
as that of thc extreme ultraviolet radiation of the Sun. These effects are  comparable in 
tile outer atmospheres of the siajol* planets beyond Jupiter if the surface magnetic field 
is 2 Gauss or  less rtnd where the insolation is relatively diluted. They neglected the 
photochemistry of NH3 ltnd the possible roles of neutral hydrocarbons higher than CHq 
They d s o  neglected negative-ion c h e ~ n i s t ~ y  and plasma diffusion. They performed 
their analysis for an isothermal stratosphere and also for Wallace's (1975) model 
atmosphere to bracket the ten, ,erritwe regime. The electron densities (the quantity 
most likely to be observed) a re  plotted in Figure 1 for both cases; the calculated 
positive ion densities are  shown only for the isothermal case. Characteristic of these 
calculations arc hvo peaks in the electron density, whose altitude separation is  
diagnostic of the tenlperature structure in the inversion regime. An occultation gxpe ri- 
ment with a space probe promises to be a useful tool for investigating the thermal 
inversion of Sahrn t s  atmosphere. 
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The question of Saturn's atmospheric thermal stmctrtre in the lower inversion 
region and troposphere will be addressed at this workshop by Toku?aga, in addition to 
the question of the magnitude of Saturn's thermal flux. I will consider the aerosol 
structure and composition of Saturn's atmosphere and also the spatial and temporal 
variations. I will, therefore, confine this sel>tion t;s a few remarks. 
The presence of Saturn's inversion layer was first indicated by the 7.5 - 13.4 pm 
observations of Gillett and Forrest (1974) a t  reso!ution A/AA = 67 (Figure 2). Their 
spectrum revealed an emission peak a t  7.8 pm in the v4 CH4 band similar to that 
observed for Jupiter. The lack of a brightness temperature minimum around 8.2 pm 
indicates some unspecified extinction in Saturn's atmosphere which is not strong in 
Figrrve 2. S14fa-e brigbtnesi ofs~ttnrn rmus uurrIengtb. AIJO 
shouw m the kordtions Of 1.b m n c h  r)/ lbe V 2  and v4 bands 
9f pH,. (Gr/fct and Fonr~t,  1974) 
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Jupiter's atmosphere. They also detected the brigbt emission from the vg bard of 
CzH6 centered around 12.2 pm. Soon thereafter, Gillett and Orton (1975) obtained 
several scans across the disk of Samm at 11.7 pm (Ah = 0.18 pm) with a spatial 
resolution of 2". 8 arc sec. 'R~ese showed limb brightening, confirming the presence of a 
thermal inversion in Saturn's upper atmosphere. flbaervations using a broad band filter 
a t  11.7 ym (Ah = i. 8 pm) showed less emission at the l i d  - These observations 
strongly support Danielson and Caldwell' s suggestion that thz emission arises from 
C2H6. They also found enhanced emission over the south pole (Figure 3), which they 
attribute to the increased insolation resulting fmm the tilt of this pole towaids the Sun. 
The thermal inversion affects the monochromatic flux primarily in the 7-20 ym 
spectral region. The continuum is cooler than the region of the inlrersion emitting hot 
radiation partly because the deep, hot iegion of the troposphere is hidden by the NH3 
haze in the spectral region where it is not effectively hiddec by the pressure-induced 
H2 opacity. The thermal inversion also tends to f i l l  in the absorption features of the 
S(0) and S(1) pressure induced transitions of H2, making the spctrum more lib 3 
black body. Thrs filling in cannot be too strong, as in the case of Caldwellfs (1977) 
model, because this v~ould cause H2 to radiate efficiently in the inversion zone. This 
would tend to destroy the inversion because a temperature inversion can only exf s t  
when there is no efficient radiator at  thermal wavelengths in the inversion region to 
rekaee the energy absorbed there from the solar heatiag of gas molecules and dust 
particles. 
THE TROPCSPHERE AND h?13 31MlSG 'A30 
Below the inversion region is the troposphere and associated haze layers and 
cloud decks. Below its sublimation level, NH3 should be uniformly mixed with the other 
atmospheric bulk constituents. The microwave spectral observations permit the 1m3 
distribution to be studied to depths mcch greater than for any other spectral region 
containing NH3 bands. Several authors have asumed an isothermal stratosphere and 
convectiv~ troposphere in mder to zalcuate synthetic spectra of the 1.55 cm NH3 
"inversion" band which they then compared with observations (Gulkis et al. 1969; 
Wrboo 4 \Velsh, 19i0; Gulkis and Poynter. 197-3). Ilodels with solar hW3 abrmdsnce 
below the saturation level and s;lturJUoo values of the NH3 partial pressure above the 
saturation level f i t i d  tbe obwrvations weU. Ohring and U s e r  (1916) dispense with 
the need for making these assumptions by using temperalum pro5les derived directly 
froin inwrting the emissim spectrum of the 7.7 pm CH4 band (Ohring. 1915). and 
using them to derive the XH, distribution dil-ectly from inverting the observed micro- 
u 
wave emission spectnun. This spectrum tbqr approximated by a smooth curve between 
? - 20 cm, using tbe points with higher sisr;rl to noise ratios. Their results, shown in 
Figure 4, depend on the CH4/H., n1i.h.g nt io  but are rather lnsensitlve to the He/HZ 
d 
rdtio for values c0.2. Sor a nominal CHq/liZ = 5 x tbey obtain a nlatively 
constant value of NHJH, = 1 x lo4 below the saturatim level and, as for Jupiter 
-. 
(Ohring, 1993), tbey fiul AHt to be s&t"ated (not supenuturstsd) above tbe saturation 
Level. This level Lies at 154 K and 4 atm for the nominal model. Its vsriaticm with 
CHf mixing ratio may be ascerkdned by reference to Figure 4. 
Saturn's hliJ ahadance determined fmm tbe 6450 -1 W has bee. relatively 
constant in the thee year period ending 1975 (Uiroodmm, Trsfton axxi Owen, 1977). 
The ;tbundance i s  2 b 0.5 m-am NH3 "&orre the clouds" (equivalent retlectllg layer 
C 
model). Ohring and W s e r  (197G) kickte tbat the lewl of line formation of I H 3  for 
an ~ u n & c e  of 2 m-am is above the highest level for which t k y  have inferred NH3 
concentrations. The microwave I-esults have the advantage that they pertain to much 
d e e p  r layers than do the awwl spectra. 
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HAZE 
There appears to be an estencied haze in S a h ~  m's atmosphere near the 100- 105 K 
lewls. Gillett and Forrest's (19741 spectra show a brightness (ernwratut-e in the 
9-11 prn region of only 100-105 K, compared to -130 K for Jupiter. They point out that 
this is too cold for the dominaut gaseous opacit?. to be SH3;  the [rtrtial pressure of 
hX3 in the layers responsible fo r  Saturn's 9-11 p n ~  enlissiun i s  lo-' to times that 
in the layers responsible for Jupiter's 9-11 pm emission (lviiich arises in the v., band 
- 
of !W3). Bfy radiative convecbve models suggest h t  the t . 2 ~  of Saturn's convective 
zone is at the 103-112 K level, &ell above the KH3 saturation level, in contrzst to 
Jupiter. If Saturn's haze consists of AX particles suspended by con\-ectiw currents, 3 
its e-xtent in depth is .nuch larger  than for Jupiter. Cddwell (1977a) finds that indeed 
solid AH3 crystxls provide a good fit to  Saturn's spectrum in the r e e o n  of the 9.3 pm 
absorption feature visible in Gillett and Forrest's i1974) dab. He also fixxis that the 
haze must 5e inhomogeneously distributed in depth, being comvntrated a t  lowver levels 
rather than mixed throughout the iu\.ersion. This ha72 h y c r  is quite transparent at 
microwave wrt--elengths and is sufficiently thin a t  visual w a v ~ ~ l e n ~ s  that weak Mi 3 
lines a r e  detectable in the 6450.x band. Y i s ib l e  light penr:;-ates bc.10~- the 105 K level, 
n-he i-e it undergoes multiple scattering. 
The haze causes the subdued beharior of the equivalent lvidths of H , ,  CHI md 
- 
X!i3 from the center of the disk to the limb. The H., quAnp3:~lc lines a re  roughly 
d 
ci>nstant over the disk; they are slightly str-mger at tlle south p l e  m d  slightly wczker 
near the expitorid iimbs (Trafton, 1972). The 6430A S H . ,  band i s  strongest at the 
3 
center of the disk, slightly weaker a t  the so-tth pole, and quitc wesk near the equa- 
torial limb (U'oodman, Trafton and Cht-en, 1977) as indicated in k ' l p r c  5. hI~thane 
absorption i s  wvaker in the equatorial belt and either about the same over thc south 
pole .and the center d the disk o r  slightly weaker over Ule pole (Teifel, Us~ltse\-a and 
Kharitonova, 1971; 1973). 
Saturn's limb darkening and p o h  rization 3 IP not characte ribtic of ptl rc Rxyleigh 
scattering but of a haze wilh particles having :m average radius of -1 pm (Teifel, 
1975). 
The shapes of the R-branch n~anifolds of the 3 v3 CH4 bmd indicate the presence 
of some aerosol scattering (Tridton, 1973; Trafton and hIacy, 1975; nlacy, 197:;) but 
they a r e  much more compatible with a reflecting layer nlodel (PLBI) than :i homqe- 
n e m s  scattering mcdel. These obsen~ations v e r e  obtained along Saturn's ccnti-al 
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meridian, excluding the equatorial belt and Rings. For this area, the RL2tl approxi- 
mtion may not be bad, at least in this wavelength regime. Figure 6a shows spatial 
scans I obtained along Saturn's central meridian at three u.aveleng&s located in various 
CH4 bands. Tbey illustrate tbe CHI absorption increasing 8tmngly towards the pole. 
Figure 6b shows the CH4 absorption at these three u~velengths increasing toward the 
south pole. 
Another manifestation of Saturn's haze is the lower abundance determinations ir! 
the infrared than in the visual spectrum (see the section belm* on Composition). Also, 
abundances determined from lines of very different strength at the same wavelength 
lead to conflicting vdues when analyzed in the RLhf approximation. See de B e e  and 
Maillard (1977) for a discussion of this. Finally, we have already noted that the 
brightness temperatures at 8.2 pm and 9.5 pm indicate a haze. 
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DUST 
The presence of dust in Saturn's atmosphere is deduced from the sharp drop in 
albedo behvsen 5000 and 3000 A. It probably arises from photochemistry of CHI 
photodissociation products (Cddwell, 1977a). Podnlak and Danielson (1977) have 
modeled this albedo in terms of a homogeneous dust layer mixed with 28 km-A (kilometer- 
Anlagat) H, above a cloud deck and under a clear layer H2 ? km-A thick. The parameters 
- 
of the dust follow: The real part of the index of refraction = 2.0; the imaginary part 
- h-205; and a flat distribution in particle radii from 0 to 0.1 pm. Tba mtst p-ters 
are the same as those successfully used to model the b b W  aIbedos of Jupiter and 
Titan. At 5000 A, the optical depth for extinction of th dust i s  0.7. The fit is s h m  
in Figure 7. It should be noted that these models of the dust distribution are not dque.  
The effect of an inhomogeneous depth distribution of the dust would be to change the 
value of the exponent a in the imaginary part of the refractive index (Barker and 
Traftm, 1973). 
The presence of a high, clear region of the atmosphere, free of dust and 
aerosol particles, is required by the increase in albedo shortwards of 3000 A 
(cf. Figure 7). This occurs as a result of a sharply increasing cross section of 
Raleigh scattering. A layer of 7-28 km-A is needed, depending on the model. Podolak 
and Danielson (19'77) place 7 km-A Hz in the clear regjon; Teifel (1973) places 'less 
than 13" km-A H2 there; and Macy (1977) places 27 km-A Hz there. 
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Norc aci.urn!c modt-llitlg of this  region i s  ~lc&cd. ?'he p:.estSnc.c of linlh brigIite*ni~lg in 
tht. I \' ( l l s r in ,  196s) s l s o  requil-es 3 rclativtxly clcal. upper atmnspht*rc. New tnca- 
surr.n\rnts, suc-h as those of  1:ranz and P r i c e  (1977) ma\ help the modeling. I'1lc.y find 
plv~lounc.~d linlb brightening in I ' ,  modcrate litnb brightening in H and linit) dat-ktbning 
in V. 
'The be51 model to datc  13f S a t u r : ~ ' ~  acl-osol s t ruc lu rc  i s  llac\.'s (1977) hut this 
the therrllal s t ructure ,  Jlat.! c?st.s !he te:nl)(.t-atiirc. profilil of caldwell's ! '~~:rlxal rnodcl 
(1975a) but adjusts  the effcctivc 1~-1llpc>r,!turc to 97 K instt>ad of 93. 5 K arld tist-s a 
-2 
sixrface gravi t j  of 1050 t-n.1 s . t'ald\vt.ll's inscr-sion region is  to<> lo\\ for  i t  c.t\uses 
H to appear  in emission in his  n ~ t d e l  but this  does not significantl\ aifci.! tilr atsrosol 2 
structure.  The var ious  nlodels far the inversion ivnverge  it1 thc trc>p)sp!lcre al t l~ough 
they d i sagree  in thc inversion rcgimtX. The convergence i s  a result c ~ f  the 11 -1lc 2 
o p c i t i c s  beicg rclntii-cl! \re11 kuoivn bccausc these  opacities control  tilt rsdiativtb 
3iaC>'s model is cons t ru~ . t t~d  to a p r w  with photnrnetric and spt~ct rosc~opic  data 
in the L\', .\.isiidt. and near IIZ \vhile~ C*ald\vell's (1977:1) thermal  model i s  ceonc-t8rned 
with the sptlt.trr11 c.h;~rac.tcristi~.s for \i.rlvelengtl:s 1ongt.r than > p m, csccyt fa>r s o l a r  
heating. Scattering i:: not inrludcd it? the r;~di:ativtx tr:~ilsfcl- c;f Csld\vcll's nlodcl but 
i s  included in IInc\'s model. Gther differences a r c  that lIac?"s nlodel includes a 
c l e a r  region abOvt\ the absorbing dust and has  thC c!oud dcck at the Sii, sublin~a!ion 3 
level :-:\th~r thtlrr 3t tlie radi;~t ivc~-m11vt~~~t isc  b u n d a  r\. l'hr. forn:er i s  motivated b~ 
the 1-V l imb brightening ntld r i s e  i n  albedo. Thc la t ter  i s  motivated t?\ the visibilit? 
of weak gnstnus  XI1 absorptions, r c h t i v e l \  l z rgc  11 equivalcnr widths and hig!i 3 2 
rotational tenlpet-aturcs for C11  .\lac\'s nlodt-1 a lso  distinguishes the cquatol-in1 
.I ' 
from the te.n~perate zontDs, a s  indicated in Tablc 1. 
Figure 8 s h o ~ v s  J l :~cy ' s  schcnlntic fo r  S;ihinl 's r~tniosphcrc.  ;\hove t h e  olxique 
cloud dcck is 5 2  km-.A 11, miscd \\.it11 11;1ze particles. Jlultiplt' scnttering in th is  rcgion 
- 
c l ~ l i n ~ l ~ c ~  the quivcllcnt \vidths of  the 11, l incs but o11,;curcs thc gnscous Sll. ~ ~ h s a r p t i o n .  
- .3 
Above the h;lw i s  n lrryer of :lbsorl,ing particle-s (o r  dust) 15-23 kn1-.4 11, thick and ;\l)ovc 
- 
this  thcrc  i s  the c1c:lr region I9-'77 kni-;\ 11, deep. 'I%? dust layer sccounts f o r  the drop 
- 
in :~lbctlo in thc hlue-l-\' s lwctr:~l  region ,tnd hcll!s to he :~ t  the u p l x r  ;itnlosphcrc. The 
Table I. Pzrticle Distribution 
H2 Abundance (km-A) Pressure at Pressure at 
Layer Bottom, Layer Bottom, 
Layer Equator Temperate Equator ( a h )  Temperate (atm? 
--- - 
Clear gas 19 27 0.2 0.3 
Absorbing Particle 23 15 0.4 0.4 
Haze Particle 52 52 1.1 1.1 
haze layer also helps to explain the shapes of the 3 v  CH m;mifo]ds and the low bright- 3 4 
ness temperature at 9.5 pm (but the cross  section for  the particles may be quite differ- 
ent a t  visual wavelengths than a t  9.5 pm). Macy's model incorporates the Raleigh 
phase function for  scattering by the gases and an isotropic phase function for  scattering 
by the particles. The particle albedo is scaled according to the van de Hulst similarity 
relations to account for their anisotrapy. Recause greater polarization is observed in 
the temperate region than in the equatorial belt, hiacy argues that absorbing particles 
should lie deeper izl the temperate region. His model is also constrained by molecular 
line observations: in particular, the (3-0) and (4-0) H p  quadrupole lines, lines from the 
weak 6450 A NH3 band, and manifolds from the 3 v CH4 band R branch. 
Macy's model fits the spectral reflectivity well (Figure 9). On the other hand, 
the fit of the reflectivity from the center of the disk to the equatorial limb is rather poor 
(see Figure 10). This is due in part to approximating anisotropic scattering by isotropic. 
There is also a problem with the high rotational temperature of the 3 vg CHI band. The 
high-J manifolds a r e  too strong relative to those in his model. H e  discussed this prob- 
lem in a previous paper (Macy, 1976) which analyzed the 3 vg CH4 band and H2 absorp- 
tions simultaneously using an inhomogeneous model atmosphere. H e  found that if  the 
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optical thickness of the h z c  h y e r  \\.:IS adjusted to fit tllr- obset'vtd 11 absorption, the 2 
effective depth of nbsorption for tllc 3 113 ('11 band \\.as so shnllcvuv tlut tlic rotational 4 
temptr.?ture of the band came out too It~\v. 
It scems to me thqt t h i s  problenl could be rcsolvrd if t i l e  nwan cross section of 
the  hazc particles i n  his  m c r f c . !  werc allo\vt~d t o  dt\cl-cast. with inct't~nsing \\-avclcngth 
rather than be held constant. 'This variation i s  requircd to cspl:~in the (3-0) arid (4-0) 
14 absorptions in I'r;lnusl :~trnosph \ r c  (Trafton, 197ti). 'l'Itt.n deeper. lottcr layc'rs 2 
would contribute to the 3 v3 Cllq absorption nt 1.1 pm while shullowcr layers l imit the 
lt absorption at O.li4 pnl and 0.82 pnl. This modification should also result in a 2 
revision of the derived Cl14ill, ratio. 
- 
Finally, there appears to be some uncertainty about the depth of the NH3 
sublimation level. Macy's model gives 1.1 atm but tl-at derived from inversion of the 
-4  NH microwave spectrum (Ohring and Lacser. 1976) is 1 atm for a CH4 'Hz = I x 10 . 3 
Macy's model has four t imes  the methane mixing ratio. The microwave results a r e  
brought into closer agreement with hlac)"~ subl imat io~~ level if JIacy's methane mixing 
ratio is assumed. This would require a larger  NH mising ratio, however, so the S 
depth, at present, must be cansidered uncertain. 
Spectra of H2, XM3 and CH obtained over  a long time base indicate that sipii-  4 
ficant seasonal variations occur. The visibility of the 6450 A NH3 band has ranged 
from zero to almost the strength of Jupiter's band. Dunham (1933) was able to see as  
many lines of this band in Saturn's spectrum a s  he saw in Jupiter's spectrum. This 
i s  not surprising in view of the exponential dependence of the equilibrium NH3 vapor 
pressure an the temperature and the deep NH3 haze layer. Small changes in tempera- 
ture  could cause much bigger changes in the NH visibility. 3 
Observations of the H, quadrup le  lines over  the past decade a r e  shown in 
- 
Figure 11 (I'l-afton. 1976) and indicate a seasonal variation correlated with the shading 
of the planet's disk by the Kings. Figure 12 sho\vs Inore recent data for strong CH4 
bands. If the trend given bx the ear l ier  H points i s  cwrrect, Saturn's atmosphere 2 
mimics the deep, c lear  atmosphere of Vranus at a t ime when the Rings a r e  edge on 
(minimum shading) which also happens to be when the planet i s  farthest from the Sun. 
The IGng shading and orbital  cccentric8ity each producc 155 variations in the insola- 
tion of the disk. Thc Il2 equivalent widths appear to be minimum a t  the t ime  of 
masimunr shading. suggesting a lot of k z e  opacity in the deeper atmosphert:. The 
CIi bands, which probe shallower regions of St~turn's atmosphere, show a recent 4 
increase in strcngth, suggesting that haze may be settling out of Saturn's upper 
atnlosphere after the t ime of maximum Ring shading. 1:urthcr nrotritoring of Saturn's 
I lZ9  S H  and CH absorption i s  needed to confirm the seasonal behavior and to 3 4 
understand i ts  causes. The scat ter  of the points ir. 1:igure 11 indicates that the 
diurnal and short t e rm variations a r e  typically less  than loC;. 
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The questions of conlpsition a r e  what gases compos2 Saturn's atmosphere 
llnd ivhakarr their relative :~bundances? In addition to HI2, NH and CHI; detected 3 
gmrs inchldr !1 OVeiscr tlt 01.. 1977). " C ' H ~  (C'omhrs rr 11.. 1975), tlD (Smith and 
AIacy, 1977; Trauger, Ibes le r  and hlickelson, 1977), C2 H6 (Tokunaga, Knacke and 
Owen, 1975). p H 3  and CH3D (Fink and Larson, 1977). Helium has not yet been 
detected; i t s  presence is inferred from cosmogony and possibly from the shape of the 
thermal spectrum. Solid NH, appears to be responsible for  the absorption at 9.5 p m  3 
and possiblj at 8 .98  pm (Caldwell, 1977a). There appears to be a weak feature at 
10.1 pm in the spectra of Gillett and Forrest  (1974) which might arise from solid 
hHqD (Caldwell, 1977) but higher resolution spectra a r e  needed to confir& tWs . , 
possibility. 
The controversy on ivhether the features a t  10-11 pm a r e  duz to p H 3  
(Bregman rt al.. 1975) o r  to CZHl (Encrenaz et al.. 1978) appears to be resolved in 
favor of YH3 since Fink and Larson (1977) have detected P H  in S.iturnts 5 pm spec- 3 
trum. They ii i~d the absorption to bdcongiderably stronger than on Jupiter. About 
50 c ~ n - A  of labora toq  p H 3  is n e e d d  to match the broad p H 3  feature a t  4.73 pnl. 
'l'hese authors also fincl the Q and P branches of CHQD to be quite prominent in 
Saturn's spectrum and the line s t r e n g t h  a r e  comparable to those of CH D on Jupiter. 3 
A b u t  3 cm-A of laboratory CH 9 i s  needed to match their absorption. Smith and 3 
Mac? (1977) derive a value for ~ ! l t  = (6 .  G %3.1) x 10-5 from the R5(0) line of HD and 
T ~ a u g e r  ct 01.. (1077) report a similar v::lue (5. 1 50.7) x loa5 from the P4(l) line of 
HD. AIodeling the emission from the I !  band of C2H6 at 12.2 ym. Caldwell (1977a) 9 
estimates B mixing ratio C H /H, = 1. Y r 10"'. 1 6 ,  
A number of abundances for II XH and CI1 have been given in the literature 2' 3 4 
in the reflecting layer approsinlation. For the (3-0) and (4-0) H2 quadrupole lines, 
E n c r e n a ~  ;mnd Owen (1973) quote 77* 20 km-A H, using the curve of growth of Fink 
- 
and Belton (1969) which is now outnlodcd because the pressure broadening coefficients 
hnr r  s ; t~cc l x e n  improved (hiacy, 19i3). For the Qg(l)  line, dr Rergl! el al. (1977) 
obtain 3 H ~ b ~ d ~ n c e  of 25 km-A also b~ u s i - 1 ~  Fink and Belton's curve of growth. 2 -6 
For the pressure-induced fundamental, 3Prtin derived 25':; krn-am H2 with a base 
temperature of 150 K and a base density of 0.52:;: :; amagats. For t h e  first  over- 
tone of the pressure-induced H2 band, Lecacheux et a1 (19iG) derived 63:': km-A 
Hz. Fmrn the 64508. S1j3 band. \\'oodman a t  a1 (1077) derived 2.0 * 0.5 rn-A NH 3' 
But from the 1.56 Frn NH band, Owen et al. (1976) derived an upper limit of 3 
0.15 m-A. Using the 3 v CH4 band, Trafton (1973) derived a CH4 al~undance of 3 
54 t13 m-A (Trafton and hiacy, 1975) and Lecacheux et al. (1976) derived 
59 - rn-A. On the other hand, Lute et 01. (1976) analyzed the wrrk blue and green 
b a n d ~  and derived -160 m-A CH4. 
It is easily seen from this that the abundances derived in the HTAhI approdma- 
tion vary 'mth with the wavelength of the band analyzed and with the strength of t!lat 
band. Except perhaps for the central meridian, the RLII approsirnation is proksbly 
poor. Even colnparing bands at  the same wavelength but of different strengths 
requires that the radiative transfer include scattering. Meaningful a'iru~dance ratios 
may be obtained without analysis of the radiative transfer if absorption features of the 
two gases in  question can be found and measured which nave comparable strengths 
(de Bergh and RIaillard, 1977). This ratio is independei~t of the radiative transfer, at  
least for weak lines. Therefore, duplicating these absorptions with cold laboratory 
spectra yields the abundance ratio. This method has been applied succcssful l~ for 
C/H and 1 2 ~ / ' 3 ~  in the atmospheres fo r  Jupiter and Saturn. For Saturn, Lecachcl-.x 
+2.0 
et al. (1976) derive C/H = 4. 7-1,3 X aod Cpmb* et al. (1977) derive fig:;, 
respectively. Figure 13 shows several  manifolds o$3aturnfs  " C H ~  spectrum and the 
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laboratory CH4 features used to compal them. These values are essentially the 
same as the solar values. and the same a s  the telluric value in the case of u~ /13~.  
Eodolak and D a n i e h n  (1977) have shown the impr tance  of including dust and 
haze in determining abmdances from atmospheric models. They were successful in 
constructing such models which give both the observed absorptions for the weak blue 
b.nds of CHI a d  the stronger bands the red and near infrared. 
Some results 60r the CH4/H2 mixing ratio from such models follow: RodoW 
and Daniels00 (1977); 5. solar C /H (CH4/H2 = 3.5 to 3.9 x 10-5; C d f e l l  (1977.): 
4. h solar  (CH4/H2 = 2.1 x 10-5; Mach (1977): r. 5x s o h .  These are all  hi-r 
than tbe vaiue of Lecacheux ct d. (1976), who derive a p p d m a t e l y  the solar ratio. 
This discrepancy requires further study. 
SaPurn's W spectrum ob&inetj oy the TDla and OAO-2 satellites shows no 
definite absorption features (Caldwell, 1977b). Saturn's albedo from 2100A to 2500& 
is similar to Jupiter's, implying that there is a common UV absorber. This absorber 
cannot be NH3 on either planet becausc i t  is fyoeen oct to much deeper levels in 
e 
Saturn's atmosphere so that i t  should a f f e t  Saturn's spectrum differently. Caldwell 
(l977b) models the HpS alrsorptioq and find: that a mixing ratio of H2S/H2 = 1.4 x 10- 8 
fits Saturn's UV spectrum (see Figure 14). This compares with the upper Limit of 
4 x lo-' on this mixing ratio r e p  md by Oven d d. (1976) for Saturn from tie 6289 
- 1 
cm band. Caldwellfs value is much legs than the brresponding solar S/H ratio, 
implying that S is bound in other molecules. 
\ 
Scattergod a d  Owen (1977) consider the composition of the blurt-CiV "dust" in 
terms of the production of organics by proton bombardment of %. CH4 and NH3 mix- 
tures. Their results show that CH4+H2 mixtures remain clear but the addition of N 
(e. g. NE ) o r  S re. g. , H2S) leads to the production of colorful liquids and solids. None 3 
has the spectral behavior identicc'l to those shown by the planets a mixtures would be 
required to explain the haze. As yet, there is no satisfactory e.xplsoation for what 
material is causing the absorption between 5000-3000 A in Jupiter, Saturn o r  Titan. 
This remains a major unsolved probiim. 
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DISCI'SSION 
J. CALDWELL: Concerning the contmversy o v e r  ethylene and phosphine a t  
10.5 pm, 1 don't think that the  observations of I3nk and Larson rule  out ethylene. If 
ethylene is being seen  at that wavelengtib it's in emiss ion a t  a v e v  high altitude. And 
if that were true, you would see emission f rom ethylene on top of any possible absorp- 
tion by phosphine so that, in fact, both observations could be right; they're not 
mutually e-uclusive. 
L. TRP.FTON: The o k e r v a t i o n s  of Fink and Larson show that the phosphine 
is fairly strong, s t ronger  than in Jupiter, so i t  would a l s o  be absocbing in the  9 to 
1il p m  region fairly strongly. 
J. CALDWELL: But if ethylene is emitt ing above that, you see the  ethylene. 
G. SWOE: Do t h e  Copernicus Lyman-alpha measurements  e v e  a density 
value or a density limit f o r  the Titan torus? 
L. TRAFTOX: They give a n  intensity of about 150 Rayleighs fo r  the Titan 
torus. E. Barker  (1977) pointed out from 0AO data, that  within ten arc-see of Titan 
a 39-arc-sec measurement gave about 150 Rayleighs, which ivould be a limit  f o r  the i r  
detection. .W when he looked again, I believe h e  saw about the s a m e  number. 
J. POLLACK: When you speak about the observations of the Titan torus. is 
t h t  a d i sc re te  t o m s  ? 
L. TRAFTON: The  observations are made through a 39-sec slit superimposed 
over the t o r u s  about five or ten-sec away from Titan, I understanr! the re  is a problem 
with the  geocoronal calibration of atomic hydrogen data. That has to be subtracted 
out, and you're subtracting two large numbers w h ~ h  are rmlg?Sy equal to ea& :-t'.- 
and in that circumstance, the re  call be large uncertainties. It's a difficult problem 
and I think even m o r e  observations are needed to convince a majori ty of the cornmu- 
nfty one way o r  another whether the hydrogen emission real ly  is present  8t all, t o  
s a y  nothing of the detailed geometry. 
D. HCXl'EX: You w e r e  praising the  use of spec t ra l  features of comparable 
strengths in getting relat ive abundances, but there 's  another important point that I've 
recently become sensit ive to; you want comparable physics as well. Sou don't want 
to compare  a pressure-irlduced feature with a pressure-nar  rowed feature, fo r  
e.sample, if  you can possibly help it, because every t ime  the physics is different L i ~ e  
that, you have a different depth w e i g h t i ~ g  In the formation of the spec t ra l  feature. You 
must  go a lot fur ther  than just to 100% for compardble featrrres, and unfortunately, in 
comparing hydrogen and methane, nothing is really comparable. Every t ime :;ou look 
for  a useful pair ,  you find that the depgh weighting is totally different. 
L. TRAFTON: Cnfortunately, I have to agree. 
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ABSTRACT 
Specumcopic and p h o t d  infrared ubsemacions of h are re- 
viewd and manpad to the rxpccted fiux from dwrmPl u ~ c l u r e  &Is. 
Large uncenainties ex is  in the far-infnued mtpucments, but the 6 1 -  
able dam indkare that the effecrive temperature of the disk of Saturn is 
90 2 5 K. The thermal unacrure h i s  pmpoJed by Tokunaga and Cess 
and by Gaurier et A. (model "N) agree best with the observations. Nonh- 
South limb scans of Saturn as 10 and 20 pm show that the remperoture 
i n v d  is much stronger at the South polar region than as the equator. 
INTRODUCTION 
The importance of infrared observations 2f Saturn in constraining model 
atmospheres and identifying trace atmospheric constituents has been recently empha- 
sized by Caldwell (1977). Since Saturn radiates nearly all of its energy at wavelengths 
longer than 10 pm, the infrared spectral region is particPllarly important in establish- 
ing the thermal structure of Saturn. It is not surprising, therefore, that the increasing 
quality and wavelength coverage of infrared obser;-;ltions has been accoqmnied by a 
corresponding increase in the number of thermal structure models. In this paper, we 
review observations of Saturn in the 8-1000 prn wavelength region and re- these 
observations to model atmospheres. In Section 11, we summarize ground-based and 
airborne observations of Saturn, and we critically examine uncertainties in the 
effective temperature of Saturn. In Section 111, thermal structure models are  briefly 
reviewed and compared to the observations. 
THE EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE OF SATURN 
One of the fundamental input parameters in an interior and -thospheric model 
for Saturn is the effective temperature. This is a particularly difficult quantity to 
measure in the case of Saturn because most of its radiant energy is in the far-infrared, 
a spectral region which is almost totally inaccessible to ground-based observatories. 
Observations of the brightness temperature of Saturn at wavelengths longer than 10 pm 
are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Work prior to 1972, not included here, is summarized 
by Newburn and Gulkis (1973). The farinfrared observations shown in Table 1 are 
particularly important since Saturn radiates approximately 80% of its energy at 
wavelengths longer 30 pm. Unfortunately, the relatively small telescope aperture 
Table 1. Airborne and Balloon Far-infrared ~ h o t o r n e t r - ~ ~  
Armstrong et al. 
Armstrong et 01. 
Armstrong et al. 
Armstrong et d. 
Armstrong el al. 
Armstrong et d. 
Loewerstein et af. (1977)~ 
Loewenstein et al. (1977)~ 
Loewenstein et d. (1977)C 
Loewenstein ?t al. (1977)~ 
Loewenstein et al. (1977)~ 
a~rightness temperatures include emission from the rings. Fractional area of 
the rings was 0.65 during the Arms trong et al. observations and 0.55 during 
the Loewenstein et al. observations. 
b ~ h e  "reconciled" values given by Wright (1976) are shown here. 
C From Tables 2 and 3 in their paper. 
Table 2. Gr-d-Based Infrared photometrya 
Aeff (IU"' AAW) T~ (iO Reference 
6 101 i 3 hlorrison (1974) 
11.5 92 i 2 Morrison (1974) 
450 Z 300 205 * 15' Hudson et 01. (1974) 
17.8 1 92 * 2 W c k e  et al. (1975) 
18.4 1 SO* 2 Knacke et d (1975) 
21 6 90 2 Knacke et al. (1975) 
14 96i 6 Nolt et 01. (1977) 
8 98 * 2.5 holt et al. (1977) 
17.8 3.6 90.3 * 1.5 Tokunaga et al. (1978) 
19.8 1.7 90.7 x 1.7 T o m d  et al. (1978) 
22.7 2 .3  88.9 i 1.9 Tokunaga et d (1978) 
- 
%ith the exception of the measurement by Hudson et al., the photometry 
included here have bem sizes which are  smaller than the disk of Saturn. 
b~evised  vdue from Nolt et al. (1977). 
C Includes emission from the rings. 
available with aircraft and balloon telescopes has intrinsically large diffraction which 
prevents a measurement of the disk of Saturn independent of its rings. 
The measured far-infrared brightness temperature in Table 1 includes emission 
from both the disk and rings of Saturn. Ltewenstein et al. (1977) find that the effective 
temperature of the disk is approximately 89 K if they assume that the disk and the 
A and B rings have the same brightness temprature. - .- This is  approximately consistent 
with the broad-band brightness temperatures of Armstrong ct 01. (1972)and Fazio et al. 
(1976), and with the ground-based observations shown in Table 2. 
Spectroscopic observations of the Saturn- ring sq stem in the 20-110 pm spectral 
range have been made by Erickson et al. (1978) and by Ward (1977). These observations 
a re  shown in Figures 1 and 2. In order to remove the contribution from the rings, 
both assume constant A and B ring brightness temperatures with wavelength 3nd use the 
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ring optical depths given by Rieke (1975). However, E rickson et al. (1978) used ring 
temperature of 89.3 K, while Ward used 96 K. Thls gives r i se  to a discrepancy in the 
effective temperature of Saturn with Trickson e: al. (1978) finding Teff = 97 i 3 K but Ward 
obtaining Teff = 89 * 3 K. S i r i e  both groups observed Saturn in the Brs t  half of 1976, 
most of the disagreement in the effective temperature is probably caused by the dif- 
ferent ring temperature used. 
\Vard finds the brightness temperature of Saturn, after the ring emission i s  
removed, is 65 * 10 K in the 80-110 pm wavelength range. Such a low brightness 
temperature is inconsistent W.th the models discussed in the next sectian, but Ward 
points out that the ring emission could be lower than he assumed if the ring particle 
size were  small. In this case, the calculated brightness temperature of Saturn's disk 
could be raised. It is also possible that JIars, \Sarclls calibration source, ma_, 2ev1ate 
from the assumed brightness temperature as predicted by Wright (1976). This possi- 
biLity i s  raised by Erickson ct al. who find that the brightness temperature of Mars 
.lisagrees with \\'right's model a t  wavelengths longer than 50 ym. The increasing 
orightness temperature of Mars observed bx Erickson et al., at the longer wavelengths 
could partl! explain the low brightness temperature ot Saturn found by \\'ad. The 
validity 01 using Mars a s  a tar-infrared calibration standard is clearly subiect to 
question a t  the present time. 
Since the ring contribution to the observed far-infrared f l u  is considerable, i t  
is necessary to consider the r isks  involved in assuming a ring brightness equal lo the 
disk. At the time near maximum ring tilt, Rieke (1975) found equal disk and ring 
brightness tenqwratures in the 20-34 p m  spectral range, but recent observations of the 
rings show changes in the A, B, and C ring brightness temperature (Nolt el al. , 1978). 
We expect, therefore, that the assumption o t  equal ring and disk brightness tempera- 
turcs to be valid only near the time of maximum ring tilt. In addition, ttie C ring 
appears to be bright in the intrared. Observations of the rings by AIurphy (1973), 
Rieke (1975). and Nolt et 01. (1978) find that the e~nission from the C ring is substantial, 
although Alorrison (1974) did not detect it. \Ye niust therefore view with caution any 
correction tor the ring emission a t  far-infrared wavelengths. 
fhe elfective temperature ot Saturn is more difficult u, extract from the shorter 
wavelength infrared data shown in Table 2. In the 8-14 pn; spectral region, the 
c~tlt inuum is greatly affected bj. CH4 and C f i  emission, NH ice absorption, and other 2 6 3 
not yet positively identified minor constituents (Caldwell 1977, Gillett and Forrest 
1974). In the 17-25pm spectral range, t!le temperature inwxsion contributes 
significantly to the observed fiux (as shown in the next section). We a r e  therefore 
compelled to use far-infrared data iu order to obtain the etfective temperature d 
Saturn. Any atmospheric model for  Saturn, however, should be consistent with the 
data in Table 2. 
We conclude from the available far-infrared data that the effective temperature 
of Eaturn is 90 * 5 K. For  an equilibrium temperature of 76 K (Rieke 1975, Erickson 
et d. 1978), the ratio of emitted to absorbed p o w  r is in the range 1.6 - 2.4. Otviously 
more observations are necessaly, m d  we expect that far-jrdrared cbservations in 1980, 
when the rings are edge-on, will provide a good value for the effect've temperature. The 
largest experimental uncertainty will likely be in the absolute calibration. 
MODEL ATMOSPHERES 
We know relatively Little about the ther~nal  structure of Saturn's atnlosphere 
compared to the Jovian atmosphere. Since Trafton (1967) first constructed a model 
atmosphere for Saturn, s ix other atmosp!~eric models have bee:~ proposed - all wittlin 
the last five years. In this section, we review iht* properties o! these nlodels and 
compare them to observations in the infl-ared. 
The 8-14 M r n  spectrum of Saturn i s  shown in Figure 3 (Gillett and Fol-rest,l9'i.l). 
The emission peaks at 7.9 and 12.2 pm a re  produced by en~ission from mtthrme aild 
ethane in a temperature inversion region. Scans across the disk o! Saturn in  t he  c>thane 
emission band (Gillett and Orton 1975) sl~ow equatorla1 limh brightening and an 
intensity enhancement at the South pole which i s  cxmsistent with a tcmpcrature inversion. 
Saturn is not unusual in having a temperature inversion since a tempcraturc i n \  ersio!l 
in the Jovian atmosphere has been firmly established (Gillet., Low, and Srt.in l9ti9, 
Gillett and Westphal 1973, Ridgway 1974) and strong t-\.idt>nc.cl tor a temperature 
inversion has been found on Titan and Neptune (Gillett 1975, Mac\ and Sinion 1977. 
and Gillett and Rieke 1977). In this paper. w e  aasutne that tllc al.)sorption 01 solar 
radiation by aercsols and methane in the upper atmosplicri~ i s  sufticicni LO power t !~e  
temperature inversion (Gillett, IAW, and Stein 19fi9, \\'allare el a/. . 197-1, 
Caldwell 1977). 
Atmospheric models b\- h'allace (1975). Caldwcli (1!177), I - O I ; I I I ~ ~ X ~  atid i-(-5s 
(1977), and Gautler et al. (1977) have incorporated a ~c~np t~ l -a iu rc~  in\orsion, and 
these models a re  shown in Figure 4. The modcls 1,. Ctbss and Iilic~an (1973) and b.v 
Encrenaz and Combes (1'377) a r e  s~n i i l a r  to tlic \\'allaci? (1975) model Ibclow t l ~ t s  
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temperature minimum, but both models have a weaker temperature inversion (see 
Figure 1 of Encrenaz and Comkes, 1977). The discussion of the Wallace model in this 
section will apply equally well to  the Cess and Khetan and t o  the Encrenaz and Combes 
model. All the models, with the exception of the Wallace and the Gautier et 41. models, 
have an effective temperature which is consistent with the far-infrared data discussed 
in the previous section. In Figure 4, it is evident that the models agree to i10 K at 
any pressure Level below the temperature ml..imum, but they are very discrepant in 
the temperature inversion region. 
Some of the models have been compared t o  the far-infrared data by Erickson 
et al. (1978), a s  shown in Figure 5. The Tokunaga and Cess model provides a good 
fit throughout with a ring temperature of 89.3 K, and the Wallace model can also 
provide a s  good a f i t  with a higher ring temperature. The 20 pm center of disk 
measurements in Table 2, however, a r e  not consistent with the Wallace model. These 
results depend on a uniform ring brightness temperature a t  all wavelengths - an 
assumption which may not be valid at the longer wavelengths (Ward 1977). It i s  
important to note that the observations by Erickson et al. and by Ward probe to the 
0.6 - 0.8 atm level in the 50-100 pm spectral range. Encrenaz and Combes (1977) 
show that observations of the continuum a t  wavelengths longer than 100pm can test  
thermal structure models at  higher pressures in  the convective region, since the 
ammonia opacity is much reduced compared to Jupiter. The effect of clouds n; .. be a 
serious obstacle, however. 
In Figure 6, the Wallace, Caldwell, and Tokunaga and Cess models a r e  com- 
pared to spectroscopic observations in the 17-25 pm spectral region. Observations at  
these wavelengths can distinguish between the various models of the temperature 
inversion since optical depth 1 is reached slightly below the temperature minimum. 
The Wallace model has a temperature inversion whici~ is too cold, while the Caldwell 
model is too warm. In the latter model, the S(0) and S(l) pressure-induced 
rotational Lines of molecular hydrogen appear slightly in emission. The Tokunaga and 
Cess model provides a reasonable fit to the data, and the Gautier et a[. model "N" 
also fits well (see Figure 3 of their paper). The Trafton (1967) model lacks a tempera- 
tu re  inversion, and i t s  predicted spectrum is simila; to the Wallace model. A compari- 
son of the Tokunaga and Cess model to part of the data given in Table 2 i s  shown in 
Figure 7. This model agrees to within several standard deviations with all  the disk- 
resolved data in the 13-40 pm spectral region. 
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The atmospheric medals can ale0 be tesosd by limb scans in the Mrrrred. 
Caldfteell et aL (1978) compam equatorial Ilmb sc83m at three wavdeqgh in tbe 
17-25 pm spectral mgim to the model pmdidion6, and the resub are shown in Fig- 
arw 8, 9, and 10. The beam profib determined Molt et d (1918) was used to pro- 
ducefh6predLcfedlimbembslosrprafile. AsafQpwdmsrit, fbdeviationofthe 
model pmdictiam from the &senmi profile w a ~  computed snd is shown in Table 3. 
Within the uncertzrintiss in the beam profits, both the Tokmaga and Cess model and 
Gantler et d model WM" provide a good fit to ths limb scans. The other models differ 
from tbs ohserved limb profile. 
We w w  review the evidence for d&ffemcea, in the thermal 8truct1.m between 
the equatorla1 and the South polar region. NorthSoath w m s  of the disk of Saturn at 
12 and BOpm have shoam an intensity enimucemeat tat the South polar region (Gillett 
and Orton, 1975; Rietre, 1975; Tohmaga et aL, 1978) and this effect is ffll~strated in 
Figure 11, The scans in the metlmne and e tke  emission t#mds (at 7-9 and 12.2 pm) 
show an intensity enhancemeLt a t  the South pole, bat the scans in the continuum (at 11.14 
and 13.31 pm) show much less limb brightening. There appears to be a slight amount 
of polar limb brightening at 13.31 pm, but i t  is not clear whether this results from 
molecular hydrogen o r  acetylene emission. The 12.2 pm scan is similar to the 12 p m  
scans obtained by Gillett and Orton (1975) and Rieke (1975). 
The 7.8 pm scan suggests that the enhanced polar emission is mostly the result 
of a hotter iaversior- since we expect metkme to be PiliSormly mixed over the disk of 
Saturn, Scans obtained in the molecular hydrogen cc)nt.inuum indicate that the 
temperature inversion is indeed hotter at the South polar region. As shown in F'igure 12, 
the strongest Ilmb brlgkning occurs at 17.8 pm, the wavelength wMcb is closest to the 
madmum in the molecular hydrogen opacity. The degree of polar limb brightening 
can be judged by comprlng Figure l2 w&h equatorial scans shown in Figures 8, 9, 
and 10. 
Toinmaga st at. (1978) proposed a model for the South pole which was constructed 
in a similar fashion to the model by Tokunaga and Cess (1977). but it  includ~s the 
Mgher acceleration of gravity at the pole and the increased value for the diurnally- 
averaged insolatfon. In Figure 13, we show the South pole model along with an 
equatorial model 8nd the Tokunaga a d  Cess model for comparison. Note that the 
Tokunaga a d  Ceas model is a global mo< : since a diurnally-averaged insolation over 
all latitudes was used (for a Samrn-Sun dhcance ot 9.5 AU). The equatorial model 
uses a diurnally-averaged insolation for the Satu-mian equator at  the time of the 
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observations (9.14 AU). The South pole and equatorial  models therefore  have hotter  
temperature inverstons than the global model of Tokunaga and Cess .  The differences 
between the equator.  nl and global models are not large  enough to affect the resu l t s  
obtained by Caldwell et al. (1978) as discussed e a r t i e r  in th i s  section. 
A comparison between the  predicted and observed brightness temperature  for  the  
South pole is shown in Figure 14. While the South pole model predicts a greater bright- 
ness temperature  than i s  obsenTed, th is  is par t ly  :: resul t  of the  relat ively large  
telescope beam used (3.5 arc sec) which includes emiss ion wer a range of latitude. 
Tokunaga ct d (1978) find that  at a latitude o f  -70" (corresponding to a distance from the  
pole equal to the  radius of the  beam), the computed temperature  inversion is uniformly 
3 K co lder  than the  S w t h  pole model. From th i s  result,  roughly one-half of the bright- 
n e s s  t empera tu re  discrepancy between the Smth  pole model and the  observations can  be 
ascr ibed to beam-size effects. The South pole model appears  t o  overes t imate  the  heating 
by methane and aerosols.  This result  suggests that the  s t ronger  temperature  inversion 
at +be South pole could be powered with somewhat l e ss  than "normal" concentration of 
UV-absorbing aerosols.  
We conclude that: (1) recent observational t e s t s  in the infrared favor the 
Tokunaga and C e s s  model and the  Gautier et nl. nlodel "N", and (2) the South polar region 
has a stronger  temperature inversion than the equatorial  region. \ire expect that the 
intensity enhancement a t  the South pole to great ly  diminish in the next few y e a r s  as it 
tilts away f rom the Sun. 
In spi te  01 the  increasing quality of far-infrared data, the effective temperature  
of Saturn i s  not well known. Large uncertainties exis t  in the correction for  the  ring 
emiss ion and in the absolute calibration. The far-infrared spectrum of Mars ,  the 
p r imary  standard fo r  most far-infrared obsert-ations, has only recently been measured,  
and more  work on far-infrared calibration sources  is necessary.  The available far- 
infrared data indicates that the  effective temperature  of the disk  of Saturn i s  90 ;t 5 K. 
Current  thermal  s t ruc tu re  models of Saturn are roughly s i m i l a r  in t h e  lower 
atmosphere below the temperature  inversion, but they differ  greatly in the temperature  
inversion region. Ground-based observations in the 17-25pm spcctr:rl region favor the 
Tokunaga m d  C e s s  (1977) model and the  Gautier  et al. (1977) model "K". There is 
g r e a t e r  uncertainty lu the the rmal  s t ruc tu re  below the temperature  minimum, but 
observations a t  wavelengths longer than 40 pm can help to constrain models down to the 
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cloud deck. Strong differences exist between tl~e temperature inversion in the  
equatorial and the South polar regions. There are several possible ways to explain 
this effect, and morz data concerning the deposition of solar radiation i n  the upper 
atmosphere is required. 
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DISCUSSION 
G. OHTON: Do you have ny es t imate  fo r  the effects of th is  r a the r  high and 
I i 
proportionately very pervasive haze (assumed to be ammonia) in the  ~mveleng ths  
you've been looking at? i 
It i s  a very effective a t s o r b e r  and s c a t t e r e r  in cer ta in  areas of the 8 to 14 prn 
i 
region, over  and above a m m i n i a  vapor  absorption. One of my grea tes t  concerns 
fo r  Voyager is, what i s  thefiffect of the  phenomena going t o  be in the  f a r  infrared which 
? 
i s  really where we would $ke t o  get  most the rmal  s t ruc tu re  information, hydrogen/ 
helium ratio, etc.  
A. TOKLNAGAr U'e haven't addressed that question. In the  20-pm region, we 
donrt think we see deep enc3gh in the atmosphere of S t u r n  for ammonia ice  opacity to 
affect o u r  results .  
J. CALD WdLL: Optical d e p t t s  in the  20-pm region a t  the  ammonia haze level  
are at lcas t  3 alrd typically 1 3  o r  more,  at leas t  in o u r  model. At 17.8 pm,  they're 
of the o r d e r  of 10, s o  yourre  not seeing the  effects of the haze. At ve ry  much longer 
\Ira ~ g t h s ,  of the o r d e r  of 40 pm, it's entirely possible that on Saturn ammonia haze 
i s  a very  s t rong contributor t o  the opacity. That may well foul up remote  observations. 
G. ORTON: l'd like t o  comment on the  fact that  w* would expect t o  see large  
variat ions in the  thermal  s t ructure ,  both a t  the equator and the pole, because of 
Saturn's laige. obliquity and the  var ia t io ;~ in insolation with time. UTe wvould like t o  see 
what s o r t  of changes take place, what s o r t  of equilibrium i s  taking place, as the insola- 
ticn varies.  I can say  that  in the 12-prn area, comparing observations made last  y e a r  
and this year ,  t h e r e  i s  l e ss  limb brightening at the  South Pole in the 12.2-pm region. 
A. TOKUNAGA: We have somewhat contradictory iilformation on that point in 
that  we made another 12-pm scan a few weeks ago but with a s m a l l e r  aperture.  The 
brightening i s  about the s a m e  a s  you see it here.  This was done a y e a r  ago. March 
of 19'77. 
J. CALDWELL: Orton i s  right that the re  are large, s t rong seasonal effects 
present.  There 's  no indication yet of limb brightening a t  any wavelength in the 
northern hemisphere, while there ' s  very  s t rong  limb brightening in :he southern 
hemisphere that va r ies  with position. 
J. POLIACK: A lot of the far infrared observatiors that yoil show have been 
calibra+A on hlars, which has become a popular standard in recent years, and 
particularly a lot of it has been based on very nice work by Wright (1976, Astrophys. J. 
210, p. 250). Unfortunately, there may be a problem since Wright and others assu~ned 
that except at times of great dust storms, the atmosphere of Mars was essentially clear 
of dust. We now know from Viking that there is no time of the year in which that 
assumption can effectively be made, and that has two implications for Mars a s  a calibra- 
tion standard in the infrared: (1) The effect of clust in the atmosphere is to ~ d u c e  the 
ground temperature during the daytime, and W 1 s  the side that you see when you use 
Mars a s  a calibration standard. (2) The dust ha3 significant optical depth at, say 20 gm, 
and will tail off at longer wavelengths, so  there is a potential wavelength dependence of 
brightness temperature a s  well. I wouldn't rule Mars out as a calibration source, but 
I think it's going to be s lot harder to standardize. 
J. CALDWELL: I think Alan Tokunaga is being a bit modest in assessing the 
various Saturn models. In Figure 4, the power of the limb scans is sufficient to 
differentiate between the two in the middle, and, in fact, Tokunaga and Cess a re  about 
twice as good as Gautier et al., and in my judgaent that is significant. These earlier 
models, including my own, were done without the limb scans. I don't think the variety 
you see really represents the uncertainty we now have in the models. 
A. TOAUNAGA: In the 17 to 25 pm spectral region we're probing 0.2 atmo- 
sphere to about 0.05 atmosphere. We don't have very strong constraints either above 
or  below that region. Observations in the methane band which would be sensitive to 
Irighe r altitudes would be important, and with longer wavelsngth observations, longer 
than 40 pm, we can probo to lower altitudes. 
G. ORTON: What is  needed to determine a thermal methane/hydrogen ratio? 
Can we ever get observations far enougl out in the wings of the 8 pm methane band, for 
example, to probe the same depth that can be reached in the H2 continuum? Limb scans 
might be a particularly good way to relate these two opacity sources. 
J. CAWWEU: If you get too far out on the wings of the methane band you also 
run into CH D opacity. 3 
THE RINGS OF SATURN: 
STATE OF CURRENT KNOWLEDGE 
AND SOME S-UGGESTIONS FOR 
FUTURE STUDIES 
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In  this brief w e n  tew, the state of o u r  current know ledge of the properties 
of the ring system as a whole. and of the particle, individua!ly, is assessed. 
More derailed review papers are cited for f . ~ r t h e r  discussion and attention 
is primaril! devoted to recent results and possibilities for exploration of 
the  ring system by a Saturn orbiter. In particular. the infrared and 
microwa\\e properties of  the ring system are discussesl. 3 he hehavior o f  the 
ring brightness is not we11 understwd in the critical transition s ~ e c t r a l  
region from - 100 p m  to - I  cm. Als~), the d)namical behavior of the ring 
system is discussed. Recent theoretical studies show that ongoing dy- 
namicd  cffttts continually affect the ring structure in azimuth (possibly 
producing the  A ring brighrness asymmetry) and in the vertical direction 
(possibly preventing the rings from flatrening t o  a monolajer). 
Orbital spacecraft-based studies of the rings will offer several unique 
cdvantages and  impact impwtant  co>mogonical questions. Bistatic radar 
studies and mill~meter-wavelength spectrometry!radiometn will give us  
the panicle size and cornpr>sltion limits needed to resolve the questiorr of  
the density ~f the rings, and provide important boundary conditions on  the 
state of Saturn's protoplanetary nebula near the time of planetary 
formation. 
Detailed s tud)  of the radial btrucrure of rhe rings near resonance "gaps" 
will shed light on the  whc~le question of ring f i~rn~a t ion  and in a larger 
sense on plartetary formation as influenced by dynamical effects. The 
recent discovery of the rings of Uranus further moti*ates such dynamical 
studies. Topics which would benefit from further study. either from 
spacecraft o r  Irc:rn Earth. are noted. 
Due tc thoir great beauty and uniqueness, the rings of Saturn have been studied 
as  much or  pelhaps more in the past than Saturn itself. Their scientific importance i s  
in fact also quite great. T r a p p d  within the Roche limit ci Saturn by the gravitational 
perturbations of the satellite Mimas, the ring particles have been urAable either to 
escape o r  to accrete into a large body. Thus, if the rings formed in their current 
place, they represent a practically untouched remnant of the protoplanetary nebula, a 
direct condensate unaffected by thermal, chemical, o r  impact metamrrphosis. How- 
ever, it is also possible that the rings formed through tidal breakup of a pre-existing 
comet o r  satellite. Knowledge of the size distribution and bulk composition of these 
particles c o ~ l d  permit final discrimination between these two origin hypotheses. For 
instance, the existence or  absence of kilometer-sized "particlesff would permit o r  
disprove the breakup hypothesis. Even the bulk composition of the particles has not 
been definitely established. Current work indicates that cosmogonically plentiful ices 
could compose the bulk of the ring material. However, fairly pure metal may not a s  
yet be ruled out. Thus, study of the rings could provide valuable constraints on 
theories of Solar Svstem crigin and evolution. In Section 11 the global structure of the 
rings (radial, vertical, azimuthal) is reviewed. In Section III currsnt knowledge of 
particle s ize and composition is discussed. Tn Section TV likely advances due to 
Pioneer, Voyager, and interim Earth-based studies Ere mentioned. In Seetion V, 
important scientific questions will be presented which a r e  appropriate for study by- 
SOP'. This brief paper will only touch the surface of existing research on Saturn's 
rings. For further background, the reader i s  referred to review papers by Bobrcw 
(1970) Cook, Franklin, and Palluconi (1973), and Pollack (1975). 
11. O\'ERALL PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE RlNG SYSTEM 
Radial Structure 
The ring system exhibits obvious radial structure which has evolved a particular 
nomsnclature. Currently accepted values for, and uncertainties in, ring element 
boundaries a re  give-] along with standard nomenclsture in Table 1. Below we discuse 
Table 1. Wng Elemellt Boundaries (After Cook et d., 1973) 
B o ~ ~ d a r i e s  
Plaretary <Equatorid j 
I;lllg 3eg~qn Radius ckm; Radii * Arc sec n: 9,52i35 AU 
-- -- ---------- - ---------- 
-4 Outer IY7,430 5 i3b (est) 2.29 19. .?2': ~0.1" jest) 
A Inner 121,80 i 73.3 2.03 I?. Z?" iO. 1" (est) 
Cassini 
Dir isim: Width 4,800 1 7C- 
C Inner 72,600 = 1,409 1.21 10.5 r0.2" 
the radial sbbicture in sonic t!i.gil 2r,d then revitiv ccrrectly sccepied vr:lces for 
optic21 depth cf the rings r.. ,risible v.-~velcn$hs as  a functicn of radia! distance. 
1. h.Iecbnisms gcwein.ing radial structure. 
The nroct iikely expianation for the radial structure of the ring: is that 
it ariscs f ron  h e  effects of gzavitationally induced perturbations in ring 
particle orbits ivilich lie near commensurability .dth Mimas, one ~f 
Saturn's smalier satellites (see, a. g. , TrarAiin and Colombo, 1970). 
Tht perturt %Eon ;haracte~iz',lg commenq~:rab;lity incrcases the eccen- 
t r i c i e  of the "resonant" partick until a collision removes the psi-ticle 
from the resor or5it. 'I 1x1s s w h  cnmrnensurate orbits a r e  unstz:~ie. 
This simple e.uplana~ion serves very well to explain the inner and outer 
boundaries :f thc x-ing system. Given that ~ n l v  empty space exists beyond 
the resonance in either case, the collisicn which removes the particle 
f r ~ m  Its unstable orbit is most likdly to be n-ith another particle allthin the 
rings r.14 in sccl: a c'we tne final orbit will be more likely ui thin  the ring 
bourac;y ~~rall  beyond the ring boundaw. In this way the Yesonaaces a r e  
:ten I > present at :;at partially effective barriers to mass flow. The 
inl?er e d g ~  c.' the B ring. i ~ n e r  edgL of Cassini's divi~iqn.:  and the cater 
edge of the A rkq represent such unstable orbits with periods equal to 
l j3 ,  112, and 2/3 of the period of Mimas, respectively. Tbe real radial 
brightness distribution is, of course, more complex (see Figure 1). 
Iiowever, the picture is more complex regarding the widths of the 
2. Gaps within the rings 
It has been recently realized @menberg and Franlclin 197'1) that the above 
mechanism will %clear OUV* only a region of radial extent e39 k, !.luch 
less than the observed width of the Cassini division (see Tab's 1'. 
Particles moving under ihe resonance, but more than - 30 km distant from 
it, do so "in phase" in Wir arbits and do not collide. Several mechanisms 
t 
have been pmpsed to explain the dbserwed width. Goldreich and 
Tremaine (1978) suggest that a density wave, induced at the resonances,. 
travels outward and decreases the angular momentum of particles in a 
range which agrees well with the wMtb d Cassini's division, Codr (1470') 
suggests th..t ttre system is evolving radially outwards, due possibly to 
magnetic or gaseous drag. High-quality obsemtions near the edges of 
dl the resonances and within Cassini's divisian will be necessary to supply 
further constmints on these hypotheses. 
3. Optical depths in the rings 
The optical depth, ro, provides an important boundary condition relating 
particle volume densities to particle sites. ]By definition, 
where r ie particle radiud and n(r, z) i s  volume density. The normal 
optical depth of the rings, r0, varies significsrtly with radial distance 
from the planet. Values of ro have been obtained by two general irethocis: 
- t rans~~ise ion  f light through the rings (Ibam - Iinc e where 0 
is the angle from the ring normal, and reflection of light from the riw. 
The former mefi.od is more direct as fewer assumptions about the ring 
structure, padicle albedos, and phase functions are required. Howpe- ?r, 
most quoted values have been obtained from the latter method, in which a 
simple scattering-layer model is used to calculate reflected brightness. 
Using the variation of brightness with tilt angle, one solves for both a 
particle albedo and local optical depth. Uncertainties in the optical depths 
sg obtained may be quite large and the values themselves may be system- 
atically low (Pollack, 1975; Cuezi and Pollack 1978). Best ctirrerit values 
for optical depth as a function of radial position a r e  given in Figure 2 
along with their sources and likely uncertainties. The optical depth of the 
Cassini Division is highly uncertain due to the many difficult and important 
ccrrections which must be applied to observations (smearing, scattered 
light, etc. ) These values are azimuthal averages. Azimuthal variations 
a r e  discussed below. 
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Vertical and Azimuthal Structure 
The vertical and azimuthal structure a r e  related in that they both deal :ith the 
local "internal" structure of the rings; that is, whether the zings a r e  one particle thick 
(a wmmolayer") or are many W c l e s  thick 
Perhaps the most signKcant observation co- straining this question is the phase 
effect of the rings (see Fiere 3). The net I .crease in brightness (about a factor of 
two) over 6 of observable pkxase is similar in magnitude to the lunar opposition 
brightening. Both arise from the fact that shadowing of particles in the lit surface by 
78 
each other ccscs  rapidly as the directions to Sun and Earth become coincident a t  zero 
degrees phase angle. Detailed analyses of the effect for the rings orvine 1966, 
Bobrov 1970, Rawata md Irvine 1974) yield a volume density of particles - ld2 to 1 0 ' ~  
in a many-prticle thick ring (see Figure 4), fa r  lower than Lk  lunar soil volume 
density (Nameen-Anttila and Vaaraniemi 1975) a ~ d  characterizing a layer containing 
priicles ~vilich a r e  separated by many times their own radius. 
L'ntil recently, CJwm iea! arguments (Jeffreys 1947) indicated that inter- 
p ~ r t i c l -  collisions \\-ould cause the rings to flatten and spread to a monolayer. This 
~vwlti require the o~position effect to ar i se  from surface microslruciure, However, 
nb4SE AhGi C .  deg 
recent studies of eeergy sources within the ring system (differential rotation, Himas) 
indicate that a finite thickness may be maintained (Brah;c, 1917; Goldreich am! 
Tremaine, 1978a; Cuzzi ct d,  1978). Tbe characteristic tbidnress is on the order of a 
few tirnee the size of the bgest  particlee. Should the rings also include a mbetarrtdal 
numher of much smaller particles, they would be "many particles thick. " We reQrrn 
to this in Section IE In addition, other natural high-albedo mmfhces (e, g., fiw Galilean 
satellites) ahow much less dramatic ogpo8ition effects @see Figure 5) dm- do the rings, 
The oppositim effect for these objects, due to curface micros tmdme,  is probably 
smaller due to particle and multiple scatbring. These, as well as other 
such observatiaw, such as the color depa&mx of the apposition effect a d  of pdari- 
zation, favor the many-particle-Wck hypothesis sligbtly over the m01loLyer 
~ . p o t b s i s  (Pollack 1975). 
The absolute Lhickness of the rings has not been o b s e r ~ ~ t i m a l l y  established. 
Obgemtions a t  the time when the rings sppeared edge on (Focas and D o U b ,  1969; 
Kf ladze, 1969; Bobm, 1970) have been recently re-analyzed (-me and Irvine, 1977) 
with the result tbat they appear to give only an upper limit of 3 km iull thickuess. The 
true thickness characterizing macroscopic particles is almost certainly two orders of 
magnitude smaller, if the rings are of the age of the sdar system (Brahic, 1977; 
Goldreich & Tremaine, 1978a; Cuzzi et d.  13i8).  However, radiation pressure d d  
cause micron-siecd particles to have vertical excursions as large as a kilometer 
(Vaaraniem i, i 973). 
The rings present an interesting environment for horizontal structural varia- 
tions as well. Gravitational perturbations by S a t . n * s  satellites will theoretically 
produce a ripple, o r  wave, with largest components due to Titan, the Sur . Tethys and 
Wimas. Orbiting particles will attain vertical excursions a s  large as - 10 m or so, 
adjacent particles mwing coherex~tly in "roller-coaster" iashion (Burns et d, 1978). 
In addition it has been recently confirmed by several groups (Lumme and 
Irvine 1976; Reitsema, Beebe, and Smith, 1976) that Saturn's A ring d b i t s  a&utbal 
variations in brightness (see Figure 6). The amplitude of the effect is - 10% at 
maximum ring opening (26") and *hreases slightly (to 15%) as the rings close to 16" 
(Lumme et a/.. 1977). The "sign" of the effect (bright quadrants precede conjunctions) 
is not related to the position of the Sun or Earth, but the amplitude of the effect 
decreases a t  opposition (Lumme et al. , 2977). The effect is  not shown by the B ring. 
Two classes of hypotheses have been advanoed to account for the effect. One class 
invokes some use of large, synchronously rotating bodies which a r e  either elmgated o r  
F~xi.un 5 .  P&M Lunt /cr rht G,aftlt.aw S J ~ ~ I I I I I .  J .  J I I .  J l f l .  a d  
Jl\' FWRI Srchbrm~ rrr J j r u d u n  ( 1 'i2N 9 .  
F u r  . ~ r d . f r d n t  r l r > n m t ~ r ~  rm r iw hrr,-lttntr, '4 S&um I A rrng &~rpJ/n)rn ; ..'r~rrr:td Lifurn Z I M ~  n l  1IY-- 
j ~ n l c r r )  26 P(cn&, .il) pi,,: ~hr,;r J tht brrxhtnrr* u h n ,a m~m,r t  J t w g t  I it/; for rrght ! I tuhcr.a<rcd /rrm t k  mrgrn.d 
l?'ppr dnd lob tr rzK\,: qudd~dmt~ +,f I& '4 r:m; ,art W&J\IW. u #v!t the u p p r  rr.qbl dnd /f,utv fd1 dri  mrnrma 1th.v~. 
h l r  rr I,, rh rrpki. und , t rh t /d lp /u~c  on$/r ;rr.rt.z,tt t l r r i r .  rie;. ShJJr,u r5fp/dne! sm n r ,  rrcrLL rn upperpwtrnn. Fnm 
~ , & ~ I v I '  cr dl 19-- 
asymmetrically reflective (Lumme and Irvine 1976, Reitscma et al. , 1 )  The other 
c lass  invokes transient, gravitationally i~~duced ,  "clumping" of swarms of small  
particles in trailing "~\~akes' '  (e. g., Colombo, et al. , 1977). The predominance of 
very large (rnmy-meter) particles in thz rings i s  not in good agreement with micro- 
wave resul ts  discussed in Section m. Therefore some variant of the "clumping'' 
hypofnesis is favared. 
Summary 
The radial structure of the rings i s  determined primarily by art-ital resonances 
with Jlimas. The \vidi;ll of the Cassini Division i s  not completely understood, but may 
reflect the presence of a density wave driven by Mimas. The large opposition effect 
of the rinds and other optical effects continue to favor the hypothesis tliat the rings a r e  
many particles thick, although some co2tribution from surface microstructure 
undoubtedly does exist. Qman~ica l  arguments, including likely sources of particle 
random motions, a r e  now apparently consistent with the many-particle-thick idea a s  
well. However, the true "thickness" may i,; fact be no more than some tens of meters. 
A monolayer hypothesis would imply that the indiviciual "particles" a r e  i.?any meters  in 
s ize anci, a t  least in the -4 ring, in s>-nchronous rotation. 
A full treatment of the great quantiQ- of material dealing with particle 
prcpertics such as narron-ba~d 2nd broadbantl geometric aIt)t.do, phase fnnctior:, 
surface vs. bulk compo-)itinn. a d  particle size i s  beyond t k c  scope of this  su:r.mar\-. 
In this article n:ll;- rt brief ~..-tl.ric:\ of known or  illfel-red 1wrticIe properties i s  given. 
The reader is refcrrc:! r ?  review articles I>\- Cook, Franklin, nnd Palluccui (I9;,3, 
and Pollack (197.5) ff?r h i re r  details 01 the observations and their si~gnificance. 
Particle Albedos and Tempcralures 
1. .Iibedos. 
The partic;: albedos ( Z  ) must be obtained simultancn:isl\- with  ring c!l;ticaI 
9 
depths by s ~ i v i n g  tne nlultiple scattering prnblem and matching data such 
92 
a s  the phase variation, tilt variation, and absolute value of the ring 
reflectivity. Many authors have approached this problem, usually by 
assuming isotropic scattering. The most sophisticated recent analyses, 
which include the use of both isotropic and anisotropic scattering phase 
functions, indicate that isotropic scattering is not consistent with the data 
(Kawata and Irvine, 1974, 1975; Espositc, and Lumme, 1977). Particle 
albedos obtained in  these :.tnalyses are shown for the brightest par ts  of the 
A and B r h ~ g s  in Table 2. The best-fit phase function is somewhat, but not 
strongly, backscattering, with derived values of the phase integral g 
ranging from - 0.9 to 1.6 (Lumme and Irvine, 1976; Esposito and Lumme, 
1977). This value represents a surface intermediate between a Lambert 
surface and the lunar surface in degree of backscattering, similar to the 
characteristics of typical snowbanks (Veverka, 1970). The !arge range of 
allowed values of g and z0 i s  due in part to the very small  range of 
observable phase angles. 
Particle temperatures. 
Thermal bahnce calculations giving the physical temperature of the ring 
particles a r e  quite comples in the case of the rings because of: (a) The 
gradient in insolation with optical depth in the rings and the associated 
diffuse radiation; (b) Heating of particles by the infrared emission of other 
particles; and (c) Heating of particles by emission from Saturn. In addition, 
the variation of (a) with ring tilt angle must be considered. These calcula- 
tions have been carried out by Kawata and Irvine (1975). fc r  Likely upper 
and lower Limits of bolometric Bond albedo AB = 0.54 and 0.38 respec- 
tively. In addition to the uncerbinties in  Bond albedos at blue and visual 
wavelengths mentioned a h v e ,  the large un~er ta in ty  in albedo from 
0.7-1.1 ym wavelengths leaves the b l o m e t r i c  Bond albedo quite uncertain. 
The resglts (see Figure 7) are grossly cons i s t~n t  with tlrermal infi-ared 
observations (see Table 3 anal hlcrrisor., 1976) but, far the more realistic 
case  Ag- 0.5. calculated t e m p e ~ i i l r e s  a r e  somewnat lower than recent 
observations. IIort. study and better observations of the -' gs over a wider 
range of wavelengths and phase angles (i. e. from an orbiter) could help 
gr,?atly tc rescllve this apparent d i~c re i ancy .  
Table 2. Albedos at the Brightest Part of Each Ring Element 
RLng Mean Rsdius /R~ A Element Source 
Cook qt af., 
1973 
Esposito & 
Lumme, 1977 
Lumme &. 
Irvine, 1976 
Kawata & 
Irvine, 1976 
Lumme & 
Irvine, 1976 
Cook et al., 
1973 
Esposito 8. 
Lumme, 1977 
Cook et al., 
1933 
ICawata & 
Irvine, 1975 
*Assumed value 
Spectral Observations and Compositional Implications 
Water ice was first  identified in the rings by Pilcher et al. (1970). and Kuiper 
et af. (1970) using 1-3 pm spectroscopy (see Figure 8). The shapes of the spectral 
features in this region vary both with temperature (Kieffer 1974, Fink and Larson 
1975) and particle size (Pollack et a/. , 1973). Pollack et al.. 1973, used this effect to infer 
the grain size of the ice particles doing the absorbing to be - 30-40 pm (see Figure 9). 
As discussed in secticn C below, this is probably the size of individual grains on the 
surfaces of much larger particles. The variation of ring reflectivity over the entire 
visible-near IR range, however, (Lebofsky et al., 1970), is not consistent with a pure 
water ice composition, which would have constant reflectivity in the 0.3-1.0 pm 
region. In fact, the spectral reflectivity of the rings (see Figure 10) ciosely r e s e m  
bles tbat of Jupite 's innermost (and highly reddened) satellite 10 (Johnson and McCord, 
1970) in ovcrall behavior. The spectra of the A and I3 r i ~ g s  a r e  quite similar. This 
p = sin B 
F ~ g u n  7 .  Calirtlatd injrared br~gbtnejj ~/Satmrni B rrng ur cl/unrt~on o/ rrng rrlr clnxle /or tbn rhrccr 
ofpa*tic/e Bolometrrr albedo. fmn Kautata and In-rnt ( 1975 1. Obrcrcwf~nnj /ram Table 3 an plotted. 
nownaltted n a bclioxntrir dirtaar~ o j  9.0 .4 U. 
Table 3. Observations of the Brightness Temperature of the B Ring in the 
Thernlal Infrared* 
Year h ,  ~ l n  TB (B ring), K Tilt Angle, B Observers 
"Corrected to heliocentric distance of 9.0 AL: 
Low (1965) 
Low (unpublished) 
Allen & blurdock (1971) 
hIurphy et al. (1972) 
Armstrong et al. (1972) 
Armstrong et al. (1972) 
Wright (1976) recalib. 
Murphy (1973) 
blorrison (1974) 
Blorrison (1974) 
Nolt et  a1 (1974) 
Rieke (1975) 
Rieke (1975) 
Rieke (1975) 
Kolt et al. (1977) 
Ward (1978) 
Nolt et al. (1978) 
reddening cffect i s  not understood, but could be due to t race impurities (sulfur? 
phosphorus? Axel dust?) and/or the effect of charged particle bonlbardment on the 
ice lattice (Pollack, 1975). An ever, stronger reddening is seen in the spectrum of 
Tiian (see I*'iwre 11). The e-sistence of water ice  comes a s  no surprise  due to i t s  
abundance and stability compared to methane and ammonia ice in the outel. solar 
system. Hydrate clathratcs of methane o r  ammonia with water ice  a r e  also possible 
jhIil:el., 1961). Their existence has not yet been established observationally, a s  
near-IR spectra (Smythe, 1975) (10 not distinguish water ice from clathrates. Spectra 
at longer wavelengths, however, (Bertie et a/ . ,  1973) could be quite useful. 
F i g m  8. Cumpan's01~ of the ~@atuace spectra fir H *O and 
NH, j m t ~  and h t m ~ k   ring^. ( i a j :  Tht Satam rrnt 
spsnrnm Kntper et al. 1 1970) IIb): Lunar ~otv@njon 
rpcrtra; ill): Fine-grind H,O fm spmnrm; ' / t i ) :  
S ' r m  oft& rings dtvided by that sf ;be mma: I V): NH, 
Jrart, jk p i n & .  a; cnarsc graxned, 6. Fvom PI/& e t  a!. 
1 1970). 
ORIGWU PAGE Is 
OF #XM QUAllTY 
F i g m  9. Camparism of tbe +tn~~ty ~pertrura u/ tbe rtngr ( irtangh u 14 
r h w i ~ r l  mrcrer fw thc nyiktitit~ brhat~ror Ir/-u u~amJmst ~~rq%m char~~jcrrzul by 
J m8rlil gtm rudiiu (a ) .  The obsmtd rulm ucm ob~arntd/mn K u i ~  et a! .  
( 1970). F m  Pollrrik et d. t 1977 ). 
WAVELENGTH. pm 
-- SATURN'S RING B 
--- 11) OHNSIMIAND 
..... ... 52 McCORD. 1970) 
Figvre I 6 .  The nomf i zcd  jpmrul w@rtify ofSutum3 B ring is jbmn. rompund r Iih 
spect~a o//l snd 12. Fmm 1 ~ h . d . y  pi al. (1  970). 
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Porrticle Siee Wstzrlbution and Composition as Constmbd by hlicmwave 
Observaiims 
The brigkness temperature of the rings at wavekmgths $0.86 cm te 
410 * 3 K, slgntfimntly lower thaa tbir msical t rempedtm of 96 K oc so. 1 .  
result comes fm current model analysis (Cuzzi rrad PoEack, 1918) of published Inter- 
fernmetric (high resolution) observatlmas (Mggs, 1974; CllXEi and Dent, 1915; Jsnssen 
and c);lsen, 1974). Recent interferometer maps of fhe rings (Muhleman et d , 1976, 
Schloerb, 1977) are in agreement with thie low, but aan-zero, ring bwtness. Tbe 
low tem&mture is due to an emissivity effect, as the optical depth of the rings at 
centimeter-decimeter wevelaoghs is co-le to i t s  value at visible wavelengthe 
based both on the above observations a d  on the high radar reflectivity of the riugs 
(Goldstein and Morris, 1973; Goldstein et al., 1977). In fact, for the high reflecfivfty 
implied by tbe radar observations, it is not ditcult to show that most, if not all. of 
the & m v e  briglfxwss of tbe rings is scattered radiation from the planet, and aot 
"emission" at all. At longer w a v e h g t b ,  tbe rings seem wlder  (Berge and 
Muhleman, 1973; Br ig s ,  1974; Jaffee. 1977) and perhaps less opbically thick, 
W o  possiMUccieS exist for the baw ernissivities. First, the bulk material of 
the particles could have an intrinsically h emfrisivity. To the obger~~Wc)nd 
by this "mmpositioual" means alone hr particles much I=r-ger timn the a-avelemgth in 
she, nearly pure metallic particles or prticles possessing d!'e!~ti\z,c bss crders @f 
magnitude lower than the least lossy of natnrally occurring materials @c=s) would be 
required. Second, as pointed out by Xbllaclt d d 0973) particles af size comparable 
to a wavelength may have extremely kow emissivity, and yet high scattering effideacy, 
in the presence of a realistic value of dielectric loss such as pousessed by ices. 
Using radio brightness limits and tbe observed radar reflectivity at two WaveleDgths, 
3.5 and 12.6 cm, Plollack 0975) and Cueei and Pollack (WSa, 1978b) bave set am- 
strafnts on the possible particle size distribution and cornpodtion using: realistic 
scattering models. F'irsr, silicates a r e  excluded except possibly as a minor (~10% by 
mass) constituent of the particles. Second, water ice (or clatbrate) particles with 
radii distr ihted follanlo(l a power law distribution n (r) = no? for 1 em r Z 
several meters could satfsfy the observations if distributed ia a many-particbthick 
layer (see Section II). The upper limit on r &re depends on the value of dielectric 
loss for the ice at 10u K and is mt known to better tban a factor of three o r  m 
(Whalley and W', 1969). Tbird, an optical dept3 91.5 at visib'le wavelengths in the 
thickest part of the B ring is indicated. Fourth, rnetalltc particles !aver than a 
90 
centimeter in mdius are still a possiMUty. Fifth, very large (many-meter) particle8 
of very low density ~ 1 0 - '  g ern-') with subsurface s a r t e r e r s  of the composition and 
sizes discussed above could also satisfy the existing observations based on analogy 
with the high radar reflectivity and depolarisalion chracterizing the Galilean satel- 
lites (Campbell et d., 1977; Ostro and Pettengill, 1977). Some 3f the results leading 
to these constraints are shown in Figures 12-14, and these rea~lts &re summarized 
in Table 4. The important aspects of the radar observatLr,ns are their  high absolute 
value and depolarieatioa, and a m r e d .  waveleritb independerce. 
Another point of intereat is tha: the ,%dial variation of radar reflectivity is in 
fairly good agreement ritb the radial \ariation oi visible d e s h  (PeUeoglll et el, 1977). 
A corohry of the mtcmNave r e s ~ k j  is that tbe fraction of the flogs @y surface area) 
composed of panicles smaller thao a cent&meter o r  so must be quite small. Tbis 
result is i;l good agreemen% with the results of analysis of eclipse amling of the par- 
ticles by Aumann aai kieffer (1973) andl observations by Morrison (1974) that the 
paltick size ip. g m t e r  than 1.5 cm. These results a r e  also in agreement with 
tk 5keiy structure cf :'be r i q  as  discussed in Section !3 and with thr expected life- 
t ime of small .~;irticles against Rjmting-Fbbertson drag. However. one should not 
be surpr2se.l to find some small particles (<< 1. cm in size) in the rings, possibly 
king mntinualb prochxced in collisions. 
The rings are largely mobsen-ed in the in teces t iq  transition wavelength 
range between 100 pm and 1 cm within wbich the ternw.2ahu-e drops from - 90 K to 
-20 K. Zar-inirarcd c-bervations (about 10-400 ym) over the last ten years 
%-red to &ow p clear coatriktion from t k  rings at their physical remperature 
(see 'Zable 5). In 936iticn. obsen.atiorrs of Saturn relative to Jupiter a t  - 1 mm wave- 
l2ngth (bw. 1366; Rather et &, 1975) appeared io sbow some ring contribution at a 
brightness temperature of 30-40 K. However, recent obervations are mt L? agree- 
ment with these results. From a d ~ -  of .%turn a t  /()() micrometers, it appears 
that the brightnes,~ of the rfngs is kss t b n  0.35 of tfic disk brightness (Werner, 
?nvste c~mmunfcaticn). A h  Werner et d (1973) see nc evidence for excess flux 
due to the dogs (in an unresolved observation comparing tokrl fhur with Juptter) at 
1 rnm wavelength. These important short wavelength observations will become more 
dimcult as the s>hd angle of the rings decreases further in coming years, but will be 
essential to understanding the composition and site distribution of the ring particles. 
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Table 4, Acceptability of Hing Models of Different Structure, 
Composition, and Particle Size 
Particle Cornpoeition 
- - - -- 
Model Structure Ice Rack Metal 
- ~~ 
Extended layer: 
C: a>>A (a > l m )  
(narrow rsiee dietrlbution) 
D: Power law (a > 1 cm) 
n(a) = nos-8 
Mono la ye r : 
A: a<< A (a < 1 cm) 
B: a S h  (a > 1 cm) 
C: a>>A (a > 1 m) 
marrow eize distribution) 
D: Pbwer law (a > 1 cm) 
nw) = nos-3 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity and etrong 
A -dependonce 
Posslblc 
QS * 6 s 1 om only) 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity 
Possible 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity and etrong 
A-dependenc e 
Unlikely, due to low 
depolnrization 
Possible (multiple 
internal scattering) 
Unlikely, duo to low 
depolarization 
No, due to low net No, due to etrong 
reflectivity and strong A-dependence 
A-dependence 
No, due to low net l?osrible 
reflectivity 
No, due to low net Poe st ble 
reflectivity 
No, due to low net mseible 
reflectivity 
No, due to low net 
reflectlvity and strong 
A-dependence 
Unlikely, due to low 
depola rieation 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity 
No, due to strong 
A-dependence 
Unlikely, due to low 
depolarization 
Unlikely, due to low 
expected depolarization 
No, due to low net 
reflectivity 
Table 5. Far  Infrared Observations of Saturn and Its Rings: 
Variation of Net Flux Coming from Disk Using Values of 
Disk Tg Derived on 'Wo Different Assumptions 
F1: TB obtaioed assuming no flux from rings. 
F2: TB obtained assuming rings & disk of equal temperature 
Date Angle 
Dec. 1968 -11° 1.0 1. 0 1. Q 
(1-350 pm) 
Winter 1975-76 -21" 1.6 
(44-300 pm) 1.5*0.3 1.050.1 
(100-400 crm)b 1.8 * 0.1b 0.93 i 0.03 
Oct. 1971 -24" 1.8 1.7 * 0.1 1.0 1t 0.1 
(30-300 pm) 
(125-300 2.OiO.lb 0.97*0.03 
a) approximate correction for ring Slockage by planet included. 
b) Rayleigh-Jeans Limit assumed in scaling tenlpenture to flus. 
Aumann et al. 
(1969) 
Armstrong et al. 
(1972) and 
Wright (1976) 
Hudson et id. 
(1974) 
Summary 
The albedos of the ring particles a r e  somewhat uncertain, but quite !ugh 
(Go 3 0.8) at blue and visible wavelengths. The scattering phase function is fairl\- 
backscattering, but not as highly bqckscattering a s  that of the  lunar surface. These 
rlaperties a r e  similar to those of t3-pica1 saowbanks. Particle temperatures calcu- 
lated for a range of values for the bolometric albedo consistent with the above results 
decrease with ring tilt angle as obsen~ed,  but seem slightly low (5-10 K) with respect 
to observations in the thermal IR. Water ice (and possibly clathrate hydrates) 
apparently coustitutes the major part of the ring material, although ice-coated mehl  
may not be ruled out on the basis of existing infrared, radio, o r  radar obsrnrations. 
Metal may, however, be regarded as unlikely both on grounds of cosnlic 
abundance and on grounds of its high density. if the ring particles were of rilchl, 
the Roche limit would lie well within the rings and accretion could proceed. XPO, the 
net ring mass bascd on the observed volume density would very likely be so large a s  
to cause a noticeable discrepancy in the location of Cassini's division (see Section II). 
It appears that the particles must be k r g e r  than a centimeter o r  so in size. 
A very broad sire distribution, possibly n (r) = nor-', is consistent with sll existing 
data if the largest particles a r e  several meters in radius. Such a situation would 
explain the probable ring "many-particle" thickness and azimuthal variations 
-tion XI) a s  well, in terms of dispersion of the numerous small particles by the few 
large ones. Another possibility is that the "particlest' are much larger, with internal 
scatterers of centimeter-to-meter s ize fixed in a low-density matrix. 
IV. NEAR-TERM INFORMATION EXPECTED (1978 - 1984) 
Earth-based Studies 
1. Further investigations of the opposition effect and the azimuthal 
brightness variations with decreasing ring tilt engle and a t  longer (red, 
IR) wrsvelengths. These will hopefully constrain the particle albedo more 
closely, impacting the question of the "infrared discrepancy. " 
2. An interferometric observation of the ring brightness a t  3 mm wavelength 
may be possible in the near future, but in general critical short 
microwave-wavelength observations (100 pm - 1 cm) will become more 
difficult a s  the rings close up. Hopefully, laboratory measurements of 
the microwave (and infrared) dielectric properties of ices and clathrates 
a t  low temperatures will be obtained, a s  these will eventually be critical 
for final analxses of ring particle size and composition. 
3. Continuation of radar backscatter observations of the rings as they close 
up may allow us to discriminate between monolayer and many-particle- 
thick models. 
Pioneer and Voyager 
1. Pioneer 11 will "probew the region e-xterior to ring -4 for particles, but 
due to the low value of ring tilt angle, may not provide much other 
inform:~tion. 
2. iroyager \trill encounter Saturn a t  a ring tilt angle of 5 degrees. The Voyager 
Radio Science e-speriments (Eshleman et al., 1978; Tyler, 1978) will obtain 
high-quality information on ring optical depths for regions with low 
( T ~  < 1) optical depths. Parts of the B ring nlag sti l l  be opaque. Good 
radisl  resolution will be obtained (-100 km) giving new information on 
dynamics and radial structure. Proper use of the two Voyager spacecraft 
in different n o d e s  (one in direct occultation, one in large-angle bistatic 
reflection) will provide information on particle s izes  spanning the whole 
range of interest. Oblique scattering angles a r e  desirable both in studying 
particles between 1 cm and sevcral meters  in size,  and in obtaining 
interesting po1:lrization results, which bear directl? on particle shape. 
3. \'o?ager IRIS experiments \\?ill obtain independent "mean'! s ize  information 
from observations of eclipse cooling of the particles. Spectral observa- 
tions f m n ~  0.3-50 pnl will provide useful ~nfornlation on  con~position and 
temperature of the particles observed. Photograph? may reveal the 
t~du tence  of e~t,trcnieiy large "pqrent" bodies with s izes  on the order  of 
n kilometer o r  more. 
-6 4.  I)ctern~inntion of the ring mass  with an accuracy of -10 JI will be 
s 
possible. This measiirenlent \\.ill probably discriminate between ices  and 
metal a s  n1;ljor m a t e r i ~ l  constituents. Ilon'ever, if the rings :Ire of ice, 
their  ninss may very well be less  than the a h w e  dc~tectiotl limit. 
1. POTESTIAL VSES OF SOP' FOR STUDY OF TI1K RINGS 
Composition Determinntions and He!cvancc. to Studies of Solar 
System l:orm:ltion 
-4s mentioned in Section 1, the origin of the rings i s  s t i l l  not well-ests blished. 
Iio\vever, indications a r e  tllr~t ver \  Lzrge ( > 1 km) particles a r c ,  a t  best, a rarity in 
the rings. -4s internal strcrlgth would Limit the s ize  of fragments produced by I!.oclle 
breakup of a larger satellite to a value at least this large (Harris, 1975; Greenberg 
et aL, 1977), this p a y  be taken a s  at least an indication that the ring material is a 
direct condensate from the proto-planetary nebula. Because the ring particles have 
not been chemically o r  thermally altered by atmospheric o r  tectonic processes, they 
provide a valuable boundary c~ndition on conditions in the protoplanetary nebula. 
For instance, Lewis (1973). and Miller (1973) have suggested that methane and 
ammonia hyd-rates a r e  stable at temperatures around o r  below 90 K. Thus, one would 
expect them to e d s t  currently, if they ever formed. Pollack et al. (1977) have shown 
that the early high-luminosity phase of proto-Saturn may have kept the region of the 
rings too warm for anything but pure water ice to form there, and then only very 
close to the end of the accretion period. Thus, determination of the clathrate r's ice 
composition will provide an important constraint on the formation history of Saturn 
and the outer solar system in general. This may well be accomplished by an IRIS- 
type experiment operating out to long wavelengths (-1-100 pm) where spectral dis- 
crimination of clathrates appears to be possible (Bertie et al., 1973). Some evidence 
for spectral structure in the 10 and 20 pm region has been inferred in observations by 
Aiorrison (19'74). Laboratory work is needed to determine critical wavelength 
intervals and sensitivity required. Ir, addition, trace silicate impurities which may 
be a d m i d  in the ice may be representative of the composition of the original inter- 
stellar grains, and may be present in sufficient amounts to be detectable by an IRIS 
experiment. Hydrated silicates appear to be likely constituents of the Galilean 
satellites (Pollack et al., 1978) and observable even fAwm the ground. High-resolution 
spectra at visible wavelengths would help resolve the source of the "reddeningrt which 
seems to characterize all  outer solar system objects. Organic photo-products have 
been suggested for this "Axel dust" on Titan, but the rings have no atmosphere in 
which to form such products. 
Both in ice vs clathrates and ice vs  silicate, compositional gradients may 
e d s t  with distance from Saturn a t  a level which might be detectable only with sub- 
stantial integration time, requiring repeated observations from an orbiter. 
Particle Size Distribution and the Evolution of the Rings 
A detailed knowledge of the particle size distribution, possibly a function of 
distance from the planet, may tell us a good deal about the evolution of rings. 
Smaller particles will be affected more by drag effects and will drift inwards. Also 
particles undergoing the most collisions (the smaller, more numerous particles) 
will diffuse inwards and outwards the most rapidly. Thus, information may be gained 
a s  to whether the rings originated in one place and diffused radially, o r  remain in 
much the same location in which they were formed. The exact form of the size dis- 
tribution may be compared with distributions characterizing meteorites and with 
theoretical studies of accretion/comminution processes (Greenberg et al., 1978) to 
give us  a greater understanding of the accretion process itself. 
These studies would be best accomplished using bistatic radar reflectivity 
and polarization studies over a s  large a range of view angles a s  possible. This 
implies observations from a fairly inclined orbit (-10-20') with respect to the ring 
plane. Such an inclined orbit would also improve our chances of obtaining a ring 
mass a s  separable from the higher gravitational harmonics of Saturn itself. A full 
knowledge of the diffuse scattering properties of the rings (see Figure 15) would pro- 
vide an excellent constraint on the distribution of particle sizes from less than one 
centimeter to several meters radius. Studies of the polarization would allow infer- 
ences a s  to particle shape and irregularity to be made, giving qualitative information 
on the collisional processes shaping the particles. Fkpeated ring occultations at a 
time when the rings are fairly open (-20 degrees in 1984) will pive us  full knowledge 
of the optical depth in the thickest regions of the rings %hi& will be necessary for 
mderstanding of the intensity and polarization results. Coherent radio occulta- 
tions also provide a good means of detecting small (<< 1 cm radius) particles, by 
the phase shift of the coherent signal. 
Radiometry at short microwave wavelengths (100 pm-1 mm) would be of great 
value in establishing limits on the size of the largest particles. These maximum sizes 
might also vary with radial distance. Current values of ring brightness temperature 
a t  millimeter wavelengths a r e  not in agreement; however, model calculations (Cuzzi 
and Pollack 1978) indicate that brightness temperatures of 30-50 K could be expected, 
if the particles a r e  composed of ice. Better knowledge of the critical transition 
zone between 100 pm and several millimeters wavelength will be essential to better 
knowledge of the particle sizes and compcsitions. Improved knowledge of the phase 
effect at visible wavelengths would lead to good determination of the volume density 
of the rings critical for proper analysis of the microwave scattering behavior. The 
volume density may vary with radial distance, especially near the resonances, pro- 
viding indirect information on the dynamics of resonances and ring thickness. 
FOR UNIT INCIDENT FLUX ( r S = l e r a  s e c - l ~ m - ~ )  
Ftgrcw 15.  T& angular ahm'butim of 
diffusdy v a t t e d  and t ran~mi t t d  r&- 
tzon zn tbr pfane e j  i n r i h .  Tbe inn'- 
h t  p k  SCUM h unit pWr n d  to 
itseff. C m  a and a': total and singly 
s ca t t ed  in tmi t iu  + b e d  b~ a semi- 
injinite & 01 uo~ropu rcattcra witb 
F& = 1 .  CH b d 6': t d  a%.
Jingly scattered intensirk d i f i d y  m- 
&ted a d  trarnmitted by a t y p i d  ring 
I &I ax$wed o j  centimtw-to-meter- 
sized pmticler in a many-particCr-tbid 
ring Irryo*. From Cuzzi and Poflrrnk 
f .'?78). 
The ring system a s  a dynamics laboratory: The recent discovery of the rings 
of Uranus shows that ring systems a r e  more common than had been thought, and vary 
greatly in nat- re. These two systems afford us a great opportunity to study large- 
scale gravitational perturbations which could lead to a G t t e r  knowledge of the accre- 
tion processes forming resonant pairs of satellites, and even planets themselves 
(Goldreich and Nicholson, 1978), as well a s  large-scale dynamical effects influencing 
galactic structure. For instance, the exact shape and optical depth of the gaps in the 
rings will allow tests  to be made of density wave theory in differentially rotating disks 
(Goldreich and Tremaine, 10578). Knowledge of the "strength~l '  of the Mimas resonances 
a s  barriers to mass motion (from theory), studies of the optical depth variations 
across the resonances, and the "spreading rate" of the rings a s  determined by velocity 
dispersion (thickness) may be compared with observations of rhdial diffusion of par- 
ticles a s  evidenced by radial variations in composition on particle size distribution. 
More detailed study of local ring irl*egularities such a s  the non-axisymmetric dis- 
turbances f:~ ring A and the physical thickness of the rings, even from 3Rs orbital 
distance, appears to be difficult a s  these a r e  probably tens of meters in size, 
requiring angular resolution less than 0.1 a rc  sec. 
Summary 
Several points of interest a r e  noted vis-a-vis use o i   SO^ to study the rings 
and the relevance of these studies to solar system formation. Studies of particle 
composition and size distribution, and their variations ..trith distance from the planet, 
could provide several useful constraints on conditions prevailing in the proto- 
planetary nebila. These a r e  best accomplished from inclined orbit (10-20") with 
visible photometry a t  several wavelengths (or spectroscopy), an IRIS experiment 
operating from 1-50 pm (100 p m ? )  wavelength, a multiband radiometer operating 
from -100 pm to several millimeters wavelength, and e-xtensive bistatic radar 
mapping. Studies of the dynamics of particles in the rings will greatly improve our  
theoretical understanding of the gravitational processes that influenced, and might 
have initiated, planetary accretion and evoiution. These will a r i s e  from extensive 
photography of the rings and repeated radio occultations of an orbiter by the ri.lgs. 
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J. CALDWELL: I would like to show a M G r e  A taken from Caldwell, J. (1975) 
Ultraviolct observations of small Mies in the Solar System (Ica~us 25, 384-396) and 
compare it with one of Jeff s (see Figure 9) 
WAVELENGTH. A 
This figure shows OAO data that ex@d thc rdlectivity measurements of the riags blow 
3000 1 to prac'ically 2000 k T%e pmeipikms drop in reflectivity implied by MeCord and 
his colleagues stops ammi  3~00 A. 
The ref:ectivitv in the 2000-3300 .; region is flat and is consiadent with rater 
fmst. B also appears to me that the u?tal specirum would be ccm;istent mtitb 
component .. I don't know wb,ther they are! sptially stepanted or mixed m r .  
Tbe ultraviolet reflectivity of the rings h 5 s  not look like that of the 
satellites, which continue to decrease noticeably all the way down to 2dOO 1, at least 
for  those for which measurements +re pssiblc (Ckllisto, Ganymede, and Europa). 
L. TaFTON:  AIthougb the rings are brigbter than Titan, fne relative 
reflectivitlcs from 5000 1 down to st least 3000 d( a r e  ver, similar. So whakver makes 
up the ciust on Titan, may be the same stuff wbich klpe to color the rhgs. 
B. SMlTfl: Guring t!ae recent Iapetus eclipse we did mufirm the existence ot' 
the Ehcke division o r  minimum, so we have a little more tban Ijolifusls visual 
observation to go on. 
Also, with regard to ring thickness seen at the t ime t k  Earth goes thnxgh 
the ring plane, i t s  true t k t  the rings never completely disappear, uut the model that 
Cook b s  developxi hils turned up edges near  the resonance divisions. Thus the rings 
can be very thin a d  still appear thicker when seen edge oa. 
J. CUZW: Yes, however- i t  is uncertain w h e t k r  Cook's inclination resorance, 
which produces the "turned-up" edges, lies in a region containing particles, qr in 
iact within an empty region near t!~? ring edge. 
1). 3IORRiSOh': In your upper limit on the amount of silicates that a n  be 
included in the particles and still be oonsistent ~ 4 t h  the =dar measu.-emenrs. I 
presume t k t  it refers  to the centimeter or perhaps the 10-cm particies. if you -had 
a silicate wre in some of the large objects, could you tell  the different-?? 
J. CCXZI: Probably not. The meter-sized and larger ~ b j e c t s  in the pclgner 
law distrihttion cootrihute relative15 Little to the mdar signa!, ~ r ,  :kir prcwf ies  
do mt constrain t k  model. 
D. JfORRISOK: So, in fact, a cornp~ect of a reh t ive l r  small  number of 
meter-sized objects msde of an) thing w-ould be -istent with r-ustiug dati. 
J. CL Z XI: Yes, as long as their tot21 surface area,  or o@icai depth. is less 
thqn a few percent af that of the entire ring systel.. . 
THE D AND E RINGS OF SATURN 
ABSTRACT 
CCD ubsm-air- d Suurn Ring D. dkovcd Gunn in 1W. 
ctmtinn h e  C X ~ S I ~ ~ K C  UC chb inner ring and indicuc d m  its & 
brightnrss ranges hm 0.03 t i n m  edge) to 0.05 (curer da t ive  to thc 
maximum surface bnghtntss of Ring B. I f  King D is canpod of 
sphcricll, diffusely rrtkcting ponicks rich a v m  surface rrtkctivity 
equal w char of rhr particlrr in R i q  8. the avmagc normal vied chic.- 
nrss d Ring D b 0.02. Rt;u~&-sis of a phuragaph d m  by F c i b e h  
during the 1966 ring pluw pasap sqggcss a mrmaI optical thickness for 
Ring E beru-cpn and 10'. d e p r n d i q  upon the a v ~  refkcririq
of the wicks. No new observations of &is outer risg will be p s d k  
until the earth plsvs chmwgh thc Sanlrn ring plane in 193-80. 
I will discuss  two rings 3f Saturn which c-t normally be seen; by that I mean 
rings which would be invisible b a visual observer using even the largest of telescopes. 
It must be said that, until quite recently, the very existence of both of these rings -- 
located interior to and e-ukrior to the three bright r ings -- was in ser ious question. 
Today we fee! quite confident of the reality of the inner ring, while the outer ring prob- 
ably still remains, in  reality space, somewhere between Farrah Fawcett-Majors and 
Tinker Bell. The International Astronomical Union does recognize a t  least the hypo- 
thetical existence of both rings, however, and has designated the inner ana outer a s  
Rings D and E, respectively. 
The outer r ing has been reported by several visual observers since the turn 
of the century (Alexander, 1962). most notably by the famous French observer, 
G. Fournier, and by the even more famous astrophysicist. Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington. 
Since we now know that the E ring is m u d  too faint to be seen visually, it was perhaps 
an exercise of good judgement when Eddingtm decided to pursue a theoretical career. 
Ring E is in fact so faint that the only opportunity for detecting it a t  all happens during 
the time v$en the earth is passing through the Saturn ring plane. The most recent oppor- 
tunity occurred in 1966 and w e  will have m t h e r  chance in 1972-80. 
The inner ring was first reported by Pierre -grin after examining photographs 
that he had taken at  Pic du Xlidi in 1969 (Gu&ia, 1970). Subsequent reexaminations of 
ptotographs by S. Larson at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory of the U~iversity of 
Arizona and by nlyself at -h;zw AIexico State C'niversity tended to confirm the existence of 
Ring D, but the signal was hr i ed  uncomfortably far down in the noise of the light scat- 
tered by the bright rings and by Saturn itself. In 1975 JPL's Saturn Ring St* Team 
produced an impressive 150 page document entitled "The D Ring - Fact o r  Fiction" 
(JPL Document 760-134). The study concluded that the existence of the D ring could not 
be verified and that the maximum brightness of Ring D would have to be less than 0.01 of 
the maximum brightness of Ring B. However, recent studies by Larson (1978), using 
imagss obtained with a CCD camera, have provided quantitative confirmation of Ring D. 
Looking more closely now at Ring E, the only quautitative data currently avail- 
able (Smith et d ,1975) are  those which have been extracted from a single blue-hght 
photographic image obtained during the 1966 opportunity by W.A. Feibelman a t  the 
Allegheny Observatory of the University of Pittsburgh (Feibelman, 1967). Although 
Feibelman had actually taken several dozen photographs of varying exposure with the 
.Al!egheny 76-cm rekactor, only a single, 30-minute, overexposed image of Saturn 
showed a faint extension* of the visible rings. Fortunately, Feibelmanrs photograph 
also contains a dozen or so faint stars, thereby aliowing a quantitative estimate of the 
brightness of the extendzd ring material. The only additional photographs known to 
show Ring E are several taken at the Catalina Observatory of the University of Arizona 
during the same opportunity in 1966 (Kuiper, 1974). Although the Arizona photographs 
tend to confirm the existence of the outer ring, the field of vlew was so small that no 
field stars were recorded and no quantitative brightness estimates are possible. 
- - - - - -  
7%~ extension is most visible co the a t  of Sarurn. The west side is clurcered by the over.& images of D~one, Enceladus. Rhea 
and Tlran 
At the time that the Alleghclry observation was ma& (15 November 19661, the 
ring plane was iaclined 00.233 to the Line of sqght. The projected width of Ring E would 
t k  be approximately 0.5 arc sec, considerably less than the 3.6 arc sec star images 
appearbg m the same photograph, Thus, for photometric purposes, it is possible to 
treat the ring extension as a line source. l'he range over which the outer ring is seen 
extends from 3.3 to 6.5 Saturn radii (apprordmately 200,000 to 400,000 km) from the 
center of the planet. Tbe inner limit is set by the core of the greatly overexposed 
image of Saturn itself, while the outer limit seems to be caincident with the edge of 
the annular halation area around the overexposed core. It seems likely that the faint 
ring: extension is made visible by the phobographic "inertiaw provided by t k  halation 
annulus. If so, the ring may extend well  beyond 6.5 Saturn radii. The uniformity over 
the observed range would also suggest that it probably extends inward to the outer edge 
of the visible rings. 
Microdensitometry of the Feibelman image gives a line-source brightness of 
I'"B = 19.5 0.5 magnitudes per linear a r c  sec. If we make the simplifying assumption 
that the ring is composed of di££usely reflecting, spherical particles, we can arrive at 
a normal optical thickness of the ring for any assumed average albedo of the individual 
ring particles. Assuming that the albedo extremes are bounded by granular, ice- 
covered surfaces (0.8) at one end and bare, carbonaceous-chrondritic material (0.05) 
at the other. we find the normal optical thickness to lie betwee? r = 1.0 + 0.5 x loe7 
and += 1.6 t 0.7 x10-~. 
The size distribution of particles in Ring E must be governed by the mechanisms 
of production and depletion. The Pojmting-Robertson effect, for example, would have 
removed all primordial particles smaller than 7 cm over the age of the solar system. 
On the other hand, we might expect that new particles are  being continuously created by 
meteoritic bombardment of larger particles near the outer edge of Ring A. Those 
spalled particles should then spiral outward under the influence of plasma drag. Such 
a mechanism would be increasingly effective with decreasing particle size and would 
tend, therefore, to 'populate the E ring with the smaller end of the spalled particle 
size-distribution range. 
The hazard to spacecraft passing through Ring E depends, of course, on the 
distribution of particle size. A s  an example, if nearly all of the particles are very 
large, the separation between particles will be large compared to the size of the space- 
craft and the probability of impact will be merely the normal optical thickness times a 
projection effect which is approximately the cosecant of the : :a:ectory inclination, For 
even low inclination trajectories, this could hardly be considere6 a serious hazard. If 
the particles are very small, impacts a r e  assured, but damage will likely be negligible. 
It is in the millimeter range of particle sizes that the hazard to spacecraft becomes 
greatest, but this may also be a range where primordial particles a r e  depleted and 
stea4y-state procluction is relatively small. 
Turning to the region inside the bright rings, our study of Ring D (Larson, 1978) 
has made use of CCD images of Saturn obtained in the 886-nm absorption band of 
methane. The absorption of reflected light within this band by methane in Saturn's 
atmosphere appreciably reduces one component of the scattered light which has made 
earl ier  attempts to detect this inner ring s o  difficult. Suppression of reflected light 
from Saturn is variable over the disk, a s  it depends upon height and scattering proper- 
ties of the reflecting cloud layer. Averaged over the disk, however, the reduction in 
light reflected from the planet relative to that from the rings is about a factor of 10. 
CCD images of Saturn and its rings were recorded in F c b r n y  and April 1977, 
using the University of Arizona 154-cm Cataiina telescope. The phase angle was 
0,014 and 6."3, respectively, and the ring plane was inclined 17" and 18" to the line of 
sight. intensity profiles :;long the major axis of the rings were then compared with 
model intensity profiles convolved t\vo-ctimens ionally with an appropriate point spread 
function (PSF). In order to provide a realistic PSF which would properly fit both the 
core and the wings of a smeared stellar image, we used a summed double gaussian. 
The model intensity profile for the three bright rings was based on microdensitometry 
of high-resolution photographic images obtained by Larson with the same telescope in 
1974. The results a r e  shown in Figure 1 which displays the observed profile along with 
both the convolved and unconvolved profiles of the model. It can be seen that the model 
requires a reflecting region interior to Ring C and that the surface brightness of the 
interior ring must decrease toward the planet. The surface brightness of Ring D s t  
886 nm varies between 0.03 and 0.05 that of Ring B. 
If we again assume that Ring D is made up of spherical, diffusely reflecting 
particles, and that the average su rhce  reflectivity i s  approsimately equal to that of the 
particles in Ring B, the average normal optical thickness of the Ring D is 0.02. On the 
other hand, if the particles in Ring D a r e  not ice covered, the normal optical thickness 
would be correspondingly higher. h r s o n  (1978) further notes that the Ring D seems to 
follow the same opposition effect a s  that exhibited by the bright rings. The so called 

l f~u6r in  Divisionff between Rings C and D was not observed, but this may be due to 
hage quality which is somewhat inferior to that obtained by GuBrin. 
With regard to potential hazards to q hture  spacecraft attempting to fly 
through Ring D at any trajectory inclination, i t  is difficult to see any hope for survival 
unless all of tlae particles are  large compared to the dimensions of the spacecraft 
itself. 
A s  for future observauons of these faint rings, I have alreacly mentioned that 
1979-80 will provide a good opportunity for groundbased telescopic studies of Ring E. 
Becauzc of its very small optical thichess, i t  is unlikely that eithsr Pioneer o r  
Voyager will contribute anything new to our bowledge of the optical properties of this 
region. There is, however, the possibility that charged particle investigatiom will 
provide some new information, if indeed there is interaction between the trapped radia- 
tion and particulate material k the E Ring, as has been suggested by Van .men (1976). 
The next good opportunity for ground-based studies of Ring D will not come until the 
mid to latz 1980's. Long before that, Voyager should provide quantitative measure- 
ments of surface brightness, optical thickaess and structure. 
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DISCUSSION 
J. CALDWELL: You said that Pioneer and Voyager wouldn't tell us much 
about the Ring E. k t  what a b u t  when Pioneer and Voyager actually go through the  
King E? 
B. SMITH: The Voyager trajectory is such that it crosses the Saturn ring 
plane sometime shortly after leaving Jupiter and does not cross it agsin until i t  is very 
close to Saturn. So, a s  far a s  imaging is concerned, there's no hope of timing an 
exposure :.o lo& right in the plane. Yet, the optical thickness is  so low you'd have to 
be exactly in the plane to be able to see iS. 
D. MORRISON: Perhaps one should note here that the first Voyager w i l l  not go 
that closc: to the rings, but both Pioneer 11 and the second Voyager, if it' s on a Uranus 
trajectory, will go a t  about 2.37 Saturnian radii h m  the center of the planet. 
D. WALLACE: Would you suggest that an Orbiter should be in the ring plane? 
You would discriminate then. 
B. SMITH: Well, that might be discriminating the hard way. I don't recom- 
mend an orbiter in the ring planc. 
J. IXILLACK: Actually, from the point of view of other aspects of the ring, it 
probably would be useful to have the orbiter slightly inclined for two reasons: (1) You 
get a better ability to sepru'ate the ring mass from Saturn. (2) You have the ability to 
do some of the interesting bistatic radar aperimeats that I spoke about earlier. 
D. HUNTEN: Not to mention imaging, which also requires being out of the 
ring plane. 
D. MORRISON; This is an issue that we'll certainly want to come back to later, 
because if you a re  very far out of the plane of the rings, you may find that Titan is the 
only satellite that yau can come close to, and there may be some tra6es that have to be 
made between multiple satellite encounters and getting a good look at the rings. 
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ABSTRACT 
The inversion model for she atmosphere at Titan, first proposed by 
Daniehn, Caldwell an4 Larach, is reviewed. The basic- fearures of the 
model are: a cold surface (80 K), a warm stratosphere (160 K) and a low 
surface pressure (20 mbar). The m&t is consistent with all existing 
thermal infrared spectrophotometry, but it cannot preclude the existence 
of an opaque, cloudy, thick atmosphere. The modd is strongly supported 
by the =cnr scattering analysis of Podulak and Giver. which, together 
with the eariy analysis by Trafton, excludes other gases .han methane as 
bulk consrituents. Radio wavelengths observations, including recent data 
from the Very Large Amy, are discussed. These long wavelength 
obscrv.ltions may b* the only direct means of sampling the surface 
environment before entry probe or flyby. The differences between the 
inversion model and Hunten's mndel must be resolved before detailed 
probe design studies can be performed meaningfully. 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been known for more  than three decades (Kuiper, 1944) that Titan is unique 
among the well-observed satellites in the Solar System in having a substantial atmo- 
sphere, including at least some CH4. However, for much of the intervening time, this 
datum was ignored by most of the astronomical community. 
In 1972, the re  began a revolution in our understanding of this enigmatic satallfte. 
Traftoo (1972a) reported the possible detection of H2 on Titan and sL.9 i-evaluated the 
quantitative analysis of the observed C H4 absorption at 1.1 pm, revising upward the 
estimate of the minimum column abundance of the Titanian atmosphere (Trafton, 197233). 
Allen and hlurdock (1971) had observed an ancjmalously high brightness temperatux a t  
12 pm and concluded that the satellite had an atmospheric greenhouse. lV3rrison et al. 
(1972), influenced by their  cwn radiometric observations a t  20pm and by the papers 
cited above, proposed a greenhouse model in which the opacity due t o  the broad, 
pressure-induced rotations: transit i~ils in H2 a t  17 pm and 28 pm, together with the 
relative transparency of Hp in the 8-14pm terrestrial atmospheric window, produced the 
observed infrared properties of Titan. Pollack (1973) presented a detailed greenhouse 
model, which a l so  iricluded the pressure-induced opacity of CH4. lie derived a surface 
tsmperature -150 K, with a minimum surface pressurer400 mbar and a minimum 
column abundance *50 km-atm tota! of H2 and CHq. 
There was an alternate interpret; cion of the new Titan data, however. 
Danie lso~ et al. (1973) and Caldwell (1977) developed and refined a model atmosphere 
with a surface temperature 380 K, a surface pressure 1.20 mbar and a column abundance 
of -2 km-atm of CH4. This class  of model, with its relatively low surface pressure,  
has become known a s  the inversion model, because it features a high altitude tempera- 
ture inversion that is capable of reproducing al l  of the infrared observations of Titan. 
There a r e  other candidate models as well. Hunten (e. g., 1977) has  been a forceful 
advocatc for the inclusion of N, and has pointed out the theoretical difficulties in main- 
&# 
taining a substantial H component on Titan against i ts  high escape rate. Cess  and Owen 2 
(1973) have included the effects of noble gases  on greenhouse models. 
The differences between these models must be resolved if there i s  t o  be an 
accurate understanding of the current state of Titan, and if i ts  clues to  the larger  
question of the origin and evoli~tion of the outer Solar System are t o  be exploited. On a 
more practical level, an improved knowledge of the atmosphere i s  a prerequisite for 
r a n y  of the more useful potential spacecraft explorations of Titan. 
It is  the purpose of this paper t o  review the original inversion model, to  discuss 
the impact of recent results on the modt 1 ,  and to speculate on imminent develokt~l t s .  
Ir. the. following chapter, Hunten describes the current status of models with higt:,, 
surface pressures  and column densities. 
THE INVERSOX MODEL 
The details of this model have previously k v n  given by Danieiuon ~t id. (195 3) 
and by Caldml l  (1 977). This section surnmsrlzea those pzwrs. 
The starting point for the m d e l  was'ihe adoption of the sn:allzst columr. ah;?- 
dance ior  the Titanian atmosphere that was consistent \#-ith observations. From the work 
of Trafton (1972b). that was 2 km-atm CH4, with no other mnjw m o i e c u l ~ r  constituent. 
The motivation for choosing this extreme value wzs cri,$nall;- to counterbalance t i e  
then-prevailing trend among planetary scientists to favor the Sargebt tenab'e column 
abundance. Hoiwver, a s  Mi l  be discussed below, this choicc is iurtker justified bg 
considerations of CH vapor pressure and of the g lob1  padiaf ion hdge t .  4 
The 2 h - a t m  abundance  as ? ;ermined by Tnfton i ram hbs anaiysis of tbe 
3 3  band of CH4 2t 1.1 pm. Podolak and his collezgites have shown th:t 9 Gail k 
reconciled with the visible and near infrared absorption bands of CH4 in thc spectrum 
of Titan. T??is work will be summarized in the next section. However, toward skortdr 
wavelengths, the reflectivity of Titan i s  not determined by CH4 alone. 
From 6000 d down tc 2600 1, the reflectivity decreases rnonotccically. The 
shortest wavelength point, determined from t.roa3M photometry by 0.40-2 
(Caldu~l l ,  19'75). corresponds to a geometric a l b e d ~  of 0.033 for a rackus of 2900 kn) 
Caldnvlk (1974) has emphasized that such a low vafrle is inconsistent --.ith liaylefgh 
scattering even from the minimal 2 km-atm of CH*. Models with highcr sbuudences 
have greater  disagreement with the observa t i~ns .  
The low ultraviolet albedo requirzs the y e s e n s e  of an absorbing mecie9 high ia 
thc atmosphere of Titan. The Rayleigh scattering constraint Incans that tk-em can be d 
most a clear  layer of 9 .1  km-atm column abundance a-cove ik abscroer if :t is 
completely black at 2600 A. 
No molecule has been identified with the spectral charac!eristics necestary t o  
reproduce the variation in reflectivity exhibited by Titan. Hovivver, laboratory aimuia- 
t io~ls  of Titan-like atmospheres exposed t o  natural energy sources suc3 as fa r  ultra- 
violet light generaliy produce a dark reddish-brown polymer (e. g., .mare and Sagan, 
1973) that has the qualitative properties t o  e-xplain the trend of Titan's ultraviolet t o  
visual albedo curve. In this process, CH4 i s  decomposed, and the fragments re2ombine 
tt- form the large colored particles. Such particles henceforth be called vdustlq t o  
d i f fe ren t i~ te  them from possible c o n d e ~ ~ a t i c  products. 
The original i n ~ r s i o a  mode! was b s e d  m an assumption that s l c h  a p rows8  
actually occurs on T!tan. .Qlthough the d-tatk on T i h a  are not ful!y entk~taod, as 
wil! be d!scurrse8 b low,  tie shork wavelei6h absorption b dcfiqfte. It  is tnereforo 
certain that a s 'aiflcant f r a c t k  of the m-ze[tected h l a r  radiation itxident upon 
Tttst Le ahso* nigh !n tbe atmosphere, and rwS at Me sur6uce. 
Ar, ~t ject  at T.tan's &stance from ttre Siln which has a high thermal ewissivity 
411  q u i r e  an egxilihc*uu\ temperature of :he o rde r  of lO3K. T!w actual value will 
on the %bje9+'s albedo. If tk obw daes not h u e  a tfgh thermal emlssivi@ at 
the wavelength of peak emissioa (=Wpm fcr 100 K) the temperabwe will rise until the 
integral ower all  wave!engths at the erniss-:u@ multiplied ky the P l a w k  fanction equals 
the absorbed eaergy. 
Titen's u-r a t ~ l o s p h e r r  bas in fat2 =ache8 an equilibrium temperature we11 
above 10% K, The edence icr %a ie f w d  in *& middle infrarzd spectro_ohotometry 
of Gillett el  d !1973) and Gill* (1915). These dab ahcu  a brightress temperature 
of 2160 Kin tb lundalue-..a1 sod uf CH4 at 3pm. Since this band is very stmng, it 
h optically thick at very high altpudeb-, and *is brightness temperature must be very 
ciose t o  the actual physicai temperabtre them. 
At :<rwer altitudes, there must bt: ah opaque. zolder level because, without an 
internal ebergy source. there is  not enough incoming radial3 e c e l q  t o  mair;lain the 
ouar dkir. of the satellite at this  elevated temperature against radiation t o  space. 
Hetrce, Titan has R temperature inversion, witn warmel 1a:sr-s overlying cooIzr ones. 
It is 'possible that a n  atmospheric greenhouse efiect could. maiatain warmer 
layers below ths cold, opaque level, This conjecu.~re cannot be disprob-n now. The 
simplest rnakl, advocated nere, is that tts -re layer is in fact ;he physical s~riace. 
It is pcstulated in the inve.sicn m d e l  that the s u r k c e  i r  CHq ice and that the 
atmosphere ia in vapor pmssurt? equilibrium with the surface. T h i ~  fixes vte sczface 
t e m p e m u r e  at *@K, because this value. cornbl~ed with t b  CH4 saturated vapor 
pressure (20 mbar) gives the correct  column abundance (2 km-atm). As d i s a s s e d  by 
Danielson et d (1973), this temperature also bds t o  a fi:zsonably a w u x t e l y  tm:anctul 
global radiation budget for the model atmosphere and surface. 
The inrc?.rsion model haq been successful !n explaining t*k infrared emission of 
Titan. Figure 1 shows the 8-14pm region, with the m d e l  compared to GiUettls 
(197.5) data. 
The emission peaks centered at 7.7pm. 12.2pm sad 13.7prn in the rnod~l are due 
respectively t o  CH4. C2H6 (ethane) and C2HZ (acetylene;. CriJD and C21f4 hay? not 
been inc1ud:d in the model. Between the peaks, ihe tniission is due t o  the 
(ultraviolet-absorbing) dust- This effect Is more eviQnt ir. tile ne-xt W~re. The 
surface in t k  model i s  too coid t o  influence the c-niissicn shown in Ii!pre 1. 
Figure 2 s4cw d ~ e  computed emission oc* t\, 40pm. lne dust has hi; *a!en to 
have a tern-ratvre of :60K, with an emissivity p r o p r t ~ m a l  t o  1 /A, This iz a simpli- 
fying apprwima t io~~ ,  .?orsistetq with an index of refraction that i s  coratant with 
wave :ength. 
The surface is mcdelled as a black body with unit enrissivity at 775 K. :.This value 
will he discussed presently.) In tbe model, most of the radiation at 2Opm is due to *k 
dust: and beyond 40pm, a o s t  is due to the surface, 
The parameters  of any model fitted to  ref!ec?ed and emwed  light fmw a planet 
are sensitive t o  the rddius. A flux i s  the measured datum, but the r a d i s  is required. 
for computing the fivsic31ly meaningfut quantities: brightness and albedo. In xfinirg 
the original inversion in$el, Caldwell (1977) used the occultation n d i u s  of 2906 km 
measured by Ellior' et d. (1375) for the effective radiating layer ard tbe effective reflect- 
ing layer of the atsmsphere. The surface radius ig rlnknown. but for a specitic value 
of the surface dies, a definite surface temperature can be c:r;culated that 'ulances 
the a h o r b d  anci emitted radiation. With the vapor-pres~ure  equilibrium envisaged in 
the model, this also determines the surface gressure a d  column abundance. 
Caldnell (1977) chose a b e l i n e  model with a sur f lce  radi:ts of !%OU km, leading t o  a 
surtace temperature of 78 K, sur tace pressure of 16 mhar and column ~bundancs  of 
1.5 km-atm. The amount by which these values change as a function of surface radius 
i s  summarized in Figure 3. 
In th.? Iavcrsion   node! a s  described above, there sit no clouds of c m d e ~ s a t e  
particles. This is not unreasonable, even -ihWlgh the antire surface i s  postulated to be 
in v a p r  pressure equilibrium with the atmosnhere, because the high altitude heating 
mag be aufficient to -use a positive temperature lapse rate  cvery~hre .  S~ch an 
atmosphare would be extremely stable wains t  vertical convection. 
J i  the radiative interchange betweer. surface and atmosphere i s  such that a 
condensatton cloud fol-ms a t  low altitudes, the basic features 9f the mrdel would not 
change greatly. The s ibat ion where a major i:ottstituent of an atmosphere is condens- 
able has been discussed by Lewis and Prinn (1973) and Honten (1977). 
Eecause of the postutated vapor pressure equilibrium, the atmosphere wi!! act 
as an effective thermostat, t o  keep the surface ever-where isothermal a t  the tempera- 
tu re  determined by the global average visible transmission of the atmosphere and by 
I 
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the d m w a r d  infrared atmospheric emission. Any local region that found itself 
departing from the mean temperature in either sense would attempt to adjust its local 
vapor pressure by increased condensetion or sublimation, Becauae of the sharp varia- 
tion of CHI vapor pressure with temperature, winds would a r i c  to restore ar isobaric 
s u d c e  condition. The substantial lateut heat of phase change of CHq m l d  oppose the 
hypothetical temperature differential, and the local transient winds would continue until 
the differential disappeared. 
In particular, Danielson et aL (1973) have shown that the atmosphere won't 
condense at the winten pole of Titan, because that pole never cools d m .  Assuming 
that the obliquity of Titan is the same as Sturn's, they calculated that abaut 5 percent 
of the atmmphem wauld condense on tbe winter polar durirrg that season, dthout 
cbaoging the surface tempereturn. This must be replenished by sublimation in the 
ather hem ispbere. The operative criterion in thb calculation is that the surface cannot 
dissipate the lateot heat of condewsation Zaster than a blackbody at 80K can radiate to 
space. 
Thc assumption concernfqg the obliquity of Titan b not critical. For any 
general orientation of Titan's polar axis, precession will al ter  Titan's seasonal year, 
but most probably not enough to mat&er. 
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If the  obliquity assumption i s  even approximately correct ,  then each TiLm pole 
at i t s  sunlnler solst ice will esper ience Ihe largest  diurnally-averaged s c l a r  flux of any 
point on the surface.  Thus there  are probably no absolute s inks  of CH4 on Titan. At 
s o m e  point during a Titan year,  a l l  locations will sublime s o m e  CH4. However, on an  
annual average, the poles receive l ess  flu than the e q ~ a t o r ,  s o  the re  u i l l  be a steady, 
cumulative movement of CH4 from the equator t o  the poles. 
This situation i s  c lear ly  stat icallv unstable. Titan will respond by an  equator- 
ward flw of CH4 glaciers  t o  maintain i t s  spher ical  shape. One effect of th is  motion 
will be t o  overturn the surface  l ayer  continually. Dust par t ic les  sett l ing on the surface  
will nct pave it over. The surface will not be hermetically sealed from the interior,  
and the re  will be fresh CH4 exposed to the atmosphere t o  replenish those molecules 
i r revers ibly  lost t o  photochemical action. 
An a l ternate  surface  scenario,  suggested by R. E. Danielson i s  that a modest 
greenhouse effect could raise the  su r face  temperature  t o  1.90 K, the CH4 t r ip le  p i n t .  
This would permit  the  farmation of CHq oceans. In th is  case, ocean currents ,  and not 
g laciers ,  ~vould recycle the CH4 t o  the equatorial zone. 
RECENT DEVELOPhlENTS RELATED T O  THE INIrERSION bfODEL 
1, The Hydrogen Abundance. 
Recently, hlunch et al. (1977) observed the (3-0) S1 quadrupole line region 
on Titan, and found no evidence for absorption there. They established 
a 30 upper limit corresponding t o  a column abundance of 1 km-atm. This 
resul t  differs from Traf tonfs  (1972a) finding of 5 km-atn;. It could 
represent  an  exotic variability on Titan, but the  preferred interpretation 
of the author i s  that i t  means the re  i s  little and possibly no H2 there.  
Miinch et al. (1977) had super io r  spec t ra l  resolution t o  Trafton (1972a), 
and Trafton required a sophisticated stat ist ical  analysis t o  extract 
information not evident in the r a w  data. 
If t rue ,  the new result  of Miinch et al. (1977) does not directly a l t e r  the  
inversion model. A s  Danielson et al. (1973) stated: ''Although no H2 i s  
required, the presence of s c m e  H2 as reported by Traffon i s  readily 
accommodated." H o ~ w v e r ,  the  absence of H2 will provide an obstacle t o  
a l l  greenhouse models which require  i t  t o  provide opacity between 
l5pn1 and 35 pm. A s  will be discussed below, an atmosphere f r e e  of H2 
could have important photochemical implications. Further,  it has  been 
a continuing problem (Hunten, 1977) t o  understand how an appreciable 
steady-state concentration can accumulate on Titan because of its rapid 
loss t o  space. 
The Methane Abundance. 
Trafton (1972b) estimated the CH4 column abundance t o  be 2 lan-Atnagat if 
CHq i s  the only major constituent of the atmosphere. Lesser  abundances 
would have been allowed if there was another major gas t o  broaden the 
liries of the 3v3 band of CH4 observed by Trafton. 
Lutz et al. (1 976) derived a CHq abundance of 80 m-A, thereby 
implying the presence of =20 km-A of some other gas, such as N2 o r  Ne. 
Their result came from laboratory and planetary observations of the 
visible and near infrared overtone and combination bands of CH Their 4' 
two kinds of observations were scaled by a simple reflecting layer model 
for Titan's atmosphere. 
However, Podolak and Danielson (1977) and Podoiak and Giver (1978) 
have argued that the reflecting layer model i s  inadequate t o  represent a l l  
the CH4 bands observed on Titan. These bands vary in intrinsic strength 
by several  orders  of magnitude. Even the strongest of them in Titan 
spectra have finite residual central intensity. These papers explain the 
central band reflectivity as being due t o  backscattered light from the same 
dust particles that cause the previously discussed ultraviolet absorption. 
The change in optical properties from ultraviolet t o  red i s  due t o  the 
assumed variation of the imaginary index of refraction of the dust with 
wavelength and also due t o  the modelled particle s ize distribution. By 
judiciously limiting the permitted particle sizes. Podolak and 
Danielson (1977) find that ultraviolet photons see the particles as large 
compared t o  wavelength, and hence experience strong forward scattering, 
whereas red photons s e e  small particles and are isotropically scattered. 
Podolak and Danielson (1977) simultaneously explain most of the CH4 
spectral features and the continuum variation in albedo with their  dust 
model. They require a CH4 column abundance -1 km-atm. 
Podolak and Giver (1978) have modifier! the model by confining the 
dust t o  the upper layers of Titan's atmosphere. This i s  reasonable if 
the dust i s  formed at high altitudes, grows continuously in size,  and 
setties rapidly to the surface aRer reaching a crit ical size. This 
adjustment increases the observed strengths of weak bands relative t o  
strong ones. They ultimately derive a C% abundar.ce of a t  least 
2 km-A. 
\%'hen the results of Podolak and Giver (1978) a r e  conlbined with those 
of Trafton (1972b), the inversion model, with i ts column abundance of 
2 km-A, i s  enti rely consistent with the methane absorption spectru~l?. 
Dust. 
One of the interesting claims of Podolak and Danielson (1977) is 
that the continuum reflectivities of both Titan and Saturn from 2500A 
to 10,000A canbe explained by dust particles with the same opticn: 
properties for both planets. The only changes required a r e  in the total 
amount of the dust and its vertical distribution. While this conclusion 
i s  not universally accepted (Scattergood and Owen, 1977: see also the 
discussion beiow), it will be stipulated for the present for the purpose 
of illustrating, i f  not proving, a point. 
Although Saturn's atmosphere shows pronounced variations in color 
according: to season, i ts equator is usually very dark in the ultraviole+. 
The standard interpretation i s  that this corresponds t o  a latitudinally 
restricted concentration of dust particles. Hon.ever, photographs taken 
through a narrowband fil ter in the strong 8500 A CH4 band show the 
equatorial region to be relatively brighter than the res t  of the planet 
(Own, 1969). 
Although a t e n  interpreted his observation a s  a high-altitude CH4 
condensation cloud a t  Saturn's equator, more recent models 
(e.g., C a l d ~ v l l ,  1977b) do not favor this interpretation. The one-way 
optical depth for absorption in this band i s  probably in the range. from 
1 to 3 above the cloud tops. It is more probable that @ten (1369) has 
actually recorded scattered light from high altitude dust particles. 
Unfortunatelv, it i s  not now possible to  exhibit such an effect visually for 
Titan, because of the limits of spatial resolution. This alternate 
interpretation of Owen's results supports the concepts of Podoiak and 
Danielson (1977) and of Podolak and Giver (1978). 
Laboratory experiments on dust particle formation have recently 
been performed by Scattergood and Owen (1977). They used high energy 
proton bombardment of simulated planetary atmospheres to  dissociate 
such species as H2. N2, CH4, NH3, and HZS, and then observed the 
resulting particulate formation. Their work was an advance over that of 
Khare and Sagan (1973) because Scattergood and Owen could initiate 
reactions in mixtures excluding the long wavelength photon acceptors 
NH3 and H2S. Because of experimental difficulties, Khare and Sagan 
required these molecules to  absorb light longward of 2000 before they 
could initiate any reactions. Chang (this volume) has h r t h e r  discussed 
the relevance of high energy. 
Scattergood's and Owen's result indicate that particles suitably 
colored to reproduce observed planetary reflectivities from vlsual to  
ultraviolet wavelengths do not form unless such species a s  N2, NH3, 
o r  H2S a r e  present. SpecificaDy, they claim that simple mixtures of 
H2 and CH4 do not produce particles with the required coloration. 
The inversion model can readily accommodate minor amounts of most 
of these gases without changing the basic features of the model. However, 
they could not be major species, or the simultaneous satis faction of the 
limits imposed by Trafton (l972b) and by Podolak and Giver (1978) would 
be impossible. N2 has a high vapor pressure, and could be the remnant 
from primordial NH3 previously photodissociated. H2S also has a higher 
vapor pressure than NH3, and is not excluded by any spectroscopic 
observations. It  could conceivably have a source in the interior of Titan. 
IMMINENT DEVELOPMENTS IN TITAN STUDIES 
1. Ultraviolet !3pectroscopy. 
On January 26, 1978, the International Ultraviolet Explorer was launched 
successfully. This satellite will extend the wavelength range md the 
resolution significantly beyond the capabilities of OAO-2 (Caldwell, 1974, 
1975). The possible detection of Rayleigh scattering below 2600 A and of 
spectral signatures of specific molecules could lead to  model 
constraints too various to outline here. Titan is a high priority target 
for the IUE, s o  significant results may be expected soon. 
2. Radio Wavelength Observations. 
At millimeter and centimeter wavelengths, it i s  a fair  prospect that 
Titan's atmosphere will be transparent. Measurements there offer the 
possibility of sampling the surface unambiguously and of differentiating 
between candidate molecules. A major problem has been that diffraction 
makes the detection of a relatively weak signal from Titan difficult in the 
presence of the very strong confusion from Saturn itself. 
Existing and future radio observations are summarized in Table 1. 
Briggs (1974) used the NRAO interferometer a t  Greenbank with three 
baselines of 0.5, 1.9, and 2.4 krn, observing a t  3.7 cm for  19  hours. 
Scaling his result  t o  the baseline surface radius of 2700 km (Caldwell, 
1977a) gives a brightness temperature of 99 *34K. This result supports 
the inversion model. The limiting factor in  Briggst work is signal to 
noise. 
Table 1. Radio Observations of Titan 
Reference Instrument Wavelength T ~ *  Limitations 
Briggs (1974) NRAO Interometer 3.7 c m  99 * 34 Signal to Noise, 
(Greenbank) confus ion with 
Saturn 
C onkl in 
et al. (1977) 
Jaffe VLA 
et al. (1978) 
3.3 mm 213 A 38 Confusion with 
Saturn 
1 .3 ,2 ,6cm 9 0 ~ 3 0  Signal to Koise 
- -- Bonn 100 m dish 1.3 cm --- No Data Yet 
* Assumed surface radius = 2700 km 
Coaklin et al. (1977) used the 36-foot millimeter dish a t  NRAO 
Tucson in the photometer mode. They made two observations three months 
apart. Saturn was out of the primary beam, but currently unmeasured side 
lobes can generate 200% systematic e r r o r s  from such a close, bright object. 
Conklin et al. were careful to measure the background after Titan had moved 
away, but they cannot rule out temporal changes in the side lobes. The 
measurements were in two broad bandpasses near 3.3 mm, with the 
resulting brightness temperature of 215 * 38 K fo r  a surface radius of 
n o 0  km. 
If their measurement represents the surface temperatures, as 
Conklh et aL (1977) conclude, then the inversion model would need a major 
revision, along the lines suggested by Figure 20.2 of Hunten (1977), o r  
Hunten's article in this volume. 
The disagreement between the two published observations could be rea l  
because they are at different wavelengths, but the requisite atmospheric 
opacity t o  produce such numbers seems unphysical. F'urther observations 
were clearly needed. Recently, Jaffe et al. (1975) used the Very Large Array 
interferometer a t  Socorro, New Mexico t o  remeasure Titan a t  1.3, 2 and 
6 cm. The total observing time was 35 hours on three nights, including 
simultaneous observations a t  different wavelengths on one night. From 
night to  night, between 4 and 8 dishes were available, with baselines up 
to  10 krn. Ultimately, 27 dishes with baselines up to  35 km will be 
operable. Currently, signal t o  noise limits the data, but since this 
improves as the square of the number of working dishes, this problem will 
eventually diminish greatly. Confusion with Saturn is of relatively low 
importance. In fact, the instrument will eventually be capable of measuring 
the radius of the surface of Titan. 
Preliminary analysis of VLA observations a t  6 cm indicates a nominal 
brightness temperature of 90 K * 30 K(1o) fo r  a surface radius of 2700 km, 
with an upper limit of 180 K (30). This is in gocc! sgreement with Briggs 
(1974) but disagrees with Conklin et d. (1977). Further analysis, to reduce 
the remaining uncertainty, is underway. 
Finally, i t  is noted in Table 1 that the 100 meter  dish in Bonn will a lso 
be capable of making useful measurements for  Titan, but such measurements 
have not yet been done. 
SUMMARY AND PROSPECT 
Pending a clarification of the radio brightness measurements outlined immediately 
above, the inversion model for Titan, as proposed by Danielson et al. (1973) and modified 
by Caldwell (1977a), remains completely viable. Baseline parameters of the model 
are: surface temperature = 78 K; column abundance of C H4 = 1.6 km-atm; surface 
pressure = 16 mbar. Engineering studies for Titan p r o b  missions must consider 
these numbers. 
It is probable that Titan is a highly evolved planet. It i s  different from the 
Jovian planets in that significant quantities of its atmosphere can escape over the life 
of the solar system. It also lacks a means of thermally recycling atmospheric dust 
particles to fully reduced compounds in its interior. It i s  reasonable to  expect that the 
current wide range of Titan atmospheric models will soon be narrowed greatly. When 
this preliminary phase i s  complete, future studies should address the task of 
unravelling Titan's evolutionary history. Direct exploration by space vehicles seems to 
be the only merns available for doing this. 
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A TITAN ATMOSPHERE WITH A 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE OF 200 K 
Donald M. Hunten 
Depurtment of Pkmetay Sciences and Lunar and Pkmetory Laboratory 
Unmem'ty of Arizona 
Tucson. Arizona 85721 
ABSTRACT 
The brightness temperature of Titan at 3 mm wavelength is around 2W K, 
according to Uticb, Conklin, and Dickel (1978). Although an earlfer 
meanvlemeat by Briggs is much colder, we adopt 200 K as the surface 
tempemsue d build an atmospheric model with a surface pressure of 21 
bars. CH, clouds form between 100 and 120 km altitude. The visual limb 
is near 200 km. The methane mixing ratio is 0.2598 above the clouds and 
7% below; the dominant gas is assumed to be N,. ;re thermal opacity is 
due to pressure-indd abmrption in N2 and a trace (0.5%) c ' u- with 
some help fiom cloud panicles; unit opacity is reached at 600 mbY, J 10 km 
from the d a c e .  The radius of the solid body in this mudel is 2700 km, in 
reasonable agreement with 2600 km obtained if the density is the same as 
tbat of (iaoymede and Gdlisto. Deeper atmospheres can be obtained if the 
temperature gradient is subdiabatic or greater CH, abundance is assumed. 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been clear for some years that a deep, cloudy atmosphere, with a surface 
preseure of many bars, waa not ruled out for Titan by any existing data (bwis and 
Prim, 1973; Pollack, 1973). On the other hand, no data required it. Recently, 
however, Wich et d 0918) have obtained a 3-mm brightness temperature of 200 K. 
It is, therefow, worthwhile to explore tk properties of a deep atxu lsphere in some 
debtf. The model bas quite a bit in common witb the established picture of Venus, 
with a surface temperature 3-4 times the effective temperature, d a dense cloud 
b y e r  tens of h deep. Because of the lower gravity, however, this depth is achieved 
with a loner surface pressure, only 21 bars. 
Since the nest three sections are devoted to a variety of detailed discussions, 
\\e refer ahead to the final model illustrated in Figure 3. There is a clear iayer 
100 Ian deep composed of N2 uitb a few S of C H4. Dense methane cloilds form at 
100 h and estend up another 10-20 h. Their top is diffuse enough to have an impor- 
tant effect on the f : rmation of the observed absorption bands. We do not treat the 
question of how much solar radiation penetrates to the surface to drive the greenhouse, 
but nv can appeal to the analogy with Venus to suggest that the mechanism is at least 
plausible. 
The m d e l  presented here is far  from unique, but we feel it to be conservative, 
in the sense that any plausible variant with a 200 K surface would have a still deeper 
atmosphere and greater surface pressure. An absorbing layer at  the 200 K level is one 
possibility: nnother has more methane vapor, which increases the scale height and 
gives a deeper region of small (met adiabatic) lapse rate. Or the lapse rate could be 
less than the adiabatic. 
-4 summary of numericai data for Titan is given in the Appendix. F%rlicr 
reviews appear in the books edited by Hunten (1974) and Burns (1977). We make no 
attempt to summarize this material, but some of it i s  surveyed and updated in the pre- 
ceding article by Cald\;ell. 
THC RADIO DATA 
The brightness temperature TB deduced from a radio flux measurement is 
inversely proportional to the qrare  of the assumed radius. Table 1 shows the data of 
Ulich et a1 (zee also Conklin t.t of., 1977) and B r m s  (1974) as given and as converted 
to a radius of 2700 km, justified below. 
Table 1. Radio Data 
Wave length T B  Radius TB (2'700) 
Source (mm) (K) (km) (K) 
Ulich et al. 
Briggs 
Although each result has fairly lalge error barn, they do not overlap. Sin* w e  do not 
b w  how to resolve the discrcpaucy, u r  take a round value of 200 K for the prvzaent 
work, assuming it to be tb4 surface tcmpelrhre. The bias ahve tbe me- of the data 
is partly 30 account for m emtosivi@ less than lmi?:... I+.& radirtting *per could nlso ix 
within tl; atmtwphsx 1f =ts LS emtgh  m i c r m ~ v e  opaclty, due perhaps to NH3. For 
zmvenience, houcver, se shall use the term ' surfacew. A lower temperature, if 
r e q u i d  by later data, is readily accommodated by inserting a new "surface" a t  the 
appropriate height. 
CO%IP(XjITION OF THE VISIBLE ATXIOSPHERE 
Quantitative interpretation of the "red" bands of C Hq (which e.xtend from 4410 
to 9000 A) has only recently become possible through the laboratorq- wnrk of Lutz, 
Omon, and Cess (1976) @ereafter, LOC), Fink, Benner, and Dicli 0977). and Gi\-r 
(1978). For practical purposes, the absorption a t  each wavelength ia purely exponen- 
tial and independent of pressure: an obsemt ioa  of Titan, therefore, gives a methane 
abundance, and LOC obtained $0 m-A (meter- Amagat). Lines of the 3 3 band are 
pressure-dependent in a known way: LOC used a result by Trafton (191 Sb), ~ 4 t h  their 
methane abundance, to obtain s total abundmce of 21 h - A  (if the major gas i s  N2): the 
corresponding pressure is 300 nibar for 3 gravity of 117 cm s-2. .and the CH4 mixing 
ratio 0.4%. There i s  no direct evidence that the gas is N9, - but nv feel the indirect 
arguments for it  a r e  strong (Hunten, 1953, 1977). 
This analysis assumes that the visible atmosphere i s  a clear gas above a dis- 
crete cloud top the reflecting layer model o r  RIAI. If, on the other hand, the cloud 
top i s  very fazzy, the homogeneous scattering model or H a !  i s  mol r  appropriate. 
Indeed, Trafton (197%) has already clearly demonstrated that the RLhI does not fit the 
data: the analysis below merely substitutes laboratory data for the Saturn data he waa 
!'arced to we. A crude IiShI analysis has kindly been carried out L. iVallace, as 
illustrated in Figure 1. The residual {ntensities, as a fractic n of the nearby continuum, 
were estimated for several wavelengths from the spectra published by Trafton (1975a), 
and \\.ere plotted against the laboratory absorption coefficients of Giver (1978). It can 
hardly be claimed thrt the H.%¶, represented by the solid curves, i s  a good fit to L5e 
points, but a t  Icmt it  is  much than the RLBI, which is  simply an exponential. 
Some of the discrepnncies may derive from the assumed location of the continuum a t  
RELATIVE LAB ABSORPTW COEFFlClEffT 
longer wavelengths: it may be that the continuum is never reachad, The best f i t  lies 
between the two curves of Figure 1; we adopt a specific methane abundance M of 
150 m-A per mean free path. 
To interpret the 3v3 line, xe use the curve of groTRttr (their Fire 12) derived 
by Wallace and Hunten (1978). which takes account of the rarying pressure thrcugh the 
scattering atmosphere. the specific abundance and equivalent width as input, we 
get a value for pl, the pressure at unit scattering optical depth. For this first rough 
analysis, we divided TraRonfa (197513) equivalent width of 1.0 A, and the labomtc~y 
strength, by 2, since the line can be approximated as a doublet with c ~ i y  slight overlap. 
The broadening coefficient at 1 bar is a4 = C. 169 em-1 for N2 at 100 K (Darntoo and 
Margolis, 1973). 'k ieslit is p l  = 900 mbar; the N2 abundance corresponding is 
63 km-A which, like the C$ specific abutdance, is referred to unit mean f ree  yath. 
The ratio, 0.24%. ie therefore, "h CH4 mixing ratio according to the HSM. It makes 
little difference whether w.e use the RLM or tht? HSM, but we shall adopt the latter 
value, wbich is clearly uncertain $- at least a factor of 2, 
Methane photolysis and escape of the resulting H2 dves a predictable He mlxlng 
ratio of 0.475 (Hunten, 1973, 1977). Our picture of the visible atmosphere is 
therefore: 
- A gas, predominantly K2 containing 0.25% C I h  and 0.5% H2: 
- A cloud (argued below to be mainly liquid CHq) ~ 4 t h  a very diffuse top, and 
unit optical depth rrt 900 mbar; 
- A haze of ''Axel dust" (Danielson et d, 1973; Calduell, 1977) extending well 
into the stratosphere. Since it is probably a mixture of methane photolysis products, 
it i s  likely to dissolve readily in the methane cloud droplets and give them also a dark 
color. 
Elliot, I'ewrka, and Gaguen (1975) have obtained a radius of 2900 km by analysis 
of a lunar occultation. It is h o n v  that a scattering atmolsphere closely resembles a 
Lsmbert sphere, the model that was used (Harris, 1961). But what pressure level does 
the mdius refer to? A ray grszing the limb encounters unit optical depth due to mole 
cular scattering: alone at a pressure of 50 mbar. In Tihn's impure atmosphere, tSI level 
might be higher by 1 o r  2 scale heights, or the pressure as low as 10 mbar. About 4 
scale heights, o r  100 lim, separate this la-el from the 900 mbar level; thc latter is, 
therefore, close to 2h00 km radius, a value we henceforth adopt. 
F-AR-INFRQRED OPACITIES 
It is now necessary to tie the optical structure to the thermal structure. A s  on 
Yenus, a high sarface temperature can be sustained only by a large opacity,  robab ably 
greater than 100, through the whole thermal infrared. Pollack (1973) has laid much of 
the groundnvrk for study of a Titan green!!owe. iVe have simply adopted his illustra- 
tiVe result for pressure-induced absorption in 112, scaling by the factor 2.67 (Kiss, 
Gush, and Welsh, 1959) appropriate for collisions with N2 instead of H2. Nitrogen 
opaciQ (Bosornn~rth and Gush, 1965) dominates at the lower frequencies below 
3.50 cm-1, and totally snwnps the CI14 absorption which has a similar shape. 
Bosomworth and Gush give N2 data only a t  298 K; uv have omittied the temperature 
correction to both width and streneh of the absorption, discussed by them and also by 
Pollack (1973). The adopted curve i s  shown in Figure 2. 
As found beion., the gases alone have plenty of opacity to blanket the warm sur- 
face. But it i s  honm that the structure due to the H2 S(0) and S(l) lines does not appear 
in TiLanTs thermal cnlission spc.ct~.unl (I't>llfick, 1973: IA.~\\- nnd R i c h ,  1874; Hunten, 
1977). It is rcason?blc to suppose thnt thc L.lou-l pal - t icks  provide ~ ' n o u g i ~  opacity above 
3% cm-1 h r  smooth out the strtlcture. I .iquid n;cth:\nr* alone \\.auld not lw ::~dcquatc., 
but the dissolved hydrocarbons : ~ l r ~ a d y  rcit-~.l.cd to might giw cnnugh absorption nt .?I! 
f~r?qucncics. FolIo~vini: 1):wiclson rt a/. (i!I;R), \IV hnve ncicwtcd thc curve  slicwn in 
Figure 2, with o p a c i e  proporticma1 to fl-cqucncy. l'si. of thtt IISJI implics unifcjrnl mis- 
ing of ~ n r t i c l e s  .md gas: if, h o x w v ~ r ,  thtl particle 111 ixing 1.3 tic> inel-t%nscs do\\n\\ards. 
the corresponding , ~ b o ~ - p t i o n  c.m he c ~ ~ t d c * l y  ~ - ~ p ~ r - s c n t e d  in thc s n m c  t e r m s  3s thc N2 
absorption. 
W e  now form the Rosselanci n:cnn of tht* dat? in Figulv fl p.g., Sch\~.nrzschild, 
195s): 
where x = hv/kT ,md A is t h  absorption coefficient. \Vithout cloud opncity, thc 
result  i s  
with clouds included, w e  have 
The level having t e r n p n t u r e  Te. the effective temperature. is cake11 a t  the depth where 
the optical depth T is unity. For  pressure-induccd absorption, 
where ki is the scale  height and w (NZ) is the abundance. Solving for the latter, and 
cvnvel-ting to pressure,  we Und 
p = 790 mbar (no cloud) 
= 610 mbar (with cloud) 
W e  adopt the  latter estimate and give i t  the equilibrium temperature 77 K. It i s  slightly 
above the 900 mb level that !ms unit cloud optical depth in the red. For t l e  strato- 
sphere we simply accept the thermal-inversion model of Caldwell (1977 and preceding 
chapter of this volume). 
THE DEEPER AThiOSPHEHE 
W e  shall, somewhat l oose l~ ,  use the name "tropopause" for  the point (610 mbar, 
77 K) just derived. For  the deeper structure we assume an ad iah t ,  making allowance 
for  the latent heat of condensation of the methane that forms the cloud. 
Sagan (1969) has given a conveniently parameterized discussion of radiative and 
convective temperature gradients, and finds them s o  nearly the same  that the tropo- 
pause location is often very sensitive to small  changes. Conversely. the profile is 
insensitive to just where the tropopause occurs. 
As a first  approximation we neglect latent heat and find the pressure that cor- 
responds to 200 K. The adiabatic bpse rate  for N2 is T = pg/C = 1.16 L/km and the P 
scale-heigh~ qradient is 8 = -1/3.5. With the standard expression (e.g., Ilunten. 
1971) for the tarometr ic  law, 
we can substitute the ratio of temperatures (200/77) for H/Ho and obtain a pressure 
rztio of 28.2. This estimate of the surface pressure is therefore, 0.61 x 28.2 = 17.2 
bars. -4fter allowance for condensation a s  described below, a better estimate ie 19.7 
bars of N2. A possible surface material i s  methane ciathrate hydrate, whose vapor 
pressure i s  1.38 bars  at 20G K (see Appendix). The atmospheric composition at the 
surface would thus be about 6.6% CH4, 93% X2, ii~hich gives a total pressure 
ps = 21.1 bars, as aal l  as plenty of material to condense into the clouds. Since the 
vapor pmsaure of CQ is about 2 orders of magnitude greater than that of clathrate, 
there will be an externled clear region above the surface. Once the cloud is reached, 
the dry adiabat used for the preliminary estimate is not satisfactory. Various expres- 
sions for the wet lapse rate appear in the literature (Brunt, 1933, 1939: Danielson 
et d., 1917), but the best seems to be that of Xmbr (1963). In pnrctlce the differences 
are minor, especially since the fate of the condensate is  uncertain. If i t  falls out o r  
remains a t  the height where it  condenses, it? spc.cific heat should be omitted, and the 
cunre is  called a "pseudoadiabaC1. If the condensate moves with the gas, the situation 
is truly adiabatic. Laskergs expression for the pseudo-adiabat i s  
Here B is the same quantity used in @), which, h v e r ,  is valid only over a region 
\\-hem B is constant. The specific beat C pertains to the mixture of gas and vapor; 
P 
y is the mixing ratio FHq] / IN2] : and -a is the exponent in the vapor-pressure rela- 
tion. For CH4, a = 1024/T (see Appendix). As suggested by Lasker, a suitable me- 
b to find the (T, p) relation from (4) and then obtain the height scale from the hydro- 
static equatian. Wbcre /3 is independent of height, (3) may be used, and i t  gives useful 
accuracy even where /3 is slawly varying. In the present case, y varies from 0.070 to 
essentially zero and a= 12.5; - B  is 0.282 below the cloud, and drops to 0.127 at the 
cloud base, back to 0.286 above the cloud. 
Figure 3 shows the model. The vertical scale is linear in the logarithm of 
pmssui-e, with an auxiliary @onlinear) height scale. The Danielson-Caldwell strato- 
spheric model does not specify a pmssure scale; tbe one adopted is  by d o g y  with We 
Jupiter model of Orton (1977). 
The cloud base is at 103 Irm and has a m e b e  partial pressure of 70 mbar at a 
total pressure of 1080 mbar. l'he potential cloud mass is the amount contained in a scale 
bight,  o r  600 g ~ r n - ~ .  In tbe form of 10 pm diameter droplets, this amount would have 
a scatteriqg optical thickness of over lo6. Thus, mmt  of i t  could precipitate out and 
still leave a very respectable cloud. The temperature is 87 K, somewhat below the 
freezing point (89 K); the form may therefore be either crystals or  supercooled d r o p  
lets. The level found in Section 3 for unit optical depth in the "red" i s  a few km above 
the mse, a reasonable location. 
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ttw I ~ J  ot nr:t  thnmJl , tnd  r.rrrblr oputrr ,v mdrc~rcd. I/ r ix  r n + r t  rr 41 J rodrvr oj 2700 ka. I& Irmb porrtmn Jncs u r n  
J ~ W W E I  u,rth r k  d,mrd r d z ~ c  o/ ,":(W) h. 
As pointed out in the lntrculuction, the plyst-nt nlodel i s  conservative in the 
s twse that any other  that gives 3 "surfi~ce" tcnrpernture of 200 ti requi lvs  a n  even 
tiocpcr ritrnosphclv. .A totally d i f f~ \ ren t  :\~y.ument i s  to cstinr:\te the ~'adius of solid 
Titan horn its kro\tn ill:~ss n~ld  n rc:\son:tble me:ul cd~~rsity. FOT the latter, 1i.c take 
Cnlliuto :md c;;wymcde n s  :tnnlogs, \\.cighting the densities of J l ~ r r i s o n  t.1 ul. (1977) 
invcrscly by the stated c'r1.01-S. Thc rcsul t  (1. S9 g cm-3) cc)mbincs \\it11 n m n s s  of 
1.40 x 10')'; g to givp :I rrldius of 2iW5 h n .  110'' chnngc of density reflects into a 
rndius chnnir;t. of $0 hxn. Titan i s  likely to iw l e s s  Jcnse,  if anything, than .my Gali1e.m 
s s t c ~ l l i k :  if so ,  :I rt-:\son:~blr. rmgc  for thc r:\dius i s  21;00-2700 h r ,  which just includes 
the \:due from the :ntmosyheric mtdel.  
ThC vapor p ressure  of S I I Q  dissolved in ice i s  roughly 1 111b:lr :it 200 K. Tit. 
- 
mixing rntio c-ould thus btl :\round 5 s 10';'. Tht- optic:\! dcytli of this anlount i s  about 
$ : ~ t  3 nlnl \ \- : \~ele~~gth,  :~ccording to  the npprosimntt? trrntlnent of Field (1959). Per- 
h:~ps the :lmn\oni2 i s  kept cu t  of the :~tmosphert= t?\' :\ Inycr of hydrocarbons on the si11'- 
fact.. 
1li:ch of this paper  i s  built on thc n s s ~ i n ~ p t i o n  thnt ihc surfact- t e m p e r n t u l ~  is 
200 K, ns s i~ggestcd by the micrc.r\\-.tvc abscrvatinns. The. i ssue  of ammonia opacity 
only s P r v r s  to pt>int up the cruci:~l  nnturc of such data, and the import.mce of data a t  
o ther  \\-a\r.lengths. Tho dis;wrct\mcnt sho\\n in T;~ble 1 i s  part icularly disturbing, :tnd 
a r t~sc~lution is b:ldly ntwc!ed. Thp n~t.:\stirc.nlt~nts nre,  hourver.  s o  difficult that 
progtr8ss i s  su re  ttl h slo\\-. :\n~monin o p : ~ c i h  cannot bt- c-alled 011, h c n u s t -  i t  is ne:trly 
the snnit) :\t the hvo \\-;i\x-lcngths. Thc prt-lin~innx-y \'I;\ rcsul ts  rt.portcd by C:ilrl\\-ell 
: ~ t  he c~nd of thc preceding c h : ~ p t ~ ~ -  support  :I lo\\vr tcmp>r:~hire ,  :~lthough they \vould 
s t i l l  p 8 r m i t  i t  to h :~l .hlv~ I 5 0  K. I l o n ~ x v ~ r ,  a t~111per:lfi~rr' of ,  sny, 100 ti c:\n be 
:~r.commc.rdntt-d ky p l n c i ~ ~ g  t l l c  surfact> :IL 2 Istrs o r  $5 Lttr ill lJig:l-tb 1. l'ht. nlndel is 
unt~h:~ngt~d :tt grc:itt.t- lu-ights. 
.4ddcd af ter  thc \\'orrkshop: 
-. -- . . - .- -. 
Shortly 3ftt.r the \Y~>rkshop, n prcprint  by l'odolnk and Giver ( l ! ) T S )  lxcxne 
nvnilahlc. Ih is  work, nn extension of 1'1dolnk ntld l ~ ; ~ n i e l s o n  (197;). ndopts :is i t s  model 
.m ntnrosphert. of yurt8 C llq, 2 knl-:\ deep, with n l:tycr of Asel dust cwcupging the top 
50 m-A. This dust i s  nearly opaque in the blue, grading rather suddenly in the red b 
essentially transparent in the infrared. The surface (or cloud top) haa an albedo of 
50-60%. An excellent fit is obtained to the observed CHq bands from 5000 to 10,000 A. 
Although the 3v3 band is not discussed, the model is co~sis tent  with Trafton's analysis 
for a reflecting-layer model, which requires 1.5 km-A if the atmosphere is pure CH4. 
At this and longer wavelengths, the Podolak-Giver model reduces to a reflecting layer. 
How might a choice be made between this model and the one described here? 
They were both fitted to the same data; thus we require some additional information. 
Two recent lines of evidence can in fact be brought fonvard: (1) the work of Rages and 
Pollack reported in Chapter 11 of th is  volume; (2) spectra of the 1-3 urn region. 
Rages and Poliac k find the mean particle radius to be 0.2-0.4 pm, and strongly 
exclude the value (slightly under 0.1 pm) required by Giver and Podolak to obtain the 
necessary optical properties. 
The infrared spectra, shown in Figure 4, were obtained by U. Fink and 
H. Larson in 1975, and a r e  reproduced here by their khd permission. 
A detailed analysis has not yet been done, but two facts stand out clearly: 
(1) The Titan spectrum is utterly unlike the taboratory spectrum of 1.5 h - A  
of methane. 
(2) The closest analog to Titan in this spectral region is Neptune. 
The laboratory spectrum is the analog of a clear atmosphere of pure methane 
(the Podolak-Ciivor model a t  these mavelengths). Neptune is an analog of a deep scat+ 
tering atmosphere with a small fraction of methane. Although the major gas is 
assumed to be Hz-He on Neptune and N2 on Titan, the important thing i s  the scale 
height, not the composition, and the scale heights a re  rather s in i lar .  These argu- 
ments strot~gly suggest that the deep, N2-(XI4, atmosphere is preferred over the 
pure-CH4 one. A detailed analysis i s  highly desirable, but in this spectral region 
it is very difficult because of the fine structure of the bands. 
A direct comparison of a laboratory spectrum with Titan may be misleading 
because of the gross differences in the temperatures and pressures a t  which the CHq 
is obselved. It has been shown by Ramaprasad et al. (1978) in a study of liquid CH4 
that band shapes a re  somewhat different a t  90 K than they a re  at  a room temperature. 
For example, a bandmay be seen at  9170 1 in the spectra of the cold liquid and of 
Titan which is completely masked by the wing of the strong band a t  8890 A. The 
sensitivity of the populations of high J levels to temperature must be accounted for 
before a truly meaningful comparison can be made. 
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Clearly, d l  this evidence refers only to the region that c.in be probed 
optically, and bears only on the con~position of this 1 egion. The issue of the surface 
tempe rtlture and pressure is totally independent. 
Atreya et al. (1978) have discussed in detail the production of N2 by photolysis 
of I H 3 ,  and have found that a surface partial pressure of 14-19 bars could reasonably 
be generated over the age of the solar system. 
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APPE NDLX 
Table 2 gives various quantities for three radial distances - r corresponding to 
heights of 0, 100, and 200 km in the model. They a r e  the acceleration of gravity g, 
the scale height for pure I2 a t  a reference temperature of 100 K, the base pressure 
for  an S abundance of 1 lin>-.hogat, qnd the d~ adiabatic lapse rate for I';*. 2 
Table 3. Quantities for Three liadial Distances 
r (km) 2700 3800 2900 
- 3 
R \em s ') 125 117 109 
H (h) 23.8 25.5 27.2 
p/N (m5,' knl- A? 15.6 14.6 13.6 
r (dry) (Wkm) 1.20 1.13 1.05 
T&le 3 gives constants in t l ~ e  vapor-pressure equation, p = A esp (-B/T), 
from Delsemme and 'jVcnger (1970) and the H:mdbook of Chemistry and Physics. The 
melting point of meth'me is 89 K. 
'I'nble 3. Constants in the i'apor-Pressure Equatio:~ 
F o rnl X(bar) B = crT 
Clathrate 75,336 2 182 
Liqiid 9, $14 1024 
Solid 59,662 1190 
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TITAN'S ATMOSPHERE: COMMENTS 
ON HAZE CONTENT, IvLETHANE 
ABUNDANCE, BAND SHAPES, AND 
HYDROGEN UPPER LIMIT 
Laurence Trafton 
D~p.?mrenr ofAstronomy 
hi. rity of Texas or A ushn 
.4usfin. Texas 78712 
This i s  a reply to the presentations of &Idwell a d  Hunt- and was 
presented as pan of the '-discussion-' fullou ing their papers. 
I would iike to reply to CaldHlellfs and to Hunten's presentations. First, I 
remind you that I have already demonstrated the existence of scatterers in Titan's 
atmesphere in a paper I published in the .Istropl.ysic~l Jorrrnrll three years ago 
(Traiton, 1975b). My conclusion is not affected by recent laboratory investigations 
showing that certain CH4 bards are independent of pressure because I showed that the 
reflzcting layer model fails to explain Titan's CH absorptions regardless on which 4 
portion of the curve of growth Titan's CH4 lines lie. in that paper, I used Saturn's 
atmosphere along the central meridian a s  my "laboratory" for studies of CH4 absorp- 
tion, arguing that my conclusion is insensitive to the moderate scattering there. 
The quite pronounced role of scattering in Titan's atmosphere strongly suggests 
that Titan's surface is obscured. This is compatible with the lack of variation of 
Titan's brightness with orbital phase (Noland et al., 1974), unless Titan has a featurc- 
less surface, because Titan almost certainly rotates synchronously about Saturn. Even 
if a smooth, featureless, o r  "tarry" surface exisis (Hunten, 1973). the scattering prob- 
ably veils it enough so that the ambiguity in interpreting Veverka's (1973) polarization 
measurements shou ' be resolved in favor of atinospheric ssattering rather than 
reflection f m m  a smooth surface. So a s  the case  for  a sigmficant haze is strengthened, 
the c a s e  for  a smooth surbce is \vedcened. 
Aly second point is that the fact that cert? is C rid bands studied in the laboratory 
do not depend on pressure does not rlkr the CH4 abund-es I have d e r i v d  in previous 
papers. While I concede that laboratory measurements have since shown that certain 
CHI bands behave like n linear opacity (following Beer's law), a t  least for  the pressures  
and :cm?~mtures investigated, i t  is wel l  kno~vn that the R branch of the 3 vg CHI band 
devt.!te3 L-,,b- *is behavior in the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn (Belton, lSC9; 
Tmfton, 1973b) and, consequently, a t  lower pressures. Tltat is, the absorption of the 
9 v, CH ban4 depends on the pressure  a s  wel l  as the CH4 abundance througfiout the 
3 4 
physical regime spanning the conditions between the atmospheres of Titan and Saturn. 
In 1-13 original paper on Titan's bulk c o m p o s ~ i o n  (Traf'ton, 1972). I argued qualitati\-ely 
that the bulk of Titan's atmosphere is large because tile strong C H  bands should depend 4 
o n  pressure but I ierived the quantitative relation between CH4 abundance 2nd bulk com- 
p s i t i o n  on the basis  r,f the Q branch of Titan's 3 v3 CH, band, arguing that since the R 
* 
branch is saturated, the Q branch is too. So the recent Inb ra to ry  resul ts  refute my 
qualitative argument based on the strong Ct14 bands but m t  my qmntitati\-e r e s d t  bnsed 
on the Q branch of the 3 v3 C H4 band. 
This analysis yielded 1600 m- A- irfieter--4nlsgat) Ciiq in the case  of a pure CIf4 
atmosphere and less r" i f  another bulk collstituent is present, In a folio\\-ing p p e r  
- "4 
(Trafton, 1974). I revised this figure to 2 km-A based on a correction to the a i rmass  
factor fo r  saturated W s  pointed out to me  by Hunten. I a lso reported three indepen- 
dent observations of the R(5) manifold of Titan's 3 v CHI band and noted that the 
strength relative to Saturn's R(5) manifold was approximately the same as for the 
Q branches, supporting my analysis based on the Q branches. Figure- 1 reviews my 
observations of the Q branches and R(5) manifolds. Since only part of the Q iwanch 
was 0 k S e ~ e d  on Titan, owing to the very low signal le~rel, this confirination was 
important. 
The three  independent observations of Titan?s H(5) manib* 1 shown arc? s'milar, 
giving confidence that their  sum is accurate. The Hing spectrum shotvs the limited con- 
tribution of telluric H20. The equivalent width of the summed T i b n  spectrum divided 
by the Ring spectrum is proportional to the product of the effective pressure t imes the 
CH4 abundance, in the reflecting layer approximation. For  homogeneous scz:teriug, i t  
is proportional to tb? effective pressure t imes the CH abundance along n scattering 4 
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mean free path (since in scattering models lines move oVer to the square root regime 
of the curve of growth for smaller values of the equivalent width [Chamberlain, 1970j). 
In a third paper, I analyzed the equivalent width of the R(5) manifold to obtain a t  least 
1600 m-A for the pure CH4 case in the reflecting layer approximation (Trafton, 1975a). 
The figure 1600 m-A is a lower limit for the bulk atmosphere in this approxima- 
tion. If there is less CH4 than this. there is an even greater proportion of some other 
gzs present. This figure can be greater if the local continuum in the center of the m a -  
fold is higher than in the uings (because of possible blending with neighboring features). 
The figure is not likely to be much less owing to superpositioc of some unidentified 
absorption at the same wavelength a s  the R(5) manifnld because the absorption at this 
wavelength in Titan's spectrum relativc to that in Saturn's spectrum is in essentially 
the same pmportion as  the Q branches. 1 have since discovered that telluric OH emis- 
sion horn the PI(3) mublet occurs in the blue wing of the R(5) manifold and may ra ise  
the local continuum and, hence, the derived equivalent width. The ;igreenlent, bowever, 
of the shapes of the R(5) n~anifold between Titau and &turn indicates that the c o m e -  
tion for this is small. Consequently, 1600 m-A remains essentially unchanged as the 
louwr 11mit to Timn's ~yisible (I. 1 pm) bulk atntojph~rt- o r  a s  a ~vugh t r p p r  limit to 
Titan's swtn>scopica!ly risibt Cl14 abundunct-. according to the reflt-cting la\c*r 
s pprosimat ion. 
A more serious objection would be the invalidity of the reflecting layer model 
when the presence of significant scattering has bccn dcmonstnted. A scattering anal- 
ysis  has not yet been attempted tvhich includes the 3 v3 Cti4 bmd. 1 estimate on the 
basis of Titan's low albedo and ;vhalellisk contribution to the spectrum that an analysis 
of the equivalent width of the R(5) manifold using a bomogcneously scattering model 
atmosphere will yield s pressure-abund-e pmdwt comparable with that using a 
reflcwting layer model. But now abundance refers  to thc specific abundance and pres- 
sure to the effective level of line formation. [.A crude analysis dong these lines is 
given in Huntcnls paper above], 
3Iy third point is tb?t at sufficiently iow pressures, o r  for sufficient haze. 
Titan's i n b r e d  CH bands may show 3 pressure d e p ~ z + : ~ ~  after d l .  Ckimberlain 4 
(1970) has shown that absorption lines d c p r t  h m  the linear portion of thc cun'e of 
growth for smaller values of the equivalent width in s scattering atmosphere than in a 
clear  one, This is a consequence of the "random waik" character of photon scattering. 
and the effect increases with the mean number of scatteririgs. 
Figure 2 compares the 0.9 pm .and i pm CH4 bands of Titan and Fatum. It shows 
thst the regions of high absorption arc anomalously weak in Titan's s p t r u m .  This 
point is reinforced in Figure 3 which plots the mean transnlission over a small wave- 
length interval for Titan vs that for Saturn, Tbe mean transmission is defined to be the 
residual intensie (relative to the apparent local continuum) a v e r z g d  over a small 
m-avelength interval. Since a given mean transmission may occur a t  s e v c n l  wave- 
lengths within the band complex. i t  is surprising; that a curve rather than an area  resslts 
from such plots. I have interpreted this behavior both in terms of an elevated haze 
layer (Trafton, 1973a) and a s  differences in the region of the curve of growth on which 
Titan's and Saturn's bands lie (Trafbn, 1975b). An .argument that pressure does play 
some rob is that in spite of the significant differences between Jupiter's and Saturn's 
haze dstributions, their CH4 spectra are remarkably similar compared to the difference 
between Titm md Jupiter, o r  Titan and Saturn. It is difficult to imagine an aerosol 
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distribution on Saturn which might dupliratc T i t ~ n ' s  knif  xllorpholoa. Of course, no\\. 
that CH. r ~ b ~ a r p t i o n  socfficicnts are ;~vail:.ole, the scrsitivity of CH band shapes to 
f 4 
aerosol distribution should bc tested using model stmosy!lcrcs to dctcrnlinc whether the 
haze distribution suffices to csylsin the band skipes. 
SIy fourth point cowcrns thc csistcncc of the 5151 -4 feature in Titan's spcctrunl. 
Although Miinch et ai. (19'77) used higher resolution than 1 have. their s p ~ t r a  rc 
t m  noisy to reveal the tvcnk telluric Ha 0 line s t  8151.3 :\ which should bc sisiblc at 2 
their  resolution and is visible io my lo~vcr-resolution spectra h;ltTing highcr siv -! to  
noise ratio (Tnfton, 1975a). They n13y have thcrcfow un&rcstinl:itt*d thc upper limit 
on thc Ii, abit~xlance. I feel that :m upper litnit oi a b u t  2 km--4 is more appropriate. t 
I t  is important to renlember that ;he csistence of n feature at this \vasclcngth 
does not necessarily mean it a r i s e s  from He. Therc a r e  1 number of unidcntificd lines 
in Titan's spectrum near 1.06 p m  (Triifton, 1974) and the responsible gas  might con- 
ceivably absorb a t  8151 A. Givcr and b d o l a k  (1977) h:tve shown that long-path CH4 
spectra reveal m a y  lines in this region sn CHI c m w t  br ruled out a s  the source of 
tlre festurc visible in nty s p ~ t l . : ~  of Titan. 'i'hc s;uiicB i~lstrunli~~rl h : ~ s  dctc8ctc.d ihc 
slightly stmngcr (5n1.S( v s  .\tiinch's ,.I al. upqwr limit of 3 m:\ for S (1) on Titan) St11 lincb 3 
of thc (5-0) band of ti., in I'r;~nus' skk8ctrunl ( 'rx~fton.  l!I;Y). I still  bclic.vrt tht'rc is an 
" 
absorption fcaturc :it o r  c*los~* to r his \ v : i v ~ - l c ~ l ~ h ;  thc quc8st ion i s  from \v11:1t g : ~ s  doc-s it 
:?rise ? 
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ABSTRACT 
Analysis of the absolute value of Titan's albedo and its variation with 
increasing phase angle has yieided constraints on the optical properties and 
average particle size of the aerosols responsible for the scattering of visible 
light. The real index of refraction of the scattering marerial lies within the 
range 1.5 < nr < 2.0 and the average particle size is somewhere between 
0.2 p m  and 0.4 pm. The amount of limb darkening produced by these 
models leads to an occultation radius of -2700 km. 
The reflection of visible light by Titan is believed to be due chiefly to 
scattering by an optically thick layer of particles analogous to the blue absorbing 
"Axel dust" present in the upper atmospheres of the outer planets. By comparing 
observed properties of Titan with model calculations, we have obtained preliminary 
estimates of some of the properties of the aerosols, ir,cluding particle size and 
spectral absorption characteristics. In addition, these characteristics allow us to 
predict Titan's limb darkening, thereby removing an ambiguity in the determination 
of Titan's radius found &om lunar occultation observations. 
We evaiuated the scattering characteristics of our aerosol models with a com- 
puter program based on the doubling method that provides an accurate solution to the 
multiple scattering problem. The single scattering properties of the aerosols were 
computed using a scheme developed for nonspherical particles (Pollack et d., 1977). 
The free parameters of the model include the real part of the index of retraction nr; 
the imaginary index ni; optical depth of the aerosol layer a t  a reference wavelength 
of 0.55 pm, T ; particle size distribution function f(r), where r is the radius of an 
equal volume sphere; and three parameters, uo, FTB, and SAR, which a re  related to 
the nonspherical nature of the particles. \Ve used the two parameter ~ i z e  distribution 
proposed by Hansen and Hovenier (1974), ~ i n c e  the scattering properties of the aero- 
sol layer depend almost &&ely on one of these parameters: ?, the cross section 
(geometric) weigbted average particle radius. The second parameter b is a measure 
of the width of the distribution function. The nonspherical parameters a,, FTB, and 
SAR are, respectively, the ratio of particle circumference to wavelength below which 
the particles act like spherical scstterers and above which they deparc Avm hZie 
scatterirg; the ratio of light singly scattered into the forward hemisphere to that 
scattered into the backward hemisphere for the non-hlie domain; and the ratio of 
actual surface area to that of an equal volwne sphere. 
In the calculations discussed below, we selected the fallowing values for the 
above parameters: nr = 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0; ni(h) to be found 
from the observations; T = 10 (essentially infinite optical depth); r to be determined 
from the observations; b = 0.05 (a narrow distribution); a. = 8 (typical of particles 
lacking sharp edges); FTB = 2; and SAR = 1.3. 
Even though the phase angle dependence of Titan can only be observed over a 
6.5" range from Earth, it is still possible to obtain some information on the mean 
particle size r from this data. The magnitude of the phase angle variation depends 
on the shape of the single scattering phase function near a scattering angle 8 of 180'. 
This in turn depends on ?, I n e n  5 = ~ S / X  c< I , where A is the wavelength, the aero- 
sol exhibits a Rayleigh scattering phase function, which decreases only slightly with 
decreasing e when e i s  near 180'. \#%en & >> ao, the phase function increases with 
decreasing 8, but when 1 < G < a,, it decreases significantly a s  0 decreases slightly 
from 180'. Thus, the second b? domain exhibits the sn~al les t  decrease in b;ightness 
with increasing phase angle (decreasing 8 ), the third domain exhibits the largest 
decrease, and the first domain exhibits an intermediate behavior. Hence, some 
bounds on r can be obtained from the observed phase effect. 
We have conlputed the phase effect of our model aerosol layc 7s for a wide 
range of values of r. For each choice of r, we have evaluated ni(X) by demanding 
that the computed geometric albedo match the observed value zt war-elength X (Nelson 
and Hapke, 1978). We compared the predicted phase effects with those observed by 
Noland, et al. (1974) at  sh wavelengths ranging from 0.35 prn to 0.75 pm. The large 
decrease in brightness with increasing phase angle found at the shorter wavelengths 
implies that 1 < 6 < a,, or  0.05 pm < F < 0.45 pm. i%'ithin this size domain it i s  
possible to obtain an actual valce for r from the data. Figure . shows a plot of the 
ratio of Titan's disk integrated intensity at  6.4" and 0" phase angle a s  a function of 
wavelength. Filled squares and vertical lines indcate the observed values and their 
associated e r ro r  bars, a s  found from a least squares fit to the observations, while 
the curves indicate the predicted behavior of several models that come closest to  
- 
fitting the data. The middle curve corresponds to a model with a = 1.5, r = 0.35pm, 
r 
while the top lind bottom curves refer to r = 0.32 pm and r = 0.40 pm, respectively. 
We see that the middle curve is not only capable of matching the observed phase 
effect at two wavelengths, a s  might be expected since there are two free parameters 
nr and < but is also able b reproduce the observed spectral dependence over all  six 
wavelengths. We also see that ;: can be altered by at most a few hundredths of a 
micron from its optimum value before the fit to the observations becomes unaccept- 
able. However, the valve of 7 can be changed by a somewhat larger mount  if nr i s  
also varied. 
In Figure 2, the model curves coming ciosest to fitting the observations are 
shown for several different values of nr. In addition to the cases shown, fits to the 
observations were attempted using nr = 1.3, 1.4, 2.5, and 3.0. A refractive index 
of 1.4 o r  less is unable to produce a phase var i~t ion much less than 0.98, which 
makes it clearly unacceptable at the shorter wavelengths. Refractive indices greater 
than 2 yield insufficient variation of the phase function with wavelength, a trend which 
can a l reaQ be detected in the model curve shown for nr = 2.0. So judging from the 
- 
results shown in Figure ?, 1.53 n < 2.0 and 0.2 pm r ,< 0.4 um. r - 
The inferred value of r is c o r s i s t e ~ t  with the requirements of the inversion 
model of Titan (Danielson et al., 1973). This model requires that the mean size of 
the aerosols absorbing some of the incident sunlight be small enough so that they a r e  
poor radiators in the thermal region of the spectrum, i. e. 6 << 1 for h - 10 pm or  
longer. This condition allows the upper atmosphere to assume higher temperatures 
than the effective temperature. 

MODEL FITS TO PHASE VARIATION 
Figure 3 displays the imaginary index of refraction a s  a function of wave- 
length, a s  found by matching Titan's geonretric albedo for an assumed visible "sur- 
face" radius of 2700 km. The four curves of this figure correspond to the four moc'els 
shown in Figure 2. We see that the absorption coefficient of the aerosols d e c r e ~ s e s  
by about one order of magnitude between 0.35 pm and about O.6pm, but that it flattens 
toward longer wavelengths. Both the deduced spectral v hape and approximate absolute 
value of ni should provide useful constraints on the composition of the aerosols. 
Finally, we consider the limb darkening behavior of our most successful 
models. In Figure 3, I(y),4@ = 1) is plotted a s  a functisn of y at wavelengths of 
0.49 pm and 0.62 pm, where p is the cosine of the angle between the local vertical 
and the line of sight. These predictions refer to zero degrees phase angle. Also 
given in the figure for comparison is the behavior of a Lambert surface. 
These results have relevance for the inference of Titan's radius from iunar 
occultation observations (Elliot et al. , 1975). These data do not permit the simul- 
taneous solution of both the limb darkening law and the satellite's radius at the 
occultation level. For a uniformly bright satellite (I(p) = I(p = I)), the oc . :, 1 radius 
is about 2500 km, while for a Lambert law, it has a value of 2900 km. T1 c . .ed 
limb darkening illustrated in Figure 4 implies that the occultation radius . I  uout 
2600 to 2'100 km. We plan to make a more precise determination of this imwrtant 
quantity. 
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IM4GINARY INDICES OF REFRACTION 
TITAN LIMB DARKEN!% 
F ~ g m  4. L id  h n b a i m g  at uadcrgths .- te r u w  4 I& &rwl~ ud a r6r L u r  
~ ~ * . ~ ~ u n m t / E I I r a l c r d .  (19751.T & e a & m g n / r & r r n a  r r r k r a r r a r r m f r p r 2 .  
Tbr lid ./a LRLar *&Y ir dm+ /u r-W. 
DISCUSSION 
D. 1ClORRISON: It seems clear that the surface properties as they could be 
derived from photometric o r  pol=imetric measurements a r e  important for dis- 
tioguishine; between the modcls. Yoc could have a surface, Jobxi, where Don has the 
top of a cloud level. I would like to read to you from Veverka9s paper given at  the 
Titan Workshop (p. 54)--"the single most important conclusion to be drawn from the 
photometry and polarimetry of Titan is that a Saturn-like cloud model may be required 
to explain the sum of the observations. " Can you comment on this ? 
D. HUNTEN: That is a perfectly reasonable interpretation, but it's not unique. 
On p. 51 of that book I point out that Titan could also be paved with a glassy layer of 
aspha!t, which v 3uld have polarization properties indistinguishable from those of a 
cloud. And that's not an entirely improbable kind of appearance for a Titan surface. 
J. CI\LD\VELL: 1 don't think it's quite right to conclude that the cloud Lqs tu 
like Saturr. The optical depth of the arn~osphere and dust layer, even in these low 
surface pressure mokls ,  is very large in the visible ;md ultraviolet, It  seems to me 
perfectly reasonable that the polarization might be due to the pmpertics of the dust. 
B. S3:ITtl: \i&t optical dew11 do you use'.' 
J. CALD\VELL: Rodolak and DanielLwl cc;tlculate an optical depth dw to dust 
of 5 nt 5000 A. 
B. SlIITIi: Either way. there is no hope of the surface. 
D. HLSTES: And no hope of seeing the cloud b p  of my model either. 
J. l-XlLLt\Ch: The sdccct?ssful model by Rages snd mj-self sbovs, starting 
abut  0.6 pm, a trt?mentlously sh:irp incre:lse in thc imnginay in&% tc shorwr ware- 
len,$hs; s t  ~ 0 i 2 e \ \ b t  longer \vrivc.lewhs, it tends ' ~ls t tcn  oat. So, in effect, w h t -  
ever is m&ing up this layer is something that ha y stmng and very sharp 
ultraviolet absorption band. 1 think that Imth the silalw ::rid the dmduttt ;Ij3sar@ion 
coefficient hcre may allow us to choose bet\vecn different cornpsi'rional possibilities. 
\t-ith a model \vz can, of course, define what the limb darkening of Titan would 
be like, and t'le relevance af t lut is that tlw lunar occuibtion mea,surcmcnt of the 
size of Titan is very dependent upon wlmt limb dru-keniiq 1mv you assume. if jvu 
assume 3 uniformly bright surhce ,  which ~wulci bc a aat line in Figwe -I, then xou 
get a radius o; 2300 km. If you assume s Lanlbert la\\-, you get about 2 9 0  km. 
\\'hat our models w ~ u l d  say is t b t  yourre sonre\\-here in between, bat closer 
to the ianlbert s w h c e ,  so therefore, the wcdtation n d i u s  \\-odd be scmcti~ing on 
the order  of 2600 to 2700 km. 
Finally, 1 \\-ould !ike to note that I've bcconle increasingly impressed that the 
appared secular brightening of 'Titan is. in fact, a real phe~mmenon, and therefs ilow 
something iilie s i x  years of observations that indicate th?: Titan's brightness has 
increased by i?laybc five o r  so parent .  If \\e nssiune that t i ~ v t ' s  righii and we also 
assume that what we is a photochemical layer, then it's quite concei\-abie that 
plausiblc solar variability could indeed have a very interesting climatic f e e m c k  
For csample, if you have ultra\-iolet solar variations, ivnich we b \ v  from satellite 
observation do occur, variations in intensity will cause a V-ariation in the production 
rate of the smog, which in turn could affect the size of thc particles .somewhat, and 
tht-l-cfore, affect the o v e ~ i 1 1  brigtltness ui Titan. I f  this  m ~ t  of linkage is trlrc', i t 's  
ve ry  uucres t ing in the  =nsc t!mt a very snlsi l  e n e r g -  change in the Sun is able to 
cwnnously andif\- t k  xin-~a-ant nf solar t tnc.rg t!wt is deposited in Titan. 
D. IIL'STES: But \ve slwuld a lso  r r t l n a n k r  that o r d i n a ~ y  sc:r.wn;tl \-:iri;itions 
may be t b * .  c ctns\ver. 
J. CAl,I)\VELL: Podolak and Danic!.u>n !w\-t. doncx a lot o i  tvo1-k to  rlzrivc the  
p k . m e t r i c  piupcrties of the dust, and t h ~ y  JU\-L' ;i sue o f  Awut 0.1 pm. 
J. IW1.L.JCK: T h i s  size (0.1 pm) is i ~ r o n ~ p a t i b l z  \r ith tl~c phnse cinglc \-;:ria- 
tions (see Figmrc l of this article). .-\lso, they rnake some nrt?itr:iq- :~ssumpt i r~ns  s h u t  
the  analytic cic~wntlcncc of thc  in1agi1rri1-y intfcs ; they assumcc! 3 1w\vcr :3\v. I thin!< you 
can scc f rom Fi~wrc :I t$ th i s  31-tic'lc. thqt th is  is not tmc mcr t l~e  \\liolc s;wctr:d i-aqc 
of the o b ~  1--ations. 
B. SIIITIi: \\'h3t do >-cw n1t.m i.,?- the p r t i c l c  size..' 
J. IT)l.L.=\Cti: An\- t ime  you dcrivc* pa-ticle size informarion k o n l  brig&tncr;s 
nlc.:~surcnrents, \vh3\ yc+uTrr. really ,bing is just der ivi ig  one grass pmwrty of the 
size tlistribution. nr~mcly, t k  cross-scvtionai a\-crawr! p r t i c i c  ske. For  h & l A  
and Danicl.son, the number gi tcn  is thc nt:r.ximi~m r:idius of 3 fl:it distribution. 2nd tiit? 
cffccti\-c s i z e  is a hit snr:tllcr. 
J. POLLiCK- On thc diffcrcncc Iwxt\vcca thc cquP;:~lt*nt widths on Titzin snd 
Sturn fo r  thc nlt thanc hands, it c tx~ld  c.quall\- \vcll tx~ thc rcs~:lt of thc differrncc\:: in the 
p r o ~ w r t i c s  of thc sc3:tcring mtdiunr th3 t 's !)I-cscnt in t hc t'.t.t> :I tnitjsphcrt\s. 
1-. TRAkTOS: Rbssibk:. Gut Icmk a t  the  diffcrcnccs kt\\.ec-r: t h e  slwctrurn of 
Jupiter and S:ahun \vhCrc >-ou h:i\-t* ;~pprcvi;ib\\ c!%ercnt !\:;LC laycra. 'Tlw bazc 13yt.r 
of ammonia is re:~llv thin o n  Jupit~:r ,  it 's rcaI1y thick on S~rlu 'n ,  .~nd  yc't these  big 
diffr.rcnc~-s in tiw :icrl?s~: s:ructul-c h t \ v ~ c n  :lit two I)!:III~.~S lead to only sm:111 differ- 
mccs in thc shapes  of the spectra  \vhcn yeu C'OIII~XII-~> tiwni :tg:~inst tile sti:ilws of 
methane in Tilnn's at i ~ ~ ~ > s p h c r c .  
J. R)I-LACK: 1.ct nlc 3 iit tic- bi: n w r c  spctific. In thc c-:lsc3 of J u p i t ~ l -  
and S a t u n ,  there  is :m optic;illy thin h a m  1:1ycr and tht-n n fairly thick. dense cloud 
l aycr  beneath that. In the c a s e  o f  Titan, tllc'rt% is :In optic:Illy thick haze l aycr  \vhict~ 
means  that a lot m o r c  nluitiplc scattc8ring kippcns in 'Titan's :~tn~ospher t* ,  tvhilc on 
Jupitc*r and Saturn it 's c l o s e r  to siniplc rcnccting. 
1 .. 'l'H.4 1=1'OPi: Yes, but the re  ;re- r e d l y  th ree  different regimes. I really 
tk~n't Juyitc~r rtllcl Satxrn k i n g  in one reginrts :urn Tikin being entirely different. 
But in t e r m s  \,f differcnccs il: thc skxvtrunr, 1 do scu. very l i t t le  diffcn-nccs betwt.cn 
the shapes  of thc s p c t r u n l  of Jupiter  rind Saturn. 
J. lV1.LACK: Tlrat i s  \vh:lt 1 ~vould q w t  fo r  thc phdwhenr ica l  hnac; i t  
is much thinner in the  c-sse of Jupi ter  and S t v r n  than it is on Titan. 1 believe most  
of the line formstion takes piace within the* actual dust i n  the case of Titsn. 
D. ~\IOI:RISL)S: \\11y s luu ld  'fitan hsvo so much more of th i s  dust or smog 
t k t n  Jupiter  or S ~ t u r n ?  
3. R~1.1..4Cli: 1 tni:rk i t  gals bat* tu abunckmces; f o r  one thing, the fractional 
~ u n d a m . t ?  of n?~-th;urt? i s  n :ot mol-c. on Titan. 
D. t l t 'STES: i don't ~LTCC th:tl i t 's  1 iot nlorc; \vllat is different is the  absence 
of hj-illxqc-n in th piwtocbcmic:al I\nrc.rmsses. si> ?list the r c c k u f f  po\ver of thc atmos- 
~ r l ~ ~ r c ~  is negligible. 
J. i i j i  I.=\t't-:: S1.s. ant1 ni!~x>gcn in Titan's su l losphcr~ .  could also bc 3 
critic-31 r . i c ~ ~ : t ~ t  there. 
1.. i'W.4 1: l'c)S: Vs'hst is ncciictl is l;htrat. r v  iist :I for  IIICI h a n ~  :at 3 very low 
prt.ssurC iikc- :B i~undrcd t l~  :iunosphcrc to m;aytk. ;a tcnth t o  kno\v tvht-ttrer or not t h c r e  
i s  i!:d~.c.ti s:iy pn-ssurca dcjwn~i:*nc.c- ;at tht- ~~:r*th;ancb It-vc-I. 
, I ,  c.A1.'3\\'1< 1 I.: Such ;I mc;~suremcnt  requirt-s  ?;I v c ~ y  long p t h  length. 
1-utz atytlitd trt-ni~~:rtious l~-ngth..; ilrc:i,b. to do this. You n;:iy tk' asking ~hc- 
i:1ipossiblc. 
S\~hlhi.-\l;\' OF 1)ISCt'SSIOS .\3IOSt; l'!L.\I."TOS, ItI'XTEN, AND IWLUCK: Fink, 
Ik~rnc-r ,  :~ntl !Xck j 1977) find lu.ltr\v $000 :f th:rt thr' I~;tllds oh? Ikcr's 1a\v .md art' prvssurc- 
inctc.p~nt!cnt. Their  ~spla-1:ttic>11 is that the re  :arc mmly l incs per Irdf-\vidth even at 
rcro prt-ssure. 13-essul-c r-fftu8ts bcgj:i to Iw evident a t  long..r \vavclcngths and might 
be 1 in I i s  of i l l  i s  lt>tk>l;~li ;mJ t;iver h:~vc. csplorcd possible 
s;aturaticm ~ 1 ' f ~ c . t ~  for  tlie Io\ved p l - ~ ~ s s u l ~ s .  Tcn1p:rature cffcc-ts must  :also Iw. kt*# 
in mind. 
11. K l - K i S :  (atitlrt*ssed to  1ltu1tt.n) If you rcal ly  have this clo\ic! at the 77 ii icvel 
. ? 
of WO g c.111-', the op:~c*ip to n~icnnv:a\.es nt 3 ninl is 1x1 longm- ur.ayprcci;ibic. Th i s  
t%ff:-~.t nrsy 1 1 ~ t  b c  insigt1ificant. 
D. IICKTEX: The p3rticlc.s \voirld h a w  to be very large to bavc a si-gnific-ant 
sc-attering opacity. k c  mcthsx~e, tait!ler liquid o r  solld, ~ l ~ ~ u l i i  Ilrrvc v c ~ y  lo\\. 
millixnctt~r-nave absorption, btvause tile molcvula i s  nonpolar. 1 think it \\auld nc.c*d 
polar impurities to  be much of :I\ ab-wrtwr. 
in adtlition. i don't r t ~ ~ l l j  belie\.t. tlle cloud is that tfcilsc. I klicvcb that llrost 
of t h r  mass  must precipitate out and lcave 2 m w h  thirulcr cioud. -411 1 did in the 
paper was fclloiv the Lctvis-type prescription in \vhich you ccndcnst. out sll the m a s s  
t h t  is available at each height ;md call  it a cloucl. 
D. STHOBEL: Do your niethane cloud pl-opxticxs sa:isfy the obse rva t io~~s  
that Low and Hieke { . - l s i ro~~i i .~ .s .  J. 193, 1-1-43, 197-1) made at  5 pni :' It c o d d  Ik' 
theruial cn iss ion  at 1tG !i o r  solar 1-ct1r:ction ivitll  a11 albedo of 0.10. 
I;. IiUSrES: ,\1y nlahrme cloud top i s  ; h u t  79 o r  80 ii. but 1 don't see \vhy 
i t  couldl't esylsin the observ:ltions :is reflected suniigic. 
J. C.41-D\VELL: la \-ova- cliiad o p q u c  st a!i in tile 10 ~ 1 1 1  region'? T l l c '~ '~  ;we 
many t r a n s w e n t  gdps betiwen tllc f:e~d.ui?e:~tal bands of C'I1 C2l$ and C.,li  111 4' d '  
this region. 
D. tll'STES: 1 could think so. 111 one of xny n~odcls  I did siniply post1d3tt? 
an opaque cloud. 1 r;i:ic):t;ili~c illis bx suggesting tllat - 4 ~ ~ 1  dust d i s ~ ~ > i \ - ~ : ~  in lt~cthanc 
and gives ir some xc!diriona! tl?,.wrptic1:1 :hat I W - ~ 7  111~tl~;tll~ \vouIdn~t h;tvkh. 
2. CALD\SE!-I.: in  1113- modcis, the o!xii.ai d'bpti; of ttLcb .Asel didst is t!le order  
of 0.05. ff the opticd t!.:pth get.- nluch larger  than that, thc elllissioli cf :he dust \\.ill 
D. IiCSTES: nut  1'111 not miking of d u s ~  itscli, r::tiicr Lflc s:unc ::;aterial aftc1- 
it's dis.w1vcd in the coic: nlethalc cloutis. 
J. CAl.D\VEi.l.: 1Iy I-cas~rn G r  ei~:pi.iasizi~~g this p)int is that nlodt.1 nlust 
& consiskllt  \vith (;illett's t,bscri-;itions at  10 pm, \~iiich c~ciudc' ;I Iligii brig!~lilc's~ 
iron1 ai-I outside? obacl-ver. 
D. ill:STE\;: 1 tkinli  prcasill-e in liicctl iiyrlrag:?n will tic, til;~t. Even ;it 10 pm, 
i;. SISCOE: \V\'hat is thc I1ydsugcn escape rate iron1 'I'itcin? 
! D. liCS?'ES: 31s t-stim:ltc in Plarrt.far? Sntc.!i~lt.s i s  9 \ I tl nlolcculc~ 
cm-' s-I. That is based simpiy on pilututyais o: the nicthanc a c  scv ti, l ~ b  present. 
and is firm unless somcune can find a stronger s~~iti-ce.  
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ABSTRACT 
Observations of nonequilibrium phenomena on dre Saturn satellite Tican 
indicate the occurrence of organic chemical evolution. Greenhouse and 
thermal inversion models of Titan's atmosphere provide environmental 
constraints within which various pathwap for organic chemical synthesis 
are assessed. Experimental results and theoretical modeling studies sug- 
gest that the organic chemiur). of the satellite may be-dominated by two 
atmospheric processes: energetic-parricle bombardment and phatochem- 
istry. Reactions initiated in various levels of the atmasphere by cosmic ray, 
"Saturn wind," and solar wind particle bombnrdment of a CH, - N, 
atmospheric mixture can account for the C,-hydrocarbons, the uv-visible- 
absorbing stratospheric haze. and the reddish color of the satellite. Photo- 
chemical reactions of CH, can also account for the presence of 6-hydro- 
carbons. In the lower Titan atmosphere, photochemical processes will be 
important if surface temperatures are sufficiently high for gaseous NH, 
to exist. Hot H-atom reactions initiated by phoro-dissociation of NH, can 
couple the chemical reactions of NH, and CH,. and are estimated to 
produce organic matter at a rate of about lo-" to lo-'' g cm-' s-'. Elecaic 
discharges are highly improbabie on Titan; if thq occurred at all, they 
would be restricted to the lower atmosphere. Their yield of organic matter 
might approach that of hot H-atom reactions if the conversion of solat to 
electrical discharge energy on Titan was as efficient as on Eanh. 
Two fundamental observations make the satellite Titan an object of great 
interest to  exobiologists and organic cosmochemists: the unique occurrence of abundant 
me thane (C H4) in the atmasphere (Trafton, 197 2) unaccompanied by higher amounts 
of HZ ("Iihreh et al., 1977) z d  the presence of a reddish "surface" (Alorrison and 
Cruikshank, 1974). Although there is some doubt in interpreting this surface as the 
top of a cloud layer  o r  as the actual surface of the satellite, it does exist and its 
lmplicatfons are significant for chemical evolution in the atmosphere. Interpretation 
of spectrosc.opic (Caldwell, 1974; Trafton, 19'75). and polarimetric (Veverka, 1973; 
Zellner, 1973) observations of Titan indicate the existence of a thick particle layer  
in the atmosphere that absorbs ultraviolet and visible light, a layer characterized as 
a 'photochemical haze" (Danielson et al., 1973; Podolak and Danielson, 1977). Ethane 
(C H ), ethylene (C2H4), and acetylene (CZH2) (Gillett, 1975) a r e  attributable to, but 2 6 
should not be uniquely identified with, stratospheric CH4 photocben~ical reactions 
(Strobel, 1974). In the context of Lewist (1971) physical and chemical mod ' Titan, 
the presence of C2H6, C2H2, and C2H4, the red surface, and a particle layer that 
absorbs ultraviolet and visible light clearly indicate a chemical nonequilibrium in the 
atmosphere. To the organic cosmochemist, this indicates reactions that yield organic 
molecules in a prebiotic environment perhaps related to  those of primitive Earth 
(Sagan, 1974) and the parent bodies of carbonaceous meteorites. In turn, this drams 
the interest of exobiolugiuts to the possibility that life may have originated o r  that 
terrestr ia l  organisms may survive on Titan. 
Recently, hlargulis et al. (1977) discussed the models that have been proposed 
for Titan's atmosphere and their  implications for life. No basis nawv exists to al ter  
their conclusion that "the likelihood of growth of a terrestr ia l  microbe is vanishingly 
small." By implication, the probability of the origin of life forms resembling terres-  
trial  organisms on Titan is also "vanishingly small.'' If organisms with biochemistry 
fundamentally different from those of terrestr ia l  organisms evolved and populate Titan 
today, there a r e  no obvious m~ thods f c i  detecting ~ n d  identifying them except, perhaps, 
by imaging techniques. 
Rather than addressing r nighly speculative issue such as Titan exobiology, in 
this paper, we discuss seve7 11 more fundamental issues concerniw the satellite's 
organic chemistry. Current models of Titan's atmosphere described in Section ll will 
be used to help identify tfl:: nature and distribution of possible sources of organic 
matter. Data from the literature and this laboratory will be used to assess the rele- 
vance and productivity of those sources as well as to cha r~c te r i ze  the nature of the 
products derived from them. The upper and lower atmospheres will be treated sepa- 
rately in Sections III and IV, respectively. A summary of our conclusions is presented 
in Section V. 
11. WORKING MODEIS OF THE ATMOSPHERE 
Observations of Titan have provided support for two ' ypes of thermal atmo- 
sphere models. In the temperature-in-ersion mojel (Danielson et aL, 1973; Podolak 
and Danielson, 1977; Caldwell, 1977, 1978) the surface temperature (<lo0 K) and 
pressure (s 20 mbar) are low, but absorption of ultraviolet and visible sunlight by a 
high particle layer heats the upper atmosphere to as high as 160 K. In the greenhouse 
model (Sagan, 1973; Pollack, 1973; Cess and Owen, 1973; Hunten, 1978) the strato- 
spheric temperature is also high as a result of dust particles, but it decreases with 
depth to  a CH4 cloud. Below this cloud, the temperature increases with depth t o  the 
s u r f a e  where there a r e  high temperatures ( > 150 K) and pressures (r 300 mbar) . 
Podolak and Giver (1978) point out that with available data, it is  not possible to distin- 
guish the "surface" of the inversion model from the top of a thick dust-covered 
cloud layer below which a massive greenhouse atmosphere might prevaii. Radio mea- 
surements by Briggs (1974) at 8085 MHz suggest a surface temperature of 135 - + 45 K, 
which is consistent with the inversion model as well as some greenhouse models. 
Microwave data of Conklin et al. (1977) favor a massive atmosphere with a pressure of 
several bars  at the surface and a corresponding temperature near 260 K, although 
more recent data indicate that the temperature is closer to 100 K, consistent with the 
earl ier  measurements (Owen, 197 8). These observations conflict in supporting a 
greenhouse model. Nonetheless, for  any such model, the low H2 concentrations 
observed by Miinch et d. (1977) indicate that a different gas must drive the greenhouse. 
Nitrogen may fulfill this purpose (Hunten, 1972, 1978; Owen and Cess, 1975). 
For purposes of discussion, we shall view the Titan atmosphere as a compo- 
si te  model with the following features taken from various sources: (1) a stratospheric 
dust layer that absorbs ultraviolet and visible sunlight; (2) a stratospheric temperature 
of 160 K decreasing to < 100 K a t  the top of a thick, dust-covered, reddish cloud layer 
consisting primarily of hydrocarbon ices: (3) CH4 o r  CHI and N2 comprise the bulk of 
the atmospheric gases above and below the cloud layer; (4) a clear atmosphere from 
the bottom of the clouds at >I00 K to the surface where the temperature is  about 135 K 
and the pressure about one bar;  (5) NH3 abundances below the clouds are determined 
by i ts  v a p ~ r  pressure at  the surface either ir. the form of KH3 - H20 ice o r  aqueous 
NH3 solution. 
XI. UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
Several factors must be reconciled about the chemistry of the upper atmo- 
sphere: evidence for CZH6, C H , and C2H2 as minor constituents, with r C II /C H 2 1 2 6  2 4  
ratio of about 250 (Gillett, 1975): evidence for dust particles that strongly absorb 
ultraviolet and visible light; and the red color of the observable surfs.-a. 
Dust and Acetylene Yol_vmerization 
The dust particles a r e  thought to  be ''photochemical smog" arising from CH4 
photolysis (Strobel, 1974). Scattergood and &en (1977) suggested that a component of 
the dust particles might 5e a yellomlsh acetylene polymer, s imi la r  to cuprene (C2H2)11. 
formed by particle o r  photo-induced polymerization of C2H2, o r  both. Although poly- 
mers  a r e  routinely formed during the phototysis and thermal decomposition of C2HZ, 
the conditions on n t a n  may not support such processes. 
Plasma polymerization of acetylene (Kobayashi et al., 1974). alone and in the 
presence of saturated (C2H6) and unsaturated (C2H4) hydrocarbons readily occurs a t  
pressures  as low as 0.7 mbar to yield gaseous oligomers and solid polymers. The 
presence of H in the gas  mixture, however, partially inhibits polymerization. The 2 
solid polymers a r e  insoluble and appear to  consist of a highly cross-linked, three- 
dimensional network containing carbon-carbon double bonds and aromatic structures.  
I: i s  not c lear  whether o r  not these polymers a r e  clmely related to the polymers iden- 
tified ass (C2H2) ~ r o d u c e d  aring radiation-induced gas-phase polymerizations of 
;I 
C H (Jones, 1959)~ k c a u s e  the infra-red spectra a r e  dissimilar in many respects. 2 2 
Ultraviolet irradiation of pure C2H2 at 1470 A (McNesby and Okabe. 1964) and 1849 :! 
(Zelikoff and Aschenbrand, 1956) also yields an ill-characterized solid polymer with 
smaller  amounts of diacetylene {HC I C - C r CH), vinylacetylene (CH2 = CH - C s CH), 
ethylene and benzene, At 1849 A, quantum yields for C2H2 disappearance and the 
apparent chain length of polymers decrease with decreasing pressure.  While these 
poiynlers form readily under many conditions through many different energy sources 
(Joties, 1959; Lind, 1961, Kobayasi~i, 1974) their chenlical constitutions are not 
uniquely defined; they are described, ho\vevcr, as  near-white to yellowish and 
ns lacking color-depth. 
Recent laboratory studies provide the bases for assessing the possible existence 
of acetylene polymers on Titan. As a model for interstellar organic synthesis, Floyd 
ct 01. (1973) bombarded a solid film cf C2H2 at 55 K with 150-eV electrons. They 
reported evidence for a variety of unsaturated and aromatic compounds, all of which 
a r e  ultmviole; absorbers from 2000 - 3000 a (Table 1). S o  mention was made of a 
solid cuprene-like product, although such a product would have been interesting in the 
conte-xt of interstellar organic chemistry. If polymers nere absent, Floydfs work 
reveals an inlpoi-tant temperature dependence for polymer formation, because previous 
polymer syntheses \\:ere :ic!~ieved nt room temperature o r  higher. Polymer synthesis 
on Titan m:ly be inhibited by t!~e lo\\. tempernture of the str:~tosphere.  
Recent e-xperiments by Scattelxood (197 5), Flores et al. (1978) and Bar-Nun 
(197 5, 1978) provide stronger additional arguments against the formation of solid 
acetylene polymers on Titan. Bomhai-dmrnt of gaseous CH*, C2H2, and CH4 - C2H2 
mixtures with l Iev protons (Scattergood, 1975) produced a yello\vish powdery polymer 
in pure C H and in mixtures of CH4 and C2H2 where the CH4/C2H2 ratio wss c 2. 2 2 
Clear, colorless liquids consisting primarily of simple saturated hydrocarbons 
resulted when the ratio was raised to 10. Apparently, under highly favorable total 
pressure conditions, 2 IOW m i ~ i n g  ratio . " C2H2 in CH4 prohibits formation of soltd- 
colorcd polymer. We conclude that the C H ~ /  C2H2 ratio on Titan, which is estimated 
to exceed 10 by a t  least several orders  of magnitude (Gillett, 1975: Strobel, 1974), 
slso ~vould be prohibitively high f ~ r  C,H, polymer synthesis by proton bombardment. 
- - 
When 2. G mbar of pure CHq i s  photolyzed with 1236 A light (Flores et a/,, 1978), 
the major products are the sntnrated hydrocarbons C2H6 and C3H8 (see Figure 1). 
After 305 CH4 decomposition, ~vhen the system approached n photochemical steady- 
state, no hydrocarbons higher than C4 were observed by gas chronlatographv. even 
wnen the total product  as concentrated into a small volume by liquid nitrogen prior to  
sampling (Table 2). k t  only did hydrocarbon production terminate at  the Cq stage, 
sjnthesis of unsaturated compo:inds tvas inhi; 'ted. These results essentially agree 
with experiments performed by Bar-Nun (1378). A t  the H2/C2H2 ratio of 40 produced 
by CH4 decomposition, ;he secondary process of C2H2 photopolymerization to  a solid 
polymer is expected to be inhibited (Bar-Nun, 1975, 1978). Bar-Nun 11978) ale0 found 
Table 1. tfltraviolet Absorption Properties of Compounds Synthesized by 
150 eV Electron Bombardment of C2H2 Films at 55 Ii 
Compound 0 a A log E a 
- - - 
Diacetylene (HC4H) 
Benzene (C 6H6) 
Phenylacetylene (C6H5C2H) 
Naphthalene (CIOH8) 
Indene (CSHII) 
n Data taken from Hirayama (1965). 
during irradiation of C2H2 that production of photopolymers decreased ~ v i t t  lowrings 
of temperature and initial acetylene pressure below ,100 Ii and 260 mbar, respectivelv. 
If the e.xperimenta1 data are extrapolated to Titan, and if CH4 were the only hydro- 
c a r b ~ n  in the initial atmosphere, then the combined effects of low C q  H, mixing ratio, 
high H2/C2H2 ratio, substantially lower temperatures, and pressures orders of magni- 
tude lower would m.&e photochemical formation of an acetylene polymer like (C H ) 2 2 n  
highly unlikely in the Titan stratosphere. This conclusion is consisterlt with the region 
TIME, hr 
Table 2. Nole Fractions and Quantum Yields of Products O b t a i ~ d  by 
1236 I( Irradiation of 2.6 mbar CH4 r e  "0 K~ 
- - .  
Product Mole F'ractionb 1\IIolecules Photon- lC 
'performed in a s t i r red 2196-cmS flask with a? Opthos lamp emitting (6 i 2) x 
photons s-l. 
'~ncludes H p  abundance calcuiated by mass balance. Mole fractions apply to 
near steady-state condition after 30% CH4 decomposition. 
c~a lcu la t ed  at 100, CH4 decomposition, unl?ss otherwise spt 'fled. Er rors  
estimated at a 305. 
&folecules of CH4 destroyed per  a b ~ ~ r b e d  photon. 
- 
e ~ a l c u l a t e d  when first  observed, after 18% CH4 decomposition. 
calculated for 308 CH4 decomposition. 
of CH, -photolysis occurring a t  levels in the atmosphere correapon.l~ng to number 
2 9 densities of 10 to  1012 ~ r n - ~ .  Furthermore, the planetary data of Gillett (1975) and 
4 Miinch et 01. (1977) indicate r C 2 B 2 / C ~ 4  ratio < and an H2/ H2 ratio 510 . 
i. 
Although synthesis of ace;ylene polymers in Titan's a t m ~ ~ p h e r e  is improbable, 
their contribution to the stratospheric dust cannot be rule8 out. However, they cer- 
tainly cannot account for Titan's reddish surface. On the other hand, ultraviolet 
absorbance by these polymers is assured by their dcuble-bond and aromatic-ring 
content. Interestingly, electron microgsaphs of polymer produced by alpha-partide 
irradiation of C2H2 show them to consist of 0.1 to 0.13 em-diameter spheres. As 
candidates for the photochemical smog, if they form in a low pressure medium, these 
partic!?s conveniently remain solid a t  the relatively high stratospheric temperatures 
(150 K) postulated for both the inversion and greenhouse models, and a r e  of the proper 
s ize t o  satisfy recent albedo (haze) models (Podolak and Giver, 1978). 
High- Ehergy Particle  chemist^^ 
If cuprene-like polymers at most comprise a minor component of the dust, what 
is the bulk of i t?  Apparently, the photochemistry of CH4 alone cannot produce cola-nd 
material. The products observed experimentally (Table 2) cannot account for even 
the &served absorption of ultraviolet ligh! in Titan's stratosphere. Scattergood and 
Owen (1977) pointed out that production of cn1ore.d material would require the pres- 
ence of a nitrogen gas such a s  X2 along with CHc According to the w o r m  models, 
gases like NH3 and H2S cannot be involved because they become frozen below the 
stratosphere. 
For purposes of comparison, the ultraviolet-Csible and infrared spectra of 
condensable materials produced during 3lev-proton irradiation of gas mixtures are 
shorn in Figures 2 and 3. Tablz 3 contains a list of the major types of products. For 
K-containing mixtures, the spectra are similar and resemble those of ;he colorer! 
product obtained by 2537 Airradiation of KH3 - H2S - CHI - C 9 - H 0 mixtures 2 6  2 
(Khare and Sagan, 1973). Became not one of these materials has spectral properties 
identical to those on Titan, Sattengood ard Owen (1977) proposed that mixtures of 
mPrerials similar to the CH, - H2 and CH4 - N products were present. This is an 2 
attraciivr: alternative because the c o m - ~ n e n t s  in appropriate proportions, mor, readily 
than thc Ehare-Segan polymer alone, would permit the rapid incrcase in absorption 
toward the ultraviolet t h ~ t  i s  exhibited uy dust in Titan1s stratosphere (see Danielsan 
cf d., 1973). Therefore, production of dust having the observed spectroscopic proper- 
ties requiq-es the mupling of C and K in a CH4 - K2 atmosphere. 
From the incident proton energies of 2 3Iev (with 0.75 3fev absorbed by the gas) 
-2  -1 
and fluxes of 1.7 x lo1' em s scud in his experiments a d  estimates of the total 
CH4 decomposition (based on decreases in infrarad absorption). Scattergood (1975) 
4 
calcalated that 1.7 x 10 CH .- , inolecules per proton are converted to prodvct (equiva- 
lent to 44 eV per CH4!. Coupling this *re with Titan's o x m i c  ray energy flux of 
9 -2 -1 - 1 2.3 x 10 eV cm s s t ~ r  (Capone, 1978) leads to an estimated CE4 loss rate of 
" - Z s - 1  5 x 10' cm or p~oduction a>f 1.3 x lo-'' g s-I of colored, condensable, 
carbonaceous matter. With this estimate, me assume that coaversion of kiaetic energy 
to chemicdl energy in the labra tory  experiments is similar to that id Titan's !ower 
ionosphere, despite ordeis of magnitude diffemnces in flux density and total pressure. 
Assuming condensable matter with density of one is produced at a constant rate, 7.6 x 
1 G 3 10 s cr 3 x 10 y would he require4 to deposit a 1-um-think layer of dust. Pfter 
9 4.5 x 10 y, the total c f .  a .  .- density would be about 180 g x cm-'. I p x l a u m  energy 
I8 -3 deposition occtrrs a m &  the 10 cm level of the atmosphere (Capone, 1979). 
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Recent calculations of SCscoe 0978) provide models for the magmtaaphere 
associated with various possible values of Saturn's magnetic field. For a d u e  as low 
as 0 .5  gauss, the magnetosphere would extend to tsenty Saturn radii and include Titan 
within it8 boundary 90% of tbs the. As a consequence of a 1.7 cm-? particle density 
and a 200 km s-' particle velocity, the tlux of 1-V "Saturn w i d "  protons - i r ikw 
the upper atmosphere of Tital would amount to 3.4 x 10' cm-* s-I Calculated as 
above, these fQp~res lead t o  an organic matter production rate at least twice that 
afforded by cosmic rays. Because of the shallow depth to which 1-V protons can 
penetrate, consequent reactions should occur above the stratosphere in the region of 
maximum photochemistry, unlike the cosmic rays that penetrate deeper. 
If Titon has no rnrgnetic field, if the solar wind energy ( a s ,  1 keV nucleod-l) 
and particle flux (2 x lo6 cm-2 s-5 are unaffected by Saturnfs preximity. and if the 
assumptions given above for the production rate resulting from cosmic ray particlea 
a m  applied, then an upper estimate can be made for the rate of synthesis of condens- 
able carbomceous matter by solar wind bombardment of the atmosphere. This 
estimate amounts to 1.1 A g s-l and is cowparb le  to the cosmic 
ray production rate. 
Table 3. Products Res~l t ing  from BIeV Pmt~li Irradiation 
of Various Gas ?riixturese 
Gas mixture 
Aliphatic hydrocarbons 
Aliphatic and alicyclic aminesC 
Acetonitrile (CH3CN) 
L~ed-brown polymer 
- 
a R o m  Scattergmd (1975): Scattergood et aL (1975); 
Scattergood and O w n  (1977). 
b~ncludes saturated and unsaturated compounds up to C 22 in 
length. Less than 13 ppm aromatics (e.g., benzene). 
'C yelic amines include hexam~thylenetetnmiae (C6HI2N4) 
and its methyl snd dimethyl nomologues. 
Clearly, the assumptions used to d a i n  these estimates require that they be 
used wit11 caution. Nowtheless, the role of particle radiation in producing condensable 
and gaseous trace cons+ituents in Titan's atmosphere -annot be dismissed. Models of 
CH4-rich atmospheres. which included cosmic ray imlutim processes (Capane el d, 
19'76). predicted CH3 radical concentrations that were three orders of magnitude higher 
than those predicted by strictly photochemical models (9tmbel. 1974). Becausz attain- 
ment of higher CHI concentrations without sigDificantly loreriog the '\/H radical 
ratios is expected to favor a high hydrocarbon production, the predictions support tbe 
view that particle irradiation a w l d  enhance organic sjathesis. 
Electricai Discharges 
In addition to synthesis of C2H2 polymers by lr:ct- of CH4 photolpsis ard syu- 
thesis of condensable organic matter by particle i r r a d i ~ i m  of CH4 - Nq mixtures. 
vacuum ultra-.-iolet photolysis of CH4 - N o r  electric discharges may generate T:anls 2 
stratospheric d;ist and coloration. Electric discharges through CH4 - S2 mixtures at 
36 mbar produce many different saturated and unsaturated hydroczrbons and nitriles 
( T o w n c e  et d ,  1974) that could subsequently undergo photochemistry and condensation- 
polymerization reactions to readily form reddish substances if formed in Titan's atm* 
sphere. To account for the occurrence of stratospheric dust in the absence of strong 
atmospheric mixing, hocever, electrical discharges mus' occur above the dust layer 
at  pmssures < 1 mbar in a dry atmosphere containing: no clouds. Although they could 
conceivably occur, discharges under such co~ditions are sufficiently implausible as to 
permit discounting them, 
Photochemistry 
In the only report describing the coupling of C and X in the photochemistry of a 
CHq - S2 mixture, Dodonox'a (1966) found that irradiations at 7 - 10 mbar with a hydro- 
gen lamp (10'' - 1016 photons ;') produced HCX after 8 - 10 hr; hydrocsrbons com- 
prisd the ,ther products. HCK was detected with a picrate color test sensitive '9 
1.0- ' g. The explanation given for this result am ''the p;iotozctivation of nitrogen and 
its interaction with CH radicals resulting from the decomposition of r.,ethane. " The 
author described that the photoac lvation of nitrogen occurred at 1273 k A crude 
estfmate based on the reported data places the quantum yicld for HCN at about lo-'. 
Althmgh several attempts wre made at  WSA Ames Research Center (Bragin aod 
Nicdl, 1W6) to duplicate the Blpsian work with a 1456 f i  lamp, they failed to produce 
a q  E N  detectable by high sensitivity gas-chromatogrtlph analyses. If formed on 
TPtau by Lyman-a pbotone at the -timated yield, b w v e r ,  HCN would be produced at 
the insigntfi-t rate of about 10' cm-2 s-I or 4. 5 x loo8 g cm -2 s-l . firtbr 
attempt. to . M y  the pbtochemistry of CHI - N2 at L y m w  and other rarelengths 
would be desirable because gaseous HCN is p b t o c h e m i d l p  converted to more corn- 
plex organic ampomds and dish-brown solids (Misutani et d, 1975). 
Thus, the most attractive mechanism for pmdwtion of stratospheric dust on 
Titan tbat w e  have discussed inmlves hfgb-energy proton irradiation, which requires 
a CH4 - N2 atmapbere. Klis source could provide the colored condensates that are 
mqmmiUe for tbe reddish surfhoe of the satellite and its low ultravielet-visible 
albedo. Unless vacuum uitmviolet photolysie of CH4 - N2 yields HCN moxv efficiently 
than lo-' molecules per  phdm, it can be discounted dog with electric discharges 
as a tenable mechanism. 
~ r c o m ~ t o t b e d r t n f o r l 2 3 6 d ~ b o t d y s i s o f ~ ~ ~  (see Figure 1, 
Table 2). w e  cao make additional observations pertinent to Tftan's atmospheric 
photochemistry. Altholllgb a photochemical steady-state had not been xvached at the 
time of measurement of the mixiqg ratios in Table 2, it wns sufficiently close (see 
F'igure 1) tJmt the asamption of steady-state is justified. The relative abundances 
of experhaat.! products smst  that propaue (C3H8) may also be detectable in Titan's 
atmo~pbere  along with the previously observed ethane (C2H6) and acetylene (C2H2). 
This idea has also been proposed by Bar-Nun and Podolak (1978). Propane should 
actually be more ahmiant than C2H2. On the other hand. C2H2 should be the least 
t hdan t  of these hydmcarbns. Tbe experimentd C2H2/C2H6 rado of 0.050 is lcwer 
by a factor of 10 than the ratio predicted by the CHq-photochemical model of Slrobel 
0974). Ihrtbarmore, the ratio of quantum yields for C2H4 and C2H6 point to an exper- 
imeutal C2H4/C2H6 ratio of 0.045. which is 10 - 100 times the ratio obtained in the 
model calculations. Although apectmscopic observations do not provide a ixseful mea- 
sure  of the C2Hf12H6 ratio. they do indicate a C2H4/C2H6 ratio of 4 x l ~ - ~  (Gillett. 
1915). consietent with the CH4-pbtolysis calculations. Clearly, there are difficulties 
in duplicating planetary environments in compiiter and laboratory simulations of CH4 
pbotolyais. Whether these difficulties may account for the discrepancies between the 
results of the sim~lat ions remains to be evaluated. 
N. LOWER AT3IOSPHERE 
Recently, broodman et al. (1977) established an upper limit of 30 cm-am for the 
abundanc-? of ammonia on Titan. In the context of the irlversion model described in 
Section If, lo\\? surface temperatures of < 100 K remove essentially all  h'H3 from the 
gas phase by condensation. " the temperature reacbs 115 I\;, ho\\ever, gas-phase 
NH3 photochemistry can occur, as we  discuss below. &cause of the ambiguity ahout 
the nature of the Titan surface d the possible range of surface temperatures mea- 
sured by radio (135 L 13 K, Briggs, 1974) and microuave (260 K, Conklin et al., 1977) 
observations, we considered ammonia photolysis a t  temperatures ranging from 115 to  
200 K. If the ''sul-face" of the inversion model corresponds t o  the actual surface, a 
temperature *:f 115 K implies that pure solid CH4 i s  unlikely t o  be a major surface 
constituent. If the surface is the iap of a cloud layer, the 115 K implies cloud particles 
that consist of hydrocarbons other ihan CH4 o r  possiblj- 4H3. Photolysis at > 115 K is 
considered to occur in the atmosptiere below the clouds of the greenhouse models. 
Ammonia Photoche~nistry 
.Although Hunten (1973) discussed S H  photolysis as a mealis for  generating 3 
large amount. of K2 on Titan, t5e process has not been modeled for Titan. In theoret- 
ical studies of Jovian atmospheric chemistrv, !xH3 and CHq photolysis reactions are 
decc . !ed from n ~ c h  other (Prinn, 1970; Strotel, 19?3a, 1973b: Prasad and Capone, 
1Ntj). Except in the nnr k c ' Kuhn et al. (197T), production of organic compounds by 
means other than CH4 photolysis high in +be stratosphere is discounted. However, 
laboratory exper~ments  (wan and Khare, 19'73: Recker et ai., 1974: Fer r i s  and Chen, 
197.5: Ferr i s  et al., 1977) suggest that hot H atoms generated by photodissociation of 
h'E3 o r  H2S (or- both) can initiate reactions with CH4 and C2H6 to produce o g n n i c  
compounds by m y  of hydrocarbon radicals such as CH3 and their recombination with 
each other and with XH radicals. Data in Table 4 summarize resglts rcported by 2 
Ferr i s  et al. (1 977) and include estimated production rates  at Titan obtained by edmpo- 
lation of !heir results. The product yfelds in the 115 K experiment n q r e  based on an 
experimental Quantum yield for KH3 decomposition of 0.12 at 208 I( (Kicodetn and 
Ferr is ,  1372). In the low-temperature e.xperiments, some KH i s  considered and the 3 
y~s -phase  &bundances of NH3 col-respond to the equi1:brium vapor pressures.  Entries 
in the bottom two lines of Table 4 show that from 115 - 347 K photolysis of ammonia is 
accempmied by induced hot-atom decompositioll of r: f? at levels higher than 0. C, C H 1 4 
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Table 4. Photolysis of a Mixture of H2 (0.623 bar), (0.080 bar), 
C H4 .I. 125 bar), and NH3 (0.040 bar) with 1849 '% Light at 
yr:'. wa Temperatures: Product Yieldsaand Estimated 
Production Rates at Titan 
Product Yield 
(molecules/phaton) Estimated Production 
Rate at ~ i t a n b  
Product 347 K 200 K 115 K (g ~ r n - ~  s- l)  
-- 
*2 0.67 
aPrduct yields calculated from data of Ferris et al. (1977), using quantum yields for 
NH3 photolysis obtained at 347 K (Ferris et a l ,  1977) and 208 K (Nicodem and Ferris, 
1973). 
b~alculated horn yields at 200 K usig a photo11 flux of 2 x 1012 cm -2 8-I between 
1600 - 2270 A at Titan divided 9 4. 
c Assumed to be CH3NH2: other possibilities may include NH2CN, CH3CW, NH2NHCH3. 
dC'olumn photodecomposition rate. 
molecule per  NH molecule dissociated. F'urtbermore, photolytic losses of CHI and 3 
NH3 cannot be accounted for by summing the observed products. This lack of mass 
balance undoubtedly results in part from the difficulty of the analyses. Also, other 
compounds not specifically sought wre likely to have evaded detection. 
Mass balance for nitrogen requires the formation of the "N-organics'' desig- 
nated in Table 4. Methylamine (CH3NH2) with a N/C ratio of 1 and molecular n e w  
31 is taken to represent these compounds. Early on, Becker and Hong (1977) detected 
C I1 NH in similar experiments, but not after long irradiations. Apparently, facile 3 2 
conversion of C H3NH2 to other compounds under the irradia*%n condftions accounts 
for its absence in most experiments. Formation of complex and colored organic 
matter from HCN o r  CH3NH2 o r  both by secondary photolytic processes can be 
readily envisioned. Mass balance for carbon also indicates the formation of more 
hydrocarbons than a r e  reported in Table 4. Using the data for 200 K, and assuming 
that the missing carbon is in the form of (CH2) , a hydrocarbon production rate of 
-2 -1 n 0.4 x lo-'* g cm s is required for mass balance. The total production rate of 
organic matter from NH photochemistry and hot hydrogen-atom chemistry amounts 3 
to 1.4 x 10-l~ g cm-2 s-l. At this rate, a 1-pm-thick layer of organic matter (with 
9 
unit density) would take about eight days to  produce on Titan, and 4.5 x 10 y r  of 
3 production wo~tld yield a 2-km-thick layer of organic matter and liberate 10 km-am 
of Kt (or a column density of 28 x molecules cm-5. Even if only 0.1% of the 
photons from 1600 - 2270 penetrated the cloud layer of Titan, the production of 
organic matter and Pi2 would be significant. 
The 115 and 200 K experiments of Table 4 represent relevant laboratory simu- 
lations of organic photochemistry on Titan. In greenhouse models, 115 K may occur 
a t  the top of the cloud layer, within it, o r  at some level below it. The high CH4 partial 
pressure of this experiment, however, disqualifies its relevance to the inversion 
-odel. The 200 K temperature corresponds to a level somewhere below the clouds of 
the greenhouse models, either at o r  above the surface. The presence of H2 and He 
a re  also re!avant, not because they exist on Titan at the experimental abundances, 
but because they represent agents for collisional thermalization of the hot H atom. 
On Titan, K2 may be the thermalizing agent. However, H2 and He a r e  expected to be 
more efficient t:-ermalizers than K2 (Wolfgang, 1963). 
Hot Hydrogen Atom Chemistry 
To explore hot atom chemistry under other possible planetary conditions, 
Aronowitz et al. (1978) developed a novel use of a computational method. Their 
approach couples hot-atom chemistry with the general kinetic problem by incorporat- 
ing the kinetic theory of Wolfjgang (1963) for hot atoms. Temperature, pressure, and 
incident photon energy a r e  explicitly taken into account. A complete discussion of the 
approach is beyond the scope and intent of this report, however, and will appear in 
full detail elsewhere (Aronowitz et d., 1978). 
In these computations, the photochemistry is approximated in the followisg 
manner. An assemblage of molecules corresponding to an atmospheric composition 
!s errposed to an arbitrarily chosen total number of photons in a sei-ies of incremental 
steps. A small fraction of the available NH3 is dissociated by each increment of 
photons; the resulting primary products, H (hot) and KH2 are allowed to interact with 
each other and with other gas components in the system according to the reactions in 
Table 5. The resulting mole fractions of reactants (e. g., NH3) and products (e.g., 
N2H4) are determined iteratively. The calculations a r e  allowed to run to  the point at 
which additional iterations have negligible effect on the mole fractions of stable end 
products. The photodissociation of NH3 was kept low ( ~ 5 % )  by limiting the number of 
photons introduced in the calculations. For purposes of simplification, the quantum 
yield for NH was assigned a value of 1.0 for all wavelengths. Use of an appropriate 3 
scaling factor, however, permits correction of the calculated quantum yields for any 
piotodissociation quantum yield c 1.0. Secondary photolpsis of products is neglected. 
Quantum yields obtained for various products were calculated from the number of 
photons and the mole fractions of products. The simulated environmental parameters 
and derived quantum yields are listed in Table 6. In each experiment, the NH3 partial 
pressure is governed by its equilibrium vapor pressure (ectimated from a fitted 
equat!on of the Antoine form) at the indicated temperature. T h e ~ e  stimates are 
smaller than those determined by Gulkis et d. (197b) and hence corn-titute a lower 
bound on the NH3 abundance. 
D,c+* 'n Table 6 reveal several interesting aspects of hot-?:om cr~emistry over 
the range af  conditions simulated. Undrr all condit~ons, C2H6 c ld CH3NH2 a r e  
formed, azcl CI'QNH2 is the dominant proc'lct. With temperature and waveleritb 
constant, total pressure increa- es (Experiments I, 11, III) lead tc increased C H  4 
Table 5. Reactions Pertinent to Ammonia Photolysis and Hot Atom 
Chemistry on Titan 
React ion Rate constanta Reference 
Calculations used 
hot atom theory 
Calculations used 
hot atom theory 
Calculations used 
hot atom theory 
Ham et oL, 1970~ 
Cheng et d, 1977 
Kuhn et al., 1977 
Pham Van Khe et al., 
1977 
3 -1 -1 6 -2 -1 
a ~ h e  rate constants a r e  in units of cm mole s for two body and cm mole s 
for three body reactions. 
bl+om Strobe1 (1973a), Table 4. 
decomposition, which is also reflected in higher yields of C2H6. Formation of 
CH NH appears to be favored by lower pressure. Lowering the temperature from 3 2 
155 to 125 K (Experiments 11, IV) causes little change in the product yields. Quantum 
yields for  CH4 decomposition decrease a s  the irradiating wavelength increases 
(Experiments V, II, VI). This decrease occurs because the hot H atoms produced at 
longer wavelengths a r e  less energetic ("hot"). The influence of H as a thermalizing 2 
agent is striking (Experiments IX, XI). When the H2/CH4 ratio is high, CH4 and NH3 
decomposition a re  inhibited, and rezombination of CH3 and NH2 radicals with thermal- 
ized H atoms takes place. A s  a result of inefficient production of CH3 radicals by 
hot H atoms, substantially diminished yields of C2H2 and CH3NH2 occur. Excess N2 
exerts no influence on the thermalization of hot II  atoms (Experiments 11, IX). How- 
ever, when the model calculations permit inelastic rather t h ~ n  elastic coll~sions of the 
Table 6. Calculated Quantum Yields for Consumption of Reactants and Formation 
of Products by Hot-Atom Reactions Under Various Titan Conditions 
--- ---- 
- 
CH4/H2/N2/NH3 Quantum Yields (mslecules/photon) 
Experiment (mole ratios) T, P (K, bar) h(A) -NH3 -C H4 N2H4 2H6 CH,NH2 .r 
Iv. l/l/l/[l. 6(-3)] 155, 0.526 1850 0.986 0,925 0.249 0.218 
XI. 1/100/400/ Id.&?(-5)J 125, 0.586 1850 0.371 0.018 0.180 0.003 
a Same a s  IX except calculations provided for inelastic collisions batween N2 and the hot atoms. 
hot H atom with N2 (Experiment X), quantum yields for CH4 decomposition and CZH6 
and CH3NH2 synthesis drop by factors of 7, 10, and 5, respectively. 
Over the range of conditions tested by the model calculations, changes in 
temperature, total pressure and irradiating wavelength cause relatively small varla- 
tions in the yields of products. The presence of high abundances of the moderating 
gases N2 and HI (e.g., C H ~ / N ~  0.003) reduces the yields by up to  one order of mag- 
nitude. Although H2 is a more effective thermalizer tbm N2, its abundance on Titan 
is not expected to exceed that of CH4 (Miinch e l  al., 1977). Conditions of 125 K and 
22 mbar (total pressure) represent the closest experimental simulation of the surface 
environmen' - I the inversion model. Other simulations correspond to locations below 
the clouds of the greenhouse models. 
To estimate production rates on Titan from the data in Table 6, a value of 0.12 
for the quantum yield of NH3 photodissociation is assumed. This value was measured 
a t  208 K in excess H2 (H2/NH3 = 749) by Nicodem and Ferris  (1973), who found its 
magnitude had increased from a value of 0.04 at 313 K. This inverse correlation with 
temperature suggests that the value of 0.12 may be a lower limit below 208 K. For 
conditions that apply to atmospheric levels above the clouds, transmission of 10% of 
the incident sunlight is assumed: below the clouds, 1% transmission is assumed. 
Product quantum yields a t  1850 A a r e  taken to represent average yields from 1600 - 
0 
2270 A. The resulting total production rates of hot atom products corresponding to  
various conditions a r e  listed in Table 7. Production rates based on the experimental 
data of Table 4 a r e  also included as the bottom two lines, and are in reasonable agree- 
ment with theoretical results. 
If the surface temperature of the inversion model were 125 K, a 1 pm layer of 
organic matter would accumulate every 46 days, leading to a 360-m-thick layer after 
9 4.5 x 10 yr. Organic synthesis occurs a t  115 K and may extend to even lower tem- 
peratures p m ~ i d e d  that some NH3 exists in the gas phase. The possibility of hot- 
atom-mediated synthesis in the solid phase at low temperature.. remains to be evaluated. 
If the lowest production rate in Table 7 is taken to represent synthesis below the clouds 
of greenhouse models, then settling of products to the surface would yield a 1 pm-thick 
9 layer after 900 y r  and a 5-m layer after 4.5 X 10 yr. 
Table 7 .  Production Rates for Organic Matter Synthesized by Ammonia Phdolysis and Hot H-Atom 
Chemistry Under Various Simulated Titan Conditions 
CH4/H2/N2/NH3 Experiment Production ~ a t e s ~  
(mole ratios) -2 -1 
-- 
(Table VI) T, P (K, bar) (mole. cm s ) (g cmW2 e-l) 
a~slculatea for 1% transmission through clovd layer, except on lines 1 and 4. 
b~orresponds to initial NH3 abundance at room temperature, data from Table 4. 
Electrical Discharges 
Electric discharge is  the last mechanism considered for organic synthesis in 
Titan's lower atmosphere. Toupance et a l  (1974), have shown that electric discharges 
througli CH4 - h', mixtures in a flow system (26 mbar) produce mainly HCK, 
- 
hydrocarbons, and a variety sf saturated and unsaturated nitriles. Starting with a O J %  
NZ/10C CS4 mixture, about 60% of the CH4 was c~nver ted  to HCN. This conversion 
factor is used to ( 'imate production of organic matter by electric discharges on Titrn. 
From the solar constant at Titan and an effective albedo of 0.2, the energy flux 
available is calculated to be 1.1 x J crn -2 s-l . For lack of other relevant data, 
the conversion of this energy to electric discharges is assumed to proceed on Titan as 
it does on Earth with an efficiency of lG36. Therefore, the energy flux carried m 
-2  -1 
electric discharges would be 1.1 x J cm s . Assuming a 5-km lightning 
0 
strcke with a shock column of 80 cmu cross-section and a total energy of 10lo J (after 
Bar-Nun, 19751, a CH4 number density of 5 x 10'' cm-3 in a 908 N2 atmosphere, and 
-2 -1 8 
a discharge energy flux of 1.1 x J ern s , a production rate of 1.3 x 10 mole- 
-2 -1 
cules cm s o r  6 x 10'15 g s-I is obtained. This figure is appropriate for 
the lower atmosphere of the greenhouse models, and compares favorably wit3 the 
production rates derived from hot H-atom reactions. However, the laboratory simu- 
lations of electric discharges on which the calcuIations a r e  based may have little 
relevance to lightning discharges in a planetary atmosphere. "loreover, there is no 
clear information regarding the conk-ersion efLiciency of solar  energy to electric dis- 
charge energy on any planet other than Earth. These considerations make statements 
about electric aischarge synthesis of organic matter on Titan speculative. Interest- 
ingly, Bar-Nin (1975, 1978) suggests that the high S2H2/C2Hg ratios observed on 
Jupiter may be m~nifestations of electric discharge phenomena. 
In recent years, several models have been proposed to account for available 
nbservations of Titan and to explain the processep that may be responsible, Although 
these rnod.4~ may d!ffer in concept and function (e. g., greenhouse vs. inversion), 
several features must ke common to all. Titan is undeniably red, which is most likely 
a result q f  the psodwtion of a colored organic layer on the surface o r  in the clouds. 
Spectroscopic and pdarimetric  data indicate the existence of a layer of particles 
(phutockemical haze) in the atmospbem, which may be thick enough to constitute 
clouds. Finally, in light d thermochemical equilibrium models. the p m s e ~ ~ e  of 
observable amounts of CZHC. C2H2 and C2Nq indicate the oecurrew?e of active 
organic chemical precesses. 
Kit-en appears to be required in the atmospbezx for tke production of the 
uv-visible light abgorbtog dust in the stratasphere a d  of tBe M i s h  starb or clamds, 
or both. Althougb 1; has not been observed in Titan's atmosphere, the pmbabilfty of 
I 
its exbtew is W i W  by the W l i t y  of CAI  old CHI r H2 ml'ttures to yield c d o d  
products fram partisle bcmbsvdmect or pbotocbemistry. Tbe presence of h') d d  
requw tbe exisreme of NRQ in the atmosphere at s.Jme time in Titan's history and its 
subsequent pboPodissociation to  produce !he %. In~wrporation of nitrogen Erom iYH3 
or N2 or botb into oxganic molecuies 2y various processes mid produce! materials 
with tbe m a ~ s ~ r y  spct:asapic properties. 
In the upper T i m  atmospkre wvbre the gas deusities a m  low, neaclioas ini- 
tiated by pauiickes $molpi, electmas) may przdcminate, especially those coupling N, 
c. 
with CHI. It is mt elerr whether CHI cam be coupied with N, photochern:cally 
" 
( A >1000d(), but this ni;l &e i ~ ~ i f i c a n t  a t  best. Productim raw of organic com- 
-9 -1 
of about em - a are  es t  irnrkd for p-ses initiated by z o l u  arflds, 
S a r z e - n  'lalnd,l' anil cosmic rays. Cosmic-ray-induced reactioas, !m.vever, \\ill maxi- 
&ize much ;owe in t h ~  atmosphere than Rill the other particle-iduced reactions. 
HyGrocarbo~  rill be formed from particle ?actions 3s we11 as from photochemical 
9 breakdown of CH*. Over 4.5 x 10 y spec tmscop id lv  observable materials (e. g- , 
clouds o r  mrface m a t e r a s )  sbould easily be pmduced. 
2hotochemical pmcesses may predominate In the lower atmcx9pher~ below the 
clouds. Although the ultraviolet flu may be reduced by 2 - 4 orders of magnitude frola 
the incident value, atmospheric photochemistry may nevert5eless be signiftcani from 
the ocp- rrence of hot H atom reactions. The hot H atom may be groduced from small 
amounts of NH3 in t3e iower atmosphere. Production rates for organic matter are 
-2 -1 
eatinated to be about lo-'* g cm s (Table 7), o r  ten times the upp?r-atmosphere 
ratea. Electric discharges, if they occur, should produce about the same level of 
organic chemicsle . 
Thus, the sarface of Titan should 5e cover& by ancient or recent oqganic 
matter produced in thz atmosphere. This material should include both h y d r a a r b a s  
tud N-organics. Tbemhre, study of tbe satellite's surface in any Iwkr mtssioc. 
s b m t l d  lcclade organic dysb  aa a prime sc- obJectiw, with particuiu attentine 
tc tbe chemistry of the organqpmlc eL?mants H, C,  N, 0, and b 
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AERON(IMY OF SATURN 
AND TITAN 
Tbe Saturn system presents exciting d unique objects for planetary aeronomy. 
The presence of hydrocarbons on Titan raises interesting possibilities for organic 
chemistry. Light gases mcy escape Titan's gravitational field but .lot the stronger 
planetary field of Sakun and thus lead to the formation of a gas- tomidd cloud 
$~ound Saturn (McDonough and Brice, i973a, b). From our limited informatioa 
Saturn's upper atmospkre appears similar in thermal structuvs, cornpodtion, and 
photochemistry to the Jovian upper atmosphere. 
THERMAL STRUCTURE 
A distinctive feature of the Saturn system i s  the thermal IR emission. On 
Snkrl.n the pronounced emission peak of CH4 at 7 .7  prn suggests a warm stratowhere, 
T r 130 K, while the same feature on Titan is indicative of temperatures r 160 K. The 
most plmsible interpretation of tbRss emission syctra is the presence of a 
t e m p e r e m  inversion in their stratospheres similar to the Earth's O3 layer with 
solar IR beatbg in the 3.3 (rm CAI band balanced by IR cooling in +he 7.7 pm CH4 
b d ,  tip 12.2 pm CZHs band, and the 13.7 pm C2H2 (Gillett at d ,  1969; Daniel- 
ct d, 1973). A d d i t i ~ ~  heating may be required to acMeve these observed "temper- 
atures*' armd fine absorbing particles which absorb UV a d  visible sunlight have been 
suggested (Axel, 1972; Dmielson et d ,  1973). Since these particles are v e q  small, 
they are poor emitters d will heat up and collisionally transfer their energg to 
atmospheric games. 
Strobel and Smith (1973) conc1uded that the globally averaged vertical temper- 
ature contrast in the thermospheres of Saturn and Titan was -10 K and -90 K, respec- 
tively, for mlar E W  heating only. It should be remembered that Pioneer 10 
measured a W a n  ionospheric scale hemt that implied a much warmer tbemo- 
sphere than alar EUV hew could mdntain (Fjeldbo et dl 1975). The above 
temperature contrast for Saturn's thermosphere should be regarded as a minimum 
value. 
Molecular hydrogen, the major constituent of the outer planets, has a dis- 
sociation co-um below 845 A and an ionization continuum below 804 A (Cook and 
bietzger, 1964). Discrete absorption irl the Lyman and Werner bands can lead to 
flaoresoeot dissociation of 4 (d. Field et d ,  1966; Stecher and WiUiams. 1967). 
The deposition of solar EUV radiation in a H2 atmosphere results initially in the pro- 
+ 
clctlon of primarily Ii2' ions, which react with 112 to produce B3 + H and break a 
+ 
H2 ..~nd. If He is present the production of He ions will result in the dissociation 
of HZ by ion-molecule reartias. For each H2 molecule sod He atom ionized a t  l a s t  
two H atoms will be produced. Three body recombination of H atoms is exceedingly slow 
tn the ionosphere and consequently there is a large downward flux of H atoms on 
Saturn from Ms region. For Saturn the globally averaged downward H atom flux is 
-2 x 10 cm -2 s-I (Strobel, 1973~). 
The planetary albedo at Ly-a is in simple terms a measure of the H atom 
column density above the absorbing CH4 layer. This column density is a sensitive 
function of the eddy diffusion coefficient, K, in the vicinity of the turbopause 
(Hunten, 1969; Wallace a d  Huten, 1973). The recent roc!cet measurement of 
Ly-a from the Saturn system by \Veiser et oL (19'17) gave -700 R for the disk. TBis 
is cumparable to a 2kR signal from Japiter d, based on Wallace and Hunten (19731, 
would suggest an eddy diffusion cue£ficient near the turbopause of 10 (6-7) cm2 s-l 
In addition Weiser el d (1917) detected -200 R of Ly-a in the vicinity of Saturn which 
may be indicative of a h y d q p n  atmosphere associated with the ring system. bba- 
surelnents of t!w Ly-a brrgbtness a r d  the sa%?llites will provide important infor- 
mation on processes that prodcce the gaseous bmidal clouds discussed in the 
Intnxiuction. 
The formation of m ionosphere X2-dominated atmosphere has  been most 
recently discussed by Abeyi  and W u e  (1975). Of particular Importance are 
the major sources of H + ions as a H plasma can only r e m d n e  radiatively at a 
3 -1 .?- 
slow rate (-7 x lo-* cm s ). The H, ions prwhced by the reaction II2+ + I+ 
- "  
-1 disaodatively recornhe r2piifry el  x lo-' cmn r ). T b  H + will be the major 
rapidly. This behavior is illustra%d in Fi&ure 1 for Saturn. In the lower ionosphere 
(s 125 km, Figure 1) hydroc'irbn ions, produced bp hydrogen ions (H +, H**. %+) 
reacting with CH4 and photoionizAon of CH3 radicals (Prasad and Tan, 1974). 
dominate. They dissaiatively recombioe an order of uagnitude faster than Ei3+ d 
would lead to lower electron densities (up to a fador  of 3) in this region than illus- 
trated in Figure 1. Ionospheric models have also been developed for Titan by 
# i t t e n  et el. (1977). 
PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF HYDROCARBONS 
The principal hydrocarbon In the outer solar system is CH4. C2H6 has heen 
detected in ttre atmospheres of Saturn, and Titan (Hidgway, 1!?74; Gillett and Forrest, 
1974; Gillett et al., 1973). Hydrocarbons in the presence of UV radiation can form 
polymers. Based on phdochemical models for the outer planets Strobel (1975) con- 
cluded that only a small percentage of dissociated CH4 molecules are converted to 
complex hydrocarbons. To first order a closed photochemical model can be con- 
structed; the principal reactions are schematicaily presented in Figure 2. 
Appmximately 70% of the solar photons which dissociate CHI are at Ly-e where the 
primary processes are (Rebbert and Ausloos, 1972; .4usloos, 1972) 
where ' C H ~  denotes the singlet state of CH2. 
The only chemical means (other than energetic photons) for breaking the bond 
of two C atoms is the reaction sequence: H + CZHq - C H , H + C2H5-- 2CH3. For 2 5 
this destruction to be important a large ii atom concentration is required at pressures 
-10 mbar. As a consequence there is some production of higher hydrocarbons. To con- 
serve C atoms a downward flow of C2H6 and C2H2 1s balanced by an upward flow of 
C%. It is postulated that a deep circulation is present in Saturn that transports 
higher hydrocarbons to the hot, dense interior where they undergo thermal decompo- 
sition to produce fresh CH4 which is transp9rted upwards to replenish the CH4 
destroyed in photolysis. 
Tbe photochemical model is must sensitive to the [CII~] / [H~]  mixing ratio, 
the escape rate of H atoms from the atmosphere, and the atmospheric mixing rate 
(eddy diffusion coefficient). From Figure 2 it is evident that as the [ c H ~ ] / [ H ~ ]  ratio 
increases, the production rates of C2Hq and C2H2 will increase. The fate of the CH3 
radical depends on thc [H]/[cH~] ratio and determines the rate at which CH4 i s  
recycled. Although the escape rate of H atoms from Saturn i s  negligible, it can be 
substantiai from the satellites and actually control the H atom density distribution. 
A large escape rate depresses the H concentration and results in large conversion 
rates of CH4 to CZHs and CZHZ ( >SO% for Titan (Strobel, 1974a)). -41so Large tor,- 
centrations of C2H2 will efficiently remove 1i atoms by catalytic recombination as 
illustrated in Figure 2, H + C2H2 -' C2H3, H + C2H3 - H2 + C2H2 (Strobel, 1973a). 
The moat abundant hydrocarbons produced in CH4 photolysis are CgH6 and 
C2H2. They have vertical density distributions of the form (Strobel, 1974b): 
where K = KO exp(z/Hk), Hav is the atmospheric scale height, C is an integration 
constant, and t$o is the downward flux approximately equal to the column production 
rate. Tyyical hydrocarbon densities are illustrated in Figure 3 for Saturn. C2H6 i s  
a stable molecule in a cold, reducing atmosphere. If the interior conditions do not 
require rapid downward flow, then the C2Hg density profile is given approximately 
by the first term of (2). i .e. , CZHs is mixed. For rapid downward flow the C2H6 
density profile will exhibit the scale height of K and be represented by the second 
term of Equation (2). For C2H2 some chemical removal occurs when the ratio 
[H]/[H~] is very small. A large downward flux is required to balance this loss. Con- 
sequenily its density profile is represented by the second term of Equation (2). The 
Ft'gmr 3. Hydnx& & I ~ J  pm/fej fm the Sntum:an a t m o ~ p h  u i t h  indrcated edd) d i f i o n  M l e .  Solid line. 
K a ( M )  -"='. A h a d  lrmd: K = lO5dj-. ' .  uhwe (A{) = n n m k  cicnjitj ojrrtmacphcric ga. b u m  LwnaLr) 
rondi t ioafw C,II, is P small a h n u w r d &  (see S t m k f .  1973a). 
rapid decrease in the H concentration below 300 km is due to catalytic removal by 
C2H2 (Strobel, 1973a). It should be noted that for C2H2 (and C2H6 if rapid downward 
flow is required) that the very rapid mixing characteristic of the troposphere will 
result in a substantial decrease in the number density below the tropopause (cn the 
order of the eddy diffusion coefficient ratio). 
Products of CH photolysis on Titan are removed by condensation at a cold 4 
tropopause and possibly dissolve on the cold surface. A s  a consequence a large down- 
-2 -1 
ward flux of photolysis products is anticipated (-10l0 cm s , primarily C2HB and 
C2H2). Over the age of the solar system this would represent an accumulation of 
30 kg cmW2. Photochemical models for Titan predict observable amounts of C2H6 
and C2H for slow mixing rates in the lower stratosphere (eddy diffusion coefficients 
5 3 -1 110 c m  s ) a s  illustrated in Figure 4. Their density profiles are represented by 
the second term of Equation (2), from which it follows that large densities are associ- 
ated with slow mixing. The other essential features of the model are that the C2H6 
abundance is sensitive to the eddy diffusion coefficient, the composition of Titan's 
atmosphere, and the net escape rate of H atoms from the exobase, whereas the C2H2 
abundance i s  principally sensitive to the eddy diffusion coefficient. 
Figrrrc 4. H y a h a d w  dnrritior a a finrtiim 
o j  tbe et& diJf~~sion mJ2i~nt Jbr a p ~ m  CHI 
~tnmpbnr 08 Titdn. T& dottad iiau mpwent a 
d I  with K = l d d s - '  and a negIigiQIc 
nartion rate fir CH, + CH, + CJf4 4- H. 
PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF pH3 AND NH3 
On Saturn and Titan the cold trap temperatures at the tropopause are suffi- 
ciently low and restrict the NH3 mixing ratio above this level to less than 10-12. As 
a consequence only the more abundant pH3 on S a w n  is aeronomically important. The 
Prim and Lewis (1975) model is applicable with the addition of the reaction 
H + PH3 - pH2 + H2, which effectively doubles the dissociation rate (Lee el aL , 1976; 
Strobel, 1977). One questionable feature of this model is the absence of any direct 
mechanism for partial recycling of pH3 in the photolysis region. Each absorbed UV 
photon by PHI leads to irreversible conversion to P4 {red phosphorus). 
The vertical PH3 density profile is given by 
4~~ E J  
where 1. - 3v K , J is the PII. dissociation rate and c - 2  as  discussed above. 3 
For sufficiently slo~v mixing, this expression reduces to 
-7 For Saturn c J - P  x 10 s-I and if K-lo4  cm3 s", then the effective pH3 scale height 
is-2 km, i. e .  pH3 is confined to the lower stratosphere. The vertical distribution 
of [ P H ~ ]  is thus indicative of K(z) in the 1orver.stratosphere. 
.*, 
The photochemistry of H2 and He leads to the formation of the main ionosphere 
and, through ion chemistry 311d recombination, H atoms. Observations of electron den- 
sity and ion conlposition will yield information on the chemistry and structure of the 
ionosphere. H atoms can be observed by Ly-a emission and interpretation of the 
data should yield the mixing rate near the turbopause. CH4 photolysis leads princi- 
pally to the formation of C2HG and C2HZ. C2HG is a photochemicaily stable molecule 
and, depending on the lower boundary condition, is either quasi-mixed o r  K [C H ]is 2 6 
quasi-conserved above the tropopause. Also K [C H ] is quasi-conserved in this 2 3 
region. Thus observations of thp OaHa nnd CZH6 density profiles can yield informa- 
tion on K(z) and the magnitude of the tiown~vard C2H6 flow to the interior in the case 
of Saturn. The extent of catalytic removal of H atoms by C2HZ requires a 
measurement of H density profile. The models predict [ c ~ H ~ ] / [ c ~ H ~ ]  << 1 and that 
C H can only be detected on Titan where its scale height is an order of magnitude 2 4 
larger than on Saturn. Attempts to observe C H would serve a s  a useful internal 2 4 
check on the models, 
NH3 should he frozen oat below the tropopauw on Saturn and Titan and thus 
be asronomically unimportant. On Saturn the vertical 1313 dellsity profile should be 
indicative of K(z) i n h e  lo~ver stratosphere in a similar manner a s  the NH3 profile on 
Jupiter (Strobel, 197313). 
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DISCUSSION 
S. CHANG: If a probe went into Jupiter's atmosphere o r  Saturn's atmosphere 
and actually f o u d  sigrificant amounts of ethane in the troposphere, would you conclude 
thst some process other than methar.e photochemistry is responsib!~ ? 
STROBEL: That would be one possible interpretation. The other is tk-at 
thermodynamically there were large amcvnts in Ule deep interior 'and that the mi-ung 
W ~ S  violent enough t3 carry it up tc the observd'le region. 
A. TOWNAGA: Is  there evide11c.e that the eddy diffusion coefficient is 
uizerent at the poles relative to he cqiator? LC that were the case, the ethane mixing 
ratio might vary with latitude. 
D. STROBEL: The eddy diffusion coefficient w~orks best when it  is rc.garded as  
a global average. As one tr ies  to ascribe to it  horizontal variations, I think one is 
stretching the use of the concept. Icls a convell;ent factor to use as a f irs t  estimate of 
what's going on in t k  atmosphere, bat when the s ~ b j e c t  becomes sufficiertly matura, 
one should use actual dynamical equations to calculate the tr:msport. 
J. POLLACK: Didn't Don Hunten once nickxime it  the eddy confusion 
coefficient ? 
D. HUhTEN: The ztraight answer to Alan's question is that there could be 
large variations in vertical trrnsport rates with latitlrde on a planet like Saturn, very 
large. 
D. STROBEL. Especially ii the vertically propagating wal:es are  the cause of 
the phenomena an1 depending on where tixy are  escited. 
D. HUhTEN: George SIscoe was quite interestec~ in hydrogen production rates 
md, of course, they can be derived implicitly irom these computations. The vortical 
curvcs at the bottom right of Figure 4 give a d o ~ v ~ l w ~ r d  flux of the things left ovei , 
once you've made hydrogen. The correspor.di11g hydrogen i s  escaping, and the rate is 
9 -2 -1 9 x 1 0  cm s . 
D. STROBEI,: Right.  I should emphasize that the atmosphere i s  con5 ider- 
ably larger than the solid body, and therefore c:q:tures more solar photons th'm 
you might think. 
SATURN'S MICROWAVE SPEClRUM: 
IMPLICATIONS FGR THE 
ATMOSPHERE AND THE RINGS 
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ABSTRACT 
Measurements of Sonun's disk tempemure are cmpiled to determine the 
pianer's micmu-ave spectrum f m  i mm to lo[, an w-aveiggth. The data 
wen< a d b e d  n, conform with a rmmmm flux densicy scale. A modd of 
S a t u r n ' s r i n g s i s u s e d a , r e m o v e t h e e f k c P d c h e ~ f i o m t h e  
-c component at centimerer nnd decimeter wawehgdas. Thee- 
netirp!~foranumberufcunerxdtearmodpherirmodelswere 
cooqmcedandcanpad withtheobsereedspecmrm. Raaauve - 7  . sonveccive 
models witb approrioaately wlar cormposition and with an &ve *em- 
perature of -49 K are in g a d  ageenem with ttw ohoerrmntions. The 
agreement betweenthe obserPeddtheoredrslspecvaisasmmgindi- 
~at ioo  t ! t  gaseous pmmcnin is prcsent in Scum's atmosphere. A g d  fit 
to the c h a  is obzakd with an ~mmonia mixing ratio of -5 x lo". Lower 
balues of the NA, miung mio can dso PQOYidr a good fif provided an 
sddbionoJ source of microwave opacaty is pr~?lent in !hum's -. 
Liquid water droplea in the troposphere fould prmride a substanti$ 
microwave opacity. A c o m p k n  d the millimeter apt'elength data with 
the **besr-fitting" atmospheric spectrum  indicate^ that the thezmd arm- 
ponent of the ring brightness tempemwe wu I mn wsoelength is 
-25 K. 
Theoretical studies have shown that Saturn's microwave spectrum can be 
explained by thermal emlssion from the tropospheric region of an atmosphere with 
generally solar compoeition and with ammoda as the primary source of microwave 
opacity (GUMS n dl.. 1969; Mrrixon and Welch, 1970; Gulkis and Poy nter, 1972; Ohring 
and hcser, 1975). b all of these studies, the influence of the rings oc the observed 
bri@,%sa temperabres wai; asamad to be negligible. Eecause the available 
data coa~sisted almost entirely of Obrpervatiabs ma& with very low spatial resolutian, 
ttis m k r m v e  pmpmties of the rings were vi-y unknown. In reeat years, 
measuremnt8 of the plmet. and rings have isen made with radio inte~5erometers operat- 
ing at wavelengths f ~ o w  0.8 'Lo 21 cm. These new data provide strong constraints on 
the microware properties of 2he rings and heace 'hir influence on the micr-ve spec- 
trum can now be estimated. In addition, the microwave flux-density s&, which is 
used to calibrate the planetary m. .mreaents, has been dcllned with better accuracy and 
over a larger waveleagtb interval than it m only a fcx ;-ears ago. In this paper we 
make cse of the new data to re-analyze Saturn's microwave spzctrum- 
We have compiled a new list of tke phlished measureme* d Saexii?~ dicco- 
wave disk temperature for wreleng&s betweec 1 mm and 100 cm. The data Eire nor- 
malized to a uniform c&bration scalo and the ~A*ects (e.g., obscuration, scattering 
and emission) of +h rings a re  computexi for a simple model of the rings. Computed 
spectra for several atmoopheric models are compared with the spectrum from 0.8 cm 
to 100 cm. The influence of ihe rings in this spectral region is fmnd *D be smrill and 
it can be r e m o d  with confidence. Two '"best fitw models are determined, one wit'l an 
NH3 mixing ratio which is somewhat greater than a solar d u e ,  and the other with a 
solarl ike hX3 mixing ratio but with an additional opacity smrce near the 270 K level 
in the troposphere. l l b n  either of these atmospheric models a re  extended to miAiimeter 
wavelengths, the computed temperatures fall systematically below the observed disk 
Bmperatures. This result is exp lahd  if the thermal component of the ring brightness 
temperature, assuming both the A and B rings are d o r m i y  brighi, is -25 K for wave- 
lengths near 1 mm. F h l l y ,  we computed the vertical transmission loss that a probe 
commurication lirk is likely to encounter a s  it penetrates Saturnls atmosphere. 
SATURhT'S I\ECROwAIrE SPE CTRCTkI 
Data Normalization Factors 
Our list of measurements of Saturn from 1 mm to 100 ern is given in Table 1. 
Becpuse most of the observations were obtained with single antermas haviq low spatial 
resui~ition, the majority of the repcbrted temperatures include the integrated flux density 
19s 

Table 1. Saturnv@ Miorowave Spectrum (aontd. ) 
A Error 1 ~ 1  fcAL f n ( ~ )  T ~ T ; )  
'D (rel, *a) T, 
- - - - - - -- 
Wrfxon aad Wdch (1970) 
Pauliny-Toth surd Kellermann (1970) 
Ullch (1978) 
Dent (1972) 
Hobbe rind Knapp (1971) 
Wrixoa and Welch (1970) 
Wrixon and Welch (1970) 
Schloerb (1977) 
Wrlxon and Welch (1@70) 
Welch et al. (1966) 
Paullny-Toth aad Kellrsrmann (1970) 
Gary (1974) 
Derge (1968) 
Gary (1974) 
Turegaao and Kleh (1978) 
Cuzzi and Dent (1975) 
Schloerb (1077) 
Belbg (1970) 
Kellermann (1968) 
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Tablo 1. 8aturn1e Microwave Spectrum (contd.) 
* 
h E r r o r  I B I  fCAL So(') T~ 
49.5 390 ( -  , 6 6 )  21.8 1.090 0.983 1.074 432.2 Yerbury r t  al. (1071) 
69.7 383 ( 4 5 , 4 9 )  26.3 1.0 0,976 1.019 382.8 Condon et ul. (1874) 
94.3 540 ( -  ,1?0) 24.7 1.0 0.978 1.040 649.6 'Yerbury et al. (1973) 
%he factor ICAL, 18 the multipiior usud to normalize the obsorvod disk temprah\lltrs to the microwave flux deneity 
scale of Baars, Genzel, 3auliny-Toth and 'Witzel (3'677) for 100 > A  >1 cm; and the epectnun of DR-21 fo r  1 > X > 
O 0.3  cm iDwnt, 1972 ; B. L. Ulich private communication). For  h < 0.3 cm, we rely oh the calibration of the moet 
recent observations, and we normalize the older data to thk calibration via tho observed ratios of Saturn t o  Jupiter 
and Venus. 
b ~ h e  disk temperatures listed in column 2 are bnssd on the solld angle given by the polar a d  equatorial aerni- 
diameters of Saturn published in the AENA, The factor fdB) correcta this refersnce ~ o l i d  angle to the value for  an 
oblate spheriod inclimd to the observer a t  t b  angle B, 
C * * The ratio T,/TD , where TD = T dCALf (D), i s  computed balled on the ring model d e ~ c r i b e d  in the text. 
* 
TD is thus the equivalent disk temperdture of the Saturn-ring system. adpated to a common flux denai ty scale 
and corrected f.-r viewing geometry, while Ts is the average br lgh tnes~  temperature ?f the disk alone. 
from both the planet and the rings. The temperatures given in the second co- of the 
table are based on the assumption tiat all of the observed flux den~itg  is emitted from 
tb solid we of the apparent disk of Saturn, i. e. , emission, scattering and obscura- 
tim by the dngp was ignored for ail but the nine irdertenrmetrlc observations. We 
treat the inkrferometric data separaw because the influence of the rings was alre- 
remowxi by the authors. In t4.m following discussiarr we dewrib the various correc- 
tion faWrs we have applied to the original data to derPve the final disk temperatures 
(Column 8), which represents the microwave spectrum of Saturn's atmosphere. 
All of tbe observed temperatures were adfugted to a c m o n  flax-density s& 
given by Baars et d (1977), and to the solid angle computed from the polar and equa- 
torial semi-diameters given in the American E$- c.meris arad N a u W  Almanac. The 
flux scale n o r m o n  factor3, fcAL, are listed in Column 5 of Table 1. An addi- 
tioaaal correction wa8 applied to the data to account for the fact that the solid of 
an oblate spheriod varies with B, which is the angle lhe planet is tipped toward (or 
away from) the E A  at the time of the obserrration The corresponding correction 
factors for the solid angle, fa(B), are given in Column 6. 
Whence of the Rings 
To remove the influence of the rings from Satau-n's microwave spectrum, we 
adopt a model for the microwave properties of the rings and use this model to derive 
correction factors to be applied to the single antenna measurements. These correc- 
tion factors, given in Column 7, convert the measured disk temperatures, which 
include the influence of the rings, to the temperatures that would have been observed 
if there -re no rings. We a c c m t  for the finite beamwidth of the antenna used for 
eecb measurement. The latter correction is primarily important at the short wave- 
lengths where the spatial resolution of antennas can be comparable to the angular size 
of Saturn's Ring *stem. The correction factors account for the weak thermal emission 
f rorn the rings, for the fraction of thermal emission from Saturn's disk reflected off 
the rings, and for the attenuation of atmospheric emission transmitted through the sector 
of the riugs which obscures the planet. The three components are schematically 
identified in Mgure 1. 
The nominai ring model incorporates the following assumptions and approxima- 
tions. First, we assume that only the A md B rings are important to this discussion 
and that the microwave properties of these two rings are identical. We adopt 7 = 0.7 
,TR = T, + f (r) x Ts 
IS\ 
TOTAL FLUX FROM DISK AND RINGS 
' 3 1 5 ~  a SOL13 ANGLE OF DISK 
Figure I .  Snbcnr~~if d l  of tbe k g b f a ~ l r  distri'bution of Saturn and rbr rings. Girm I& ring p~amefrrrz T, 
and  r, tk bngbtaur k p c r a t u n ,  TI, of S a t m i  disk (iln be riitennined for any ring-incf~rrotian 5. Ts  is t& 
tenipcrafmr tbar U'OIIIC be mwurrd in tbe absence of rbc rings. 
for the optical depth of the rings a t  normal incidence and compute the absorption of the 
atmospheric emission by the obscuring sector of the rings (see Figure 1). We further 
assume that the opacity is independent of frequency over the microwave spectrum. 
These assumptions are based on the results of recent interferometric observations 
(Briggs, 1973: Berge and Muhleman, 1973; Cuzzi and Dent, 1975; Schloerb, 1977; Janssen 
and Olsen, 1978). 
The ring brightness temperature, TR is given by the sum of Tt and f(r)TS, 
where Tt is the  thermal brightness temperatwe of the rings, f(r) is an expression for 
the radial dependence of the reflected atmospheric temperature, Ts. The £unction 
f(r) is computed with the assumption that the rings form a perfectly-reflecting 
Lambertian-scattering surface. This assumption is an acceptable approximation to 
the more physically realistic models with multiple scattering computations {see e. g. , 
Schloerb,l977). The observational resuits for h > 1 cm show that TR is consistent 
with the reflected component as the primary source of brightness with the possibility 
of a small thermal component. For our nominal model, we set Tt = 2 i 2 K and calcu- 
late an average total ring contribution of TR - 7 K. This choice encompasses the 
results of all interferometric measurements at centimeter wavelengths. 
There is evidence that Tt increases with decreasing wavelength shortward of 
-1 cm, but the wavelength dependence is strictly unknown. The computations of the 
correction factors listed in the table are baaed on the asamption that Tt increases 
mmotonicdy from Tt - 7 K near 8 mm (Janssen and Olsen, 1978) to Tt - 26 K near 
1 mm wavelength. We show in a following section that this increase in Tt is consis- 
tent with the millimeter obsepv~tions. 
A computer program was written to calculate the disk temperature of the model 
illustrated in Figure 1 and described above. The brightness temperature Ts was 
adjusted to give the corrected disk temperature TU* = TD fCAL f *(B;. The corres- 
ponding correction factor TQ/T~* was then calculated for each single d a n a  obser- 
vation in Table 1 and is listed in Column 7. The brightness temperature Ts 
(Column 8) is the disk temperature of Saturn which would be measured in the absence 
of rings. 
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS 
We computed theoretical microwave spectra for several models of Saturn's 
atmosphere to compare with the obrienrational data. Each model is in hydrostatic 
equilibrium throughout, with the lower troposphere in cmvective equilibrium. The 
temperature-pressure profile in the urger stratosphere is given by the solution of the 
Eddqton  equation for a constant-flux, gray radiative atmosphere. The range of 
models is constrained by the effective temperature, Te, that we allow in the soiution. 
Current estimates of Saturn's effective temperature, derived from infrared observa- 
tions, are  near 90 K (e. g., Ward, 1977). We will restrict our discussion to three 
models which we designate Nominal (Te = 89 K), Cool (Te = 84 K) and Warm (Te = 
94 K). 
The composition for each model is assumed to be primarily H2 and He with 
CH4, NH3 and H 2 0  as minor constituents. The H2, He and CH4 are  assumed uni- 
formly mixed thruughout the atmosphere with a He/H2 number mixing ratio of 0.2 and 
CH4/~2  = 2.1 x (Caldwell, 1977). Ammonia is assumed to be uniformly mixed in 
the troposphere and saturated in the upper troposphere. The partial pressure of satu- 
rated ammonia is c~ntrolled by the temperature according to the condensation relation 
where the pressure is in millimeters of Hg and T is degrees Kelvin. 
The procedure for calculating the models begins with an initial estimate of a 
pressure-temperature point on an adiabat deep in the atmosphere (p > 10 atm). Solu- 
tions to the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium give the pressure a t  successively 
higher altitudes as  the temperature decreases with the adiabatic gradient. For our 
2 -1 
choices of composition and gravitational acceleration (g = 905 cm s ) the adiabatic 
gradient is -0.97 K h-'. Both t!-J adiabatic lapse rate and a radiative lapse rate a re  
calculated at each pressure point, until the adiabatic gradient overtakes the radiative 
gradient. Above this point, the temperature follom the radiative profile with 
increasing altitude. With this procedure, eac 1 pressure-temperature profile is 
uniquely specified either by a single pressure-tempemtau-e point or  by the effective 
temperature. A more complete discussion of this procedure is given by Klein and 
GUMS (1978). 
The pressure-temperature profiles for our Warm, Nominal and Cool models 
are  shown in Figure 2. The condensation temperatures for water and ammonia a re  
marked to indicate the respective pressures where cloud bases are expected. The 
solid curves represent the convective portion of the atmosphere and the broken curves 
show the radiative regime. The thermal profile in and above the stratosphere does not 
TEMPERATURE, K 
Figure 2. Pressure-Tempcratuw ptvfile~ a n  ~hou'tl for tbtw atmorphe*~~ I I  of Saturn drrcribed In 
the text. The Cool, Nominal 4nd W a n  p1oaiIr mrpond to the flertiw tmperatureJ, mpectiwl~ j h a  
f h m  14 ,  10 right, T,  = 84K, 89K, 94K. 
affect our interpretation of Saturn's microwave spectrum because the microwave 
opacity is very small in this region. For this reason we are  not concerned with a 
temperature inversion which might form at high altitudes. 
The atmospheric parameters, i. e., pressure, temperature and composition 
a re  related to the observed microwave brightness temperature through the equation of 
radiative transfer. The final step of our modeling program (see Klein and Gulkis, 
1978) is to compute the distribution of the microwave brightness over the planet and 
from this we compute the mean brightness temperature of Saturn's oblate disk a s  a 
function of frequency. The resultant microwave spectrum for each model can then be 
compared with the spectrum, of the "ring freew temperature, Ts. 
INTERPRETING THE SPECTRTJM 
The NH3 Abundance 
Among the variaus molecular species that have been detected o r  that are likely 
to be found in Saturn's atmosphere, ammonia is by far the most effective source of 
microwave opacity. For this reason, the observed microwave spectrum contains 
information on the average concentration and vertical distribution of ammonia on a 
global scale. In particular, the shape of the computed spectra corresponding to 
different atmospheric models depends upon our choice of [NH3], which is the number 
mixing ratio of ammonia at depth, and upon the pressure-temperature profile of each 
model. In this section the observed spectrum of Saturn's atmosphere is compared 
with the computed spectra for our Nominal model (Te = 89 K). Several values of 
[NH ] are  obtained and the sensitivity of the result to variations in other model assump- 3 
tions is discussed. 
For our study of the ammonia mixing ratio we concentrate on the spcctral region 
from 0.8 to -50 cm. Our confidence in both the ring-model corrections and the accuracy 
of the flux density scale is considerably greater for A 7 8 rnm. The long-wavelength 
limit is imposed by the uncertainty of extrapolating microwave &sorpt l~n coefficients 
to the deep atmosphere where pressures exceed 1000 atmospheres; 6:-mission from 
these regions begins to contribute significantly to the brightness temperature for wave- 
lengths beyond -50 cm. Exclusion of data at wavelengths longer than 50 cm minimizes 
the possible effects of non-thermal (synchrotron) emission from trapped radiation 
belts. Condon et al. (1974) show that oostulated components of synchrotron emission 
are insignificant for A 5 21 cm. 
The measurements of Saturn's microwave spectrum for wavelengths >8 mm are  
plotted in Figure 3. Theoretical spectra for our Nominal model with selected values 
of [NH ] are represented by the four curves. It is evident thtrt mixing ratios between 4 3 x 10 and 10 x lo-* yield acceptable fits to the data. A formal analysis with 
weighted Chi-square tests gave an optimum abundance of [NH J -5 x loo4. For this 
analysis we included all data in the range 0.8 5 A s 21 cm, each weighted by the square 
of the reciprocal of the relative error. 
A constant multiplier, which was an addlthml free parameter in the analysis, 
allows for a uniform uncertainty iu the absolute flux density scale. The minimum 
Chi-square solution was found with this co~mtant equal to 0.96, which is consistent 
with this uncertainty. However, factors less tlian unity can also be explained (I) if  we 
have underestimated the thermal emission from the rings; (2) if the ring opacity is less 
than 0.7; or (3) by atmospheric model assumptions thzt are  invalid. One plausible 
example of the latter is the increase in disk temperature that occurs if the NH3 is not 
completely saturated in the cloud regions. For example, the relative NH3 humidity 
might differ from one area to the next on the ciisk (e . g. , belts aild zones). 
The relative insensitivity of the computed spectra to nominal changes in Te 
and the He abundance is demonstrated in Figures 4 and 5. The small changes in slope 
of the computed spectra that occur at  the longer wavelengths can be compensated in 
the model by incrementing the value of [NHd an insignificant amount. 
Model with ~~0 Cloud 
Noting that atmospheric models predict the formation of a water cloud near the 
270 K temperature region, one might & X if there is any evidence of such a clo,, ' I 
Saturn's microwave spectrum. To investigate this possibility, we added a varizi:ie 
opacity term to our model near the 270 K level ard recalculated the microwave spec- 
trum for the Nominal pressure-temperature model. The ammonia mixing ratio was 
reduced to 1.5 x loo4 to bring it into agreement with the solar N abundance. The 
microwave opacity in the "cloud11 region was assumed to be = r0 vm2, where so = 1 
at 1 GHz and v is the frequency in GHz. Ocr choice of opacity is based on the micro- 
wave absorption of small (el mm) water droplets and a cloiad density of -35 g n ~ - ~  
F 3 .  Tk mi~~tuiat r  sprtrnx of Satnm'~ J I R I J ~ ~ ~ I ~ -  rt+-r.a;mre 111 t k  ua:e&s~lh ratmai  0.8 to i(Ki m. Tjxjiikd 
irn-it, fkpt5mt ~zngic dntmmta ahfa u.htib bare  ham adp~tbJ~lzgAt[) h RI I *~~  t k  :I&ICI rd tk nngJ. T k  at.& :rung& 
npnKnr tk iutrJb.~nr ~~~t~ lihtib .j4 not requtre rtug cownrtouj. T b r f w  r.anv, r g r r ~ . n ~  rht i t - spnd  ~pm* 
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Frgrrc 4. T k  o/ rs9tn.t T,. rbt  tffatrtr rtrnpmaturr .,r: rk ion ,,red wttmtizrtr ~ p i ~ r ~ m ,  
(from Weidenschilling anri Mis, 1973:. In Figure 6 we ~bms tlc calrulatcd optical 
depth oi this type of ~ l d  as a h t i o n  of frequency. 
The r e d t  of the cloud model ccrmputatirm is s h n  ia Figure 7. The solid 
curve is the spffvum of ihe model with no cloud (5 = 0) a d  the kcbed curve sbors 
the effia 05 adding a claud with ro - 1. The trend is correct. Le.. the stape of tbe 
spx-trum btwetn -6 and 21 cm fs fbttened just as the data tend to be; but the m e 1  
curve misses the dense cluswr d points near h. = 21 cm. &ceasing the cJmd opacity 
does not solve the disccepawy. The 21 cm 'en~pcraht-e is  d y  m-due& an additional 
2 1( when ro is doubled. 
?his very simple c!wd approsirnation show promise even though our first 
attempt failed to provide a good fit to the data. There is a Mred for turther iuvestiga- 
tion of the vertical extent of the cloud model. VCreidenschillinp; and Leuis (1973) 
suggest that cloud c-im might occur at attitudes above the saturatian level, 
and that cloud particles might be swept up to hwer altitudes by convlecticw. These 
conditfors woulrl shU3 the peak of tbe Cloud opacity to higher altitudes and lower 
temperatures. In a prellminaly test. we computed the spectrum lor = I at tip 
250 K level and faund that Ule 21 cm disk temperature was suppmszed 10 K, bringing 
it into qualitative agreement with the abservaticms. 

THE MILLIMETER SPEC'lXUM OF THE RINGS 
Tbe atmospheric mok l s  that fit the spectrum a t  centimeter wavelengths can be 
used to investigate the &ern91 spectrum of the rings a t  millimeter waveleng@hs. The 
atmospheric bn'ghtness terilycrntu~qs, which am? controlled by the ammonia opacity, 
are only weakly dependent on the exact choice of tbe hW3 nlixbg ratio because the 
peak opacity at short radio u'avele~gths occ~r s near tb cf a6 forming redon where 
the ammonia is satu~xted. 3 we assume that the millimeter 3pectnun of the atmo- 
sphere is adequately determined by the modeis that fit tbe longcr wvavekngth data, 
any excess omission a t  millimeter wawlengths can be attriiuted to b r m a l  emission 
from the rings. 
Tbe short-wavelength data betmen 0.1 aid 0.8 cm are shown with theoretical 
spectra in Figure 8. The solid curves represea tbe spectra for the t w ~  values of 
ammmh mixing mstio considered above, i.e., [&33] = 1.5 and 5 x lo4. The data 
have ken cortectrc! fur zing obscuration and scattering effects, but the thermal com- 
ponent, Tt, Is  set to zero. The intent here is to dex~onstrate tkL these partially 
correct& temwratures are systematically higher than the madel curves, whicL 
implies tbat the rings do emit thermally at millimeter wavelengtlrs. 
Tbe dashed curves in Figure 8 denionstrate the magnitude of the Itcrease in the 
compxted microwave spectrum !.hat occurs if the rings emit thermally. Reme t&e 
thermal flux density rzceired f ram tke rings a t  a given frequency will vary with t5e 
solid angle of the riug surfSue, we show the computed spectra for turc -.af'ss of ring 
inclinatim. Thc ring brighttless kmperature spectrum shown in Figure 9 is assumed 
for these computations. 
We &$ah a ring brightness temprrsture spectrum by attributing the exce3s 
flux (measumd mims predicted with Tt = 0) to thermal emission from tbC rings. 
The resulting spectrum is shown ill Figure 9. Intrinsic thermal emission from the 
r e s  is indicated. The ave rxe  of the excess temperatures between 1 mm arJ 2 mm, 
weighted by their absohte errors, gives Tt - 25 E. This result 13 consistent m1t.k 
the ring brwtening from Tt - -  7 K at 8.6 mm (Jamsen and Olssn, 1979). An iacrease 
of thermal ring emission at millimeter wavelengths is n d  surprising since '%e bright 
ness must approach -95 K, the obseived temperature at 10 pm. Furthermom, ice is 
a likely candidate for the ring particle composition, and its ;ibs.>rpUon coefficient 
hcreases markedly in the ~ i l l ine t er  wvelengb wgxon. 
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THE MICROWAVE SPECTRUM OF SATURN'S ATM-PHE RE 
The microwave spectrum of tlae tharmal emlssion from Satzlrn1a atmosphere is 
shown in Figure 10. The effects of the rings have been removed from tbs data as dis- 
cussed above. The n o m i d  ring model was used wit5 the rlng brightness-tempemre 
spectrum shcwn in Ffgure 9. Tao model spectra ax? shown; the solid curve repre- 
sents the computed spectrum with [NH3] = 5 x whereas a e  broken cumc repre- 
sents the spectrum for tbe model with a lower NH3 ahdance and the additional source 
of opacity near the 270 K levd (i. a. , an H20 c h d ) ,  
There is good agreement betu-en the model spectra and the ring-corrected data 
over the entfre band, which spans three decade6 in wave1ength. This agreement pro- 
vides a strong argument that ammonia is present in Sablm's atmosphere, s i n e  3X3 is 
the primary source of microwave opacity in the models. The shape of the spectrum in 
the wavelength interval centered on the 1.25 cm lmrersim band ol NH3 and the 130-135 K 
disk temperatures that are observed near the baad center are in excellent agreement 
I 1 I I 1  I I 1 I 1 
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w i t h  the models. Without the RH3 opacity, these models yield disk temperatures in 
excess of 200 K at these wavelengths. 
In the 10-21 cm region tkiere is some evidence that the observed spectrum is 
slightly flatter than tbe model spectra. The agreement is good for both models shown, 
when one considers the statistick scatter in the  data over the entire spectrum. Xever- 
theless, some improvement nLajl be possibie i f  more sophistfcat.4 cloud models are 
investigated and applied. 
The model spectra at the 16qst wawlengtb ( S O  cm) are probably tbe most 
uncertain. Our assumptions regarding the absorpcon soefficient d the a$nosz re  at 
great depths, where tempera%res and pressures exceed 1000 K aud 1000 atmospheres, 
surely become invalid. Additional sources of opacity, e. g. , from pressure induced 
-3nization, may 'become important. A comipanent of nontbermal emissior from a 
Saturnian radiation belt is also plausible at these long wavelength. Nevertheless, it 
is er-muraging that the three tneasured temperatures are completely consistent with 
the relatively s i m ~ l e  models that we have presented here. 
ATMOSPHERIC TRAhTShllSSIOX L W E S  FROM A PROBE 
With the mcGels of &lxlrnrs atmoqhere in hand, one can readily compute the 
atmospheric attenuation that must 'be considered in the design d a probe conmunica- 
tion system. iVe b v e  performed the calculations for our nominal model atmosphere 
with a nominal ammonia mixing ratio d [XH ] = 3 x lo-*. Cloud opacities were not 3 
included. The aingle-path absorption for three plausible probe f r e q ~ n c i e a  re 
plotted as functions of pressure in F.igure 11. The attenuation refers to  the accumu- 
lated signal loss from a probe transmitting from a given pressure level in the atmo- 
sphere, e.g., a 3 CiIz signal from the 10 atmosphere pressure level would be attenu- 
ated 4 db when transmitted vertically through the atmosphei-e. 
A different representation of the results i s  shown in Figure 12, where we 
plot the vertical pbth absorptioa GS frequency for probe penetrations to pres.sure 
levels of 10, 30 and SO0 atmospheres. We also show- a computed attenuation curve 
(dashed line) for a probe in Jupiter's atmosphere. Nde that the vertical attenuation 
to a given pressure level in the Jovian atmosphere i s  considerably less than the 
10 100 
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a t w p h n r  kt J rm Jupiteri arm+, u f h m  the pndictcd 
~IgnaI larr rr not as g u t  ar in Sanumi a t m o s p h .  
FREQUENCY, GHz 
corresponding loss in Saturn's atmosphere. From the figure, we note that the "dB-loss" 
in Saturn's atmosphere i s  approximately three times greater. At 600 MHz, the vertical 
loss to 30 atmosphere pressure is 3 dB greater in Saturn's atmosphere. In general, 
the relation can be expressed as 
LOSS dB Saturn --3 x Loss dB Jupiter. 
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DISCUSSION 
J. WARWICK: Mike, do you see any evidence for possible synchrotron emission 
in this spectrum 3 
M. KLE IN: There's no compelling evidence. What we see is that even a t  wave- 
lengths near 90 cm there doesn't seem to be any excess in the brightness temperature. 
But there could be some contribution due to synchrotron emission because as we get down 
to 90 cm the thermal models a re  rather uncertain. The ammonia absorption coefficient 
is not well known at  several thousand degrees temperature and thousands of atmospheres 
of pressure. However, all I cm say is that we see no compelling reason to assume that 
we need synchrotron radiation to explain the spectrum. 
D. CRUIKSHANK: In the models and the observations of the Jupiter microwave 
spectrum, the ammmia line at 1.25 cm is fairly pronounced. Is there some simple- 
minded reason why that doesn't show up very strongly either in the observations o r  the 
models of Saturn ? 
M. KLEIN: For Saturn we have a higher-pressure model than we had for Jupiter 
because the lapse rate is different. Then since we a re  looking at  a higher pressure, the 
line is spread out by collisional broadening. 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE 
SATELLITES OF SATURN 
Dale P. Cruikshank 
University of' Hawaii, Institute for .4stronomy 
Ifonolttlti, H a w i i  96822 
ABSTRACT 
The photometric and bulk parameters of the known and suspected 
satellites of Saturn are presented in updated tables and are compared. The 
surface compositions of all the satellites are discussed in terms of modern 
photometry and spectroscopy; most if not all of the inner bodies have 
water fnnt surfaces. but the outer three satellites have surfaces of 
unknown composition. The few reliable mass values of some inner 
satellites, together with the best current values for the satellite radii, 
suggest mean densities representative of bulk compositions dominated hy 
frozen volatiles. though Titan may have a substantial volume fraction of 
silicates. The special case of lapetus is c o n s i d e d  in the light of new 
studies of its two distinct faces m d  polar cap. 
IXT RODUCTION 
In spite af a superficial resemblance, the satellite system of Saturn is quite 
distinct from that of Jupiter, and is, in fact, unique in the Solar System. This 
review includes a cursory discussion of the dynamics of the satellite system, but 
concentrates on the current stage of understanding of the compositions, masses, 
bulk densities, and interior structures of the known and suspected objects orbiting 
Saturn outside the confines of the rings. The atmospheric composition and structure 
of Titan is left for other papers :., this collection, though the photometric and bulk 
properties of this largest of the satellites a r e  included in the scope of this review. 
SATURN'S FAhIILY OF SATELLITES 
The search for  and discovery of satellites of Saturn has occupied astronomers 
for over three centuries, and the result of these endeavor3 is a retinue of a t  least ten, 
and p r o b ~  bly more, objects orbiting the planet outside the confines of the ring system. 
The search contiuues to this date and is currently concentrated on the region between 
Mimas and the outer exkrernity of the rings. 
The population of satellites of Saturn includes (1) the small bodies of unknown 
number that appear to exist just outside the rings, (2) s ix satellites, of ivhich Titan 
is by far  the largest, lying in circular orbits in the plane of the rings, (3) two 
irregular satellites, including Hyperion in an eccentric orbit at very nearly the 4:3 
commensurability with Titan, and Iapetus with an inclined but nearly circular orbit, 
and (4) Pho be in a highly inclined retrograde orbit. In this paper we consider the 
physical properties of all  these bodies. 
Before examining the details of the Saturn satellites, we must first consider 
the evidence for the existence of the most recently discovered members of the family, 
those orbiting just exterior to the rings. From photographic observations made at the 
time of the 1966 passage of the earth through the ring plane, Dollfus (1967 a,  b) 
announced the discovery of a probable satellite (Janus, S 10) near the extremity of the 
ring system, and the presence of a new object was confirmed by Texereau (1967) and 
Walker (1967). Fountair, and Larson (1978) have studied some of the original ?hob- 
graphs by Dollfus, Texerenu, and Walker, plus data acquired at the Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory at the time of ring-plane p s s a g e  (Figure I), and have shown 
evidence for a small object in addition to Janus, though na name has so far  been 
proposed for it. Aksnes and Franklin (1978) analyzed the available photographs 
independently and concluded that the orbital chzracteristics of Janus should still be 
regarded a s  questionable, a s  should those of the Fountain/Larson object because 
unique orbits cannot be computed from the sparse observations available. While 
Fountain and Larson (1978) suggest even another object in addition to Janus and S 11, 
Aksnes and Franklin find the evidence uncompelhg. The latter authors conclude 
that whatever the exact identities and orbits of the objects might be, ll. . . the efforts 
of Dollfus, F~unta in  and Larson have seemingly established the important fact that 
the region just outside ring A may well contain several bodies in nearby orbits - a 
sort of highly attenuated, large-particle 'ring1 near the Roche limit. " 

Table 1. OrMtal h t a  for the Satellites of Saturn 
Satellite 
a 
Eccenmby hH&nC) (- Pays) 
11 No name 
10 banus 
1 w s  
2 Eneeladus 
3 Tethys 
4 mane 
5 R b a  
6 Titan 
7 Hyperion 
a- 
9 mbe 
!variable d 
Eastern eiougation 1966 Ckt 29.596 ET 
Data from Morrison and Cruikshank (1974) except tbose for S 11, wbich come fnom 
Fountain and L a r m  (1978). 
THE DYNAMICS OF THE SATELLITE SYSTEM 
b e n t  studies of the dynamics of the system of Saturn's satellites have 
explored oid and new ideas in great detaf 1 and need not be repeated here. The review 
by Greenberg 0977) clarified the que-Jon of orbital resonances in the Saturn system 
a s  they pertain to orbital evolution, wMle the review by Kovalevsky and Sagnier (1977) 
considered details of the orbital motion of these and the other natural satellites. 
Burns (1977) considered the effects of tides and of accretion drag in the evolution of 
satellite orbits, while Peale (1977, 1978) bas recently addressed tb? nature and evo- 
hition of the Titan-Hyperion commensurability. 
The 1:2 resona Ice in the Mimas:Tethys orbital periods and tne 1:2 resonance 
in the Eace1adus:Dione pir  have permitted mass determinations of r).cse four bodies, 
Table 2. Light C m e  Data for Saturn's Satellites 
dV Light Curve Satellite Sources da Amplitude Omin emax Remarks 
AV 
11 (Xo name) 1 - - - - -So 
informat ion 
No 
information 
More data 
needed 
confirmatioc 
needed 
Not wetl 
cwermioed 
Well 
established 
6 Titan 
7 Japetus W e l l  
esta blisbed 
9 Hyperion 
9 Phoebe More data 
required 
Source Code 
1. Fodntain and Larson (1978) 
2. Dams (1967) 
3. Nrsnes and Franklin (1978) 
4. Franz (1975) 
5. Koutchmy and Lamy (1974) 
6. Frrnz and llfiilis (1975) 
7. 3icCord rt aL (1971) 
8. Blair and Owen (1974) 
9. %land et d- (1974) 
10. Harris (1961j 
11. Blanco and "at3 hno (1971) 
12. Millis (1973) 
13. Blorrison et d 4975) 
14. Xndersson (1976) 
15. Adersson, Degewij and Zellner 
(1978) 
16. Franklin and Cook (1974) 
- - 
*&pending on polar ads  tilt at epoch of observation. 
**Larger value corresponds to dark face (8 = 90") and smaller value corresponds 
to bright face (8  = 270"). 
tbugh the precision i s  bar. Titan dominates the pair TWm:Hyperfoa so that oaly the 
eEed of the l a y e s t  sateUte oa the smallest can be obstmed, resulting in a mrrss 
value b r  Tim alone. 
Tbc motbn GE hpefils is affected a*t equaUy by tbe sun and Saturn, and is 
also iafhnaced by massive Titan. T k  retrograde orbit of Pbebe is slig&ly per- 
tur&d by t!ie svli a d  dqsuts  slimly from an ellipse. 
PHOTOMETRY OF THE Sr\Tt'm SArELldTES 
The goals of @dometric studies of r planetary satellite a m  (1) to senrch for 
dues b, tbe surface ~nnps i t ion  and the microstructure 31 the body, (8 b deter- 
mine the m t i m  -*riod from the peridcities in t b  light curve induced by zonal 
M- @&e&j inbormzgeneities, @) to d m  inferaces on tbe distribrtioa of 
a- features tbat may be dated to ttbe satellite's rotatiooal histom or that can 
lead t3 a ndimeatarq- map of the surface, and (4) to determine either the bdy's 
radius or surface ernmetric ah& when the other parameter is larom. 
The first goal is most ,catfsSwtorily met by spectmphdometry or spectro- 
scopy, and the results of this a-ork h r  tbe Saturn sakUites wi l l  be discussed bebn. 
in this section we d d e r  tbe resub of photometric studies af the notation of 
satellites and the changes in gbbl brigkness related to chaoging solar phase angle. 
Photometric studies of tbose satellites that lie at suEficient angular s e w i o n  
from Sturn to permit precise measurements from gmund-based telescopes bve  
s b s m  orbital phase angle variaticrns in tk brightness (c'-mag) ranging from less than 
2 percent flitan) tn a factor of more than five (lapebus) with a sinusoida! or near 
ainusoidal pattern bviag tbe same period as the orbital period Mith the possible 
exception of Hyperim aoted helow). These observations have been reviewed by 
Morrison and Cruikshank (1974) aod Veverka (1977) in the context of similar measure- 
meats of satellites of other planets. and the patterns are similar for the Bwr Galilean 
satellites of Jupiter, though the amplitude of the variation in V of Japetus is uniquely 
bas''- 
The mcasuremeat of orbital pbase angle ( 8 )  varhtioas in tbe brigbtaess qf 
satellites must necessarily be made over a period of many days, during which time 
the solar phase angle (a) varies. For dark objects, or dark portions of s p U d  
satellites, the solar p b s e  coefficient is different from that of bright surfaces or part8 
of surfaces. The solar pbase curve at the V wavelength (0.56 pm) has a linear pr- 
tion at a > 5.. of abut d l T / d a  = 0.02 mag deg-I for both dark and bright surfaces, 
In~t for cr i 5*, &.,'rLr is somewhat larger for dark surfaces and nearly unchanged for 
bright surfaces. This is, of course, a qualitqtive description of the oppositiorr 
effect. o r  brightness surge seen on airless bodies hsving irregular surface micro 
and macrostructures when viewed at small phase snglee. The opposition effect is 
depedent  on albedo, and to some degree, oa a o b r  oi the satelate, asteroid, sod 
p h n e t a q  surfaces. \'twerka1s (1977) dt~cussion of this property of satellite -rfaces 
observed from the Earth i s  especially lucid and relevant in the present context. 
With a sufncient quaatity of observations the effects of changiag a and 8 can be 
separated, tbwgh b r  the cuter planets where the obse rv~b le  range of a is small, the 
distbdion of the two effects is more difficult. Saturn's s t e l l i t e s  are observable 
over a mqge of a b u t  C-*. so h k  tbe establishment of the eloct magnitude of the 
opposition srrrge on top of tbe acrmal linear phase coefficied r-res a large number 
of high-quality data. As wced bebtv, the only Saturn satellites for which the solar 
p&ase fuactioos are adequately lumm a r e  Titan, Rhea and lapstus, 
Tbe question of tbe information content of the sohr phase functiou has recently 
been reviewed by Vevexica (1977). Bormwing free15 from Veverba's stud!-. we mte 
that t!w W s e  function depends on (1) the effextive scattering phase function and 
albedo for the sitigle particles comprising the surface, Q )  the shadow-ing function of 
a s i r face  elemeat detetwtined by small-scale testure, aod (3) the iarge-scale shadow- 
ing fuccUc18 resulting imm surface topography, such a s  cra ters  and mountains. 
While unique surface pmperties cannot be derived directly from the observed phase 
£unction, satellites wit3 the roughest surface structures on both micro and macro 
scale would kc e-qwctucl to have the largest phase coefficieats. and fur those surfaces 
in  which multiple scattering is significant (such a s  fmats) the phase coefficient is 
less than b r  3 .surface in v-hich single scattering dominates. The nonlinear opposi- 
tion effect is most pronounced in h-albedo pulverized s u r h c e s  where shadowing 
am single scattering a r e  dominant. Bright powders also show an opposition effect, 
but it  i s  less than in dark powders, and is most pronounced a t  extremely small phase 
angles. Various analytical models of the opposition effect and phase functions of 
pllverized materials are reb-imed in some detail by Veverka (1977). 
Adequate determinations of the orbital phase angle variations or mtation 
curves, in various calors, have been obtained for Tcthys, Dione, Rhea, and Iapetus 
(e.g., Nolaad et d-, 1934); cbservations of the innermost satellites a r e  especially 
dfficult because of the proximity to the bright rings and planet, whrle the faint outer 
satellites can be measured only with very large telescopes. Figure 2 (from Soland 
et $. 1974) s)nws the y (5470 A) curves for two satellites after removal of the solar 
phase -tion; the ordinates are pWed in stellar magnitudes, where 
A l l  those satellites for wbich the orbital phase curve has been satisfactorily 
oherved show a rotation period synchronous with the period of revolutio% around the 
planet, as is expected from mtational dynamics. Hyperion may be an e-weption 
inasmuch as the scanty data available suggest a double maximum a d  minfmr\m in une 
revolution a d  Saturn, but this can also be explained a s  a shape factor (asteroids 
commonly sbow double maxima and minima in one rotation). This carmot be regarded 
as a firm conclusion because of the very few data available (Andersson 1974, Degewij 
et d, 1978). The rotation of Woebe may nd be sqnchronous witb the revolution 
period , but there are m dah relevant to this problem, The 550. (-day period of 
Orbital Phase 8 
Fg~f f  ,' % r t d  $hmrIrx rmIOI I6~1  of Rh!d uwd Dwv I# tbz y kd 7.k dtd 
rmr /v Rho II g n a  b~ J = 9.72 - 0.10 1m8. mdjw DIOW 4 = 10.44 - 
d.09 11. 6. 7'k a + h r  ./ tk W~RIIE& na J& p h  argh UJ, -4 by r~rmg 
 hart aw-wnt 0.025 u d  O . i W  aaag & I. mpaf~rrfj. Frar horrrrcu and 
crrtbch& 19'4). *rd/m &mar#a~ 6) Ndud n al. (1974 j .  
Phoebe makes an observational study of the rotation quite difficult unless the rotation 
period of the satellite is on the order  of several hours, a s  is expected if i t  is not 
synchronously locked to the motion around Saturn. The innermost satellites (Sll, 
Janus) can be observed only under very rare conditions, a s  noted earlier, and hfimas 
and Enceladus can normally be observed only at e!ongations, s o  the observational 
conformation of the virtually certain synchro~aus lotation will he difficult to achieve. 
The nonuniformities in the brightness and color of a satellite that yield the 
lightcurve often show a symmetry with respect to the leading aud trailing hemispheres 
of a sj~chronously Mat ing body. "Leiding" is used in the sense of the hemisphere In 
the direction of the satellite's orbital mation around the planet; the leading bemisphere 
is that viewed from Earth a t  eastern elongation ( 8 = 90°) of the satellite with respect 
to its primary. The leading-trailing a s ~ m m e t r y  is c!early seen in photometry of the 
Galilean satellites of Jupiter and of Iapetus, as well a s  several other satellites of 
Saturn. In Table 2 a r e  given lightcurve d a b  for the Saturn satellites a s  well a s  the 
best available values for dV/da. In the Table. 9 ,in corresponds b the orbital phase 
angle where the satellite is faintest, and omax to maximum brightness. For many of 
the satellites these parameters are not well b w n  because of a paucity of data. 
A significant point is that some satellites have darker trailing hemispheres 
and others have darker leading hemispheres. Iapetus is the prime example of the 
htter, a s  noted below, and Enceladus may share this property, though to a much 
lesser degree. Tethys, Mone, and Rhea appear to have darker trailing hemispheres, 
though cormborating data a r e  needed. The leading-trailing asymmetries have led to 
interesting speculation on their causes, k t  there a r e  still no adequate e-xplanations, 
especially Bor the great contrast :n the two hemispheres of Iapetus. The Galilean 
satellites of Jupiter also e.xhibit significant rotational curves, but the alignment with 
the leading 2nd trailing hemispheres is most distinct for Europa. 
The rotation curve of Titan, a s  noted above, shows an extremely small ampli- 
tude at the *:*avelengths at s-hich i t  has been observed, presumably owing to the 
satellttc's cloudy, o r  at least deep, atmosphere. It i s  possible that the methane 
atmosphere of Titan exhibits zonal inhomogeneitied, a s  does the atmosphere of Neptune 
(Cruikshank 1978). and tbat the rotational curve can be determined from observations 
with filters centered in strong methane absorption bands in the  near infrared. The 
required studies should be performed in order  to ascertain if the inhomogeneities 
exist, if they change on an observable time scale, and to determine if  the atmosphere 
rotates with the same period a s  the (presumably) synchronously rotating solid 
satellite. 
SERFACE COMPOSITIOW OF THE SATELLITES OF SATURN 
Multi-color photometry (see Table 3) of the satellites of Saturn, has yielded 
information on their d a c e  compositions. Leaving aside variations in the colors as a 
function of a and 8, broad- and narrow-band photometry in  the spectral regions where 
compositional information occurs as a result of absorption in the constituents of the 
surfaces, has, in the past few yews,  led us + , a fairly satisfactory understanding of 
the surface compositions of Sour of the inner satellites plus the bright hemisphere 
of Iapetus. UBV and other visible region photometry (Harris 1961, McCord et d.. 
1971, Noland et d ,  1974), though carefully done, gave only clues to the composition 
of the inner satellites flethys, Dione, Rhea, d Iapetus) because the relevant com- 
positional information lies further into the infrared. Broadband UBV photometry of 
the more difficult satellites, Hyperion and Phoebe, has also been accomplished 
(Andersson 1974, Degewij et d, 1977) with significant results, but the infrared work 
on these bodies is in i t s  infancy, chiefly a s  a result of their faintness. 
Xarrow-band photometry of four satellites obtained by McCord et d- (1971) is 
shown in Figure 3, where the data a r e  presented normalized to intensity equal 1.0 a t  
wavelength 0.56 p m; this normalization was necessary at the time the data were 
acquired because the diameters and geometric albedos of the satellites were not known. 
While some variations a r e  seen from satellite to satellite, and there may even be 
broad absorption features, notably a t  about 0.57 pm o r  longer wavelengths for some 
objects, the spectra a r e  largely uninterpretable. They do show, however, that the 
sharp brightness decrease in the violet seen on many other solar system bodies 
(e. g., Mars, Mercury, the Moon, the Jovian satellites, and the rings of Saturn) is 
largely absent on the satellites for which data were obtained. This is significant 
because the rings of Saturn, now known to be similar in composition to Tethys, Dione, 
and Rhea, do show the steep violet absorption, and questions ar i se  a s  to the differ- 
ences among these surfaces. 
In Figure 4 a r e  shown photometric results in tire near infrared where solid 
s u r h c e s  of ices and mineral assemblages s h o ~  stronger and more diagnostic a b s o r p  
tions than in the visible region of the spectrum. The simplest interpretation of 
Figure 4 comes from the comparison of the Saturn satellites with the Jovian satellites, 
two of which (Europa and Ganymede) a r e  known to have partial covers of water ice 
(cf. hlorrison and Cruikshank 1974 and Morrison and Burns 1977). The photometry of 
the Saturn satellites closely mimics that of Ganymede, from which it  was concluded 
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(Morrison et ul . ,  1976), that Tethys, D i o ~ e ,  Rhea, and the bright hemisphere of 
Iapetw have a t  least partial coverings of water frost a t  a low temperature presumably 
in equilibrium with the solar insolation. 
This conclusion was reached nearly simultaneously (but published first) by 
Fink et al. (19761, who obtained the remarkable first  infrared spectra of the same 
satellites. Their spectra, together with a stellar comparison, a r e  shown in Figure 5, 
and in Figure 6 a r e  shown the ratios of the satellite spectra to the comparison. Those 
deep absorptions a t  1.6 and 2.0 pm in the spectra of Iapetus, Rhea, Dione, and 
Tethys a r e  clearly a result of water ice absorption, a s  shown b3- the laboratory 
comparison and the accompanyiilg spectrum of Sati~rn's rings. 
Thus, the presence of water ice is ciearly established on the surfaces of Rhea, 
Dione, Tethys, and the bright hemisphere of Iapetus. The fact that Hhea, Dione, and 
Tdhys  show relatively small variations of brightness with 0 (Figure 2) suggests that 
the areal  distribution of water frost o r  ice is more o r  less  uniform. 
Although fully satisfactory infrared spectra have not yet been obtained for  the 
other.satellites o r  the dark hemisphere of lapetus, J H K  photometry of Enceladus, 
Hyperion, and darker Iapetus has given some interesting results. The spectrum of 
Iapetus (Morrison et aL, 1976) is similar to that of Callisto. The reflectivity of 
Enceladus is shown in Figure 7 in comparison with data for ice-covered Rhea, plus 
four ,)ther satellites (Cruikshank et al., 1977). The similarity of Enceladus to Rhea 
has led Cruikshank et  d., to conclude that this small satellite is similarly water-frost 
covered, a result corroborated by a new spectrum (1.9-2.6 pm) of Enceladus 
obtained by Cruikshank (1979) in 1973. 
The reflectance of IIyperion appears to be quite another problem. As shown 
in Figure 7 i t  resembles not Enceladus and Rhea, but bvo satellites of Uranus and 
Neptune's Triton. As pointed out by Cruikshank et al. (1977), the reflectance charac- 
terized by Hyperion and the others does not appear to represent volatiles, and these 
objects constitute a class different from the groups into which most of the other 
satellites of the solar system fall. The reflectance class, of which Hyperion is a 
member, is shown in relation to the other recognized classes in Figure 8 (from 
Cruikshank et al. 1977), and the membership and probzble natures of these classes 
a r e  described in Table 4. 
Cruikshank and C. B. Pilcher succeeded in obtaining a low-resolution 
infrared spectrum of Hyperion with the Kitt Peak 4-m telescope in 1976, in the 
region 1.4 - 2.6 pm (see Figure 9), but the reflectance of the satellite, while bearing 
microns 
f t p r c  5 .  Near infarrJjpeclrd ojSarum's ~a t t l l t t e~  and tho rlnp,  rhtnr,ing mtdua1ahrsrprron.r ~ttrtkutedto 
iciattrf;v~t or ~ce. From F r d  et a!.  t 1976) 
Figfire 6 .  Ratio swra of the rateIIite~ 4Rd nngj r f  Saturn ~ h m ~ l n g  abj~'p t ion~ attrrbuted to w t e r b ~ t  
w ire. From Fin4 ec d. (19761. 
;P 0.9 + 57 nywr~on 
U3 Tlton~o 
v U4 Oberon 
N l  Triton 
0.5 1 .0 1.3 2 0 2.5 
V J t i  K 
WAVELENGTH, pm 
F~gur t  7 .  I~tjrurrrl r~~fi,.tdtrie ~pc'rrd ojthrrr ju t t l l~ t r~  
u/ S~t l t r i l .  ?'rrton, 7 f tuvw.  und O h n .  Fmnr 
Crrtrk.rl~n.4 et al. ( 1977 I .  
F2gui-e 8 .  Rtflrc-1anc.t~. norrw/:;er/ 41 1'. 01 first 
cilttpriti r,/~o/ar ~ y t ~  brdzr.r. T h  iutcgorro ~ n d  l k r t  
r,rmmbm are rdznrr&J m 7..,i.lt 4. 
Table r .  Reflectance Classes of Solar System Bodies 
- . --. 
Average Reflectance 
Relative to J ( A  = 1.25 pm) 
Grmp Members of G ~ G u ~  Surface Composition - 
a V a~ a K 9 L 
A 19 Evaporite salts ? 0.69 1.10 1 . 8  0.96 
B Callisto Rock 0.69 1.02 0.99 0.35 
C Hyperion, Titania, 
Qberon, Triton 
D Ganymede, Enceladus, H 2 0  ice (frost) + 0.94 0.75 0.60 0.11 
Tethys, Dione, Rhea, neutral material 
Iapetus (trailing) 
E Europa, Rings of H20 ice (frost) 0.88 0.58 0.35 0.04 
Saturn 
F Pluto CH4 ice (frost) 0.92 0.94 0.57 c0.36 
- Asteroids 88, 511 [C-type asteroids] - 1.16 1.23 - 
- Asteroids, 5, 6, 7, [S-type asteroids] - 1.13 1.09 - 
116, 433 
- Asteroid 64 [E-type asteroid] - 1.08 1.09 - 
a superficial resemblance to water frost, is not immediately identifiable. In particular, 
the upturn in reflectance at the extreme long wavelength end of the spectrum, 
if real, i s  atypical of water frost, and in fact precludes the p::esence of a substantial 
H 2 0  frost component on the surface. Additional data a r e  needed, not only for 
Hyperion, but for Triton and the other two members of the class of which they a r e  
members in common. The Hyperion spectrum resembles that of volatiles r. ther 
than asteroids o r  any known meteorites (Gaffey 1976), but the identificatim from a 
spectrum of such low resolution and insufficient precision i s  not easy. UBV photom- 
etry of Hyperion (Dcgewij et al. 1977) shows this satellite to be distinct from the dark 
asteroids, including Trojans. 
The only relevant data on Phoebe's surface composition a r e  contained in UBV 
photometry obtaiczd by Degewij et al. (1977) (Figure 10). In a UBV color plot Phoebe 
clusters together with Himalia and E h r a  (J6 and J7), which a r e  very dark objects 
(Cruikshank 1977). As is seen in r : : ~  figures, Phoebe and the Jovian satellites form 
a small group quite separate from the Trojans (also very dark; Cruikshank 1977) and 
other asteroids of low albedo, and fall generally within the field in the UBV color plot 
occupied by C-type asteroids. 
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WAVELENGTH, p n ~  
Figure 9. P r t f ; m & a ~ )  , ifrand jpatrnm 0, t iperton r~ttotd 19 Tktrl h. Tht 
ra-ond pawl /rrmr tlx t g  J ~ u ~ ;  rhr :nJlriduui &ru f i iarr  u,rth m r  br,. dnd tk 
rbrrd pm! ir a "~wx.;rnum ~ntpnxat ton"  rnrton o/ r ; ~  jam Aru.  R&ir~nm 
J@C:~J U/ U Y ~ C T  al~J * ~ p t h , z l l ~  ;nj art (j10 s h r .  Fmm C r u t b h d  and P!l& tn 
prtpurul~on j. 
The c.tm~~.msitiana of l l inrss,  Junus. ;and t h e  poasiblt~ Sl1 a r e  mmplcte l ;  
unkmtr? fmm direct  obcien-etbns, t tmugh inferences nlidzt be made con the  basis of 
the known f n w t  tr-rn~position of the r ings  and tile salellitec neartn- these tlrrtw ludies. 
AUmas and Janus  lie in a region of special interest  because of the great  difference in 
reflecktncc between the rings and satellite* Tethys, DLor:e. and Rhea. spifical?\- 
the violet turn-down it1 the  r ing spectrum, a s  r w t ~ d  abol-r. Lr.br>fsk:. and Feglr\ 
;??56) swgge.-! thqt the  violet abcjorption in the ring spectrum resx l t s  from s o l a r  
uitr:~v+olc i ' rr:~di; !ion ur trapped 1j;irticlc hmbnrtinrc~nt of poly sulfide o r  s t h e r  
i1~1puri6t.s '- 3ce r ing f ros t ,  \vith the impiicntion th:n such inlpurit ics &I not occur  
in the f r o s t s  of f3e  sntellitt* surfaces,  o r  that t he  t~?mbzrding par t ic les  in the 
vicixdty of S~hrt-n (either p3st or pre-sent) do not estend spatially outward t o  the 
neighkorhmi of the snwlli tcs.  ~ w c t r o p k t ~ t o n ~ c t r i c  ob.semations of Blinlss and 
J:urus n r e  thus of qwcinl  tniercst in o r k r  to  f iswrts in  (1) if they are composed 
of wnter f ros t ,  nnd if the f ros t  sh.n\-s rfidintion d;?m.%e s i m i l a r  to  the rings. 
where  r is the r ~ d i u s  of thc  object, Y i s  thr \'-mag o f  thc Sun (usually taken as 
0 
-26.77). 4' is the t-isiblt* gtwnletrir :ilbcd(), I< is rhc distance of tiw s a ~ c l l i t e  fmnl  
the  &Sun, and J is i t s  4:st:lncc fronl thc E n ~ - t i ~  (:ti- o ! ~ s t ' ~ ~ t - r ) .  \' is r t % ; ~ s o ~ ? a I ~ l ~  \vt>!1 
0 
k~lotvn for  most of thc ~ a t ~ l 1 i t c . s .  tpJt thc ('c)rnplt:ttion O C  r o r  p r t q u i r e s  knswledge of v 
one o r  the other. 
\\':I\ the largest t c l c s ~ v p c s  in thr* firlc*-t;t st8ving c.ivi3itit)ns. ;tic disks o i  :he 
sztell i tes of &qturn :ire ac.c:tsionnlly discc-rnable. ;rnd in 1!54 Kuiper publistled his 
mrasurcnlt*nts of thc dinn1ctrar.s of E n ~ ~ L q d u s ,  L)ic)nc. 'rctliys. LZhcn, l'itnn, 2nd 
hyctus,  aradc with :I vi..;u:ll diskmctcr on thc 1 1 ~ 1 ~ ~  5-111 t t ~ 1 c 8 s ~ o ~ .  (%her nrcasurc- 
ments ol' thc dinmctttrs of the S:lrlr::~ s:atcllitcs hnvv h*can mndc by m o r e  or l e s s  direct  
rnuans. in 1954, Elliot rt d. (1975) obacr\ td thc ocr iilt.~tions of scvzral  s ;~ tc l l i t e s  by 
'he da rk  limb of thc* moon ;ind nic:i,iurcd thr- tinit* r ~ ~ l u i r c d  1;)r ~ * ~ ~ i n c t i ~ n  of the light 
f ~ v m  the satc.llitcs with rl hill;!~-spt*~d ~ tk) lon l~* tc r .  L'hc l u t c ~ r  occult:~tic>n technique 
gives thc highcst intt-insic :i~*ciir:i~y of tllc' nlr.;lh>db so I;rr. us td ,  but the intcrpretation 
of the results depends on a model of the b d g b e s s  distribution across tbe surface of 
tbe occulted object, a model depede& on both the spatial distributioa of &rf a d  
brig& materials Bfro& and rock. br e-xample) and the limb d.dwnhghrigbte&tmg of 
the Itlalt- The ideWficathm of water fmst oo the surfaces cf several of the satellites 
bas a i d 4  in estabkhing tbe limb brighteaing coefficierrts used in modeling tbe 
b-ness dilributhon (e. g. Veverka et d, 1978). Double-image micmmetric 
measurements bave also been made with large teiescdpes ( l h l h s  1970) using rare 
moments orC excellent seeing and image &Knition when the disks of the satellites are 
discernible. In addition, photometric measureme* of the thermal fhues of six 
satellites bave been used to derive "radiomctnc" diameters- All of these results are 
colkted in Table 5 together with similar determinatinus of the radii of the Galllean 
satellites a d  Tritoa for comparison. 
Bejoml tbe measurements of the type described above, nooe others have beea 
successfully applied, though the techniques of speckle interferometry and fringe 
interferometry can in priaciple be used b r  further independent determinations. 
Diameters of planetary satellites can be caldated from agoumsd values of 
For e-xampk if we allow that tbe surface of Enceladus is covered with water 
fmst, as deduced fmm tbe i n fn red  photometry, we can assume that the albedo lies 
in tbe range of that of ather ice-covered satellites, such as Eum~o, Canymede, 
Rhea, etc., or about 0.40 - 0.65. Tbe radius is then in the range 295 - 375 km. The 
fmst-cover assumption may be quite valid tor Jams,  Sl l ,  and Mimas by analogy with 
the rings and tbe next several satellites, but it is not valid Sor Titan, Hyperion, the 
dark side of Iapetus, o r  Woebe. 
The photom&ric/radiometric method of radius determination in fad yields the 
geometric albedo if certain assumptions are made about the infrared emissivity of 
the surface and the phase integral of the satellite. The radius is then computed from 
pV and Vo. The sensitivity of the phobmetric/radiometric method to uncertainties in 
the values of various parameters has been discussed by Morrison (1977). Assembled 
in Table 6 a r e  the '"accepte#* radii and corresponding values of % for several of the 
.%turn satellites. For the remaining satellites, the radii a r e  calculated from assumed 
albedos, and these values a r e  enclosed in parentheses. In this table, V(1.0) corre- 
sponds tc the V-mag at unit distance from the sun and earth and seen a t  a = 0". with 
no allowance £or an opposition surge in brightness at smzll phase angles, but with the 
dV/da indicated in Table 2. 
Tsblc 5. Various k t e r m i n ; ~ t i o n s  of Satellite Diameters 
O ~ ~ u l t ; ~ r i o o  Hldiun~ct ric l h b l u  Image Accepted 
Obj wt iXskmctt.r ibdiss  Kadius lbdius lhdius Radius 
(km! &mi (Irm! brm) 6m) 
--- -- -- 
t:ncr.hdils @2) 2 75 - - - - 
Tcth! s (S3) 113 2 0  -?;fi (1) - 520 LC;$ 
Dione (SI) 110 415 275 575 ~ 1 0 0  6) - 500 * 120 
I U W ~  @5) $29 790 =45!1'; SO0  t 125 fi. 7) - 800 1100 
Titan 2290 2915 225 2 1 0 0 ~ 1 5 0  ') 2425 -150 '"' 2900 -.2W 
t{!-pcrion (Si) - - 19) f :(lo) - 112 : 15 
h p e t ~ ~  pd)  ti i 0  ;25 : 100 (2) S35 -75 725 =lO 
h (Jl) 1650 182025 (3) - 173, : -- ra (131 1328 210 
Eun3p  (52, 1420 Cq) - 
- (51 1550 = ' i ~ ( ~ "  1500 ~ 1 0 0  
Gan>rnede (53) 2460 2635 - l a  - 
- 100 2775 r65 'IS' 2635 125 
Callisto (54) 2290 - - 255d i -'(13' A a 2500 t 150 
- - 1) ... (11) - (14) Triton ( X i )  1900 1-b.4 2200 500 
i c a -  9 .  -W 1 .tlucs @v..n a r e  those m m p l t d  for 3 L 1 m h - t  
!i-!?-r!a rkenrd ~ 1 d t . 1 .  'i'k u~riio rm-disk oltxjel yields radii 10- 15 percent 
sm.ttler tt\r~n those given h r c .  'fbx= v;~lur.s m b u l t t d  hcre  a r t  n,undcd off f rom 
:hsc nctunlly given by t:llior .-! al. 
@'yeL-Crb &*t al. (1?7$\ 
43'<lflxar\ and r:m F L ~ n d r m  ,1972). See also Ta!-lor (1972) and discussion in 
Jlcrriaon and C'ruikshank (1974). 
'I' h s c d  OD n~utual  oc.c.i\ltratio~~~ of tlw C;slilcan satellites (;!kstles and Franklin. 
1974; \'t-r~nillion ct ni. 1974). 
(5'~arlson pt pi. (1973). 
("11orrison (l!ji-t). 
(7'11urphy et 01. (1972). !"\v. 31. Sinton. p r i r r t r  rwmmunir:ttion (1975). Jrr also l ow  and Ri&e (1971). 
' " ~ r u i k s b n k  1197db). 
'lo';~orrisc>n ct ol. (1975). 
( l l ) ~ r u i k s k t l u  4.1 01. (1975). 
( 1 2 ' ~ l ~ u s  (1970). 
(13)m*rllfus (1970), IIorriso11 :md Cruilishank (1974). 
( l ' ) ~  ruikshnnk and Stockton (1978 ). 
- 
_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ .  ________ I_..__- . _ - . - _ - _ I -  - 
Tabb 6. h l k  Pammcters of the SateUtee of Saturn 
1 aamas 
e l b c d a u b  
3 T-s 
4IHoae 
5- 
6TiEan 
7Hpperhoo 
8- 
9 -be 
10 saraus 
l l -  
Values in parentbeecs are edimated on the b i s  of an assumed ice o r  frost-covered 
sunlilce. 
MASSES AND MEAN DENSITIES 
The masses of five of the satellites in the resonance pairs Mimas: Tethys, 
Enceladus:Mone, and Titan:Hyperion, have been determined from observations of 
the mutual gravitational interactions. Tbe values in Table 6 a r e  from the review by 
Duncornbe et d (1974). While Ilwmcombe et al. give mass values for Rhea, Hyperion, 
Iapetus, and Phoebe taken from the literature, they cannot be considered reliable 
enough Bor inchrsion in the table; this conclusion was adopted by Rforrison and 
Cruikshank (1974) in their review, and more recently by hlorrison et d. (1977) in an 
updated consideration of the same material. 
Mean d a d t i e s  of the satellites a r e  calculated from tbe adopted radii and 
masses, but only for Tethys, Dione, and Titan can these densities be given much 
credence. The formal calculations of density of Enceladus gives a value less than 
1.0, wMcb is considered unlikely. A composition of mostly frozen volatiles is con- 
sistent with mean densities on the order of 1 - 1.5 g an-', ae noted below, but for 
most of the Saturn system of satellites these basic parameters are still largely 
unknown. If masses are required for dynamical computations, the best values might 
-3 be calculated f :om an assumed mean density of 1 - 1.5 g cm using the estimated radii 
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given in the table, a t  least for the inner satellites. Hyperion, Iapetus, and Phoebe 
may be exlcepticms, but &re is no relevant information presently available. 
THE SPECL4L CASE OF IAPETUS 
The problem of the large range of brightness of Iapetus between eastern and 
western elongations was soived by Sfurphy et al. (1972). who showed that thermal 
emission was maximum when the visible brightness was at a minimum, that is, the 
visible and thermal "lightcurves" are anticorrelated. The brightness variations are 
therefore a result of nonuniform albedo rather 4an a shape factor, and subsequent 
work by Morrison et aL (1975) provided a detailed (but unique only to first order) solu- 
tion to the distribution of dark and bright areas on the satellite surface. From a new 
analysis of early and recent photometry of Iapehs, plus observations of the thermal 
flux throughout an orbit, Morrison ct al, (1975) derived an albedo distribution map, 
shown in Figure 11, that satisfactorily accounts for the visual l i gh t cwe  seen a t  
various aspects. The distribution of albedo shown in Figure 11 ie not unique in that 
(small) variations may occur across the bright face and across the dark face. In 
order to reproduce the observed lightcurves, a polar cap of bright material intruding 
TRAILING SIDE LEQMNG SIDE 
Frpn 1 ! . Mb&l dbaJo drrtbrrmn (or /&IS, r k r  IN, r r  A~tgjf r q d - 4 -  p p - t r m .  E a b  ana m 
LkItd fq r t ~  rirual-i d&. Tk m d r ~ ~ t e  9,- 1, &nrd rvrh that t k  I n g ~ t d  or, tbr 40trIIitr u 
r q r d  to I& arbrtjl lorrgr;&. n u n n d p r o g r d f . . ~  j n p ~ w  p a m t n ~  vn~nnct~oa.  srrd t k  axrr a/ notatrrr IJ 
a~twmrd r r m ~ w l  to t k  ~ e I / ~ t r ' r  iwb~talplalrc.. h g r t n d c  rm-rr m t k  w t  u t r j n m  rh ur tb ,  r d  north 11 
,at r t x  I$. F ~ P  rVmrrmn rt a l .  19'5 
on the dark faoe was necessary, as were darker limbs on the bright face. The amrage 
geometric albeQ of ths bright face must be about 0.35 and that of the dark £ace abut 
0.05 in order to yield the observed thermal fluxes, and the phase integral for the 
bright side must lie in the rangle 1.0 - 3.5. An artistic rendition of the albedo map is 
shown in Figure l2. Ihe thermal (20 y m) obsemtbons at different orbital phase 
angles (Aforrisoa et d, 1975) a m  shown in Figure 13, together with model curpies for  
~ ~ s a f t b p h a s e  int gral, a n d t h e ~ l i g h & c u r v e f r o m t h r e e d i f f e ~  A 
obgervers is shown in Figure 14. 
A near analysis of the occultation lightcurve of Iapehs by Ve .erka et aL (1978) 
cmrabmtes the Morrison et d 0975) model requiring approximately, but not exactly, 
a two-hemisphere albedo disWbutiapl. Veverka et d, suggest that the dark hemisphere 
shaars no limb da&enbg (similar to the mom), but that the bright hemisphere exhibits 
limb ddcening a c c e  to the Minnaert relationship (Veverka et a& equation 2). With 
the Umb darkdng axHicient and the time duration of the occultation, Vevellka et al., Corn- 
pde the dfameter of the satellite, and then the albedo of the bright hemisphere (Elliot 
et a l ,  1978). The di-r is that given in  Tables 5 and 6, while the geometric albedo is 
+Om 20 ibe dark hemisphere is then pv = 0.11 -O. OJ. PV = O. * -o.l(j* +0*04 ~ 0 t h  vaiues are 
appreciably higher than t h e  &rived by hiorrison et $. (1975). The higher albedo 
derived by Veverka et ol, and Elliot et aL for the dark hemisphere does not appear to 
be sufficiently low to produce the infrared thermal fiux measured by Morrison et d 
(1975). though the bright hemisphere albedos derived in both studies are adequately 
included in the r = e  expecW for water frost, 
Tbe question of the polar cap has been further studied by Alillis (1977) who has 
continued the photoelectric photometry of Iapetus in recent years as the aspect angle 
changes. The inclination of the satellite's orbit to the ring plane, though it amounts to 
less tban 15". results in a small change in aspect from year to year such t b t  in the 
intend 1970 to the present the s w t h  pole is tilting out of view. As a result, the 
integrated brightness of the dark (leading) side has decreased in the past fewT years, as 
shown in Millis' photometry in Figure 15. Concurrently, the thermal flux of the dark 
side is increasing (Cruikshank 1979, in preparation) as less bright material is exposed. 
We noted earlier that the composition of the material on the bright face of 
Iapetus is at least partially water froat. The composition of the dark material on the 
lead- face is unknown, but its reflectance from broadband filter photometry in the 
near infrared appears to resemble that of Callisto. Callistofs surface mineralogy is 
not yet understood, but the presence of bound water has been revealed by infrared 
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r t tu fnun I& w r r b .  F m r  Alrll i ,  (107').  
spectrophotometry near 3 pm (Lebofsky 1977, Pollack et al., 1977, and Cruikshank 
et aL, 1977). This absorption aiso occurs in certain dark asteroids (Pallas and Ceres) 
brrt ncr! in T.'e~tz lrniikshank 2nd Gaffey 1978, in preparation). The bound water band 
should be sought on lapetus, and this problem i s  within present observational capabilities 
with narrow-bmc? filters. Discrete mineral absorptions should also be sought, but it  
should be noted that such observations must be made at the exact time of eastern elonga- 
tion so that the feeble light from the dark surface materials i s  not contaminated with the 
bright 1-eflected light from the ice and snow. This requirement places a rigid constraint 
on an already difficult observatio~al problem, but with persistence it  can be solved. 
A r a re  eclipse of Iapetus by Saturn and its rings in January 1978 afforded an 
opportunity to observe for the first time since the invention of the bolometer the change 
in brightness temperature of the satellYe with changes in solar insolation. Portions of 
the event were successfully observed at 20 pm in Hawaii, California, and Arizona, 
though the results a re  in a very preliminary state at this time. The Hawaii observa- 
tions (Cruikshank and Becklin 1978) a r e  shown in Figure 16; the changing 20-pm flux 
occurred as lapetus passed through the shadow of Ring 
2 43 
I I *  I I I 1 1 I I I 
1000 1 1 0 0  1200 I300 1400 
Time (uT) 
F 1 T k I  ob~err~at~nn~ at 0 srimns o/ tbt mapptwrance o/ lrpetuj /nm I& ..5rr/lm5 o/ 
Srtumi Ring A .  X Jamtar) 1978. Tbb pnlimrrwr) runr s U i 1 . ~  I& Ialma~r In ~ ~ / J ~ U X - / O / / I ~  ins 
n k t t a g  oftkz jatcl/ite .clrrjk ;nnli& ujrr *wppuran~~ front ;be ~ h i t ~ u ~ .  Fmuz Cruihhad rnd 
Beihlra ( in  pnp,zrrt:oa j. 
emersion from the ring shadow was predicted (by Alan Harris) at 1100 UT, but the 
satellite surface had clearly begun to warm up starting a t  about 1030 UT. This sug- 
gests that the outer extremities of Ring A are partly transparent, a result known 
earlier from observations of stellar occultations. There is evidence that the thermal 
response of tht uppermost surface layeris) of the regolith of Iapetus is almost instan- 
taneous, indicating, as in the case of the Galilean satellites (Morrison and Cruikshank 
1973, Hansen 1973) that the thermal conductivity and the thermal inertia a re  extremely 
low. Detailed models of the Iapetus data may put realistic constraints on the presence 
of atmospheric gases on this satellite because of the strong effect of an atmosphere on the 
thermal conductivity of the dendritic surface microstructure presumed to exist on Iapetus. 
The reason for the stunning asymmetry in the distributian of frost, hence the 
brightness, on the leading and trailing faces of Iapetus is not understood. Hypotheses 
proposed have included both preferential deposition of frost on the trailing hemisphere 
and preferential removal of frost from the leading hemisphere, but neither can be 
satisfactorily modeled, especially in view of the more nearly uniform distribution of 
bright (or  dark) materials on the other satellites. A more recent hypothesis suggests 
that dark material generated from impacts on Phoebe might preferentially accumulate 
on the leading face of Iapetus as the particles spiral toward Saturn, but this, too, 
requires detailed modeling, In this context, the determination of the nature (at least 
albedo) of the surface of Phoebe is of interest. 
Except for Titan, nothing is known about the presence of atmospheres on the 
satellites of Saturn, but the Fink et al. (1976) spectra would have shown methane o r  
ammonia had either gas been present in even very small amounts. Water frost has a 
finite vapor pressure, and water vapor will dissociate in the presence of solar  ultra- 
violet Light with spectroscopically identifiable oxygen as one byproduct. Searches for 
oxygea surrounding the icy Galilean satellites have s o  far  been negative, however, and 
the reduced vapor pressure at the lower temperature of the Saturn satellites, plus the 
lesser  solar  ultraviolet flux, makes the detection from earth of oxygen around Rhea, 
for example, unlikely. 
INTERIOR STRUCTURES OF THE SATELLITES 
The principal studies of the interior structures and thermal histories of small 
bodies in the outer solar  system have been those of Lewis (1971a, b, 1972) and 
Consolmagno and Lewis (197 6), who have described equilibrium and disequilibrium 
models of condensation from the solar nebula. In the most recent exposition of this 
-k, Consolmagno and Lewis (1977) have shown that for condensation a t  T = 160 K o r  
less, body will have a bulk composition consisting of C1 chondritic material and 
water ice in roughly equal proportions if the process is slow enough to permit mainte- 
nance of chemical equilibrium with the surrounding solar nebula. If condensation 
occurs too fast, disequilibrium occurs and the body is  built up of layers that do not 
interact chemically with one another. Such a body will have a high-density core 
surrounded by a mantle of ice and ammonium hydrosulfide, with an ultimate crust of 
ammonia ice. 
The total mean densities of both types of satellite will be about the same, and 
within the range of the probable densities of the Saturn satellites, except Titan. The 
higher mean density of Titan suggests a larger volume fraction of silicate material. 
The thermal histories of the small satellites depend on their compositions 
because of the different melting temperatures of various ices. If only C1 material and 
water ice a r e  present, satellites less than 650 km in radius will probably not melt, 
and bodies as large a s  1000 km will melt and differentiate only slightly. In models 
where ammonia compounds are present, smaller bodies will melt because of the low- 
ered melting temperature, and satellites of 700 to 1000 km radius will be stgr.ificantly 
differentiated with a core of siljcatss, a mantle consisting of w a k r  ice and aq 
ammonia-water solution, plus a crust  of water ice a few hundred kilometers thick. 
The thermal history of Titan is much more complex because of its greater s ize 
(with higher internal pressure) .and possible larger volume fraction of silicate 
minerals. Melting occurs early in the history of a satellite this large, and acceler- 
ates as energy is released by the gravitational settling of denser fractions. The 
thermal histories of large bodies a r e  perhaps more properly termed cooling histories, 
and the formation of different pressure phases of the ices in the interiors of these 
objects, plus the chemical interactions of the different constituents has only begun to 
be studied. 
SUMMARY 
I t  is useful a t  this point to summarize our understanding of each satellite 
individually; we consider them radially outward from Saturn. 
1. - S 11 If it exists, S 11 is probably an icy satellite with high albedo and 
radius several tans of kilometers. I t  may be, a s  Aksnes and Franklin suggest, just 
one member of a family of extended ring particles near the Roche limit. Verification 
of its existence will probably await the next passage of the earth through the ring 
plane, o r  perhaps spacecraft imagery. 
2. - Janus If Janus really exists, it is probably indistinguishable from S 11 and 
any other members of the ring-tip family of satellites, but additional data a re  clearly 
required. 
3. Mimas By inference and analogy, the surface, and perhaps the bulk com- 
position, of Rlimas is dominated by water frost. Mimas is less than half the size of 
the largest asteroids. 
4. Enceladus The only relevant data ~ndicate that Enceladus is a frost- 
covered satellite, though there is a suggestion of a leading-trailing asymmetry in the 
same sense as that observed on Iapetus. If correct, there may exist a further clue 
to the puzzling case of Iapetus. Enceladus is about the same size as Mimas, but there 
is marginal evidence that its mean density is a bit greater, though still in the range 
of total volatile composition. 
5. Tethys Another icy satellite, Tethys is about the same size as the largest 
asteroids, though its albedo is much higher. The frost appears uniformly distributed 
around the body, 
6. Dione Dione is indistinguishable from Tethys at the present level of 
precision of the relevant data. 
7. - Rhea Frost dominates the surface of Rhea, and the albedo is uniformly 
high around the satellite. It  is larger than the largest asteroids, but is still  only half 
the size of Titan and the Galilean satellites. The mass, hence the density, is 
unhown, but frozen volatiles probably a re  the bulk compositional constituents. 
8. - Titan Titan dominates the satellite family in terms of diameter and mass, 
and exerts a measurable gravitational force on other bodies in the system. Its opaque 
atmosphere controls its photometric properties, and we horn nothing of its surface. 
The mean density of Tih is uncertain, but is probably less than 2 g ~ m ' ~ ,  suggesting 
that the interior contains only a very small fraction of silicates in additi jn to the 
presumed condensed volatiles. Titan presents an interesting contrast to  the icy 
satellites interior to it. 
9. Hyperion Apparentl:~ another non-icy satellite, Hyperion exists in a grav- 
itational relationship with Titan, and its orbital (and rotational) history may have been 
controlled by the larger body. Sketchy evidence appears to show a compositional 
similarity between the surface of Hyperion and satellites of Uranus and Neptune, F ,i 
the nature of the material has not yet been deciphered. Hyperion is very smali. 
10. Iapetus - One of the great puzzles of the solar system is the asymmetry 
in the distribution of frost on the surface of this satellite; the leading face may be 
dark, and the trailing hemisphere is largely covered with water frost. Iapetus i s  
comparable in size with the largest asteroids, and it is the first  satellite outward from 
Saturn whose orbit is inclined significantly to the ring/satellite plane. Thermal eclipse 
data appear to indicate a very low densitj. upper surface layer. 
11. Phoebe Marginal evidence suggests that Phoebe's surface is dark, in 
which case material removed by impacting space debris may be the source of the dark 
material on Idpetus. Phoebe moves retrograde in its large orbit, a t  a high inclination 
to the ring plane. There is no evidence on the question of surface composition. 
Ground-based observational techniques have not been e x h ~ ~ s t e d  in the study of 
the satellites of Saturn. Infrared apectra can be obtained for all members of the sys- 
tem with the exception of Janus acd S 11, with instruments ir. existence o r  under 
development, thus giving us the possibility of studying the composition of Mimas, 
Hyperion, the dark side of lapetus, and Phoebe. The largest telescopes and most 
sensitive detectors a r e  required, however, so  progrsss on these problems will be 
slow. 
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DISC tTSSaON 
n. 3lORRISOh': Since y m  mentioned the recent lapetus eclipse, I think it would 
be appropriate to read into the record the bstrzct of a preprint that I received from 
K. .4ksnes .and F. A. Franklin of a paper c .d blutual Phenomena of Saturn's Satellites 
In 1979- 1950. ('fits paper has since app ed in lcorus (1970). 34, 194-207.) 
"[,'sing tu:o sets o f  orbital . ',-rnent. . .I the mdii o f  the Saturnian satellites I 
(.!lrmrrc,l through 7 (Hyperion), - * / that from Oct. 1979 uotil Aug. IM0 
neadv 300 mutual eclipses and L ,.. tions incoluirag these hodics will occur. To 
allou for thc cxpected errors in the .te!lite emphemerides. we repeat the* cal- 
culations in order to obtain thit addlrior~l ecents that occur when all satellite 
radii (save 7'itan's) am incwcrstld by 1000 krn. A third listing predicts ~c.lipses o f  
satellites b-v (the shadou* o f )  the ring. Photometric obsenwtions o f  a large plumber 
o f  these events ulill add much pn*c* information to our knowledge o f  the 
Satlrrrtran systgrn :I!  a critical time. " 
n*-ve. D. CRlrIKStG4NK: These eclipses and occultations will be tough to ~t\q.., 
G. sIS~OE: A r e  the leading faces of a l l  the satellites interior to Tihn brighter 
than tbe trailing hces ? 
D. CRUIKSHAKK: KO, they're not. There Is some marginal evidence that 
Enceladus Is  oriented the same way that Iapetus is, namely, that the face in the lend- 
ing direction is darker  than tbe trailing face. That conclusion was based on insuffi- 
cient photometric data that are intrinsically very difftcult to get. 
In the case of h I i w ,  we have no data akfcver. But i t  is interesting to spec- 
ulate about the difference behven the reflectance of the icy satellites acd the ~-cflr?c- 
tance of the rings, specifically shor t  of 500 urn. Tbe rings, as you know, drop off 
toward the LV, while the satellites am flat. Where does the transition occur? Doe3 
it occur at the edge of the rings? Does i t  occur with S-11 o r  Janus o r  Ximas '.' It 
would be very interesting to fmd out. 
I might p i n t  out that a lot of these problem3 that still remain on the satellites 
of Saturn are soluble. We can ge t  better spectra and better photometry, but i t  takes 
big telescopes with sensitive detectors. 
D. MORRISOX: There also will be a much improved opportuniw in the nest 
couple of years because of the rings being on edge. The scattered light problem \\ill 
be substantially less for the inner satellites. 
J. CUZ ZI: In tk spectra  of Callisto and Ganj-mede, can you resolct thc I-OC!-; 
component from the ice component? Also, do  you see less  reddening in t!w o x t s T -  
Galilean satellites than you do in 10 and Europa? In the Saturn system you see the 
Saturn satellites having flat spectra and the rings k i n g  red, and I wonciercti if :; 
similar  effect was seen in  the Ga1ile.m satellites. 
D. 3IORRISOh': There are such major compositional differences f r ~ m  one 
Galilean satellite to another that such 2 systematic effect is probably maskcd. ?'hntls 
why it's interesting to talk about the ensemb.e of the rings the sak l l i tes  for Saturn. 
As far as w e  knoiv, they al l  have surfaces with about the same c o ~ p s i t i o n  - mainly 
water ice. It is a more homogeneous sample, at least to first order. 
NON-THERMAL RADIO EMISSION 
FROM SATURN 
James W. Warwick 
Dcpmtmrnt of .4strogcopbysics. University of Cdm& 
Boulder. Cdorada 80309 
Direct. strung evidence for non-thermal radio emission from Suum exiws 
in the hecrometric data obsmed by Imp  6 and studied by L. W. Brown. 
W i t h  the appmadws of the Vq-ager and Pi- spacecdrt. ma- and 
specific infmion on Saturn's magneric field wi1l become available by 
the end of 1979. The planet has been tentatively identified as a +camewi 
source by several inrcstigators, bur the most sensitive a;d mast ment dptp 
fail to c d r m  this. At mctnc or decimerric a.aveiengths Saturn has no 
non-thermal emission like jupirer's synchrorrun sources. F i i ,  a com- 
parative study- of earth a d  Jupiter d i o  emissions suggests what we mn)- 
expect f m  giant planets in the way of e idence foa lightning discharges. 
Let T be source temperature in the usual thermodynamic sense !a measure of 
E per molecule); t b n ,  non-thermal radio emission occurs where the source is 
av 
-1 -1 brighter than the radiance, 2I2,dhZ w m a ~ z  sr . A is wavelength; Eav = kT 
where k = 1.38 x J per deg, and T = absolute temperature. 
Hectometric radio emission from Saturn (at wavelengths of 100's of meters) 
has probably bee3 observed from the Imp-6 Spacecraft by L. W. Brown (1975) (see 
Figure 1). At the peak, 300 m = A, the flux density in this emission seen near the 
earth approximately equals the cosmic background radio flux, as  well as the peak 
flux density of Jupiter's emission at 8 MHz (Brown, 1974). Its occurrence probabil- 
ity is less than 5% of that for Jupiter emission at 1 MHz. This may explain the lack 
of detection (Kaiser, 1977) of Saturn from the Radio Astronomy Explorer-2 
spacecraft. 
Decametric radio emission from Saturn was tentatively detected by Smith 
and Douglas (19591, Carr et aL (1961), and Brmde (1972). Further measurements 
to a very high sensitivity at 11.4 m (Shawhan et id, 1973 and Bfutel, 1974) indicate 
m continuous flvx greater than about 1 x flux units. Since the latter observa- 
tions to& place close to jh maximum tilt of Saturn's southern pole towards the 
earth, it seems clear that there ia Zitzle or  no mth pole emission. If Saburn is 
asymmetric, and favors its north pole, however, the Yale observations could have 
been consistent with northern emission, like Jupiter produces. 
The possibility of Saturn synchrotron emission has generated many attempts 
to estimate and to measure polarization and spectral properties of Shhumfs metric 
and decimetric radiations. This emission may well be signifkant only at metric 
wavelengths; measurements have not yet detected it (see Shawhan, 1978). 
Phenomem~ogically distinct from these types of emission, there exists on 
the earth strong broadband impulsive radi.:, emission associated with electrical dis- 
charges. It seems as though virtually all prognosticators believe that lightning also 
will occur in the giant planets1 atmospheres near the water ice freezing levels (Lewis, 
1969), and even in the atmosphere of Saturnf s largest satellite, Titan (Sagan, 1974). 
My favorite magazine center-fold illustration i s  from Notional Geographic (Febru- 
ary, 1975). It shows, I think, what we might all hope to record sometime aboard 
probes into the atmospheres of the giant planets and, perhaps, to Titan. 
There are no measurements of Saturn's magnetic field as such. Brown's 
(1915) data represent indirect evidence for the field like (although it lacks polariza- 
tion) the evidence on which Zupiter's field was inferred 20 years ago (Franklin and 
Burke, 1958). The inference that Saturn's polar surface field is 2 -6s follows 
from the comparison of the radio frequency of terrestrial kilometric radiation with 
that of Jupiter's decametric radiation. The one peaks at about 300 KHz, and the 
other, at about 8 MHz. The field strengths in the sources are directly proportional 
to these radio frequencies. This kind of agreement, as put forth by Kaiser and 
Stone (1W5), is based on many dif£erent authors' theoretical and experimental resulh. 
Theoretical inferences on Saturn's polar surface field cover an enormous 
range. Excluding predictions that Tt has no field at all (bmoluchowski, lSTl), they 
range from 1/20 to 5 gauss (Stevenson, 1974; Warwick et d ,  lm), a factor of 100 
Smoluchowski doubts the existence of the necessary liquid mdallic core, Stevenson 
allows for only a small core (1/8 the planetary radius) and Warwick et al use a 
physical scaling for magnetic theory, but do not discuss metallicity o r  conductivity of 
Saturn's interim. Many people (Luthey, Van men, S h o e ,  Scarf, and others) adopt 
their own solutions to this problem of Saturn's internal fluidity and magnetism. 
A s  I write (1 February. 1978). Brown's (1914) hectometric Jupiter signals 
would lie about 3 dB above cosmic noise at the Voyager spacecraft about 3 AU from 
Jupiter. The Voyager PRA experiment (Warwidc et d, 1977) at hectomemc 
wavelengths uses a narrow bandwidth, clly 1 kHz, and cannot detect the cosmic noise, 
both as a result of this bandwidth limitation, and also the presence of a small residual 
interference unsynchronized with the spacecraft clock. However, it has detected 
Jupiter in this range since 28 December 1977. The approach to Jupiter renders its 
signals much stronger than noise of Saturn. After Jupiter encounter, Saturn emission 
rapidly gains the advantage. At  the time of the Pioneer 11 encounter in September, 
1979, Voyager 1 should show Saturn signals comparable, at 1 MHz, to Jupiter signals 
and 10 dB stronger than the cosmic noise. At Titan's distance from Satu-a, its 
signals will be 60 dB stronger than at  Earth, and far above minimum detectable 
signals. 
For more than one year before Voyager's Saturn encounter, and possibly as 
soon as Pioneer 11's Saturn encounter, the Voyagers will receive Saturn's hecb- 
metric radio emissions for measurements of spectrum, time variatioaa, and polari- 
zati<-.. If the emission is detected a t  all, and Brown's success in this respect is at 
the 95 percent confidence level, wc can learn about Saturn the same things we learned 
h i l t  .Jupiter from ground-based radio observations. These are: (1) rotation period 
of Sat~rn's internal magnetic fieid sources to a precision of a few seconds o r  better 
in l o  hours; (3) presence of satellite or ring interactions with Saturn's magneto- 
spheric plasma; (3) asymmetries in the magnetic field on Saturn's surfice; 
(4) strength and sense of the surface magnetic fields. In the latter data, we  will, of 
course, perhaps only verify crudely what Pioneer 11 has already by then measured 
with considerable precision. However, it is comfortable to consider that whatever 
i s  Pioneer 11's fate almost two years from now, we can reasonably expect to learn 
something about Saturn's field just from Voyager data alone, and as soon as 
September, 1979. And finally, the radio period of rotation determined over a base- 
line of more than io3  rotations, will probably remain more precise than in sit,, 
field measures can provide over the 20 o r  3G rotations of close encounter. 
Electrical discharges from man-made sources, such as frictional electrifica- 
tion of synthetic fabrics, a r e  a commonplace feature of everyday life. In their 
extreme natural form, they are dangerous, not common, and not understood. If the 
sole precondition for thunderstorm electrification in a planetary atmosphere is 
turbulent convection near the water freezing level, then we expect electrification in 
Saturn's and Titan's atmospheres, a s  well as Jupiter's. 
Bar-Nun (197 5) goes fiarther, to compute the e-xplicit intensity of thunder- 
storms like those on earth that would be required on Jupiter, according to his theory 
of the origin and chemical kinetics of ammonia and acetylene, to produce the observed 
acetylene. Many authors seek to explain the presumed existence of complex prebiotic 
chemistry in the giant planets, through laboratory experiments patterned after those 
of Miller m d  Urey (see Ponnamperuma, 1974) who sparked test tubes containing the 
cosmic mixture and analyzed the prebiotic products. .hJO doubt, if lightning does 
occur out there, these r e a c t i o ~ s  occur, whether o r  nc.t their products a r e  sufficiently 
abindant to produce the coloratiot visible in the giant planetsf atmospheres. There 
is controversy on this point, which, to repeat, is whether there is evidence, from 
either chemistry, spectroscopy, o r  photometry, that lightning discharges take place 
on the giant planets. 
What the space program might provide is rn situ evidence for the occurrence 
of electrical discharges in giant planet atmospheres. The remainder of my report 
will discuss what evidence there may I>e from Earth-based data, and what evidence 
may be collected in the future from the Voyager spacecraft, as well a s  might have 
been already observed from the Pioneer spacecraft at  the two Jupiter encounters. 
Direct radio emission evidence, including the low-frequency phenomena of 
whistlers, is lacking from the Pioneers for the simple reason that neither of them 
carried a wave experiment a t  any frequency. These were energetic-particles-intensive 
spacecraft, and prwided definitive evidence especially for engineering design of 
future spacecraft for flights around Jcpiter. 
On the other hand, optical experiments in the inflared and visual spectral 
regions ~ b w e d  Jupiter's atmosphere to be turbulent, on a scale no larger than a few 
hundred kilometers, everywhere, including polar regions. Furthermore the infrared 
experiment showed outward heat fluxes constant (Ingersoll et d., 1976) over the entire 
planet accessible to observation, which implies that the forces driving convection a r e  
omnipresent. I t  is obviously tot possible within the time scales of the Pioneer 
scanning photopolarimekr to record lightning flashes; this most direct of all methods 
does not work on those spacecraft. 
Earth orbiting satellites can on the other hand detect nighttime lightning 
storms (Sparro\v and Xey, 1971; Sizoo and \i%alcn, 1976). Signal levels from the 
Defense 3Ieteorolngical Satellite Rogrzni (DIISP) satellites at  just under 1000 km 
altitude easily detect ci@ l:::!lts and squall lines, the latter through a vnique streak 
of response by the scanning detector to intense tlashes of lightning. From tlie Jupiter 
periapsis of Voyager 1 at  more than 30@ times the distance of DblSP friltn Earth's 
lightning strokes, the same effect must require about 50 dB greater lightning intensity. 
Success of the V ~ a g e r  polarimeters must under these circumstances be doubted 
insofar as their detection of lightning is  concerned, even though Bar-Nun (1975) 
requires essentially a thunderstorm on each element of area on Jupiter's ~ u r f a c e  
measuring 10 x 10 km, each producing strokes once every 10 s, like a violent ter- 
restrial s h r m .  
In some particularly active centers, such as  the Great Red Spot, he infers 
4 10 x e**en that level, which is  itself 10 x a s  active, per unit area averaged over 
Jupiter's surface, a s  is the level of terrestrial lightning. 
It i s  well worth remembering that the earliest explanacio::~ of Jupiter's 
decanletric emission were in terms of enormous lightning flashm requiring energies 
8 
more than 10 x greater than those on Earth (L3urke, 1961, and see below). This 
enormous enhancement i s  necessary if the fine tinic st~mcturc. of the planetary emis- 
sions, fluctuations violent on a scqle of 0.1 s to 10 s ,  r eprescnts individual flashes. 
Since, however, there a re  convincing reasons to believe this variability has more to 
255 
do with scintillations produced in the solar wind plasma, than time variability in the 
sources on Jupiter, the early explanation is no longer accepted. Instead, Jupiter's 
radio sources today a re  understood in terms of magnebspheric physics, including the 
generation and precipitation of energetic electron streams into Jupiter's upper 
atmosphere. 
4 Therefore we sccept Bar-Nun's requirement of 10 enhancement in the average 
rate of occurrence of lightning flashes on Jupit-,r a s  compared with the Earth, rather 
than enormously enhanced individual flashes. $lashes are, by assumption, identical 
in physical structure on the two planets, and Re will not discuss whether Bar-Nun's 
conclusion is, irl its own terms, acctgtable frcm a physical chemical point of view. 
Thunderstorm activity on Earth produces radio emissions at all frequencies 
ranging from ELF to VHF. At high frequencies (HZ'), from 3 to 30 MHz, the emissions 
from individual flashes may escape the ionosphere of the earth and be recorded in 
space. Figure 2 shows a typical flash consisting of several return strokes, with 
coupled impulsive radio emissions a t  15 kHz and 34 MHz, a6 well as quasi-continuous 
Frguro 2. Elcrtromagwtic fiIa3 in  rk Irght~rng parh. The "E-fiU' cunr 11 u~rntral l )  tbe DC 
rurrations in  the eIectrntaticfiI.f. I b e  other IU'D i u n r ~  are, rupctrwIy. W b a n d  enrrjsion c e n t d o n  1 5 
KHz, a n d  reIafivrly mawow band enrifirnn mtmd on 34 M H z .  Tbr abrmvationr urn 4 thr 
Unrtwri ty  of Colorado Radro A~troriomy O b r m u t q .  nurr Ncdcrland, Colorah,  rn Stptmber. 19?7. 
emission lasting for several tenths of one second a t  34 MHe, Field strengths in an 
individual stroke at 34 MHz are typically a few millivolts per meter per root hundred 
kilohertz at ranges of a few kilometers (see Uman, 1969). 
High frequency emission from a single, given, stroke seen from satellite 
altitudes, say, 1000 kilometers, about equals the cosmic background. To produce 
this much signal if its source were Jupiter, the stroke would have to be 120 dB more 
6 
energetic, since Jupiter is about 10 x farther away (600, OOC, 000 km a t  opposition). 
This is a much larger ratio than the one given by GaUet (1961), which was only a 
8 9 factor of 10 to 10 in energy. 
Instead of individual flashes, observations of terrestrial discharges from 
space refer to the largest scale storm centers on Earth covering millions of square 
kilometers of tropical continents. These have been effectively observed by the Radio 
Astronomy Explorer-1 spacecraft a t  an altitude of 6000 krn over the Amazon basin 
(Herman et a l ,  1973). In southern winter, December, 1968, direct observations 
showed this particular terrestrial radio emission source to have a brightness about 
50 dB above the cosmic noise level a t  9 MHz. These a r e  well calibrated results, by 
the spacecraft's Ryle-Vonberg comparison radiometer in 32 s averages. Further- 
more, the lower Vee antenna of this spacecraft possesses a pattern 13' x 27' in 
dimensions, quite appropriate to a determination of the brightness variations over 
sources the size of Amazonia, seen from an altitude of 6000 lun. 
Thirty-four MHz stroke emission seen at  6000 km from a single stroke, should 
be 15 dB below the cosmic noise level. To enhance a single stroke by additional 
strokes sufficient to build the total emission 50 dB above the cosmic noise requires 
6 3 
more tha 3 x 10 strokes to occur simultaneously. Since only 10 storms a r e  simul- 
taneously present over the entire Earth, i t  may be that RAE-1's Amazonia observations 
a r e  due to man-made interferences a s  well as t3 thunderstorms. 
Our interest is, however, in Saturn, and to the extent it provides a model, 
also Jupiter. Taken a t  face value, that is, without allowance for man-made noise in 
the Amazonia data, the RAE-1 results suggest that thunderstorms on Jupiter, just 
like those on earth in stroke intensity and in rate of stroke occurrence per square 
km per s, a re  not far  below the Earth-based detection level at 9 MHz. With the 
greater areal frequency of thunderstorms proposed by Bar-Nun, the radio emission 
should have already been recorded in Earth-based radio astronomical observations. 
To demonstrate this we note that RAE-1's terrestrial "thunderstorm1' levels 
a t  9.1 MHz a r e  50 dB greater than the cosmic noise when the spacecraft i s  6000 km 
above Arnazonia. If the spacecraft were a t  Jupiter's distance 600,000,000 km instead, 
5 it would receive the signals from 10 x farther away, and therefore 100 dB weaker. 
This would result in the terrestrial signals there being 50 dB below the cosmic noise. 
Jupiter's area is 21 dB greater than the earth's, and as a result, if it is the source 
of thunderstorms exactly like those observed by RAE-1, but greater in number 
because of this greater area, Jupiter storms seen from the Earth should be just 
29 dB below the cosmic noise at 9.1 &!Hz. 
But Bar-Nun states that the normalized rate of occurrence of thunderstorm 
4 
strokes on Jupiter needs for chemical reasons to be 10 x that of the Earth. Since 
3 there are no more than 10 storms in progress on the Earth at a given moment, the 
terrestrial areal occurrence frequency is no more than 1.96 x kmeZ, which 
requires one storm in each area measured 714 km on the sides over the entire Earth. 
Bar-Nun suggests that this figure on Jupiter would be, instead, 7.14 km on one side. 
The total number of Jupiter storms visible a t  the Earth on Bar-Nun's hypo- 
thesis becomes 21 dB + 40 dB - 3 dB = 58 dB greater than a r e  terrestrial storms 
visible from Jupiter. Since the latter a r e  50 dB below the cosmic noise, we conclude 
that in combination with the BAE-1 terrestrial data, Bar-Nun's theory predicts that 
terrestrial observations of Jupiter thtlnders torrns should lie 8 dB above the cosmic 
noise level a t  9.1 MHz. 
One caveat would be the possibility that a t  9.1 MHz, Jupiter's ionosphere 
cuts off thunderstorm radio emissions. They are, of course less intense a t  higher 
VHF frequencies s o  that we would expect smaller signal to noise ratios there. And, 
in addition, decametric emissions will strongly cover thunderstorm emissions a t  
higher frequencies. In any case, the Pioneer 10/11 ionosphere critical frequencies 
were only about 5 to 6 MHz (see Fjeldbo et al., 1976). Finally, Bar-Nun suggests 
that the Great Red Spot, because of its obvious convective activity a s  well a s  strong 
color, should be an active thunderstorm region, 10 x more than other regions of 
Jupiter. 
We have several years of high gain interferometer data recorded by the 
University of Colorado-High Altitude Odservatory near Boulder, a t  8.9 MHz. This 
should be an ideal base on which to investigate whether this effect occurs, These 
data have been scaled for Jupiter emissions, alongside similar data taken a t  
10.1 MHz (see Dulk and Clark, 1966) at  the US Department of Commerce Observatory 
in B ~ l d e r .  These authors analyzed their data for structures in the radio longitude 
system and in the lo longitude system. If, however, a putative atmospheric source 
contributes to these data the slower rotation rate of the GRS than the magnetic field 
of Jupiter might make it hard to observe. This smearing amounts to about 90' in 
only one observing season; while, a t  decametric wavelengths, features a re  much 
narrower than this value, it might be that in a few longitude ranges, say perhaps 
where GR8 is located, a new peak would appear a t  the low frequency of 8.9 MHz. 
Figure 3 shows the results of reanalyzing the 1964 apparition data a t  8.9 MHz, 
and additional, unpublished material for the apparition of 1965. In essence, the new 
analyses, in radio longitude system III (1965) and a s  we l ,  in temperature-altitude 
longitude system II, show a s  expected a very broadly distributed emfssion of almost 
global occurrence around the planet. The features a re  more consistent in system Ill, 
and shift backwards, towards smaller longitudes, in system II. This is precisely 
what should happen if the emission is totally dominated in these records by the famil- 
iar  decametric emissions that relate to magnetospheric interactions. In particular, 
there i s  little evidence that a narrow new source appears a t  the LCM of the GRS, 
which is about 020' in system II a t  this time. 
The upshot of all this i s  that it appears a s  though Bar-Nun's conclusion, along- 
side the RAE-1 data, together imply thunderstorm activity from Jupiter 8 dB above 
cosmic n ~ i s e  levels. The Jupiter decametric levels on these ground-based records 
are, although i t  has not been mentioned earlier, about 10 dB below the cosmic noise. 
Therefore, we conclude that our hypotheses a r e  in er ror  by 13 dB at least, and pos- 
sibly some greater amount. If we concll~de that our failure to find a system 11 connec- 
tion is a t  the 10 dB level below the level of the Jupiter emissions themselves, we a r e  
probably safe in concluding that thunderstorm activity is at  least 30 dB below the 
RAE-l-Bar-Nun prediction. 
How should we understand this discrepancy? In the f irst  place, suppose that 
the terrestrial thunderstorm data a t  6000 km are  15 dB above cosmic noise instead 
of 50 dB. Herman et al. (1975; indicate, for United States thunderstorms, the levels 
a r e  6 to 12  dB higher than in the usual cir-*l.l?stances, when man-made noise domi- 
3 
nates. This corresponds to the assumptions that there a r e  10 storms simul@nenusly 
in the antenna of RAE- 1 over Brazil, and we know HF emission levels from strokes. 
In that case, we have made up the discrepancy vis-a-vis the 8.9 MHz observational 
data, and with only 5 dB required from Bar-Nun's theory (I. e., 35 dB enhancement 
over earth's thunderstorm activity, instead of 40 dB) to make it fit the data. 
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Gonverseiy , we might suggest that some Jupiter thunderstor lr ctivity i s  indeed 
apparent in the Boulder rj. 9 AIHe data. 
Voyager 1 passes by Jupiter a t  about 350,000 km distauce, (3502 = 51 dB, 
away from the standard 1000 km distance a t  which a single stroke produces an equiva- 
lent radiation to the cosmic noise at decametric wavelengths. But there a r e  58 dB 
marc storms there (if we accept Bar-Nun's hypothesis) than are visible from the 
earth, and the lztter number is 30 dB mere than one stroke. We expect tc ~ e e  
thunderstorm activity, granted validity of -\Tun's canclusions, at a level 58 dB 
+ 30 dB - 51 dB = 37 dB abwe the cosmic noiiie. This value exceeds the spacecraft 
i r ter ferexe levels at all frequencies, an3 suggests cfetectability of Bar-Nun's 
thun&rstorms from both Voyagers. 
The spacecraft are i~npleme&xl so Uat observations on a time resolution of 
about 0.1 milliseconds are possible for a lot of observing time within the Jupiter 
system, The statistics of these data may &veal lightning storms on Jupiter, even if 
individual strokes are not distinguishable from the great bulk of emissions. In parti- 
c u k ,  enhancements associste with  optical features such as the GRS are warth a 
careful search. Perhaps within a year or so, we can answer the vexing question of 
lightnin~ occurrence on Jupiter, sad then, within two and a half years, similar qles- 
how for Saturn and Titan. 
The -=arch in this note was supported by NASA and by hiF. 
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B. SMITH: Jim, what is the hope that new a L  ?mations will determine the 
radio rotation period (the equivalent ob Jovian System III) for Saturn? 
J. WARWICK: I belime that the possibility of observing non-thermal emis- 
sion by Saturn from space remains for Voyager. Voyager I will be the first to detect 
Saturn, and that will be from a distance of about 4 AU in September of 1379. Until 
then, there won't be any more data than Brown's. To determine a Saturn rotation 
period will br a ''first order of business" for us. 
L. TYLER: What about the possibility of detecting lightning in otber regions 
of the spectrum ? 
J. WARWICK: W~th a flyby of Jupiter, that's one of the things the plasma wave 
esperiment wauld be looking for. The question is: Will there be any precursor events 
to identify the wave sources as lightning, such as the snap f o l l d  by the whistle? 
We may not be able to see the ind;vidual snap followed by the individual whistle. If 
there's as much activity as Bar-Nun thSJrs, we may not be able to see anything 
separately: just see a mishmash of noise comprising all the lightning strokes aver 
the d a c e  of Jupiter. 
MAGMETOSPHERE OF SATURN 
Depuitmmt of Atmospberk Scienccs, U n k n i t y  o:C&f& at L a  Aageler 
Los Amgek. Cdi fmiQ 900.24 
Models of the b m i a n  magnetosphere based on the spplicofion of 
mapempheric scaling ~Ia t ions  to a spin-aligned plonccPr). magnuic 
dipole duu produces a surface equatorial W d  wrggth in the mage 0.5 ao 2 
gauss exhibit the following properties: ( I )  the orbit of l i tan Lks inside of 
the mqpetosphere essentially all of the time, even when varktioas in the 
size of the mpgneroaphr?iP resulting from sdar wind pressure changes are 
taken inn, account; (2) the Brice-type phecacy plasmvphffe reaches a 
peak density of Pbout 10 pmcom cm-' as L = 7 (L = ~ n c . a c  dis- 
tance in units of planetary radii); (3) M s  ringshave a profound effict 
on the energetic particle population and the plnsmasphenes derived f m  
intersfeUar neutrals and Titan's tcwuo; (4) the modd cPkulaion s u g p s s  
that the Titanderived phma+ere may be se l f -~ lpl i f+g  with a a- 
bock fjwma greater than unity. which implies the possibility of a non- 
li@ oacuratcd. highly inflarrd brumian magnetosphere; ( 5 )  this same 
source can have importvrr d i n g  effects on the outer edge of the rings as 
determined by Brown-Lanzcroni sputtering rates. 
INTRODUCTION 
The observation of radio bursts from Saturn strongly imply that that planet, 
like Mercury, Earth and Jupiter has a rich and interesting magnetosphere. We 
here apply the arguments and relationships that comprise the subject of c~mparative 
magnetospheres to explore in terns of specific models some of t he  likely properties 
of the Saturnian magnetosphere. Each magnetosphere presently known has one o r  
more distinguishing characteristics which set it apart from the others: at Mercury 
a small, quick, iomspherically-unrestrained magnetosphere; at Earth a cornpromise 
magnetosphere, intermediate in almost all respects, and at Jupiter a mtatioll and, as 
now appears likely, satelliie dominated magnetosphere. In the case of Saturn, unique 
characteristics can be expected to result from the presence of the rings which act as 
a particle absorption feature extending far into the magnetosphere, and from the 
. : * a .  
presence of Titan with its relativei;.rnassi6;3 -*&@ere and neutral &article torus 
acting as a strong ion source in the wter magnetosphere. 
The principh. results b m  the w8Sject of comparative magnetospheres to be 
used here are takefi from Kennel (1973) and Siscoe (1978a). Concerning the magneto- 
spheres of Jupiter and Saturn specifically, the articles by Scarf (1973, 1975), 
Coroniti (1975), and Kennel and Coroniti (1975, 1978) shouid also be consulted. To go 
through our subject ~~vsiernatically, we consider separately the magnetospheric 
features and processes arising from the solar wind interaction, from the ionfiation 
of the planetary atmosphere and interstellar medium, and from the ionization of 
Titants neutral particle torus (see Figure 1). 
SOLAR \\'MI FEATURES AND PRCSESSES 
The solar wind ik'iu~tirirly, o r  magnetopause, is the first item \ire will consider 
under this headiug. Tt.e cistance h m  the planet into the wind at which the shielding 
effect of the planetary magnetic field brings the solar wind to rest and causes the flow 
to be deflected in the manner of a flow p s t  a blunt is given in the case of Saturn, 
under the assumption of a pure dipole field and a vacuum magnetosphere, by 
0 
where Rm is in units of Saturnian radii, ni* is the product of solar-wind proton density 
and speed-squared at Saturn, e x p r e s s 4  as in Figure 3 in terms of the ratio to the mean 
-1 -2 
value S x 1013 cm s extrapolated from measurements at  1 AU (Formisano cr al., 
1974), d BES is the surface equatorial field strength in gauss. We assume here that 
the planetary field is a spin-aligned dipole (see Figure 2). 
Arguments based on the absence of detecuble Saturnian radio emissions at  
earth analogous to Jot-ian decimetric emissions @car& 1973), on the detection of 
Saturnian magnetospheric radio bursts arialogous to Jovial dxametr ic  bursts and 
geomagnetospheric kilometric bursts (Kaiser and Stone, 1975; Kennel and Maggs, 
1976). and on 3n empirical planetary scalicg relation (Kennel, 1973) suggest that 
BES lies in the range 0.5 to 2 gauss. 
2 The solar wind quantity proportional to momentum fiuu, nV , varies in 
response to solar wind streams, which undergo appreciable nonliqear e\rclution 
between the "rbit of Earth, wiler: the.characterisiics of the flux a r c  well known, and 
the orbit of Saturn, where the char.~ctcristics must be determined by no~~lineitr estra- 
polation from 1 AU. Such calculations have been performed by Hundhausen and Pizzo 
(private communication, 1976) and are shown in Figure 3. The effect of stream 
evoiution is evident in the comparison of the histograms at 1 A U  and 10 -4U. At 1 AU 
the moda! and average values are approsimately equal ivhcreas a t  10 AU the modal 
value is considerably less thal; the average, and there is z compensating increase in 
the population 3f the high value tail. This chsnge in the character of the histogram 
reflects the fact that at 10 AU the streams Live evolved into narrow regions of high 
comprcssion separated by \vide regions of rarefact'on. The magnetospheric cor- 
sequence of this stream evolution is that compared to Earth the value of Rm for Saturn 
will be relatively more variable and values larger than average w i l l  occur relatively 
more frequently (see Smith et al.. 1975). 
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The histogram in Figure 3 can be used in combination with equation (1) to deter- 
mine probability distributions for the size of the Saturnian magnetosphere a s  measured 
by Rm and these a r e  shown in Figure 4. We see from the figure that the probability 
that the subsolar magnetopause lie 5eyond the orbit of Titan is greater than 90% even 
for the case BES = 0.5 gauss. For the case BES = 2 gauss. there is a 50% probability 
that it will  lie beyond twice the orbital djstance of Titan. 
The values of R determined froin equation (1) are actually lower limits that m 
would be revised upwards when the effects of interior plasma populations are con- 
sidered. Lo the case of earth such revisions are relatively small, except possibly 
during geomaguetic storms, when the solar wind-derived interior plasma feature 
referred to a s  the ring current becomes important. In the case of Jupiter, interior 
plasma populations evidently dominate in providing the stagnation pressure at the sub- 
solar magnetopause, creating in effect a magnetic dipole 2 to 3 times greater than that 
of Jupiter alone (Davis and Shith, 1976). As equation (1) shows, such an effective 
increase in BES would increase Rm by a factor of 1.3 to 1.4. The increased internal 
pressure might result simply from the addition of the static thermal and magnetic 
pressures of the resident, quasi-trapped charged particle populations, o r  from the 
dynamic pressure of a centriftyll:.. driven, radially flowing magnetospheric wind 
(Coroniti and Kennel, 1977, and references therein). As we will see, in the case of 
Saturn, Titan might be the source of a major internal plasma feature with a magnetic 
moment exceeding that of Saturn. Thus, the actual size of Saturn's magnetosphere 
might be considerably larger than predicted on the bases of a vacuum interior. 
We have dwelt at length on thcl magnetopause and what determines its size 
hecause of the importance of the answer to this question to later discussions. With 
regard to the remaining jolar wind feat.xres and rrocesses, it is both reasonable and 
expedient to adopt the philosophy first  expressed by Scarf (1973 and also 1973). In 
all essent~als  that a r e  likely to be import& in determining magnetclr-pheric features 
and processes, both in regr?rd to solar whd p a r a n d e r s  and planetary purrmeters,  
Jupiter and Saturn a r e  very similar. To arrive at Satu-nls nlagnetosphere then, we 
should start with Jupiter's magnetosphere and m?ke appropriate adjustments. The 
Jovian maqnetosphc-i tail is espected to be \.'?ry long, perhaps 2 to 4 A U  (Lemei 
and Coroniti, 1975, 1973,  and the same esycctat'ot should apply to tiatur~,. The 
pclar caps that map ..lb~r field lines from the plane into the tail have angular radii 
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expressed in degrees measured from the magnetic poles of 10" for Jupiter and 11" for 
Saturn, compared to 20° for the case of Earth. The naive scale length that charac- 
terizes the extent of planetary control through the domination of corotation over solar 
wind-induced convection is 530 RJ for Jupiter and 320 Rs for Saturn, compared to 
12 RE for the case of Earth. This characteristic length is called naive because its 
computation ignores several complicating factors, all of which tend to reduce its 
size (Kennel and Coroniti, 1975; Chen and Siscoe, 1977). In the case of Earth, the 
actual size is closer to 5 RE. We will assume in the followingthat the tmknown re*- 
tion factor in the case of Saturn does not exceed an order of magnitude. This has the 
consequence that Titan lies in the corotation dominated portion of the magnetosphere. 
With regard to the final solar wind-derived feature that we will consider, the 
trapped energetic particle radiation belts, the argument first advanced by Scarf (1973) 
would still seem to apply. Solar wind-derived particle intensities at Saturn should be 
less than at Jupiter at corresponding magnetospheric locations Eor two reasons. Com- 
pared to Jupiter, the magnetosphere of Saturn is expected to be smaller, and large 
particle intensities result essentially from compression through large volume ratios. 
The second, and probably more important reason is that compared to Jupiter, the 
rings of Saturn extend outward by more than a factor of two the inner absorption 
boundary to the inward diffusing particles. The affect of moving the absorbing 
boundary closer to the source is to reduce the intensities everywhere in between. 
However before this appealingly simple argument can be accepted, the effects of 
particle losses resulting from pitch angle scattering into the loss cone and from 
satellite sweep-up need still to be looked at. If electron intensities are  set by the 
stably trapped limit determined by whistler mode turbulence, as appears to be the 
case at  Jupiter between L = 6 and L = 20 (Coroniti, 1975), then at  a fixed value of 
L, the intensity at  S~Clrrn should be &out half that at Jupiter. In spite of prior 
expectations of larger effects, Pioneer 10 measurements revealed relatively small, 
factors of 2 to 5, reductions in particle intensities across the orbit of lo, and lesser 
reductions a t  the other satellites. Thus without going into the detailed calculations 
required for a definitive answer, the anticipation is that it would be surprising if the 
intensities at Saturn exceeded those at Jupiter at  corresponding locations in the 
m agnetospheres. 
PLANETARY AND INTERSTELLAR PLASMASPHERES 
Figure 5 shows schematically the local sources for internal magnetosphe?:ic 
plasma features that result from ionization of the planet's atmosphere, the interstellar 
medium passing through the magnetosphere, and the neutral particle torus m.J. atmo- 
sphere of any satellite. We consider here the first two sources and treat the Titan- 
derived plasmasphere in a separate section. 
In all three cases we are faced with a basic transport problem in which 
specification of the source characteristics, loss mechanisms, and mode of transport 
determine the density and kinetic properties of the plasma everywhere in the solution 
domain. A s  stated above, we assume initially at  least that the magnetosphere is 
corotation dominated, which implies that the mode of transport is cross-L diffusion 
a s  opposed to convection o r  a centrifugally driven wind. The appropriate transport 
equation is for this case 
where we assume steady state, NdL is the total number of ions in a flux shell of 
thickness dL, SdL and RdL are  the source and loss rates in the same shell, and DLL 
is the diffusion coefficient. 
Figure 5 .  The l h m  ~ourct-s ofpbnasphr.re~ fir lbt granl planelr, rontzalion n/ lbc planelr 
atnorphpre, rhe ;MU/ rnters~ellar mcdtum, and /he nrurral parrrck tnrrr of an) ~arelhtej. 
Solutions of this equation appropriate to the planetary and interstellar plasma- 
spheres in the Jovian magnetosphere have already been presented (Siscoe, 1978a, b) . 
The first reference also treats the Saturnian magnetosphere, but ignores the absorption 
of the particles by the rings. We refcr the interested reader to these articles for a 
fuller discussion of the problem. A couple of points, however, should be repeated 
here. The boundary conditions are full absorption at  inner and outer bomdaries. The 
outer boundary is set at  30 Rs o r  40 Rs. For the planetary plasmasphere there are  
two "opposite extreme" models. One. the maximum plasmasphere model, is based 
on the idea of complete magnetospheric trapping of the ionospheric photoelectron- 
plus-ion flux (Goertz, 1976). The other extreme allows a return flux to the ionosphere 
in the strong diffusion limit (that is it assumes an isotropic pitch angle distribution) 
and represents an application of the familiar idea of ambipolar diffusion (first applied 
to the Jovian magnetosphere by Ioannidis and Brice, 1971, and extended by Mendis 
and Axford, 1974). For the maximum planetary and interstellar plasmaspheres, 
the inner bundary to the cross-L diffusion domain is the outer edge of the rings, 
which is assumed to absorb and neutralize fully the inward diffusing flux. For the 
ambipolar plasmasphere, the inner boundary to the cross-L diffusion domain is 
marked simply by the transition to the ambipolar diffusion dominated domain. The 
cross-L diffusion coefficient, DLL, is taken to be K L ~ ,  with K = 2 x 10 -10 s-l , a 
theoretically based expression successfully used to interpret Jovian data. We apply 
it here to Saturn assuming similarity to the Jovian situation (justified more fully in 
Siscoe, 1978a). The source functions for the two types of plasmasphsres can be 
specified with little uncertainty. The only loss mechanism considered other than 
flux into the loss cone, included in the ambipolar model, is recombination, which for 
the problem in hand turns out to be negligible. 
Figure 6 shows the characteristic shape of the ambipolar plauetary 
plasmasphere for the giant planets ( I o d d i a  and Brice, 1971; Mendis and Axford, 
1974; Scarf, 1973; Siscoe, 1978 a, b). The ambipolar diffusion and cross-L diffusion 
-3 domains interface near L = 7, where a maximum density of roughly 20 cm is 
achieved, The density decreases outward bocause of the absorption boundary at L = 40, 
and decreases inwards because of a field aligned flux into the atmosphere. If field 
aligned fluxes are prohibited, we arrive at the maximum planetary plasmasphere 
shown in Figure 7. In this case the density continues to inci-ease inward, reaching 
roughly 500 at L 2: 3 before dropping to zero at the contact with the rings. 
SAT URN 
Fmgun 7. The p;anelaty p f u ~ n t a ~ p h m  rhot r r ~ u h ~  from rnmp/ete rrapprn:: of /he rvnacphrrrcflux cnupkd r rh 
crosr-L dr /u~ inn .  The inkntellar p/asnlrrJphere ha fed b . 1  rr h a 1  rnterrtt//dr .h)drogen dnrmt) of 0.  I nn- ' r r  
'also .h,mfn. 
The back-*back ar rows  mark the division between outward and inward 
diffhing fluxes. In this model, all oL the photwbctron-@--ion flux leaving the 
ionosphere between ths latitudes comspondhg to L = 2.3 (49") and L = 3 (55") di fhes 
into and is absorbed by the outer e d p  of the rings. This amaunts to a maximum total 
26 -1 flux of about 5 x 10 s for the planetary plasmasphere. The maxinum energy of 
the inward diffusing ions at the ring contact is 11 3Ri (eV) where Mi is the atomic mass 
of the iou in A m .  Most ions will arrive with lesser energy. 
T k  calculated density for the interstellar plasmasphere is also shown in 
Figure 7. The actual plasmasphere resulting from this s o m e  will depend on the 
location of Saturn k its orbit relative to the asymmetric distribution of the inter- 
stellar neutral hydrogen around tbe solar system (Johnson, 1972). The profile shown 
c c ~ s p o n d s  to the maximum density encountered by Saturn, and assumes that the 
interstellar density, unaffected by the sun, is 0.1 em9. The plasmasphere density 
reaches a maximum of roughly 2 cm9 at L= 3. Since the plasma density is linearly 
pmportional to the interstellar density p Saturn nls, we can say more generally that 
t k  maximum density is abuut 20 nls. Between L = 3 and 5 or  6, the density of the 
interstellar plasmasphere illustrated here exceeds that of the ambipolar plasmasphere. 
The inward diffusing !lux that msults from ionization of the interstellar neutral 
hydrogen between L - 2.3, the edge of the rings, and L = 15, the edge of the inward 
24 - 1 diffusion domain, is 2 x 10 oh s based on phobionization alone. The maximum 
energy of the panicles comprising that flux at L = 2.3 ie 36 keV. The flux at L = 2.3 
for the illustrated case is 2 x loz3 cl, but we note that during encounters of the solar 
system with high dersity interstellar clouds, that flux can be greater by several 
orders of magnitude. 
THE SATELLITE PLASMASPHEHE 
Wc come now to the plasmasphere derived from ionization of the neutral 
particle torus of Titan. Our parpose here is to determine the density, flux, and 
energy of sue h s piamaspbere assuming that Titan lies wholly in the corotation, 
cross-L diffusion dominated portion of the magnetosphere. The grounds hr this 
assumption have been presented, but we must admit that the uncertainties of the 
matter are  large enough that the applicability of the results ba~ed  on the assumption 
are somewhat speculative. 
c-d 
We~..ssPmrtb.ethsemsctln~d~8ofbbs~tMlsI.lR~(~ 
et eL, 1976). and that the tilt aogle beeween the dipole an8 rotational taxes of Saturn 
ie lo0. The satelk ion disc that the5 results from cmsccL dif6mbn can be d- 
cuLatga(Sfeoos. 1 9 1 7 ) a a d i t i s s h o # n i n ~ - m e r i d i a n p a o $ l e i n ~ 8 ,  
The Titan-ved pla6masphere w i l l  under the slatad amditbm be caafined to lfg 
essentially within the iradicated prafile, except Bar violatians of the first and second 
imrarfanBs by coulomb and wave scattering tbat occur duritqg the diffusion plllocess. 
Pitch angle scatteringm which we ignore in the present treatment, wil l  extend the 
boarders of the plasma disc to higher latiMes. 
Consider first the plasma density at Titants orbit, ef. We assume the plaema 
to be &rived from gbdofoniEation of the neu=ral hydmgen torus. The totai ion pro- 
ductionrate. FT i s t h e n N / r g w h e r e N i s t h e ~  n u m b e r o f ~ ~ n a b o m s i n t b .  
t M U r a n d ~  thephoto ionizat ioo~t ime(-2~1 ,~~ .  T h e t o P L ~ t J N i s ~ t e d  ph 
0 the tow ne*thal p n i c l e  flux, Fm which includes both Y .od H (Hz is -2 
then to be dissociated in the ring} by 
where rch is the charge exchange lifetime (= l/VT 9 vch' with VT -= ORs$ aid 
2 
@ch = 1.6 x 10-l5 an the charge exchange cmss seetion). Thus we find 
Nor FT and nT are also related by the aolution b the diihsion equation, 
namely by 
T a v e i s b ~ . a r . ~ p ~ L i r t r o o ~ i s p ~ r d ~ ( b + c o ~ u U i t t b c e o r o -  
-d -e~ergsm-wd*-mmty , - *  
called AlLoenic lrma (Midud and Sturmck, 1914). This gives 
F i g u r e 9 s h o m + a s a ~ a C F N T w ~ d a 1 ~ ~ f i e l d  We 
-3 
~ e e t h a t h r f ~ ~ 1 0 ~ ~ s - ~ ,  deas~fsAlhnlimi&dattberalgdl.?;m . 
§ h e  fluxes hrger than this ars expeckd (e. g., kh&en, 1- b) the densm at Titan 
brthbcueisinefhctckmpedat1.7cm3, andtbisfixesthehteriorsoldiDa 
F i g u r e l O s b o w s h ~ e e f f e c Q B o r o e h e r ~ ~ l d ~ .  A8gauss 
~ ~ d b g o m e s ~ f f i ~ n ~ m f t e d r a & n d 1 0 ~ s - ~ d a ~ ~ s 8 a d a t a ~ p .  
of abaat 4 x 10 28 ,-I 
Fbmmeters hr  the Titan-derived plasmasphere normabed to the valaes at 
ntanls orbit are shown in figure 11. The peaks near L = S at a  value -200 t,+. 
The energy of all the particles at the irmer boundarg is about 150 W. The particle 
~ ~ u t ~ p e a t i s c l o = t o 5 x 1 0 ~ t b p t ~ 1 n t . a  i L e c u u r o f a l p u s s ~ e  
s field, the peak densi(). is 340 cm-S and the peat idamity is 2 x 1011 at m 
energy per particle greater tban 100 W. 
The beta of the plasma, the ratio of thcrmal to magnetic e a ~ r g y  density, is 
greater than 1 between L = 3.4 to L = 20. The high 0 condition which results from the 
fact that the density is Alfven limited at the source, alerts us to the possibility that the 
Titan-clerived plasmasphere can have major e&&s on the magnetmaphere. To make a 
q ~ t i t a t i v e  valuation of one such effect, we calculate the magnetic momeat of the ring 
current associated with the plasmasphere, which turns out to he given appwha4Ay by 

- 
F+JO- S a r m F ~ 9 k r r d a b ~ ~  
- + J d ~ a r r l C r d W J G ( V -  
eb- 
- 
1 1  
lo" lo" lo" lo" 
F, sec" 
w ~ H T L s t b e t h l c l m e s s o f ~ d l a e r t ~ . o d M s i s ~ ~ t u r n i a n ~ m o m s d .  
If we continue to assume by analogy with the tilt angles br hmrarg, garth and Jupiter 
thsr 0 * 10". tbeh 5% 2 Ms. 
Nonr since the dense at Titan is &en limited, or so it seems, the field at 
T l h n n ~ d t d e r m i n e d b g t h e ~ o f M ~ a n d ~ .  will be larger, rvhich corresponds to 
a higher density hit. by equation (6). which in turn leads to a hig&er value for 5. 
When this feedback mechanism is considered ~JCPUCWY. we f h d  tht if the propartion- 
ality factor in equation (7) is greater than about 1/2, the solution is ustable. Tbat is, 
each increases in brlqgs in more particles w k h  then pmdme an even greater 
inmease in 5. % result is that the maptosphere either lepcbss a --linear 
saturation, or the increase in 3% reaches a point where the density at Titan is no loger 
W e n  limited. As shorn in Figure 12. which gives the depdenee of p on BE. (or 
in the present application on Ms + M&) for given and f& values d Fm once the 
field rises b the point where nT leaves the Alfven limit curves. further increases i~ 
the field produce only s d  locreases in nT. 
In conclusion if Titan lies in the corotatim, cross-L diffusion dominated portion 
of the magnetosphere, it should cause the magnetosphere to become grossly inhted by 
the production of a massive, self-limiting plasmasphere. In effect in this model Titan 
blows up the Saturnian magnetosphere in a way that is unique in the solar system. 
CONSEQUENCES FOR SATC;RNfS RIXGS 
Cbeng and Lanzerotti (1978) have drawn attention to possibly interesting mag- 
netospheric consequences for Saturn's rings. They invoke recently measured ice sput- 
tering rates (Brown et al., 1978) and energetic particle intensities scaled h m  Jupiter 
-1 to infer a net rate of erosion of the outer edge of the rings of lo4 crn year . W2 
note here that the ion flux from Titan can considerably increase this rate. 
25 The inward flux horn Titan in the Alfvenic limit is 1.2 x 10 ( B & ~  s-I, 
* 
where BES is the effective equatorial d a c e  field which takes into account the mag- 
netic moment of the plasmasphere. In ligbt of the previous discussion, a flux range 

of loz5 to 10 26 s-l might reasonably be expected to result h m  a Mly  magnetospher- 
ically engaged, Titan-derived plasmasphere. At a particle energy of 150 keV, a sput- 
tering efficiency of 0.5 is given, and thus n molecular erosion rate of 5 x loa4 to 
25 -1 5 x 10 s is here inferred to result from the absorption of the inward m i n g  
Titan-ion flux by the outer edge of the ring. If we assume a molecukr density equiva- 
lent to a uniform disc of water ice with a thickness of 10 cm, we find an erosion rate 
between 5 x loJ to 5 x cm yr-l. 
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DISCUSSION 
D. CRUIKSHANK: The idea of sputbriag from the edge of the rings is interest- 
. I wonder if you might not be sputtering water off the inaer satellites and depositing 
i t  on the rings 3 
G. SISCOE: Yes, that's one of the calculations that should also be done. The 
satellites are wing to be absorbing this inward flux just a s  the rings are. Current 
estimates suggest that the satellites will not absorb a signiilcant fraction of the flux, 
that the rings are still going to get most of it. But from the point of view of the satel- 
lites, they're still absorbing their full complement. I would guess an absorption rate of 
perhaps 10 molecules per square centimeter per second. 
S. CHANG: If Titan is inside Saturn's magnetosphere, what would be the flux of 
the particles into the atmosphere of Titan? 
G. SISCOE: That would be just the product of the density (1.7 particles per 
cm3) and the velocity (200 km 8-3.  
B. SMITH: If the E Ring actually exists and extends out perhaps a s  far a s  
20 Saturnh radii, essentially out to the orbit of Titan, then it represents an important 
absorption surface. If the particles are oscillating back and forth across the ring 
plane with a period of a few seconds, znd the E Ring has an optical thickness of the 
order then there's a depletion time constant of the order of months. The question 
is: Does the inward diffusion swamp that o r  will there be an appreciable effect on the 
distribution of particles ? 
G. SISCOE: It's comparable. If the actual time scale for depletion is of the 
order of months, there might be a significant effect. 
B. SMITH: In that case, measurement of the particle flux a s  a function of the 
distance from Saturn would present an excellent way of mapping out this medium which 
is too thin to be seen optically. 
E. STONE: What is the possibility that if Titan is such a prc ? producer of 
plasma, then the magnetic field just cannot retain the plasma at all, and one has 
essentially a wind blowing? 
G. SISCOE: That is a necessary consequence of the model I just presented. 
26 There would be a Titan wind of more than 10 particles per second going out. You 
need a band with a thickness of about a thousand kilometers to carry that wind. It's 
not a big feature. 
. J. W ~ W Z C K :  Do you have any comments on possible effects at Sat- ana- 
l opus  to those due to b's interaction with Jupiter's magnetosphere, either from the 
rings or  interior satellites o r  Titan? 
G. SISCOE: The potential difference across Titan is about 10 kilovolts, which 
is probably not enough. The potential difference across the Earth's ionosphere is 
about 50 kilovolts and that does all kinds of interesting things. So my guess is that 
thare probably is an electmdynamic coupling having some small effects, but nothing 
comparable to Io. 
D. HUNTEN: All  this work assumed that everything that gets emitted from 
Titan is quickly ionized, isn't that right 3 
G. SISCOE: It assumes that the mechanism of particle loss is through ioniza- 
tion, A neutral density wi l l  build up to the point where the ionization rate balances the 
loss rate. The amouut of neutral hydrogen in the torus should build up to something 
like lo3' particles. 
VOYAGER INVESTIGATIONS OF 
THE, SATURNIAN SkXI'EM 
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This paper provides a brief review of the objectives and capabilities of the 
Voyager Mission at Saturn. In addition to a brief description of the eleven 
Voyager Investigations and the Saturn encounter geometry, the scientific 
capabilities are discussed in tke areas of Atmospheric, Satellite, Magne- 
tospheric, and Ring studies. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1977 two Voyager spacecraft were launched toward encounters with Jupiter, 
Saturn, and possibly Uranus. In this paper the eleven scientific investigations and the 
encounter geometry a t  Saturn will f i rs t  be briefly reviewed, followed by a discussion 
of the planned studies of the Saturnian system, This discussion, which will be 
organized into the four broad categories of Atmospheres, Satellites, Magnetosphere, 
and Rings, will necessarily be preliminary, since design of the sequence of observa- 
tions will not begin until 1979. More detailed information on the mission and each of 
the eleven investigations is available in two special' issues of Space Science Reviews 
(Stone, 1977). 
Voyager Project Scientist 
The eleven investigations and the corresponding Principal Investigators and 
Team Leaders a r e  listed in Table 1. Although not shown, a total of -100 scientific 
investigators from 38 institutions a r e  involved in the Voyager mission. A brief sum- 
mary of the nominal characteristics of the instruments is  contained in Table 2, while 
Figure 1 illustrates their location on the Voyager spacecraft. The four boresighted 
remote sensing instruments (ISS, IRIS, PPS, and WS)  share the scan platform which 
has two axes of articulation for nearly complete angular coverage. 
ENCOUNTER CHARACTERISTICS 
The heliocentric trajectories of the Voyager spacecraft a re  illustrated in Fig- 
ure  2, and details of the Saturn encounters a r e  summarized in Table 3. 
Table 1. Voyager Science Investigations 
Investigation Area Principal Investigator/Institution 
Imaging Science (ISS) ~ m i t h / ~ n i v .  Arizona (Team Leader) 
Infrared Spectroscopy and Radiometry (ZRIS) ~ a n e l / ~ s ~ C  
Photopolarimetry (PPS) 
Ultraviolet Spectroscopy (UVS) 
~illie/G'niv. Colorado 
~roadfoot/K PNO 
Radio Science (RSS) ~shleman/~tanford  Univ. (Team Leader) 
Magnetic Fields (MAG) Ness/GSFC 
Plasma (PIS) 
Plasma Wave (PWS) 
Planetary Radio Astronomy (PRA) ~ a r w i c k / ~ n i v .  Colorado 
Low Energy Charged Particles (LEC P) ~rimigis/JHU/APL 
Cosmic Rays (CRS) Vogt/Caltech 
Table 2, Instrument C h a m ~ ~ t i c p  
nus 
MAG 
PIS 
Two Se-S vidiam cameras (f = 1508 mm and f = 200 mln); . 
Narrow angle camera: 19 prad/Jine pair, 2900 - 6480 A 
MicbeIson i n W e ~ ~ m e t e r  (3.3 - 50 pm) and radiometer 
(0.33 - 2 pm); 51 cm telescope; 0. So FOV 
Pbotomultiplter. with 15 cm teleseape; 2350 - 7500 i; 
3.5". lo, 2 /4", 1/16", F W ;  3 linear polariaera 
Grating spe-tromder: 500 - 1700 with 10 resoh- 
ti= airglow (lo x 0.1" FOV) and occultation 
(lo x 0.5" FOV) 
S-Baad (2.3 GHs) and X-band (8.4 GAn); Ultra Stable 
Oscillatar (<4 x 10-12 short term drift! 
ho la. field ( ~ 1 0 ~ ~  - 0.5 0) &I Ro high field 
(5 x 10-4 - 20 G) magrle3meters; 13 m boom; 
0 - 16.7 He 
Earth-pointing sensor (13 eV - 6 keV ions) and lateral 
sensor (10 ZV - 6 keV iaus, 4 eV - 6 key electrons) 
Sixteen channels (10 He - 55.2 kHz); waveform 
malyser (150 He - 10 kHz); share FW4 antams 
Steppi i  receiver (l. 2 k)fe a d  20.4 kHg - 40.5 MHZ); 
right and left circular polarization; a r h g o d  
10 m monopole antennas 
Two soIid state detector systems on rotating platfarm; 
13 Ir3V - 10 MeV electrons; 10 keV/nuc - 15Q M e v / m  
ions 
CRS Multiple solid state detector *Aescopes; 3 - 1IQ MloV 
electrons; -1 - 500 h\T/mc wclei; 3-dimensional 
anisotropies - 
drwl-hrqrPw) sJwmi+ tRuumitm, aa 
Ultra shbir osrillmar, a d  tkt 12' par* 
anwnsa. 
The trajectory of the first-arriving spacecraft at Saturn i s  labeled JST 
(Jupiter-Saturn-Titan) because the trrzjectory includes a close encounter with Titan. 
Since the second arriving spacecraft can be target& to either the t ~ r a n u s  aim point at 
Sabm or to a close Titan flyby, the trajectory is referred ta as JSX Figwe 2 illus- 
trates both the Uranus option (X=iJ) and the Titan option (X=TB). 
The tnrgeting of JSX will affect the nature of the investigations possible a t  
Saturm. A5 shown in Table 3, for exampie, the JSX(X=T!) trajectory does not have zm 
Table 3. Saturn Encounters 
Date, Closest Approach 
Radius, Closezt Approach 
- I 1 JST 
Radius, Ring Plane 
Crossing 
Distance (lo3 km), 
Earth Occultation 
JSX(X=U) 
mstance (lo3 km), 
Sun Occultation 
J%YQC=T) -
Saturn 
I Titan 
1 235 1 158 / 219 
Rings (-4, B) -300 -C 190 1 Titan 1 21 1 -  1 2 5  
occultatim of the sun and Earth by either the Rings o r  Titan. Thus, the Uranus option 
will be seiected only if JST aecompiishes the major scientific objectives at Saturn, 
Titan, and the Rings, and only if the Voyager 2 spacecraft appears healthy enough to 
be sent on a2 ndditional 4-year mission to C'ranus. The geometries of the JST and 
JSX,S=U) flybys is  illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. 
ATMOSPHERIC STL'DIES 
There a r e  several interrelated aspects of the Saturnian and Titanian atmo- 
spheres which will be studied by Voyager, including dynamics, structure, and composi- 
tion. Some of the general characteristics of these studies will be discussed below, 
with subsequent vapers by B. A. Smith, Re A. Hanel, and 6. L. Tyler providirg rn ore 
specific details for the Imaging, Infrared, and Radio Science investigations. 


Since the stady of atmospheric dynamics Fequims abematiuns wer an e x b d d  
per icddt ime,  owof thekeyfactors istbedmerviugtimearaileMeataspecified 
spatial resohrtfaz FigaFe 5 illustrates the aiwmrbg time as a functfar d resolution 
at %burn far tbe angle (NA) caune~a nd tbe 1/4" field-of-vim ( F O  a4 IRlS 
andPPS. S t r r e e ~ e a a r e ~ g g o o d r e s o l u t i m o f l ~ ~ f r o m t h e g r a m d ~ b o  
-7000 km at Satnra, the Imaging System will have -cantly better reso?ution than 
gmmd-baujed telescopeg timmgkut tb 80 days (--2000 hn) prior to encamter, and 
there will be 30 hours during which IRIGS ind PPS will have resolution better tban 
-7000 lan. 
Lati- cwerage is also impartant to a study of tbe atmcmpkm aa~ a @oFwl 
scale. In fact, in a previous paper Tdnmega mqmrtd evidence that the temperature 
inversion is hatter in the Sauth polar region than at tk equator. As shwn in Figure 6, 
die q m m x d t  latitude of tbe tvovallrager flybys ranges £ran appraximrbsly -40. to 
+30°, providing useful coverage! of higher latitudes in both bemispkms. 
Studies of airnospheric stnicture require detailed observations of tbe pressme 
temperature profile. The expected capability of the Voyager investigations is shown 
in Fire ? which has been adapted from the Voyager Atmaspheres Working Group 
Repart. The figure indicates both the pressure range over which a given technique is 
aqx?ct& to be useful and the expected scale height resolution of the measurement. 
The FcSS measurement e m p l g s  the dual-frequency radio ocarlhtioa, while the IRlS 
measurement uses the pressu-broadened H2 band at 250 to 500 cm-I d the CHI 
band at 1306 cm'l as temperature s d e r s .  Tbe UVS measurement in the upper 
stmosphere is a solar occultation measurement Khich sbauld provide an altitu& pro- 
file for Hi CH4, CtH6, ard C2H, absorption* Stellar occultations and terminator 
" 
scans with PPS uill  also contribute to the determination of the pressure-temperature 
protile, 
The same techniques will be applied in the study of Titan's atmosphere. Both 
R. A. Hanel and G. L. Tyier will report in subsequent papers on recent analyses of the 
expected capability a t  Titan. 
SATELLITE STUDIES 
A characterization of the sl~rfaces of the satellites will be accomplished with a 
combinatilon of high-res olution imaging, infrared spectral studies, and polmimetric 

daubs over a wide range of phse angles. The closest approach distances Q the 
various satellites are indicated in Table 4 for all three possible trajectories. 
Imaging resdution of the satellites S I  through SVI will be significantly better 
than the 5 km/he pair meolution which is characteristic of the well-- mosaics of 
the half-lit disk of Mercury obfahd Mariner 10. 
TBe densities of the satellites is also an impartant characteristic which will be 
studied by combining mass detmminations from precise radio-mvigation techniques 
with size determinations from the ha ,g  System. Figure 8, which i s  adapted from 
Eehleman el UL (1977). illustrates the expected capability. The uncertainty in the mass 
estimates is indicated by the labels on the diagonal solid lines, whija the ullcertainty 
ia the volume estimates are indicated by the dashed lines. For this estimate, it has 
been rammed that the best estimate of the volume is uncertain to 0.4%. corresponding 
to a 1 pixel uncertainty in the diameter of a satellite image which fills the narrow-angle 
camera field-of-view. Thus, the mass of Titan 66) will be determined to g 0.02%, but 
Table 4. Satellite Encounters 
Closest Approach* 
SateUib (103 h) 
JST JSX(X=t? JSXOr;=TB) 
W Rhea 74 648 
SVI Titan 7 667 
SIX Phoebe 
-4'. 13500 
*Narrow angle camera resolution is 2 km/line pair at 100000 km. 
the density will be uncertain to -0.4%. For all other satellites, the density mcerWnQ 
will be dominated by the mass uncertainty wbicb ranges from -3% b - 15% for Rhea 
0, D i m  @4), Iapetus @a), and Tethys @3), and is > 50% for all the others. 
The inferaction of the satellites with the magnetosphere is also an im- 
objective which will be best studied during the close Titan flyby (7000 krn) illustrated in 
Figure 9. The close flyby not only improves the detectability d any magnetic field at 
Titan, but also maximizes the probability that the spacecraft atill intercept any mag- 
netospheric wake, whether due to the corotatian of the rnagmtmphere or due to a radial 
uutstreaming (planetary wind). 
MAGNETOSPHERIC STUDIES 
In addition to studyin3 the interaction a t  Titan, Voyapr will perform detailed 
measurements of the Saturnfan maptosphere,  the evidence f o r  which has been dis- 
cussed by J o  W. Warwick in a preceding paper. The spatial coverage of a possible 
magnetosphere is illustrated in Figure 10 which hrra been adapted from Scarf and 
Gurnett (1977). As indic8tAl in the figure, the l d  times of the exit legs of JST and 
Jsx(X=U) are quite different. Although not indicated, the latitudes of the exit legs are 
also quite different, with JST exiting at approximately +20° and JSX(X=U) a t  -30' (see 
Figure 6). Thus, JST and -JSX(X=U) provide imporPat complementary coverage of the 
magnetosphere. 
The Voyager imstigations provide broad coverage of the particle and wave 
phenomena expected a t  Saturn. Figures 11 a d  12 from the Voyager Magnetospheres 
Working Group Repart summarize the coverage. Nde &at the PRA frequency range 
includes the 300 IsHz to 1 MHz interval in which Saturn signale have been detected by 
Brown (1975) and the PWS range includes the electron and ion plasmic and cyclotron 
frequencies expected at Saturn (Scarf and Gurnett, 1977). 
Ftgm 11. Tk iutmtt) and nu*g, i~twagc of e l a r m  md W ~ S  6) tbr 
Vqager inutnmmt~. Tk &a @AII ;dl-ate tBc mntmsi~w~ obscnad b) 
P.+ 10 at Jnpitcr. Tbms jigurn IS /..a I& Vqagw Magw~u~rplmu 
WwLing Grwp R w .  
10% 
-160 
lo-m 
- Zo 
lomz2 
- 0 
FfEOlltntv. HI 
Fmgun 12. Thrfwqumq and rnrtnstt) rotrragr of u ~ t w  rk V o y a p  
t ~ ~ m W ? I I J .  Adap~edf..m the Voyager Magmtosphmr W~rk;q~G*o~lp 
Report. 
WNG STUDIES 
The study of Saturn's Rings i s  also a primary Voyager objective which will be 
studied by several of the investigations. The Radio Science Team will use the attenua- 
tion and scattering of the chlal-frequency radio to study particle size distribution and 
total amount of material in the ring a s  a functioa of radial distance from the planet. 
The JST trajectory was chosen s o  that the flyby geometry optimizes the high radial 
resolution wKck is possible with Doppler techniques as will be described by G. L. Tyler 
in a subsequert paper. Figure 13 illusirates the flybys a s  seen from Earth. Note that 
a radio occultation of the Rings occurs only on the outbound leg of JST. 
Although the JSX(X=U) trajectory does not provide a ring occultation, it does 
provide a good viewing geometry for the scan platform instruments. IRIS will be use6 
to study the eclipse cooling of the ring particles and to look for long wavelength cutoffs 
in the emitted radiation, while the PPS will view scattered light from the Rings a t  
various phase angles and will observe stellar occultations by the Rings. Of course, 
the Imaging System will directly view the Rings to  search for large objects ( 31 Irm) 
and to search for structure which may be related to Ring dynamics. 
The estimated volume density sensitivity of the various observations is illus- 
trated in Figure 14 which has been adapted from the Voyager Saturn's Rings Working 
Group Report. Assuming the upper limit to the E-Ring optical depth discussed by 
B. A. Smith in a preceding paper, the E-Ring will be - 3 orders of magnitude below the 
PPS sensitivity if it is composed of mm-sized particles, but may just be detectable in 
the less likely event that the particles a r e  micron-sized. 
C O W  LUSION 
This is necessarily a rather brief overview of the Voyager capabiiities for the 
study of the Saturnian system. Detailed planning of the observational strategies will 
begin a year from now, s o  that experience with the JST encounter a t  Jupiter can be 
folded into the plans for the Saturn encounter. In addition, results from the Pioneer 11 
encounter with Saturn in September 1979 may significantly affect the Voyager observa- 
tional strategy. Thus, the detailed scientific objectives of the Voyager Mission will 
continue to evolve within the general capability described in this paper. 
JSX ( X =  U) 
Figure 17. Earthtlieus of the Voyager encounter a t  Saturn 
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VOYAGER IMAGING SCIENCE 
-INVESTIGATIONS 
Bradford A Smith 
ABSTRACT 
The Voyager Imaging Scietue Exprriment objectives ar S c u m  ioduk 
rrm#maissnncr of Saturn. ia dEes and m rings. The 
imaging cameras are derrribed. dong with an abbreviated di~~~&ion f 
specihc objectives. 
At the time of the NASA/JPL Saturn's R h g  Workshop in 1973, 1 presented a 
description of the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn imaging experiment. Significant changes 
have taken place since that time: the Imaging Science Subsystem has evolved into one 
much better suited to meet the scientific objectives of the investigation, and the pro- 
ject has changed its name. Recently, the Voyager Imaging Science Team published a 
moderately detailed description of both the instrument and the scientific investigation 
(Smith et d , 1977). 
Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the medium resolution and high reao- 
lution cameras being flown on the taro Voyager spacecraft. For reasons of historical 
significance d y ,  these cameras are referred to as the "wick angle" and ''narrow 
anglev cameras, respectively. The focal length of the wide angle &-era is 200 mm, 
and the narrow angle camera is 1500 mm. Each camera employs a sele.:iw-sulfur, 
slaw-scan vidicon which provides an 800 x 800 array of 14-pm pixels, each digitived 
to 8 bits (256 levels of gray). The fields of viev me 332 and 0t4. Additional camera 
characteristics a r e  shown in Table 1. 
SHUTTER ASSY / 
SCAN PLATFOW 
Table 1. Imaging Scicuce Subsystem Characteristics 
Characteristic Narrow angle camera Wide mgie camera 
Focal length 
Focal number 
Field-of-view 
Trnumberb 
Nominal Shutter operation 
Active Vidicon Raster 
Scan lines per frame 
Picture elements per Line 
Pixels per frame 
Bits per pixel 
Bits per frame 
Nominal frame times 
Video baseband 
Video sampling frequency 
Angle subtended by scan line 
N-9-t Freque=y 
Resolution 10% Modulation at 
1499. US mma 
F/8. sa 
7.5 7.5 mrad 
T/11. ma 
0.05 bo 15.36 sec 
11.14 11.14 mm 
800 
800 
640 000 
8 
5 120 000 
48to480sec 
7.2 lrHe 
14.4 irHz 
9.25 rad 
32 line pairs/mm 
36 line pairs/mm 
~ - 
201,568 mma 
F/3.5" 
55.6 55.6 mrad 
T/4.178 
0.005 to 15.36 sec 
11.14 11.14 mm 
900 
800 
640 000 
8 
5 l20 000 
48 to 480 sec 
7.2 kHz 
14.4 lrHe 
69.4 rshd 
32 line pairsIfmm 
36 line pairs/mm 
'~ctual data from prototype camera systems, 
b ~ / ~ u m b e r  - An effective F/number which includes obscuration and transmission 
losses. 
Each camera has eight filters which cover a r;lectrd mqp from 425 to 600 nm 
inthewideapglecamem, a a d f r o m 3 4 5 t o 5 9 0 n m i n t h e ~ ~ e c r r m e r a ,  In
addition, the wide angle camera has three narrow-band filterrr centered on the methane 
absorption bgnde at 541 and 619 nm, and on the sodium D2 line at 589 nm. 
Observational sequences for Saturn have not yet been demlaped, and them 
remains unrmnwered some crucial questtons relating both to telemetry prbrmaoce 
d to on-board, data-storage management throllghont the mrn encounter. Thus, it 
is not pmsently possible to discuss obermtianal objectives and the sequences neces- 
sary to achieve them with the same degree of detail that I could now give for Jupiter. 
?lowever, it is clear that telemetry rates will be lower a t  Sttturn than at  Jupiter and 
that inter-experiment sequencing conflfcts will be much more serious, In ather words, 
lower telemetry rates mean less inEormationq no matter how clever m e  become ?n 
developiag our observational seque-. 
Arrival times at S a m  are 13 November 1980 for Voyager 1 and 27 August 
1931 for Vogager 2. In the baseline plan we will begin imaging in the "observatorJr" 
phase 80 days before each encounter; that is, late August 1980 and early June 1981, 
respectively. At that time w e  will be a little less than 100 million km from &turn and 
the resolution of our narrow angle cameras will be approximately 2000 km per liue 
r .  This is about twice as good as the very best photographs taken from the Earth. 
Throughout the observatoiy phase resolution tends to increase linearly with time, 
reaching 2 t o  3 km/lp on the disk of Saturn at the time of encounter. The best resolu- 
tion on the rhga nay  be a little higiner still, but will eventually be limited by image 
smear caused by the motion of the spacecraft. 
Scientific investigations of the satellites of Saturn will include distant imaging 
of the entire satellite system and near-encounter high resolution imaging of several 
satellites. At least some near-encounter imaging will be obtained over sub- 
hemispheric areas on all of the inner satellites: 3 km or  better on Mimas, Enceladus, 
Tethys, Rhea, Mom, and Titan with 1 km or  better on Mimas, Rhea, and Titan. 
Hyperion and Iapetus will be seen with resolutions of 10 to 20 km. The total attainable 
coverage of the surfaces of these satellites will be determined by actual data rates, 
sequencing conflicts and, to some extent, by image smear. 
TLe bUowiug are am- ths scbntifk objectivw to be pursued by the satellite 
s ~ w I t h i n t b e ~ s c ~ T e a m :  
Size and Sbqx~ The sizes aad shapes of most of the satellites will be deter- 
mtned with uncertainties between 0.1 and 1.0 percent. 
Global Rigb-Resolution M a p p e  Between 20 and 4% of the illuminated 
hemispheres will be photograpbed in eead d o r s .  In some cases, the tun space- 
craft trsrjectorie~ wtU provide tabced pdar and equatorid cove-. Tbese high- 
resolutiun obeervatiom will be used to examine the Rnescale details of major physio- 
grapb icprovbes  andthenatureof the  tmit ionregioals .  
Polar Volatiles: The polar regians will be explored for deposits and etmctures 
related to the past histories of these surfaces, including studies of the morphologies 
and interrelatfone of possible ice-related Setrtures. With equatorial-aoan and pdar 
bempelc(Ltures ranging from -100 K to -30 K, stabde ices slumld include water, certain 
sulfides, ammonia, and ammonium hydrates (Lebohrky, 1975). The polar regions, 
being at all times colder thtrn other areas, may have acted as sinks for volatile mate- 
rials originating elseffhere. These regions are, therefore, of special interest. 
Ti& 'Ebere is a lack of consensus in our understanding of Titan, and care- 
fully planned spacecraft measurements are required if w e  hope to  resolve these issues. 
The diameter and figure are the first priority. lke next step is to establish whether 
this observation refers to  the surface, o r  to a haze in a dense, molecular atmosphere, 
o r  to a uniform cloud layer. This might be accomplished by imaging observations in 
several colors. The suggestions that Titan may possess ciouds, aerosols o r  even 
dust layers requires that it possesses weather systems. Titan is a slowly rotating 
planetary body with an orbital period of about 16 days, and thus, the circulation of the 
satellite atmosphere could represent an intermediate case between the baroclinic cir- 
culation typical of the mid latitudes of the earth and Mars and the symmetric Venus 
weather patterns. 
In addition to the study of each satellite as an individual planetary M y ,  we 
will, of course, pursue an intercomparison among all observed satellites in the 
Saturn system, and with those in the Jupiter system as well. 
The Voyager mission provides a unique opportunity for the study of atmospheric 
systems very different from our own. At both Jupiter and Saturn, Voyager will achieve 
higher resolution and a longer observing time base than that obtained by Pioneer; both 
resolution and time are  improved by a factor of about 50. 
Throlrghwt the obmmitory p b e  the disk of Sturn will be photagcqhd in at 
least two colors (0- and ultraviolet) at flm equally spaced longitdm during each 
mbtion. A-ly three weelm before planetary emmmter, the dtsk of %tarn 
will exceed the Beld of view of the n a m w  angle camera and mosaicking will be am- 
essary. Tbe extent to which $lo?ml coverage with 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 moeaics can be 
mdnhhd wi l l  depend upon data rates and tape recorder use. Eventually we wtll bve 
to termhate this fall disk coverage d concentrate cw fhttms of special interest 
identifled and selected dnrtng the observatory phase. 
During the observatory phase, obgervations in both space and time will provide 
information on the synoptic development, growth, and dissipation of atmospheric sys- 
tems, and wil l  provide first opportunity to  observe the eonill velocity field at tbe 
cloud tops. Unlike Jupiter, Saturn as seen from the Earth presents a dearth of m- 
axisymmebric features necessary to measure zonal wind components. In fact, only 
9 such Beatures have ever been &served, i m  unknown the zonal velocities asso- 
ciated with most of the planet's axisymmetric structure. 
The near encounter observational sequences of Saturn will be nearly ihntical  
to those carried out at Jupiter, in that a major objective of the Voyager missian 
involves a detailed comparison of the meteorologies of these two planetary 
atmospheres As an example, the Pioneer 11 observatione of Gehrets et oL (1974) 
show that the axis-vmmetric structure terminates o t  Jupiter apprarsimately 45" from 
the equator. The Voyager spacecraft trajectories, however, require the Jovian 
encounters to take place nearly in the equatorial plane, s o  that it will not be possible 
to make highest resolution observations of the Jovian polar regions. We do not yet 
know whether this transition also occurs in the Saturn atmos@x?re and, if  so, at what 
latitudes. Fortunately, the Voyager trajectorizs make i t  pottsible to observe both the 
north and south poles of Saturn (see Figure 2) to complete the comparison of the 
Jovian and Saturnian meteorologies . 
There are several types of observations of Saturn's Rings to be made with the 
wide and narrow angle cameras, which should yield information on the photometric 
properties of the particles and predicted radfal drift displacements of particles within 
the rings. General profiles of the rings in reflection obtained during the observatory 
phase at  nearly uniform phase angle may be used to interpret those obtained during 
emounter, when phase angle will vary greatly across the profile. 
Strip sequences of images with high resolution taken across the rings will give 
information about minor divisions. If the strip is timed and p!aced s o  as to see the 
turned-up illuminated outer edge of an irsclfnatim resonance as predicted by dynamical 
theory (Cod, 1978). a u s e l l  chedr on that theory will be obtained. If minor diVisir~le 
are seen, 8pe can establish lower limits on drift displacements across the correspond- 
ing resonances. Tbe width of a division gives us the distance of drift during the age 
of the rings. Invisibility of a division gives us an upper limit on the distance of the 
drift o r  implies that the collision frequencies betwleen particles are too high to allow 
the resonance to develop. 
The existence of Rfng; D should be settled once and for all, and excellent 
profiles of Ring C and Cassini's Division will be obtained. 
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D. MORRISON: You talked about weather and clouds on Titan in a way that 
made me think you expecEed to see cloud patterns. Doesn't the large optical depth of 
ham suggest ft d d  be more like l d h g  down on Los Angelee on a smoggy day, 
*re poa see not-? 
B. SMITE Yes. ~lthough, if there a m  clouds above the haze, we'll see them, 
J. POLLACK: I don't think w e  have good numbers for tbe optical depth of dust 
o r  haze on ntan ri@t now. From that point of view Itd be a little hesitant to say we 
won't see excitiqg atmospheric features on ZPtan. 
J. CUZZI: Fnwn what George Siscoe was saying about the sputtering going on 
at the onter eclges of the rings, it m d d  be especially interesting to look at the outer 
e d g e o f t h e A r l s g .  
G, ORTON: Do you have any filters that are located in the methane red bands? 
B. SMITH: Yes, The 619 nrn methane absorption band, and the band at 541 nm. 
The 541 nm filter w a  put on for Uranus. There is no hope of seeing that band on 
Saturn. 
D. MORRISON: Is there any problem with scattered light for features like the 
D Ring or the inside of the Cassini division? Are you confident that your sys:ern has 
low enough scattered light levels, and that you will be close en*, to see into these 
regions? 
B, SMITH: Absolutely confident. 
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WHAT THE VOYAGER INFRARED 
INVESTIGATORS HOPE TO LEARN 
ABOUT THE SATURN SYSTEM 
Labomtory for Extraterreshial Pbyn'cs, NASA Coddard Space Fligbt Cmtm 
Greeubelt, MmyLrad 20771 
The Vqager infrared investigation uses a Michelson interkromecer (IRIS) 
covering t!e ~pectral range from 200 to MOO cm-' (3.3 to 50 pm) and a 
bore sighted radiometer cowring the range from 5000 a, 25000 an-' 
(0.4 a, 2 pan). The spectal resolution of rhe interferometer is 4.3 an-' 
and the &Id of view is 0.25". Scientitic results anticipated from the in- 
vestigation of the Saturnian system are discussed; these are contrasted 
to those which were expected from the advanced interferometer (MIRIS), 
which was not qualified in time for flight. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper summarizes what the Voyager Infrared Investigator Team expects 
to learn about the Saturnian system. The discussion addresses Saturn, its rings, 
Titan and the other smaller satellites. The format of this summary is similar to that 
of the team paper published in Space Science Review (Hanel, et d., 1977), hereafter 
called paper one. However, in contrast to paper one the present discussion concen- 
trates on Saturn, and takes account of the fact that the IRIS, rather than the MIRE3 
instrument, is on board Voyager. 
An in-flight IRIS calibration is now available for the 200-2000 om-' range 
which s h m  that the instrumental performance is somewhat below expectation. The 
near infrared part of the spectrum (above 2000 cm-l) will be calibrated shortly by 
viewing the spacec2aft mounted solar diffusing target. Figure 1 (similar to Figure 9 
of @aper onej shows the actually measured noiseequiwlent-radiance (NER) of the 
Voyager 1 interferometer. The response has not changed since the initial cool down 
after launch is close to that during the final thermal vacuum test. The NER of the 
Voyager 2 interferometer after launch was similar to that of the Voyager 1 instrument, 
but haa apparently not yet etabilized. 
Also shown in Figure 1 are the NER values of the flight qualified MIRIS instru- 
ment as measured in a thermal vacuum chamber. Unfortunately, the instrument was 
qualified too late for the Voyager mission. Figure 2 illustrates the degree of improve- 
ment in zhe NER which can be obtained by averaging of spectra over indicated time 
intervals. Several radiometric data poi& obtained from the ground by Morrison et d. 
(1972) and Gillet et d. (1973) for Titan are s h m  for comparison. The Voyager 
scientific objectives defined in paper one are  definitely affected by the substitution of 
IRIS for MIRE. Objectives based on the analysis of the specbal range between 
1000 cm-I and about 3000 cm-' will suffer in precision: objectives based on data from 
the 300@-7000 om-' range can not be accomplished a t  all. On the other hand the lower 
NER of IRIS compared to MIRE between 200 and 900 cm-' will benefit some objectives 
based on data in this spectral range; the lower spectral resolution of the IRIS instru- 
ment will affect other objectives, however. The discussion below treats the individual 
scientific objectives at  Saturn following the overall format of paper one. 
ATMOSPHERIC GAS COMPOSITION, ELEMENTAL ABUNDANCES 
AND ISOTOWC RATIOS 
Hydrogen to Helium Rstio 
The hydrogen to helium ratio for Saturn will be derived primarily from the far 
infrared ~pectrum (200-800 crn-I). Since the derivation will be made by using a large 
number of spectra the difference in performance between instruments becomes 
insignificant. The limit in the precision of the derived hydrogen to helium ratio is  
expected to be due to uncertainties in the knowledge of gas absorption coefficients and 
aerosol properties, rather than to random instrumental errors in the spectra. Thus, 
the objective of determining the H ~ / H ~  ratios as discussed in paper one seems 
obtainable. 
Frgure I ,hour rmrtttd and m$hted raJtanr~ lnrls 3'-hnnatrrallj /or indicatai 
bvigbtnur remperaturv and al&. h l t a ~ u d  not,~-~qait~lrnt-radratlct u l n a  
( NER a n  ~ h o u a  /or \'n)ager 1 /mrddIt h h c d  lint) and tbe far rnband (upper 
&shed fiwt rnd nwr mnfrared (imw Asbed Irnt) cbanntf~ of MIRIS. 
Ftgure 2 J ~ U U Y  radranrr trrJus uilrr nurnkr ~tnitlar to Frg. 1 ,  hut on an 
expan&d trule. The NER of 1 KIS rr jhouv h) Ashtd runu~ for tndr~,rdual 
Jpectra (48 re,-) ..n uz.w~ge nf 10 ( 8  mrn,, lo0 r I h 20 nrtn) anda /oral 
of 1000 r/wctra ( I3 h 20 nrtn). . . \ / to tlfutrrdted are a f a  ~tvund b m d  
nrrarrrementr o/ Tttrm. 
Methane 
Information on the methane mixing ratios on Saturn and Titan will be based 
primarily on t l ~ e  1306 cm-' methane band in conjunction with temperatures derived 
from pressure induced H2 lines. Instead of using individual MIRIS spectra aL average 
over several hours of IRIS spectra will be required to obtain adequate precision. 
Since one hemisphere of Saturn fills the 0.25" field of view of IRIS about 10 days before 
encounter, 'and Titan fills the field of view about one d8y before closest approach to 
Titan, the original objective seems to be obtainable. However, an independent 
measurement of the mixing ratio in  the upper stratosphere, based on the i019 cm-l 
CH4 band, wil probably not be posoible. 
Ammonia 
Only the 200 to 275 em-' part of the rotation spectrum and the region near 
900 cm-l will be available. The 100 to 200 cm-' range may have been useful to see 
uncondensed NH3 in the lower atmosphere of Titan. However, the higher sensitivity 
of lRlS between 200 and 3"-0 cm-' might compensate for its more restricted spectral 
range. 
Trace Constituents 
The lack of sensitivity in spectral ranges of potential atmospheric windows 
(2000, 3700 and 6200 cm'l) will hamper the search for unknown minor constituents 
severely. The availability of the 700 to 900 cm-' range, on the other hand, may make 
a search for hydrccarbons (C2H2, C2H6) in the atmospheres of Saturn and Titan more 
productive. 
Elemental Abundances 
Without fne prospect of good measurements in spectral ranges of potential 
atmospheric windows it seems probable that only the H2/He and possibly the C/N 
ratios will be measurable with precision, 
botopic Ratios 
12 I., A? observation of the D/H and C /C ratios may be possible by averaging 
all available Saturn spectra (20 days). The 2200 cm" C15D band and the 1306 cm-' 
CHp band may then also provide adequate data for analysis. For Titan the same task 
seems margin~l.  
Clouds and Hazes 
Lack of good near IR coverage will have a strong impact on specifying the 
particle composition and size, and the distribution of clouds and aerosols. Averages 
of carefully sorted groups of spectra (rather than individual measurements) may be 
usable. However, this will only allow parametrization of large areas, such as  belts 
and zones rather than of local phenomena. 
Temperabre Profiies 
Atmospheric temperatures a r e  derived from the pr tssure  induced lines caused 
by collisions between hydrogen molecules o r  between hydrogen and heiium or  methane 
molecules. On Titan collisions between methane molecules may also he important. 
Many of these pressure induced Lines fall within the 200 cm-' to 1000 em-' range 
where IRTS is serisitive. In the upper airnospheric layers (up to the 5 mbar level for 
Saturn ar d ilp to much lowt.2 pressures for Titan) the 1306 crn-' methane band can be 
used. Depending on the actual atmospheric temperatures, spectra averaged over times 
ranging from 10 minutes to an hour will be required to obtain temperature profiles with 
adequate precision. In the 100 to 1000 mbar range individunl spectra trill be suffi- 
cient to yield a precision cif I to 2 K with a vertical resolution of approximately one 
scale height. Thus, the task of deriving ahospher ic  temperatures on Saturn and 
Titan seems to be possible. 
Dynmios and Heat Balance 
Information an atmospheric motiozmr is derived from the temperature field. 
For Sa- gbod temperat;rxre data from the hydrogen lines will allow determination 
of the north-south temperature gradient this will then be used to derive the east-west 
wind field. 
Energy balance calculations require knowledge of both the total reflected and 
emitted energy. The radiometer provides a measure of the f irst  and the interferometer 
of the second component. Derived composftional and temperature data will be used 
to extrapolate over part of the thermal spectrum. In fhia case MIRE would have been 
preferable but an adequate estimate of the local and total heat Wee of Saturn can be 
expected from IRIS. 
The absence of the near infrared spectrum will make the identification of sur- 
face minerab and ices much more difficult; hmtwer, some far infrared features such 
as #e 230 cm" water and the 280 cm-I ammonia lattice modes fall within the IRIS 
range, as do features in the spectrum of silicates. 
The measurement of the surface temperature and thermal inertia of the surface 
material cau be carried out even if the satellite does not fill the field of view. This 
condition will actcar more often with TRlS (0.25") then it would have with BfIRIS (0.159. 
In the absence uf strong spectral features a precise surface temperature can be 
established by fitting a Planck function to the measured spectntm. 
All properties of the rings dc-ived fmm the thermal part of the spectrum and 
its variation with emission and phase angles and time can be accomplished by IRE, 
while tasks based on the near infrared reflectivity will be severely iimited, Particle 
sizes or thermal inertia can be estimated from the cooling curves depadirg on the 
mean size of particles. 
SUMMARY 
The scientific objectives formulated in anticipation of MIRE being on bozurd 
Voyager have to be modified because of the different parameters of the IRIS instrument. 
Tasks which depend on dab in tbe 3000-7000 em-' range cannot be accomplished with 
IRIS. This will curtail but not eliminate the search for minor atmospheric constitrlents, 
the characterization of aerosols, and tbe surface commit ion of satellites and rings. 
Investigations based on data between 1000 and 3000 Em-', will suffer in precision o r  
in spatial resolution due to longer averaging times required to compensate for the 
higher NER of IRIS compared to MIRIS. Finally, tasks based on the interpretalion of 
the 200-1000 cm-' range, such a s  temperature and hydrogen to helium measurements, 
will even gain to some degree by the lower NER of IRE3 compared to BlTRIS in this 
spectral region 
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DISCUSSION 
J. CALDWELL: What spectral range will you use to look for the cloud 
features on Titan? If the clouds are methane ice, r m  skeptical that there will be 
featmis that you can idenm.  Certainly, the solids will have absorption features, a t  
lesrst at 8 pm and to shorter wavelengths, but there the gas which overlies the clouds 
will probably be completely opaque. 
J. POLLACK= Water ice has a strong lattice band at about 45 pm, s o  he has 
some hape. 
Dm MORRISON: Could you say a few words about the capability of the 
instrument as a thermal radiometer for measuring the eclipse cooling and heating 
rates of the rings or the satellites? How iow a temperature can you measure, and 
will your sequences allrw vou to observe dark side temperatures on the satellites o r  
eclipse measurements of the rings? 
R. HANEL: For a black body of 55 K, the radiometric signal to noise ratio is 
about 50 to 1. 
D. hlORRISON: Do you anticipate making measurements of ring eclipses 
o r  of the dark sides of tke satellites? 
R. HANEL: Yes. 
VOYAGER RADIO OCCULTATION 
INVESTIGATIONS AT SATURN 
G. L. Tyler and V. R Eshleman 
ABSTRACT 
Voyager w3 l  use dd-frequency 3.5 d 13 cm wavelength radio accultp- 
t i o m  techniques m scudy the atmospheres and ionospheres of Saturn and 
Titaa, a d  the rings of Sanun. At E-an radio ormlration is predicted to  
probe the atmosphere to dre surface. The existence of a surface could be 
confirmed b) ckec5on of an obliquely scantred echo. At Satuni the two 
Voj-agex encountem wil: provide orcultation meacurrments of temperare 
and equarorial regions 9f rhe atmosphere and ionosphere. and of the rings. 
The wi l l  also be probed in pdar rqtions during the deepest 
portions of the octultarion. Bra5 t~qwncy anc! intensit)' data wi l l  be 
cdlected and jointly analyzed to study temprrtture-pressure prnCileh a d  
to derive informaim on atmospheric shape. tu.-bulence, and "wearher". 
For dte rings, V O ) ~  wil l pmvide mcaslurments of the complex 
(ampl id  and phase) radio extinction and angular scattering functions of 
the ring panicles as a f u m ~ ~  o f  wavelength, pularization. and d i d  
distance fmm Saturn. These observations wi l l  be used to infer the first 
several moments of;:= ring panicle size distribution. the total amount o f  
m a t e d  in the rings, the d i a l  distribution o f  material. and limits to 
possibk panicle sh+s and constituents. 
The Voyager radio occultation investigations discussed here are based on the 
use of the 3.5 and the 13 cm wavelength spacecraft tra.nsmil2.r~ and ground receiving 
systems which are also used for telecommunications. These studies are directed 
towards the atmospheres and ionospheres of Saturn and Titan, and the rings of Saturn. 
A number of other investigatians are also planned, but wlll not be discussed here 
(Eshleman et J., 1977). 
. U n t  features of the89 investigations a re  the use of: a)  harmonically related 
fre&nCies at tbe two wavelengths, b) eonsidenbly higher power levels tiw previous 
experiments, c) a new, radiation-hardened, highly stahle spacecraft frequency standard, 
and 8)  improved phase, group-delay, and amplitude stabilities in spacecraft and ground 
radio systems. The resulting experimental precisions a re  given in Table 1. 
When a spacecraft moves behind a planet as viewed from Earth, the radio path 
traverses the planet's atmosphere and ionosphere, and for Saturn, will also probe its 
system of rings. All of these regions affect the characteristics of the received radio 
signals, making possible the study of the vertical structure of these atmospheric 
regim, clouds, small and large scale variations associated with turbulence and 
weather, and fundamental characteristics of the ring particles and their disposition 
around Saturn. The atmosphere and ionosphere of ntan will also be studied by such 
occultation measurements. It is also expected that a reflection from the surface of 
Titan near the limb will be obtained during the occultation measurements. If this 
occurs, it will provide positive confirmation that the measurements reach the surface. 
Table 1. Voyager Occultation Experiments at  Saturn 
Wavelength (cm) S/N (1 s) AP/P(~OOO s) Af/f(l s) 
ATMOSPHERES 
Flyby trajectory characteristics of the two Voyager spacecraft a t  Saturn provide 
a good combination of conditions for radio occultation studies of its atmospheres and 
ionospheres. Figure 1 illustrates the paths of the radio image of the spacecraft as seen 
from Earth for the nominal JST and JSX trajectories. Note that both equatorial and 
polar regions will be probed, and that there will be both a near-central occultatitm and a 
more grazing occultation in which the spacecraft sets or rises, as  seen from the Earth 
a t  large angles from the local vertical at the occulting body. Figure 2 provides a side 
F ~ g m  I .  view Cram Farth of Voy.gor odta t ioar  .t Saturn - 
Tbrspaturafi r a & ~ g e s f w I w t h i & l i r a t a d p a t b ~ ~ ~ J S T a r r d J S X  
t*ujaiordnatSat~*~. N ~ t h t r b m i s a c ~ a c r m s t r d a n d n a c ~ ~  
arnftatianr. Fw JSTat h m ,  q i o a  (a) prot.idb u rlsar aanhim oftbe 
rings wdfb ja  rluabnaacgBnrrdta~ran, &&/r)  i s a d k d r i a g d  
at-* OrrnIblm. 
Figure 2. Side view of Voyager occultations ar Saturn - 
Thr trajatoriu an polo~ted in a rotattng phne t b  ia~tankrrpmwIy 
rontainr rhe earth. the ~pacmafi. and the mry of tbe plrurrt. The 
larz~udu Bj orrul~ron I R I ~ R C I J Z ~ ~  and ementom are rbacm, und 
rcgiuni la ) ,  ( 6 ) ,  and ( r )  of Figarc I arc also ~IIu~trarcd bm. 
view of the occultalbon geometry in a rotating plane fhat instantaneously contaim the 
Earth, the spacecraft, and the center of Saturn. The figure is illustrated to scale. 
Occultation disfmces from the planetary limb to the spacecraft range about 3 to 6 Rs 
(Saturn radii). 
For a central pas- of a spacecraft behind Saturn, the trajectory would dip to 
zero in the vertical scale of Figure 2. At occultation entry and exit, the spacecraft would 
appear from the Earth to set and rise approximately normal to the limb of the planet, 
and the atmosphere would be sampled with height along a near-vertical path. Such a 
central passage is the optimum condition for occultation measurements of the vertical 
structure of the atmosphere. The JSX (Uranus) trajectory a t  Saturn is near optimum in 
this regard, while the JST trajectory gives occultation conditions in which the virtual 
image of the spacecraft enters the atmosphere along a path well away from the vertical. 
After modest penetration into the atmosphere, the image of the JST spacecraft, as 
viewed from Earth, will move approximately horizontally through the atmosphere, over 
south polar regions of Saturn, with spacecraft rise at emersion being over the equator 
in the western ansa. While such a non-central occultation will provide reliable vertical 
profiles over a smaller range of heights than is the case for central occultations, it is 
expected to be very useful in sampling conditions over a wide range of latitudes, in 
studying complex atmospheric structure due to turbulence and weather, and in helping 
to determine possible distortion of gravitational equipotentials from oblate spheroids, 
as discussed below. 
Figure 2 shows illustrative radio ray paths in the regions behind Saturn. Meas- 
urements of the received frequency of the radio signals from the spacecraft provide 
precise information on the angle of refraction in the atmosphere. Knowledge of this 
angle as function of time, together with the spacecraft trajectory, makes i t  possible to 
estimate the refractivity of the atmosphere a s  a function of height. (Refractivity 
V = n- 1, whele n is the refractive index. ) The profile of refractivity in turn can be used 
to determine the relative temperature and pressure a s  a function of height, and such 
relative profiles can be made absolute from knowledge of the atmospheric constituents 
(Fjeldbo and Eshleman, 1965; Kliore et al., 1955; Eshleman, 1965). 
The process of converting the observed signal frequencies into a height profile 
of refractivity, or a more general two or three dimensional refractivity model of the 
atmosphere, is not straightforward and in general cannot yieid a unique result. The 
problem of determining refraction angles from any given atmospheric model is, by com- 
parison, both straightforward and unique. 
If oae imposes the assumption tbat the atmosphere is spherically symmetric, 
there is a mathematical transform pair that ailows computations in either direction, and 
in this case the profile computed from the refraction angles is the correct and only 
answer (Fjeldbo et a!., 1971). We a re  not aware of any other potentially applicable 
model where such a direct mathematical inversion has been identified. A different 
approach involves iteration downward in an atmosphere modeled by successive thin 
layers within each of which the refractivity is constant. While such a method has 3een 
used for the spherical case (Fjeldbo and Eshleman, 1968), it is potentially applicable 
with further development to any geometrical complexity that can be modeled in this way. 
The radio science team is preparing for both types of inversion approaches for the 
Voyager occultation experiments. The departure from spherical symmetry due to the 
oblateness of the major planets wi l l  be treated both bq using a sequence of offset 
spherically-symmetric models to match the curvature of the equi-refractivity profiles 
at the occultation points (Kliore and Woiceshyn, 1976), and by the iterative process 
applied to the oblate spheroidal geometry. It is expected that this latter method may be 
made more complete with attempts to treat possible zone-belt differences and particular 
spot features in the atmospheres. 
Important additional information about atmospheric structure can be obtained 
from the intensity of the dual-frequency signals received during occultation. Figure 2 
illustrates the effects of differential refraction on intensity by showing tbat evenly 
spaced parallel rays to Earth connect with increasingly spread rays at  the spacecraft 
for progressively lower ray passages through the atmosphere. Thus signal intensity 
decreases as the rays penetrate deeper into the atmosphere. Measured signal intensity 
can be inverted as discussed above for the frequency measurements, and should yield 
the same refractivity profiles if the changes in intensity are due solely to such atmo- 
spheric defocussing (Fjeldbo e ta l . ,  1971). However, there are two other factors to con- 
sider, as discussed below. 
Certain errors in profiles derived from Doppler frequency measurements 
undergo an inherent magnification deep in the atmosphere, but this does not occur in the 
intensity inversion process (Hubbard et al., 1975; Eshleman, 1975). Thus cross-checks 
can be made to determine the onset of such magnified errors, with the possible result 
that the characteristics of such an error  swlrce could be measured. For example, pro- 
files determined from Doppler measurr?ments during the non-central occultations will 
be very sensitive to the assumed orientation of the local vertical (Hubbard et a/., 1975). 
At atmospheric levels where the signal intensity is reduced by a factor M (which could 
reach values of thousands), an er ror  in the local vertical of 6 radians would produce a 
temperature error on the order of 200 Mb% when the spacecraft sete or rises at  an 
angle of 45" from the vertical (Esbloman, 1975). But if the temperature were known 
more accurabely than this from the intensity measurements, or  from other Voyager 
experiments, then the apparent e r ror  could provide information on the orientation of 
local equipotentials to  an accuracy which could be important in the study of gravitational 
anomalies due to internal structure and atmospheric currents. The accuracy of the 
local vertical of the global gravity field of Jupiter as determined with Pioneer space- 
craft is about one minute of a rc  {Anderson, 1976). 
The second factor relative to the use of signal intensity measurements is that 
atmospheric absorption would add logarithmically to defocussing loss, but these two 
effects would be separable whenever the refractivity profile can be determined from the 
Doppler measurements (Fjeldbo et d 1971). Microwave absorption in the atmosphere 
is expected due to cloud condensates, their vapors, o r  principal atmospheric constitu- 
ents a t  low altitudes and hence high densities. The loss profile measured at the two 
radio frequencies would provide information on the location, density, and other charac- 
teristics of the clouds or  other absorbing material. 
Before absolute pressure and temperature profiles can be derived from the 
refractivity data, one must b o w  either the composition or  the temperature at  some 
altitude level. For the Voyager missions, the IR and W sensors are expected to yield 
complementary data on these parameters. Additional information may be obtained from 
the signal intensity measurements. For instance, if the altitude level of ammonia 
clouds could be identified In a microwave loss profile, one would h o w  the approximate 
temperature at  this altitude based on considerations involving vapor saturation. This 
temperature information would, in turn, allow us to use the scale height of the refrac- 
tivity profile near the cloud level to estimate the mean molecular mass of the atmo- 
sphere. The mean molecular mass could in turn be utilized together with other data to 
establish limits on the abundance ratios between the principal atmospheric constituents. 
The atmospheric occultation experiment is of special interest for Titan, ~e 
only satellite known to have an appreciable atmosphere. The trajectory for the JST 
mission includes a near-central passage behind Titan, under conditions which are  
favorable for vertical profile measurements. The same general considerations 
discussed above also apply at  Titan, except that oblateness is  not expected to be 
important. While there is considerable uncertainty about atmospheric conditions at  
Titm (Hunten, 1974), it is expected that the radio occultation experiment can provide 
important atmospheric results w e r  a wide range of altitudes, probably including 
conditions from the surface to heights where the atmospheric pressure is on the order 
of 1 mbar. At greater heights, ionospheric measurements would provide additional 
information as  discussed' below. 
We have computed the radio propagation effects of the four model atmospheres 
of Titan (Pad Weisman, JPL; private communication) with the results that are  sum- 
marized in Table 2 and Figure 3. In Table 2, the important parameters to compare 
are those for surface'pressure, pressure for critical refraction, the near-limb signal 
Table 2. Summary of Model Titan Atmospheres and Their Radio Effects 
I II rn TV 
Name Danielson Hunte~ Divine Sagan 
Principal C ons tituent CH4 N2 N2 Ne 
Amount (lan -A) 1.6 25 60 20 
Second Constituent) - CH4 CH4 H4 
Amount (km-A) - 0.08 0.19 0.08 
Scale Height (km) 
Temperature (K) 
Surface Pressure (bar) 0.015 0.40 0 .96 0.23 
Pressure for critical refraction (bar) 7 .3  6 . 2  15.9 275 
Near-limb signal (dB) - 13 -16 - 14 -10 
Bending angle at  surface (radian) 5. 36-4 1. 31e2 1. 54-2 3.26 x 10'~ 
Critical distance for  a near limb 
maneuver (meters) 5.04' 2 . 0 6 ~  1.75 8.27 x 10" 
Figure 3.  p-T occultation space at Tiran - F r p n  i f in~rrufa tbr miufiun~hrp o/&r m d i  
arrnosphmr ( I - IV, IC TuBIe I1 J 19 the expn-ICJ irifrral rtfrrairton inel nf Tttdn. S r m  irirrral m- 
I ' ; d r t i ~ ~  e n d ~  on t k  Jp~rrfi n$fa&trf). ol IL,, urrnn/ con~f~tuents. fuv r//usfratrw csrer. for pnrr 
~ztrno~phnr~ of N ,  and CH,. am grrw. 
loss, bending angle a t  the surface and the critical occultation distance. Surface 
pressure and pressure for critical refraction compare the expected surface pressure 
with the pressure a t  thc zight a t  which the radius of curvature of a horizontal ray 
equals the radius of the ray. In all cases the critical height occurs a t  a level in the 
atmosphere that is more than one order of magnihide pressure greater depth than the 
expected surface pressure. The difference in these two pressures is the theoretical 
margin for occultation measurements to reach the surface. 
In practical cases, signal strength must be considered as well. The entry 
under near-limb signal loss indicates the maximum signal loss due to atmospheric 
defocussing that will be encountered during occultation while observing signals from 
the closest limb of Titan. The differer-ce between this loss and the initial signal-to- 
noise ratios (see Table 1) is a d l a b l e  for study of absorption and scattering of the 
ray. Note that this difference typically is between two and three orders of magnitude 
in signal strength. To date, no potentially large sources of absorption have been 
identified. 
The remaining two quantities indicate the margins for a successful no-limbing 
tracldng, o r  a nearlimb tracking maneuver occultation. The bending angle a t  the 
surface is always less than the Voyager 13 cm -3 dB half-beam width of 2.1 x 
ndko8, althmgh i t  can be larger than the -3 dB half-beam width ~f 5.9 x radians 
a t  3.5 cm wavelength. The critical distance is the maximum flyby distance a t  which 
a near-limb tracking maneuver can successfully track a mrface ray. The Voyager 
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occultation distance i s  planned to be about 3 x 10 m, or about one order of magnitude 
lers than the smallest value obtained for this quantity. At present the Voyager Radio 
Science Team plans to track the closest limb throughout the occultation. 
Figure 3 illustrates the relationship of these models to t'le critical refraction 
levels of pure N2 aud CHq This figure allows easy estiination of proposed atmospheres 
to the critical occultation level. 
Ionospheric Profiles 
The vertical profiles of free electrou concentration in an ionosphere can be 
found from the profile of refractivity, which in turn is determined in the same general 
way a s  described previously for the refractivity of the neutral atmosphere. However, 
there is an important Gifference in that the refractivity is also proportional to the 
square of the radio wavelength for ionospheres, while it is essentially independent of 
wavelength for neutral atmospheres. Thus the dual frequency measurements will be 
self-caiibrating in the sense that ionospheric profiles derived from Doppler frequency 
differences will be independent of trajectory uncertainties and spacecraft oscillator 
InstaSilities (Fjeldbo et al. 1965). Ionospheric profiles will be obtained in conjunction 
with the atmospheric occultations a t  both Saturn and Titan. 
RINGS OF SATURN 
The Voyager encounters with Saturn provide an opportunity to study the ring 
system with radio occultation techniques. The JST trajectory includes a Saturn rfng 
occultation following atmospheric occultation emersion. The JSX trajectory provides 
an optional retargeting for Titan encounter and ring occultation should the JST space- 
craft fail prior to Saturn encounter. 
The goals of these observations a re  to measure the complw (amplitude mid 
phase) radio extinction and angular scattering function of the ringa a s  a function of 
wrivdength, polarization, and radial distance from Saturn. Thesc observations would 
then be used to infer the f irs t  creveral moments of the ring particle size distribution, 
the total amount of material in the rings, the radial distribution of that material, and 
limits to possible particle ahapes and constituents (Marouf, 1975). 
A s  in atmospheric occultatione, the 13 and 3.5 cm- X radio waves will be trans- 
mitted from the spacecraft through the rings and received at Earth. The motion of the 
spacecraft will carry the geometric line of sight from the planetary occultation point 
within the western ansa (region @) in Figures 1 and 2) cutward through the entire ring 
system (region (a) in the figures). The complete phase, intensity, and polarization of 
the received signals at both wavelengths will he recorded at Earth. Note also from 
the figures that the complete ring plane will be crossed along a second path by the rays 
refracted through the atmosphere just prior to the atmospheric emersion of the space- 
craft image (region (c) in the figures). This combined atmospheric and ring occulta- 
tion will also be recorded. 
It is expected that the received signal will consist of two principal components; 
a coherent signal that represents propagation directly through ihe rings, and an 
incoherent component which reaches the earth by scattering from particles that do not 
lie along the geometric straight-line path to Earth (Eshleman, 1973). m e n  though the 
rings consist of discrete particles, they interact with the radio wave in such a way as 
to produce average effects (per unit volume) 011 wave intensity and ?hasp, much as 
does an atmosphere or  ionosphere of discrete molecules or  electrons. For the 
coherent signal, the rings can be characterized by their effective wave propagation 
constants. The coherent and incoherent components will be recognized and separated 
in the data on the basis of their spectral, time correlatior., and polarization 
characteristics. 
The first-order effects expecied are shown in Figure 4. At each wavelength, 
the coherent component will be shifted in phase and attenuated due to the effective 
propagation constants of the ring material. If the concentlation of ring particles varies 
with radial distance from Saturn, the progressive change in phase vfould correspond to 
small changes in the angle of refraction, so that it appears as a frequency shift m a 
manner that is analogous to an atmospheric occultation. Unlike atmospheric oc~cllta- 
tion, however, the reduction in the coherent signal intensity in ring occultation is 
expected to be due primarily to scattering of energy out of the direct path. 
The pham d the coherent wave depends primarily oa the total number of m n d  
particlea per unit area projected normal to the spacecraft-to-m l ind-sight (i-e., 
the areal density). The precision of the phase data is limited by the czsc-rs 
employed. For frequency stabilities associated with the onbard oecillt.t3r, Pbe tbre~h- 
OM of detection would correspond to small ice particles whoee areal density varies by 
.bmt 20 g/cm2 in P period of about 1000 s. Assuming a epaeecntt velodty of 10 W s  
intbeplm.dthesky, t h i ~ ~ w s r i l a n s i t i ~ t o ~ ~ n b i n m a t a ~ d 2 ~ 1 0 - ~  
y'm2/~, if tbs prt ic~es  are sma~ .s compareti vim tb. n d l ~  wave-. 
The inteneity of the coherent wave also carries important in£ormation about fhe 
ring particles. It appears that measurements of crfiemnt signal extinction will be 
limited to an accuracy of about 10% at 3.5 cm-A, and perhaps 1% at 13 cm, by system- 
atic and shwly varying errors in spacecraR antenna pointing* For a simple model 
invdving only optically thin regions am! ;iarti&s that are large relative to the wave- 
length, these errors would correspond to the same f rac t id  error in the btd pro- 
jected area of the particles view& against the p h  of t&e sky. We ezthmte trom 
current models b r  the B ring that this attenuation will be between 40 and 60 dB. As a 
result, the coherenit wave may be below the limit of detection during portlone of the 
ring o c d t a t i o ~ .  
The incoherent signal illustrated in Figure 4 arises from scattering by ring 
particles with circumference  great^ : than s umieleqgth. It can be analyzed in terms 
of the average angular scattering properties d the rings mapped into the frequency 
domain by the Doppier effect. This mapping can be understood in term of the relative 
velocities betwen the s p a ~ e c ~ t ,  ping particles, and the receiviilg station on Earth* 
Signals transuitkd from the spwecraft illuminate ring particles at a frequency shift4 
by the instantaneous relative spacecraft-particle velocities. The component of the 
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The radio science team is p h m b g  to c~nduct he JST ring occu!tation experi- 
ment with the antenna directed toward the Earth. This strategy will yield the m a x i m a  
signal-to-noise ratio for the coherent ccmpaent. It will aiso yield the mean particle 
size and information 0x1 the particle dze distribution, parti~wiarly if most of the p a r  
ticks are a few meters in diameter or larger. Thc effects of particles in tke 
centimeter-to-meter size range will be recogntzPble in the data, atthou@ detailed 
information wi l l  not oe available on the distribution of sizes in that range. W e  hope 
to obtain information an the intermediate-scale particles by incorpomtbg an oblique 
scatter experiment in the JSX flyby, during which the spacecraft antenna will he 
directed toward the rings through a range of oblique scattering angles, but the 
feasibility of this has not yet been completely determined. 
PoLarizatbn of the scattered waves is an independent observable which is 
g;lerman? to the study of the incoherent signal. and in principle, to the coherent wave 
as well.  Tbe polarization of the coherent 7 . 2 ~  sill be m&ed by factors fhat depend 
primarily on particle shape if m-dtiple scatter can be neglecN, and 5y a combination 
of particle shape and multiple scattering in regions where the Latter is important. 
Strong &polarization is observed in backsatter  radar observations, and is one of the 
puzzling aspects of the ring system in these E2rth-hsed experiments (Goldstein e t  al., 
1977). For the coherent u-a\-e, we hotv of no particular reasos to expect strong polar- 
ization effects, but this could occur if nan-spherical particles have ord~i-ed orientations. 
Polarization measu rements ti-ill be made with coherent receiv-hg systems for 
right and left h a d  circular pohrimtion at  each wavelength. T-he data can be pro- 
cessed tc deterrnille !he complete prqertics of the m a w s  -- intensity, axial ratio am? 
orientation of the poiarized +id, rrnd tfie jntensity of tlw unpolsrized ?art -- as a func- 
tion of ti-e and frequency. For the c o h  t-e?lt signai, data processing based on palat- 
izatlon will improve the a posteriori sjr,pal-t+noise ratio. 
The discussion above is express& in terms of 3 simplified, sir4le-scattering 
model. Howeve:-, t&e fundamental experimental considerations of geometry and 
stratem do not depend on that mociel, but ofi:?- on the assumption that the particles 
follow individuai Keplerian orbits with few c:Aiisions. We expect to encounter a wide 
range of ~onditions as the r:rriio Seam n;oves ouh\ard through the ring system, and 
there may be no single scaztering mrdel o r  malysis technique which is appropriate 
over the full range. We are  e r i s g d  in a continuing study of this  expei-iment with 
emphasis cn thc sensitivitJr of thta inlersion to the experimental parameters, and on 
more complex models n-!ic-'r: incitide multiple scatter and polarizatfcn. 
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THE MAIN SCIENCE QUESTIONS 
AFTER VOYAGER 
P d  1 
E. Stone, auirmaa, D. Hunra, 
I. Tyler, J. Wu#idr 
C. STONE: I would like to encourage the psnel members to address nct s o  much 
the implementation aspects of what they thiak ought to be done next, but to address 
what are the science issues, and of course that wi l l  lead them into some implemen- 
tatim questions which can be addressed. But I think one ought nd be primarily 
focused on implementation issues for this -1. Tbe first topic is Titan. 
D. HCThTEAT: It seems to me even before Voyager gets there we should hsve 
settled the issue of the surface temperature of Titan by the conseasus of several radio 
measurements. My personal prejudice right now, of course, is that the temperature 
uiU turn out to  be fairly large, around 200 K, with a pressure of at least 20 atmo- 
spheres. I could be wrong, but I'll proceed an the assumption that I'm not wrong about 
that particular aspect. 
The surface temperature and pressure will then be a datum that Von Eshleman 
and Len Tyler could use for planning their occultation measurements of Titan: for  
example, whether o r  not to slew the antenna to optimize the radio occultation. So 
we'll have a good radio occultation measurement. The level of criticai refraction f o r  
an adiabatic atmosphere seems to be quite deep, according to 'Qler's presentation 
this morning, deeper than 20 atmospheres, maybe even 30 er 40. 
There's a very good chance that they will be able to probe all the way to the 
true surface, although they could easily run into a layer of ammonia and if it's any 
warmer than 200 K, a layer of ammonia vapor is  qui te  likely. So, again, i t  may be 
an apparent "surface, " not a real  one. Of course, if you get that glint, that bistatic 
glint, then you'll have it  made. 
Even if they don't get that deep, we'll have a very good idea abw-t the true 
nature of the a t r n q h e r e ,  especially the mean mass. So we'll know whether the ideas 
about nitrogen make any sense o r  not, because that will be  found from the atmosphere 
above the cloud tops where we already know the temperature pretty well. 
We'll a lso have a measurement of the ionosphere, presumably, which will 
probably be as mysterious as the icmospbere of Jupiter which we don't really 
understand. 
We'll 2lso have the data from the ultraviolet spectrometer which will have 
explored the torus d Titan and its upper atmosphere in the airglow mode, and looked 
for  helium and presumably not f d  it. Bat we can't be absolutely sure until we look 
And then it will have the solar  occultation measurement, which will tell us  quite a bit 
about the upper part of the atmosphere and tell us  how high methane extends, in 
particular, which is quite a tricky thing because it's destroyed photochemically fairly 
rapidly. 
And s o  with any iuck, we'll have a very good idea of the basic physical prop 
erties of Titam Its actual radius, i ts  actual density, and the composition and general 
nature of the atmosphere. 
So, the next quastion is what we'll want to know after that. Clearly, as fa r  as 
atmospheric composition goes, we'd like to be a lot more certain than we ever can by 
remote sensing. 
The Mars Viking landers detected several very important gases which simply 
aren't amenable to remote sensing: argon, nitrogen, and some isotopic ratios. That 
experience is a very good guide to what we'll want to do on Titan. We'll want a refined 
analysis of both major, m e d i ~ m  and minor constituents of the atmosphere. Something 
for  whicn Titan i s  already renowned, of course, is organic chemistry. b'e're going 
to have to pay a good deal of attention to that. Hopefully, we'll be smar te r  by then 
than we were when we designed Viking, ar.d we'll know what to do about organic 
chemistry. Clearly, that's going to require a certain amount of laboratory work. 
h?y personal predilection lvould be to try to l e e ~ n  something about the upper 
atmosphere of Titan also. I think this is one of the important insights that's come out 
of this meeting, something that perhaps should have been obviaus but didn't occur to 
me, that methane i s  liable to be present a t  vcry high altitudes and subject to low energy 
proton bombarclment, along with the nitrogen, if it's there, and produce a great deal of 
interesting chemistry right a t  the top of the atmosphere. So I think that emphasizes 
once more that aeronomy i s  more than a minor subject of interest to a few specialists. 
I t  actually does bear  on quite important questions sometimes, 
E. STONE: So your comments are really focused on two are-: One i s  the 
detailed composition of the atmosphere a s  a whole, which means a probe, and the other 
L the upper atmosphere composition, where one is  possibly seeing some chemistry 
going o a  So you're focusing on the chemistry of Titan's atmosphere a s  a key to the 
future objectives of both lower altitude and upper altitude chemistry. 
D. HUNTEN: Yes. There is also a lot we'd like to know about the surface, but 
I'm mentally giving up on that for the moment and saying let's study i t  indirectly 
through what we can measure in the atmosphere. 
J. CALDWELL: With any luck at all if the VLA observations work at one, two, 
and six centimeters, we should have some indication whether o r  not the thing that 
determines the opacity is in fact ammonia. So that uncertainty, along with the radio 
brightness temperature disc-nepmcy, will hopefully be removed in the near future. 
I would judge that the radio occultation is a very important experiment, and I 
would like to offer the maybe heretical viewpoint that it is more important than almost 
anythillg else Voyager can do on Titan. In particular, because of the possibility that 
the atmosphere i s  opaque at visual wavelengths, I am convinced that high resolution 
imaging of Titan is scientifically risky. Voyager should do the radio occultation right, 
and plan other experiments around. 
E. STONE: Can we talk about what you think a r e  the key questions after 
Voyager ? Do you have anything to add to what Don had discussed, which was basically 
this q u e s t i o ~  of composition? 
J. POLLACK: I think another thing that a probe wili do very nicely for us is on 
cloud structure, both in the sense perhaps of telling us something about the distribution 
of the aeroso;~, a s  well as the presence and location of major condensation clouds in 
the atmosphere. 
I also think that we should look to try to get a s  much information on the 
dynamics of Titan's atmosphere as we can And one subject that, for reasons I don't 
quite understand, I always seem to be bringing up is that the Dappler-shift velocity 
measurements a re  a very relevant way of seeing what the velocity shear i s  in planetary 
atmospheres, including Titan's atmosphere. 
I think dynamics i s  certainly a very important area as  a general objective. 
D. MORRISON: Jim, a s  I recall a paper that you and Conway Uovy wrote, you 
predicted extremely sluggish dynamics on Titan. A r e  there really measurements that 
will reveal those kinds of motions? How important is that particular se t  of 
observations ? 
J. POLLACK: I would say it's extremely important because me of the general 
sverall objectives in the planetary program is to use planetary atmospheres as sor t  of 
natural laboratories for meteorological studies to see how di£ferences in their makeup 
('for example, rotatian rate) affect the way in which their dynamics behave. Titan's 
rotation period of 16 days makes it an especially interesting case. Most planets are 
roughly one-day planets. And then we have Venus, which is a 100-day planet in terms 
Ji its rotation period. And Titan is very nicely intermediate. So I think it's quite 
important in that sense. 
E. STONE: Is there anyone else who sees a principal science objective with 
respect to Titan that has not been addressed here? 
S. CHANG: How about surfacc analy~in7 That is, an assessment of the vola- 
tile content versus the non-volatile content, for instance. And if there a r e  a lot of 
voktiles there, what's the distribution between ices, organic matter, and s o  on? 
You may get some information from the atmospheric analyses, both particle- 
wise, as well as moiecular composition, but it may be difficult to extrapolate from 
those to the material actually on the surface. 
E. STONE: Could I ask: Is a surface composition analysis an important part 
of the story of understanding atmospheric composition, o r  can one do atmospheric 
composition studies without a detailed understanding of the surface composition? 
D, HUNTEN: One of the main reasons to be interested in atmospheric compo- 
sition is the clues that it gives you about the surface and interior. It's not the only 
reason, but it's certainly a principal one. It's quite possible on Titan that the surface 
is kind of incompatible with the atmosphere. It may be a layer of oily tar  or  some- 
thing like that. I think Fd go along with Sherwood and say the surface is an important 
objective, quite apart from whether we regard it as  a feasible one. Can the bistatic 
radar tell a liquid from tar from a sheet of ice on the surface of Titan? 
L, TYLER: I don't know about tar. We would not be able to tell ice from a 
soil of comparable roughness. Liquid depends on what kind of waves a r e  propagating 
in it. If you have winds on Titan, yes, I think we'd know that. 
D. MORRISON: I presume Voyager will answer the question a s  to whether 
Titan has an intrinsic magnetic field. I don't know how much it will tell about the 
moments of the gravity field, but 1 should think ' a t  understanding the degree to which 
the interior i s  differentiated, a s  derived fro1.1 dynamical studies, would be an 
extremely important obsemation. 
J. BLAMONTI If Titan i s  liquid inside, maybe the surface move8 on top of this 
liquid. Why not? And, therefore, we are in a new situation. So, I wanted to ask if a 
computation has been done? Let's suppose that we have water. What's going to happen 
to the surface? Is it going to mwe  with it? And, hew? Maybe it would be interesting 
to try to do some small seismology experiment. I'm sorry to be kind of crazy, but if 
we are serious about Titan being liquid, then it may move. 
D. HUNTEN: Jacques is suggesting that maybe the whole idea of a spherically 
stratified planet is too simplistic. It certainly is for the Earth. The Earth does 
exactly what you said, although on a very slow time scale. Maybe Titan has continen- 
tal drift too. 
S. CHANG: If the surface i s  a solid and one needs to belch gases from the 
interior into the atmosphere, does i t  make sense to have an experiment where you can 
measure the rate a t  which that kind of activity takes place or if i t  exists at all? 
E. STONE: I think I would like to turn to Saturn's atmosphere and ask Jim 
Pollack to lead off with a 5-minute analysis of what should be done after Voyager. 
J. POLLACK: Galileo gives us a very good starting point in terms of the 
general objectives for the Saturn atmosphere. Basically, a heavy stress is put on 
getting compositional information, particularly because of its relationship to some 
fundamental cosmogonic questions. 
In addition, one would like to get information about cloud structure, and in 
addition, to study the dynamics of the atmosphere. 
In the talk that I gave earlier, one thing that I mentioned i s  that Saturn could 
have a very interesting difference a t  the current time in terms of the factors respon- 
sible for its excess luminosity, mainly that it may be cold enough in the metallic region 
for helium to start segregating from hydrogen and for that to act as a source of excess 
energy. And the way to get at this i s  to have a very accurate measurement of the 
helium to *drogen ratio and compare that accurate number to the accurate number 
you'd get from Galileo. 
In terms of questions related to the origin and evolution of the Saturn system, 
it's important to get an assessment of what the amount of excess heavy elements ape, 
particularly volatiles, and also silicates. This means finding out how much methane, 
ammonia, and water vapor i s  in the observable atmosphere, and in sn indirect way, 
seeing if there i s  an excess of silicates in the envelope of Saturn. 
In terms of dynamics, fair amounts can be learned *om Voyager. It would be 
interesting having additional synoptic-type infurmation from an orbiter and, in 
addition, whatever information we can get about winds in the case of the Saturn 
atmosphere, 
In the case of outer planets like Saturn, there i s  a thou@ that there may be a 
sequence of condensation clouds, beginning with the ammonia condensation clouds, 
then ammonium hydrosulfide clouds, and then finally, water vapor clouds, 
The final point has to do with Saturn's magnetic field. The current thinking is 
that planets like Jupiter and Saturn have a dynamo mechanism for the magnetic field 
that's related to regions of high conductivity, namely, the metallic hydrogen region. 
Now, the interesting difference between Jupiter and Saturn is that the metallic region 
of Saturn has a much smaller volume than in the case of Jupiter. That means, f ~ r  
example, that you should have much more of a dipolar nature to a field that is produced 
by a more central region h in the case of Jupiter, s o  that learning about Saturn's 
magnetic field properties and comparing that to Jupiter's magnetic field properties 
could be an interesting exercise for the clues that it gives us about the origin of the 
magnetic field. 
E. STONE: The point about the magnetic field is that you'd like to understand 
the magnetic field to some fairly high order, which you cannot do with a flyby. 
L. TRAFTON: I think it might be interesting to try to study the dynamics in 
the neighborhood of the boundary of the shadow of the ring on the surface of the planet. 
There is some indication that the atmosphere may be more hazy when the percentage 
of the disk shaded by the rings is large, and this might be due to dynamical effects 
driven by the gradient between light and dark o r  hot and cold regions occurring a t  the 
edge of the ring shadow. 
G. ORTON: I think radiometer studies a r e  very important. So far,  with the ex- 
ception of possibly Uranus, Saturn represents one of the most oblique planets that has a 
studiable temperature. And we're seeing rather tremendous changes in thermal 
structure which seem to be tied closely with the amount of insolation taking place. 
There is a variety of things which should be dealt with in the synoptic sense. 
J. POLLACK: What a r e  the changes that you're referring to? Are they spatial 
o r  temporal? 
G. ORTON: Both. If you're sitting at the pole, then you're seeing changes 
throughout the year. If you're sitting at the Equator, then you're going io go through 
the ring shadow. 
D, MORRTSON: Since Saturn appears to have much stronger drivirg forces for 
atmospheric motion because of its obliquity and because of the ring shadows, is i t  not 
a little strange that it seems to have many fewer atmospheric storms that a re  visible 
from Earth than Jupiter? 
G. ORTON: One possible reason for the difference is the complex atmospheric 
structure. On Saturn, the haze may be greater, so  we don't see the $ aamical effects 
as well a s  in Jupiter. 
B, SMITH: Also, Saturn is twice a s  far  away. However, I believe Saturn i s  
actually less active. There is a point I would like to make with regard to the ring 
shadow. When seen by Voyager, i t  will be a fairly narrow projection on the equatorial 
region, whereas in the late bO's, the sha*.ow will cover a very, very large part of the 
southern hemisphere. 
D. MORRISON: It may be important to look again with a spacecraft when the 
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ring is open. As now planned, SOP will arrive a t  Saturn in 1991, while the tilt is 
still large. But if the mission slips to the mid 19901s, we'll be back lookiw at  Saturn 
in the same situation a s  Voyager. 
J. WARWICK: The discovery and initial exploration of the non-thermal radio 
emission properties of Saturn will be accomplished on Voyager. We have really no 
secure idea a s  to what will appear. If we see  nothing, all right. But what we see may 
well be only exploited on further spacecraft. It certainly won't be studied usefully from 
the ground o r  near the Earth. 
E. STONE: So there is always the point that we don't know some of the 
questions we need to ask and we won't know them. 
Let's summarize the questions that we have identified for Saturn: 
(1) The probe will allow us a direct compositional comparison with Jupiter. 
(2) It also allows us to do a more detailed, specific study of clouds and 
temperature structure, and possibly dynamics. 
(3) Synoptic observations have been identified for dynamical studies, including 
effects of the ring shadow. 
(4) Finally, the higher order details of the magnetic and gravity field may 
tell us about the difference between tlie internal structure of Saturn and 
that of Jupiter. 
I would like now to move on to the other satellites, and ask Dale to lead off. 
D. CRUIKSHANK: There i s  a serious lack of hard information about any of the 
satellites and even about the existence of some of them. In this sense, trying to decide 
what ahould be done from a post-Voyager probe is  a little like sitting in the Court of 
Queen babella the day after Ccrumbus set sail and trying to figure out how to explore 
the Missiesippi River and the Rocky Mountains. You don1 t even know if they're there, 
So the kinds of things that I coulci put on the list a r e  all the fairly obvious ones 
that have surely appeared on countless planning documents in preparation for a space- 
craft already en route. 
One important thing, though, is that Voyager and the Galileo experience, in 
imaging the Galilean satellites, will tell us a lot about the effects of large and medium- 
scale topography on such Earth-observable parameters a s  the solar and orbital phase 
functions. This will help us to interpret the data we now have on the satellites of 
Saturn. 
From an orbiting spacecraft, the satellites should all be mapped at  the highest 
possible spatial resolution. This permits people to do studies of the morphology of any 
features of any topography that might be seen. One can use crater counts to understand 
something ahout the flux of lalge impacting particles in the early history of the solar 
system in that neighborhood of the solar system. This will be the first opportunity to 
study close up the morphology of satellites that a r e  almost surely ice or  other frozen 
-9latiles. 
There have been papers by Torrence Johnson and others on what kind of mor- 
phology might be expected on such very low-density frozen satellites, and it is different 
from the kind of thing that we see on the Moon and Mercury and presumably the Galilean 
satellites. So there's a whole new area there. 
It's important to study the distribution of the frozen volatiles on the surfaces of 
the satellites of Saturn and particularly to search for things other than water ice. 
Ammonia ice, in particular, is a very important one because ammonia ice on the sur- 
face almost certainly reflects ammonia ice in the interior, or some ammonia mixture 
in the interior. And because ammonia has a profound effect on the melting temperature 
of a water-ammonia ice mixture, i t  will have a great influence on the question of the 
thermal history of the interior. 
So the detection of some other materials in the frozen ice on these satellites is 
very important. And, of course, once you find it, you'd like to look a t  its distribution 
around the surface. Now, how to do that is still an open question, because the presence 
of water ice tends to mask the presence of anything else. If further laboratory studies 
show that remote sensing either further in the infrared or  the ultraviolet can resolve 
other things from water ice, then that will provide the criteria on which any instrument 
to do this would be designed. 
Interior structure and thermal history can also be investigated using the 
gravitational moments of the satellites, and by repeated close passages of the space- 
craft to a t  least one o r  two of the satellites, one could presumably determine some of 
these crucial things. 
One should search for atmospheres and ionospheres of a t  least the largest of 
the satellites of Saturn, and this can be done nicely by well-proven occultation 
experiments 
We know that frozen water vapor even a t  a very low temperature has a finite 
vapor pressure, and s o  there must be some molecules in an atmosphere surrounding an 
icy satellite even a t  100 K. Whether or  not we can detect i t  is another question, but 
the occultation technique is a very powerful one. 
D. HUNTEN: The atmosphere of Mercury was detected by ultraviolet spec- 
troscopy, not by occultation techniques. Generally W is much more sensitive. 
D. CRLWHANK: I don't care  how you find an atmosphere. But there is a 
molecular atmosphere surrounding an icy satellite a t  100 K. Let's go find it. And 
let's also find out if it's been dissociated by solar ultraviolet to form oxygen and al l  
the things that people a re  talking about surrounding the Galilean satellites which haven't 
yet been found. 
The question of the interaction of the surface materials, the ices or  whatever, 
on t ' -3 satellites with the magnetospheric particles is of interest too, Have the ices 
been modified to some degree that we can't determine from the ground? That's some- 
thing that neeas to be looked at, both in the laboratory well in advance of any spacecraft 
experiments, and also done on the spacecraft itself. 
We should also be trying to understand the interaction of the surfaces of the 
satellites with any extended ring particles in Ring E. Is the diffusion time of particles 
radial to Saturn in this extended range so fast that, for example, every time a satellite 
makes an orbit i t  sweeps up a new batch, o r  i s  the diffusion time so  slow that each 
satellite has carved out for itself a wake which it  continually maintains? Those a r e  the 
kinds of scientific questions that I think need to be answered. 
D. MORRISON: I would make a special point of Iapetus because some asym- 
metries in photometric properties a re  seen on almost every satellite a s  a general 
phenomenon. Iapetus is such an extreme example that I would think that no matter 
what Voyager tells us, we're going to want to follow up in a detailed way to understand 
the photometric asymmetry of Iapetus, and what it i s  telling about Phaebe o r  ring 
particles o r  magnetosphere o r  whatever. It 's  almost surely telling us  something abouc 
more than just Iayetus itself. 
R. MURPHY: I think i t  would be imporiant to try and extend our knowledge of 
what the inventory of satellites around Saturn actually is. 
B. SMITH: lirell, Voysrger will do a lot of that, particularly if you're talking 
about the inner satellites. For  faint outer satellites, i t  is best done from the ground 
116th large telescopes. 
D. MORRISON: lVe should remember that we have yet to really s ce  any satellite 
anyway, except Phobos and Deimos. I bet you that a s  soon a s  we've looked a t  the 
Galilean satellites, let  alone when Voyager gives i ts f i rs t  glimpse of the Saturn 
satellites, we'll think of a .vhole myriad of new problems. 
E, STONE: Let's move on to th? next topic which i s  the rings. Jeff, could you 
lead off. 
J. CVZZI: 1 think a study of the rings i s  important from hvo stand poi^ : 
f i rs t  i s  their .,\vn origin, and the second i s  that they provide an extremely In-. : t:?. 
boundary colldition on the protopianetaq nebula. 
There a r e  different ways of getting a t  these two topics: 
(1) Through the size and size distribution of the particles themselves. The 
radius limits and slope of t5c: power lam distribution, and their variations 
with radial distance a r e  important for questior,~ of ring formation and 
evolution. In particular, the s ize of the largest particles is a critical 
number. 
(2) Through the composition of the particles. .-\re there any silicates and 
if so, in what amounts? Do the &mounts vary with radial distance? 
!\'hat causes the reddening of the rings, relative !o the satellites? 
Size distribution information is cspecially i~nportant A,ear the ring boundaries 
and in the Cassini division because that's where the dynamics influence the rings the 
most strongly. 
A s  f a r  a s  the glolml structure of thc rings then~sc.lvcs, there a r e  three 
important things: 
(1) The loczl microstructure of, for instance, tile nonaxisymmetr'ic brightness 
variations in the .4 Ring, anti telling u s  something allout gravitational 
perturbations which crluld be very important for l ea~n ing  how planets 
themselves form. 
(2) By ohserving tba edges of the various ring boundaries, you learn the 
d m -  micd  skengtbs of the resonances. That is, how effectively a m  the 
raxmax keeping the particles in, and !ewe how much mass has been 
lost over the age of the solar system, Do the thickness and volume density 
v2ry near the resonances? This could indicate thpt the resonances may he 
s m e s  of particle dispersions, 2nd may affect estimates of the age of the 
rings. 
(3) The mass of the rings. I suspect that to get very good J2 and J4 on 4 e  
planet, we might need a better esYmate of the mass thar, Voyager can 
provide, so I think repeated orbits ~ w l d  be very important. 
L. TRAFTON. What about inhomxeneity with depth perpendicular to the rirrgs? 
.J. CUZZI: That bas to do ~ S t h  the stratification of sizes, ivhich is an interest- 
ing thing to lodc at. The way you get at that is  probably -", the repeated radar 
observations. The best way to 60 the slee distribution studies would 5e by doing lots 
of bistatic radar mapping, 
L. TR4FTON: Is there any particulzr resson to expect the top side d the ring 
tn look just like the bottom side? 
J. CPZZI: Yes, it would be symmetric about the midplane. Wlt it \vouldn't be 
at all surprising to find little paiticles going much farther up than big particles. 
5. CRVIKSHAKK: We should look for atmospheres of the rings for the same 
mas that we o3culd look for atmospheres of the sate'lites, 
J. CALDVELL: :s this out of the range of possibilities for Voy2ger? 
R, HANEL: No, we vkn to do that, looking just at a time when w e  pass thrmgh 
the ring plane. Of cmrse, with IRIS we'll he limited primarilq to water vapor, 
methane, and ammmir, 
Ii. HUNTE3k UVS will be looking %I- atitmic hvdrogen. 
D. SIORRTSO?:: 1 would vcriture the prqhet:y that the rix-s will seem increas- 
ingly important as we learn aboxt oCer r i x  systems. The differences are  so striking 
between Uranus rings a ~ d  the Saturn rings. We don't know if Xeptune has a ring 
system. If tbere are  o t k r  ring s y ~ t e m s  and we find tbem differing in significant and 
poorlv understood ways from the Saturn system, I expect it will increase our motivation 
to understand the Saturn sya'Rm better. 
D, CRmHAhX: I thtnk we need "c find out if the rings are accreting or if 
they're a sLady state; or i; they're slowi:: t-v-qorating, if partizIcs tire flming irom 
therbgsoartnthaatmoaphereoftiwphet, a a i f t b e r e i s ' a n y ~ i n t b e r i a g s a t  
dl that a d d  be obsarped by, my, rn dMer rat& than a flyby. 
R guZteapartfrvrmtbescmntifie~tofpart6clesisesintbe 
d e d E R i n g ,  i f t h s g a r e t b ~ s b e ( m m ~ ) i i t ~ Q O . t e e a ~ t i a l  
hnnard far any S a m  arbiter multiple passes t k m g b  LBab ring plaae. I doorlt 
l m ~ ~ b o a t o ~ t m c ~ r ~ o r e s o g .  m ~ a e 7 9 / s o ~ ~ p s s r b ~ r r  
M g e t ~ m W e ~ m e n t m r o l t B e o p t i c a l f b ~ f r o m ~ c u t e F ~ o f  
thevisi5lerhgsailthewaywttolYtaa Haaoeve~, totmumlateht-mde 
sise is mother *lem. 
E, STONE: fo September 1979, of course, Pioneer 11 will be penetrating the 
ring plane. W s  a eiagle, m e  sample test af jmrticb she, 
4 MORRISON: Becauseo f~~ t imof ther ings ,  hrdiesfnw,anol.biter 
which brrs a ionp: lifetime may be especially valuable. The oppmtmity to look Ennrr 
a&vet from below, edge-on, over s period of years trs the tilt changes may allmu ns 
to answer some questions that seem dLfficult right mw, a d  that are not going to be 
wellansweTedbyanyshgle~hdview. 
I believe there are people who still question the antiquity of the rings, and I 
mid expect that one motipatiq factor behind some of these dymmical d sire 
distribution studies might be to understand if the rings have been there since the 
formatia of the solar system. 
L. TYLER: I think the radar experiment on Voyager wiU determine mean 
particle she and the width d the distribution function, If we can pet some scattering 
away from the straightforward direction, that is, some phzse-angle coverage, then I 
thiuk we can begin to say something about the size distriWtion referenced to some 
model, but I think it would still be open to question. 
E. STONE: Letts move along to the last, final topic which is the magnetosphere. 
George, would you iead off? 
G. W O E :  I'd like b start by addressing tbe questions that have to do with the 
two things abaut Saturn's magnetosphere tbat make i t  interesting in comparison with all 
the other rnagnetoqhaws, namely, tfie presence of Titan and the rings. 
It seems to me that what the Voyagers will do for us is to idenfify the grossest 
features related to the presence of Titan and the rings. Tbese will tell us w'bt general 
class ~f @ . ~ s S C S  to apply, tglt tbcy will leave undefined most of t?w impcjrtant details. 
The Pioneer and Voyagers -411 almost certainly determine for us the magnetic 
field at Saturn, an.' we will learn from that information whether Titan is inside or 
outside dsa rnqpebapbrt. No m&br  which it is, the interaction with Titan is guhg 
bokimpartantaaderr=inbrresti8g. 
~ f ! f n t a n ~ i e s o u t s i d t t h e ~ p a r t u f t b e t i m e ,  th n, dcamm, them 
wUl be! a sdar w i d  inZimwA%o, Even in this case, however, Tim aill pess thrcmgb 
the toil of tbe magnebsphere, aad the entire m-c tail popllatian wi l l  then 
be important as a bamrrtr! coadition to Titan plgmks. 
If Titan lies bide the all the time, there are still tm pomsi- 
EriIiths: it might be that the sdaF rind camredim saeepe m y  Titau w t s d  
pprtir?les~betthantbepCiCfsseiaPrrud, sotbttbepidureIdesaUmdbehedoas 
no9 alrpby. Thee the maim magnetmpkzic particle pqmlatiais afF- Titan migbt be 
s ~ ~ ~ l e s t h t t ~ r e e n ~ i n t o t h e ~  Theother~ibilityistheoae 
tbatIdesrribed, rithafailyiwohred -andafuUymgaged Titantoeus, 
T h e i ~ p h y s i c a l ~ e t e r s i n t h i s c a s e r e L a t e t o t k p a r t i c l e t r a n s p o P t ~  
lem, which mesas the difhion cuefficienf if am present thhkhqg oa the problem is 
carreot. 
T b m g o i u g o n t o t h e ~ ,  I d o n o t k n o w b a w w e u ~ v ~ a r i U d e f i o e f ~  
us the inner edges of the particle population, on wtiih informatiam is needed, so tbat 
we cmn get a good idea of the absorptiaa bomdaries. Tkat measurement should be 
done in detail fran a mare pmka&d series of observations from an orbiter. It is a 
very important measurement that cuqGc9 the diffusiao coeff~cient and tbe absorption 
pr-. 
The question of the E Ring might be s&ed in Wis w: . as roaff noted by Brad 
Smith, simx th particles mist disp- tas* than they t ncmld if they are only 
interacting with the A R%g. Ftsc, L tLhink that the d j e c t  tb-' ---;rick b,r- 
u p w t & m > . . i . c  in:el rJfio~+*.Ti:aui - . - .\kYnXl the POint of !Ti- 
d compllrativ* s ' d - -  . - k t  1 . . - - t i  p a d  radio emissions 
calid 1% ::G?! :;-, &tigatel fkm aE .&oit.cr. 
&e w a l d  dsc  !xc ro lo& very carefully at the effects of wk-Uites other than 
Tit= to determine the individual particle environments of tbe F 3kUiLi. As bas been 
demmstrated in the case of Jupiter's satellites, aae can obtain tke diffusion coefficient 
at the location of tbe orbits from differential measurements across the onFt. 
G o i  on to more general things. i t  i s  important from the point of view of 
magnetosphere studies to obtain a detailed morphology d the magnebsphere particle 
populatians and th r time oariations arhich cannot be obtained from one nr two pesses 
though a rnagoetosphere. One would like to have a lang-lived data gaahririg system 
to louk st Pariatiars which are probably ping on at #me scales of months, the intrinsic 
time scale of tbe transport processes. 
E. STONE: The Pioneer 11 trajectory will take the spacecraft inside the L sbell 
which is camectwi to tbe outer edgle of the A Riag, in hct, it will continue on in, into 
the C Ring region. So Pianeer 11 will, for energetic particles st least, see the mter- 
face between the energetic particle poprlatia: and tbe ring material, 
Wbat Pianeer 11 will nat do is measure tbe plasma environment at the same 
time. So, i n  tbat sense, there is an essential missing ingredient in  tmderstanding the 
inkmetian of the rings. Voyager will not, in fact, get close enough to the A Ring to 
dotbejob. 
Lo C O W  Why do  y w  say the plasma will not be measured? 
E. STONE: The Pioneer 11 does not have a magnetospheric plasma instrument 
un it. There is s a m e  cbaDce tbere may be some plasma information from John Wolfe's 
solar wind instrument, but it will be necessarily limited at best. 
Go SISCOE: Since \no w i l l  have tke Galileo observations of Jupiter, the new data 
which would be acquired at Saturn by an orbiter !ake m more importance because the 
intercomparison of these two planets, which are s o  much alike in other ways. essen- 
tially extends their joint value beyond thl~ sum of the two separately. It would gi* 
very important data upan which to hase a science of comparative rnagnetospheres. 
D. MORRISOfi Why not compare the magnetospheres of Jupiter and Earth? 
Go SWOE: Because of the gap to run the theories h m  one to the other. It's 
much easier, for example, to go from Earth to llercury, where the theories actually 
appear to allow you to do that. But you can't do that from Earth to Jupiter. There's 
a lso good reason to think you could do it from Jupiter to Saturn, and s o  you could have 
that c lass  of magnetospheres defined and checked. 
SATURN ORBITER DUAL PROBE 
MISSION 
W i d r & c c P m p l c m n u f ~ ~ o f S a u n ~ t h c P i m e r I I y d V q . l g n  
rprccrJiin i 9 7 9 d  1981 d r ~ p h r t d d r S a u r a s p w n ~  
invewigdon mil! be complrud. 'Ihc lq$d folbrv on mi&m k oae &at 
pnn-ides thr c q d d i t y  for &caikd Long duntion &scmdom d Ekt 
phnm d its sadliter. This mquirn a Smm orbiting spazcdr with 
remozc k r y :  @lit!- and with m m c u m  crpebilir)- to w dr 
satellites of Sum- Ihc -bed Suurn Orbiter bd P d  mission and 
m b i m  xhrrc systems into a multi-purplu Sacum aplonvion 
& that can satbfj- the cxpbruion objmivrs. The spcrmk as 
c u m n d y  envisioned. camsiws uf 
( 1 ,  Sgurn orbiter 
(2) sanull Pmhc 
(3, Ticar. P& OC Lander 
This sin& spamcdt  pmv& thc capabilig to d u c t  irr r i tm  measwe 
menu of the Suurn ud Tatan atmospkms and. possibly the Tian 
surface. as well as a u-rricty of renuse sensing measurements. The rnnurt 
sensing capabilities will be d to study the surfaces, inter& and 
tnvinwunrnts of Sarurn's ualiitcs, the rings of Saturn. Saturn's m ~ g n r  
tuspkm. d synoptic pmpcnk td Saturn's atmosphere. 
Based on the 1975 report of the Space Science Board (1375), the reco~nmended 
post-Voyager Saturn exploration objectives are: 
(1) Intensive investigation of the atmosphere of Saturn including in situ 
measurements of the chemical composition made with an atmospheric 
probe. 
(ri &mminatim or regional surfaee c b m i ~ t r y  amti properties tbe 
txtrhm tesanres of satellites a d  prqmmes of ring particles. 
(3) nlbnsive iIm&&atim of the satellite Titan. 
These objectives mpaire, in addition to a Saturn orbiting s m r a f t ,  a Saturn atmos- 
pheric probe and a Titan atmospheric probe o r  lander. 
This pper dkusse15 an example Satnra Orbiter Dud Pmbc (Sop3 mission 
that sMefi~19 these exploration objectivetit. The example qmxmaft is a multi-purpose 
Saturo exploration package eoneisthg d three separate s p a c d  systems. These 
systems are: 
0) SatnrnCkbiter 
0 -- 
(3) ntmlander* 
The S a m  Orbiter is the bus vehicle for  the Saturn an$ Titan Lander pruviding 
all prqsulsive mauemer capability necessary to deliver each of these vehicles. The 
Saturn Probe is deployed from the Saturn approach trajectory and the Titan Laeder is 
deployed fmm !?aturn h i t .  Based on J i f e r  Orbiter Probe (JOP) spacecraft studies 
by JPL and Titan Lander studies by the Martin Marietta CorporaSon, the necessary 
mass for each s u b e m  system is: 
(1) Saturn c;rbiter (less propellant tanks and propellant) -590 kg 
(2) Saturn Probe (no gropulsive capability) -200 kg 
(3) Titan Lander (no propulsive capability) - 225 kg 
The launch time period udder cansideration is 1986 utilizing a single space 
shuttle launch with the Interim Upper Stage @US) booster. This launch year should 
allow adequate time to incorporate knowledge gained by the Voyager flybys into the 
2 SOP spacecraft design. This is of particular importance to the design of the Titan 
Lander a-here the current range of Titan atmosphere models is  large. Basd  on a 
1986 launch, the Saturn delivery mass capability for standard ballistic trajectories is 
inadequate to conduct the desired mission. A single shuffle launch i s  capable of 
delivering less than 900 kg to Saturn in this mode. Considering the orbiter propellant 
and tankage necessary to achieve Saturn orbit and perform all other necessary propul- 
sive maneuvers, a delivery mass of approximately 2000 kg or greater i s  required. 
The exact mass requirement varies as a function of Sturn approach speed, VCO. It 
-is pnpn r e h  m tk Tirnn h i c k  rs a kndcr. !mvcvcr. a ka c o m p l d  atmosphmc probe s also under camidcrarion 
346 
would be possible with multiple shuttle launches (probably 3) with on-orbit stacking of 
IUS to provide the required delivery mass capability with a standard ballistic trajec- 
tory mode. Other Earth-Saturn transfer modes investigated to achieve an adequate 
Saturn delivery mass capability include gravity assist techniques and low thrust, ion 
drive. The gravity assist mode (VEGA or AVEGA) uelixes swingbys of Venus and/or 
Earth to add energy to the spacecraft orbit. Inherent to the VEGA or AVEGA mode is 
a long flight time of 7.5 lo 8 years in addition to the necessity of executing an 
additiorzal propulsive maneuver near Earth of approximately 2 km/s. Discussions of 
these gravity assist techniques are contained in Roberts (1975) and Martin Marietta 
Corporation (1976). The low thrust, ion drive mode also has long flight times, 7 to 8 
years, if the current baseline Encke '87 system parameters are used. System per- 
farmance improvements could however reduce flight time. In comparison to these 
delivery modes a combined ion driveigravity assist mode utilizing an Earth swingby 
was found to provide the greatest Saturn delivery mass capability. Using this tech- 
nique, mass delivery capabilities in excess of 2800 kg with flight times of 6 to 8 years 
are  possible. Table 1 summarizes these different Earth-Saturn transfer modes. The 
Table 1. 1986 Earth-Saturn Transfer Modes 
Saturn Delivery Saturn Flight Saturn Approach Option Mission 
>¶ass, * kg Time, yr Speed, \'a 
Direct Flyby and probe 
Ballistic < 900 5.7 5.4 km/s or lander mission 
possible 
Ballistic 
Gravity 2400 - 2600 7 - 8  5.9 km/s Baseline Mission possible 
Assist 
Ion Drive 2100 - 2200 7 - 8  6.0 - 5.0 h / s  Baseline Mission 
possible 
Ion Baseline Mission 
Drive/ 280W 6 -  8 7.5 - 5 . 5  krn/s possible 
Gravity 
Assist 
*Saturn Approach Mass, h'ot Mass in Orbit 
-- 
. . . . . 
baseline sop2 miseion Lnoolpaatea the low thrust, ion drive mode into its design. 
Major events of the b e l i n e  sop2 mission are described in Table 2 and illustrated in 
Figure 1. Spacecraft launch occurs in 1986 using a single space shuffle/IUS combi- 
natiaa The spacecraft consists of the Saturn Orbiter/Saturn Probe/Titan Lander 
combination and an ion drive propulsion module. The ion drive module provides low 
thrust capability for the initial 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 years after launch. a t  which time it is 
jettisoned and the spacecraft continues on a ballistic trajectory to Saturn. 
Approximately 65 days before Saturn encounter the Saixlrn Probe is separated 
from the Saturn Orbiter on a pre-established trajectory to enter the Saturn atmosphere. 
The ~ e p a ~ a t i o n  conditions had previously been established by propulsive manewers 
executed by the Saturn Orbiter. Following probe separation, approximately 60 days 
before eucounter, the orbiter executes another propulsive manewer to deflect its 
trajectory away irom Saturn impact. This deflection is accomplished to establish a 
periapsis altitude of four Saturn radii (4 RS) and to optimize the encounter time to 
maximize the Saturn Probe to Saturn Orbiter relay link data return capabilily. 
Figure 2 is an illustration of the p r m e  entry and the orbiter passing overhead 
receiving the relay link. 
Targeting options for the entry probe a r e  best described by referring to the 
representative B-plane plot for Saturn Probe targeting contained in Figure 3. Saturn 
approach i~ from the north with a major portion of the planei being illuminated. The 
shaded band from the top to the bottom of the figure i s  the region of aim-points which 
result in an entry on the night side of the terminator. To the right of the band is a 
region of aim-points which miss Saturn entirely while to the left i s  a region of aim- 
points which result in entry on the daylight side of the terminator. The dot pattern 
shading in the lower right hand corner area of the plot i s  the region of trajectories 
which pass through the rings of Saturn. The curved edge of this region represents the 
innermost visible edge of the crepe ring. Three arcs  (dashed lines) representing 
targeting for entry angles of -10, -20, and -30 degrees a re  shown parallel to the 
termmator. .Another set of lines labelled from lSON thrmgh 10% a r e  target points 
for entry a t  various latitudes on Saturn. The line labelled 0" is the equator. Any 
trajectory aimed between the equator and the edge of the crepe ring must necessarily 
pass through the ring plalre and therefore through any ring particles a s  yet unobserved 
inside the crepe ring. Therefore, i t  is preferable, if possible, to land in the northern 
latitudes. For entry angles more shallow than -13 deg, i t  is not possible to land 
north of the equator. In order to avoid having a steeply inclined orbit an? possible 
Table 2. Baseline Mission Scenario 
Com ments 
AV = 5 m/s 
AV = 5 m/s 
Mechanical separation 
AV = 77 to 100 m/s 
(probe does not have 
maneuver capability) 
AV = 10 m/s 
Entry angle of 7.5 deg 
Orbiter and probe have 
same radius vector 
AV = 990 to 1963 m/s 
AV = 590 m/s 
AV + 20 m/s 
Saturn orbit period 
reduced to 31.9 days 
I A V = ~ O  m/s 
Time Relative to 
Probe Entry 
E - 750 days 
E - 70 days 
E - 65 days 
E - 60 days 
E - 4 to 10 days 
E + O  
E + 1/2 hr 
E + 2  1/2 hr  
E + 79.7 days 
E + 85 to 100 days 
E + 159.4 days 
E + 165 to 180 days 
Events 
Pre-Saturn Navigation Maneuwr 
Pre- Probe Separation Nav. 
Maneuver 
Saturn probe separation rrom bus 
B11s deflection maneuver 
Pre-insertion Nav. Maneuver 
Saturn P ~ o L ~  entry 
Orbiter overhead from probe 
Insertion into Saturn orbit ok 
periapsis 4 RS and period 
159.4 days 
Periapsis raise from 4 to 19 RS 
Pre-Titan Nav. Maneuver 
Titan encounter pump-down and/or 
plane change 
Pre-Titan Nav. Rlaneuvr~r 
E + 191 days 
E + 0.5 to 1 year 
Titan lander approach and entry 
~atellite/ring tour 
40 of landed science; 
225 kg Titan approach 
mass 
A V = 5 0 m / s  ' 
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requirements for large plane changes, it is preferable to land a s  close a s  possible to 
an R value of 0, that is, near the lower part of the plot. 11 good aim-point for this 
approach trajectory would thus be for an entry angle of about -30 degrees, and an entry 
just north of the equator. 
The Saturn entry environment is less severe than the Jupiter environment w'th 
the entry velocity being 27 km/s instead of the 48 km/s a t  Jupiter. Entry can occur 
at relative flight path angles of -6 to -40 degrees. The maximum axial load in this 
range of flight path angles is approximately 360 Earth Gs and a maximum dynamic 
2 pressure of approximately 600 kN/m a s  compared to JOP's nominal of 385 Earth Gs 
2 
and 800 kN/m . The convective heating rate is approximately 40% of a JOP entry. 
Using a JOP staging scheme the Saturn entry to a pressure altitude of 10 bars can be 
up to two hours duration which places stringent relay requirements on the orbiter a s  it 
flys overhead. Figure 4 illustrates representative relay link margins a s  a function of 
periapsis altitude and indicates thz rationale for selecting a periapsis altitude of 4 RS. 
A zero link margin is defined as  that signal to noise ratio, 10 dB, required to support 
100 bps (a preliminary JOP specification). 
Approximately 2 1/2 hours after Saturn Probe entry the orbiter propulsion 
system is used to slow the spacecraft, inserting the Saturn Orhiter/Titan Lander 
systems into a Saturn orbit with periapsis radius of 4 RS and an orbit period of 
approximately i60 days. This is illustrated in Figure 5 a s  well a s  other pre-Titan 
landing major events. Near the f irst  apoapsis, ( 4 8 4  RS), approximately 80 days after 
orbit insertion, an orbiter propulsive maneuver i s  executed to increase the periapsis 
radius to -19 RS in preparation for the first Titan encounter to occur approximately 
80 days later. During this Titan encounter, the influence of Titan's gravitational field 
is used to lqpump down" the orbit period to 31.9 days (twice the Titan period) and 
possibly change the plane of the orbit. During one of the subsequent Titan enc~unters 
the Titan Lander i s  separated from the orbiter on a pre-established entry trajectory 
for Titan entry and landing. The orbiter then executes a propulsive deflection maneu- 
ver similar to that performed in support of the Saturn Probe deployment. During 
Titan entry and landing, data are  relayed to the Saturn Orbiter for playback to Earth. 
If the Titan Lander is intended tc, survive only a few hours after landing, the mbiter 
could be released after receiving the lander data to begin its satellite/ring tour. If 
the lander is intended to survive for months after landing, the orbiter will continue its 
Titan encounters to receive a Iditional d2+? from the lander. This assumes there will 
not he any direct playback between the Titan Lander and Earth ground stations. 
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lrud RF cammand reception eqmbillty. After separation from the orbiter the hinder 
wonlU, using its prapnlsion system, insert itself into a Titam &t After sever& 
mmbtians, during Bvbi& Titan is observed fnnn orbit, the lander enters Titmvs 
a h m e n ,  lrlld knds on its mtrface sewling back data to tk Satxtsn Orbiter via relay 
W In this option the Saturn Orbiter would probably be in a nearly circular &it at 
ntan distmw (-20 RS) but incrined with reepect to ~iw*s orbit.  his *ti011 w a d  
significantly increase the Saturn ddivery mass delivery requirements and could mean 
even longer night lirxres or require a combination of low thrust and gmviw assist 
m a .  
Titan entry speeds for deliver)- frum Saturn orbit raoge Erom 2.4 to 7 h / s .  
F m  tb orbit previously described @riapsis ndius d 19 RS and an orbit period of 
31.9 days) the -try velacity is appmximabely 2.8 km/'s. For compsrfsoa pcrposes, 
the entry speed for delivzry from 'i'itaa orbit varies between 1. ? and 2.4 k d s .  
Titan appears to be the lemt diffkult of any of the major Solar System bodies 
9n w3ich tu mechanize a 1md;ng. It is expected that a Titan sar't k ~ r f i u g  can be 
acMeved with a lander vcbicia of considerably less complexity tha;~, say. 'Jle Viking or 
flrx-veyor vehiclas. The cumen; sbte of knowledge of Titan's atmosphere will hod ably 
not pern~it he desigu of a single cost  effective lander for all atmosphere models. 
Surface presstire, just me of many pic ameters ckz-acterieing the Titan atmosphere, 
differs by a factor of 500 among the four nodeis being considered, Figure 6. The 
Titan ~uxll1tation data from the Voyager flybys in 1981 ill be most impmtant in hope- 
2 fully reducing the r u e  of atmosphere msdels that mu3t ?w considered for SOP . 
Titan landers can probably be configitred without complex attitude or altitude contr~l 
systems, the most complex device required beiog a parac;~ute andhr simple touchdowi 
cushion For the super-hick Titan atmosphere model not even a parashte is 
requi~ed. 
Descent trajecwrv pr~files for the four atmosphere models are shown In 
Figtire 7 fw !~uder delivery from the prw iously described Saturn orbit. The 
bailistic coefficient of 150 kg/rn2 represenis a 225 kg lander with a 2.25 n12 ~ e r n s h ~ l l .  
Fur these trajecforier: the marrimurn axial laad is eignificantly Zess t an I0  Earth G s ,  
which is a represe!~t.ative Wer limit ti.at w d d  not impact lander dcqign. In fact, for 
m entry speed of 2.9 km/s f! ight path q ! e s  up to -00 deg still do not i-estlit !r. mia? 
loads of 10 Earth Gs for any of the atmc~splwres. The shaCowest en&:, angle i s  
approximately -25 deg wF. -.P s k i p t  cccurs. The maximum axiai 1 . d  e~erienred it1 
TEMPERATURE T, K 
I:igmrr 6. ? r u r ~ r l r  Traprarrwr Pr$Jr( e/ Engr*ar;m: ISWKIJ ./ 7-i A ~ ~ w q h  
?he nbminal atmosphere as a functim of en- sped,  flight path angle car5 ballistic 
coefficient i s  illustrated in Figure 8. For reference the Viking value is shown on the 
chart. The peak heating rate and integrated heating input has a minor e5ent  011 Imder 
mass. Considering worst case  values requires a heat shield of approximately 57 
of the lander mass. 
Terminal descent to a landing with a maximum tmchdown velocity of rO mps is 
pmsible in all atmospheres with only a parachute. In the super thick atmospbre the 
parachute primarily provides attitude control <during descent. In aii cases t??e p a n -  
chute can be deployed a t  a 2 km altitude. The thin s h e s p h e r e  provides the worst 
environment for terminal descent requiring the largest parachute to achieve an accept- 
able (<I0 mps) touchdown velocity. It turns out that the parachute size needed for :be 
thin atmospt.x?;.e is almost thc same size as the Viking fdrachute. The variation in 
t o u c h d m  velocity with parachute s ize or ballistic cwfficient 1s fllustrated In Figure 9. 
It  is readily apparent that phrachute size becomes i ~ ~ p r b n t  orJy if the thin atmosphere 
is considered. 

' Flight times frosn entry to tcmehdown varg from 30 mia to in excess of 4 l/Z 
hams d q x d h g  on the atmosphere, aeroghell bdlistic c&cient, parachute siw and 
altitude d parachute deployment If the model atmosphere range can be narrowed down 
it is possible to control the t h e  spent in descent by proper sizing and stagiag 
*w#- 
Data transmissioa from the Lander would be relayed throqb the orbiter vehicle 
as it pames by Titan, If the ltmder were designed to survive d y  a few hours after 
landing this relay wouid take place during the initial overflight of the orbiter during 
entry and lading. If the hider were designed to survive far an extended period of 
time the orbiter would pass by Titan peridcally to receive the relay h the lander. 
Figure 10 ihstrates the \-ariaGan in orbiter mge and elevation as viewed by a lander 
on the surface of Titan at the anti-Saturn pint, a Saturn Orbiter in a 32 day period, 
a d  20 RS periapsis radius orbit that is coplanar with the orbit of T i h a  Line of sight 
from lander to orbiter is maintained for several days araund closest approach for 
relay data tntnsmissian purposes. 
0 I 2 3 4 5 
DAYS FROM CLOSEST APf%OACH 
In order to conduct a satellite tour it is necessary to make arbit changes using 
gravity assist pumping and cranking techniques. Of dl the Saturu satellites Ti& i s  
the only one that can be used effectively for these plrposes. Large period changes of 
100 days are possible with a single encaunter as are inclination and apsidal r o@~on  
c- of 10s of degrees per encamter. With this capability a taur is possible; 
however, enmmbm with othe, satellites of Saturn have to be found on trajectories 
which are targeted back to Titan. Reference 2 (Roberts, 1975) contains a detailed 
discussion of Titan pumping and cranking capability and dm some exan~ples of possible 
satellite tours. 
The information contained in this paper was derived primarily from the results 
of the 1977 Saturn Mission Options Study (Wallace, 1977). This reference contains 
additional detai!~, parametrics and considerations for interested readers. 
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D. 3lCrB2,,rSD= Have you gone through any exercises to see how many satellite 
encoimters yar might get in a year or 18 month in arbit? 
R. RUDD: In a year's time, right n m  I smld be guessing, but I would say it's 
like 3 or 4, not including Titan. 
Dm MORRISON: Om every second orbit or something of that sort? 
J. CALDLVELL: In what ways do you get hurt if you design a probe for  a very 
thin atmosphere and it  turns out to be thicker than you expected when w designed i t?  
D. HERMAN: You have to u e  t5e or-biter 2s a relay, so if the descent rate is 
very, very slow, it's conceivable that you lose communication before you czn get to 
the lower atmosphere. 
D. MORRISOW At what pressure level does the probe become subsonic and 
start taking data? That's extremely important for us because one of the things we want 
to know from this group is  whether a Titan probe is wvorthwhile. If there is a possi- 
bility of a very thin atmosphere, we doc't know if we can get any probe data a t  zll. 
R, RCI)D: I don't have an answer to that. 
D. HC'NTEN: \Ve need to know, given LLI atmosphere, let's say take two 
extremes, one that's practically pure hydrogen anu one that's practically pure 
nitrogen, when do you reach Mach 1 slowing down, is i t  a t  1 mi~ar ,  10 mbars, o r  
a hundred millibars? For Jupiter, it's 100 mbars, and that's disappointing. It's 
presumably much less  for Titan, but the question is, how much less. 
R. RUDD- I wk-ill t n  to get the answver from JFL. (Answer: In the range of 
atmo: h e r e s  that were studied, the probe reaches Mach 1 at 2-5 mbar. 
J. CALDIVELL: I s  i t  possible to arrange the orbit such ;?at you intersect Ti tan 
at different points in Titan's or i~i . ,  so that you don't always have to set the same side 
of Titan. 
R. RUDD: Yes. That will happen .qith apsidal rotations. 
D. MORRBOX: Vou'd have to rotate the line of spsides, which is a step-\vise 
process, in order to look a t  different sides. You can't, giver j ~ s t  one intersection 
with Titan, arbitrarily choose to intersect a t  some completely different point in its 
orbit the nzxt round. 
A7g.'& jgd 
OUTER PLANET PROBE MISSIONS, 
DESIGNS AND SCIENCE 
Lawrence Colin 
NASA-Ames .'Zesearcb Center 
Moffett Field, California 940;s 
ABSTRACT 
This paper reviews rhe similarities and differences of atmosphere enrq 
probe missions, designs and science appropriate to certain solar system 
objects. In particular, the evolution of rechniques and concepts from the 
Pioneer Venus Multiprobe Mission to the Galileo Jupirer Probe leading to 
Saturn and Titan probe concepts is traced. Candidate payloads for Saturn 
and Titan probes are suggested such that maximum inherirances from the 
earlier programs may be realized. It is clear, however. that significant 
Supporting Research and Technology efforts are required to develop 
mission-peculiar technology for pnhe exploration of the Saturnian system. 
INTRODUCTIOK 
Outer planet atmospheric probe missions have been accorded serious study since 
the early 1970's. A "common" probe design for application both to Jupiter and Saturn/ 
Uranus has been emphasized. To a great extent these studies were stimulated by the 
Ames Planetary Atmospheres Entry Test (PAET) mission md have knefited from the 
development efiorts of the Pioneer Venus Multiprobe mission. (There is a certain 
amount of sp"1over from the Vilung Entry Probe and IAanllcr prcgrarn, but this has been 
minimal due to the relatively benign Mars e t a y  L%nvironn~ent. ) 
To a lesser exlent, atmospheric pi-obes and landers on Titan t we also been 
studied. Surface penetrators which have been studied mainly for application to Mars. 
have also received prelh~binarj study for Titan and the  Galfiean satellites. A l l  of the 
contemplated missions-Pioneer Venus (W) Multiprobe, Jupiter Orbiter Probe (JOP) 
(recently designated "Galileofl), Saturn Orbiter with Probes to Saturn and l'itan 
 are severely constrained, particularly with regard to probe weight (thus scien- 
tific payload weight) and cost. llCombinedff missions, e. g. , an 'all-purpose atmospheric 
probe-lander-penetrator concept or  even a combination of two of the three alternatives, 
may not be realizable. This is not to say that combinations o r  very ambitious missions 
would not acttdly be coat-effective and it is strongly recommended that such 
approaches be studied seriously and the required compromises elucidated at  an early 
stage. It is clear that even the simplest mission to Saturn/Titan severely pushes the 
Shuttle/IUS capabilities; therefore new propulsion systems, orbital assembly tech- 
niques, or  PV type missions, i. e., separate Orbiter and Probe launches, will need to 
be developed to evolve a cost-effective, scientifically valuable program. In fact, Solar 
Electric Propulsion is currently being considered for this purpose. 
The purpose of this paper is to summarize existing programs and studies as 
they pertain to an  SOP^ mission. The results of this Saturn Workshop, particularly 
the feasibility of candidate payloads, will thus have a basis in reality appropriate to 
NASA's current technological base and anticipated resources for exploration of the 
Saturnian system beyond Pioneer and Voyager. 
GALILEO 
The Gzlileo mission was appro\-ed by Congress as  a FY 78 new-start in the 
Summer of 1977. Shortly thereafter terltdtive scientific payloads were announced by 
SASA Headquarters. (The Galileo program is managed by JPL and they are also 
developing the Orbiter which will carry the Probe to Jupiter. ARC is managing the 
Probe portion of the mission including clevelopment and integration of the Probe exper- 
iments. Only the Probe-related features are discussed in this paper. ) Two competi- 
tive Probe system design studies were completed by JIcDonnell Douglas and Hughes 
Aircraft/General Electric in  December 1977; an R F P  for the Probe development and 
execution phase was issued i n  January 1978; hardware proposals were received in 
March 1978 leading to selection of the IIughes/GE team in June 1978. The Probe 
design, Probe experiments and Probe mission strategy are  currzntly in a state of con- 
ceptual design. Thus, wc are only able to describe a "baseline" or  "strawmanl' picture 
at this point. 
Probe Mission Strategy 
Key elements of the Galileo Probe mission a r e  listed in Table 1, which also 
contains a comparison with the PV Multiprobe program. After about 1000 days in 
transit (from a January 1982 launch to September 1984 arrival), the Orbiter will 
release the Probe some 100 days prior to encounter with Jupiter. Thc; ?robe wi l l  
enter the Jovia:~ atmosphere (the entry is defined to begin at  450 km above a pressure 
level of 1 bar; all altitudes below a re  referenced to this level) near the evening termi- 
nator with a relative velocity of 48 km/s (>loo, 000 mph) at a shallow relative entry 
angle of -9.35 a t  a latitude of 5.5" S (South Equatorial Zone). Inertial values a re  
60 km/s and -7.5" respectively. After the Probe experiences enormous aerodynamic 
braking forces and heating during which the heatshield will ablate about half its weight, 
the Probe will deploy a parachute near Mach 1 to slow the Probe rapidly. The forward 
and aR heatshields (i. e. , deceleration module) will then be ejected exposing the descent 
module (currently containing six experiments: see below) to the environment. Scien- 
tific measurements will be made in the pressure range 0.1-10 bars (-50 km t o  
-100 km) during the ne-xt 30 min. The Probe may free-fall below 10 bars continuing to 
make scientific measurements for another 15 minutes to  about 20-30 bars (-160 km) 
where the Probe mission will terminate. (Termination will occur due either to thermal 
failure o r  insufficient Orbiter-to-Probe communicati~ns margins. ) The main parachute 
size (-2 m )  and its jettison time will be selected to ensure this pressure range-time 
goal (based on a "nominal" atmosphere defined by the Galileo Project Science Group). 
Certain limited experimental data will also be collected prior to entry and during entry 
into the sensible atmosphere above 0.1 bar. These data will be stored on the Probe to 
be transmitted together with the lower atmosphere data back to tile overflying Orbiter 
(-4 R range) for tra; ~lission to Earth. J 
Probe Design 
Key elements of the Galileo Probe design are listed in Table 2, which also con- 
tains a comparison with the PV Drobe's features. The Galileo P1-ohe consists of a 
quasi-spherical descent module of 80-90 cm base diameter containing the scientific 
instruments, encased in a deceleration module consisting of a conical forward and 
spherical aft heatshield. The forward shielrj will be about 120 cm base diameter and 
Table 1. Comparison of Mission Factors 
Pioneer Venus 
Large Probe 
Pioneer Venus Galilea 
Small Probe Probe 
Launch Date 
Launch Vehicle - Q p e  
- Capability, kg 
Trajectory Type 
Transit Time, Days 
Encounter Date 
Entry Speed, km/s 
Entry Angle, deg -25 to -45 
o Maximum Deceleration, GE 
Q, 
315 
Descent Regime - bars 
- K 
Descent Time, min 55 
Descent Velocity, m/s 55 - 10 
Augrst 1978 
Atlas/Centaur 
910 
I 
125 
December 1978 
11.6 
-20 to -75 
190 to 650 
0.07 to 100 
232 to 750 
57 
70 - 10 
January 1982 
ShrrtMe/IUS 
1500* 
I1 
1049* 
September 1984* 
48.3** 
-9.35 
320 
0.1-10 (20-50) 
110-!go (600450) 
so (45) 
400 - 50 
*I800 KG, 1275 days and November 1984 for a Mars gravity-assist strategy (recently determined to be required 
to meet total mass constraints) 
**relative to atmosphere; inertial velocity ib  60 km/s 
Table 2. Comparison of Probe Designs 
Pioneer Venus 
Large Probe 
Pioneer Venus 
Small Probe 
Galileo 
Probe 
Mass - Total, kg 
Science, kg 
Science Volume, cc 
Science Power, W 
Science (and s / c )  Data, b/ys 
Store, bits 
Heatshield - Type, Fore 
Aft  
- Mass, kg 
Pressurized, psia 
Staged 
Base Dia, cm 
Half-Cone Angle, dcg 
Radiation Protection Requirements 
Communications Link 
3 14 
29.3 (34 mu) 
31625 (40000 max) 
92.8 (106 m u )  
2561'188 
30 72 
Carbon Phenolic 
low dens. elastomeric 
3 3 
8 - 30 
Yes 
142 
4 5 
No 
Direct 
90 
3.5 (4 max) 
3110 
9.8 (10 ma) 
64/16 
3072 
Carbon Phenolic 
low dens. elastomeric 
9 
4 - 30 
No 
76 
4 5 
No 
Direct 
2 50 
21 (25 max) 
24400 (27000 n~ax) 
48 
150 
32000 
Carbon Phenolic 
phenolic nylon 
100 
No 
Yes 
120 
45 
Yes 
Relay thru Orbiter 
will be a spherically tipped cone some 45* half-angle. The height of the Probe is &bout 
90 cm. The total Probe weight is 250 kg (mrudmum) accommodating some 21 kg 
(25 kg max) of scientific instruments. The heatshield itself weighs about 100 kg (total) 
and is ablated significantly by the severe heating peculiar to Jupiter entry. The 
descent module is vented in a controlled fashion to the ambient environment. 
Scientific Inst-went8 and Objectives 
There are six experiments selected tentahvely for the Galileo Probe. These 
are listed in Tzble 3 and compared with those being flown on PV. Key instrument 
Table 3. Probe Experiments 
Pfoneer Venus Pioneer Venus Galileo 
Large Probe Small Probe Probe 
Temperature 
Pressure Single Experiment 
Acceleration 
Neutral Mass Spectrometer 
Gas  Chromatograph 
I 
Helium Abundance Detector 
Sdar  Flux Radiometer 
Infrared Radiometer 
Net Flux Radiometer 
Nephelometer 
Cloud Particle Size Spectrometer 
Lightning Detector 
characteristics are lisaed in Table 4. Tbe major features and s&nti€ic objectives 
are discussed below. Final confirmation of the experiments i s  expected in October 
1978. 
Temperature, Pressure, Acceleration (PI: Alvin SeifVAmes Research 
Center) - Togelher b s e  measurements comprise tbe Atmospheric Structure Experi- 
ment. The experiment consists of a temperature sensor and pressure tmnsducers 
exposed to the ambient flm during the descent regime (below 0.1 bars), a 3-axis 
accelerometer located at  the descent module center-of-gravity aperating during both 
entry and descent, and associated ele&mmics. The primary objective is to reconstruct 
atmoe3phe~ic state profiles (pressure, temperature, density) from the point where the 
sensible atmosphere is detectable (-loo6 Q) to end of mission. Seccmdary objectives 
include determination of atmospheric mean molecular weight, horizontal wind velocity 
and wind shear (requires Doppler tracking), neutral flow velocity and turbulence 
intensiw and scale. 
h'eutral Mass Spectrometer (PI: Hasso XiemdGoddard Space Flight 
Center) - The instrument coslsists of a quadnipole mass spectramekr ope&* over 
the mass range 1-52 UZ: plus two higher mass ~lllmhers (probably 81 and 131 AAEC 
(Kr and Xe)). The primary objecbves are to determine vertical variations of the 
Table 4. Xey Galileo Probe Science Instrument Characteristics 
Instrument Mass VOL Avg Pwr 
Descent 
KG cm3 w Data Rate BSS 
Atmosphere Structure (T, p, g) 3.0 3600 6 2G. 5* 
Pieutral B!P- 3 Spectrometer 9.5 9400 18 2 8 
Helium Abundance Detector 1.2 2400 1 2 
Set Flux Radiometer 3.0 3500 6 16 
Lightning, Radio Emissions 1.8 2000 2 5 * 
*Does not include pre-entry/entry requirements. 
- 
chemical composition of the Jovian atmospbem within tbe above mass range with a 
threshold of about 10-~ or 10 ppb mixing mtio. An enrichment cell system is used to 
increase the ratio of minor to major constituents for d y s i s  of trace constituents aad 
the debermhatlm of stme Isotope ratios in a few samples. h'oble gas concentration 
and is* ratioa are also to be obtained through the rrse of scrubbers. Samples are 
ingested irrk, the system through direct glass-capillary pressure-reducing leaks con- 
nec6ed to an inlet system located nwu the Probe stagnation point. 
Helium Abmdame Detector (PI: Ulf von Z W U n i v .  of Bum) - This is 
another composition device dedicated to precise (0.1%) determinatim of the He/Hq 
ratio in tbe Jmim atmosphere. A Jupiter atmosphere sample is  irtge~ted into a cell 
cmtained within the Probe. A miniature optical interferometer is used to compare 
the refractive index a4 this aample to that of a reference gas mixture contained within 
tbe Probe. Measurements a m  made in the rar,z 3-8 bars only. 
Nei Flux Radiometer (PI: Rabert Boese/A.mes Research Center) - This 
experiment mnsists of a multiciwmel radiometer (0.3-30, 0.3-2000, 20-30, 3&40, 
40-60 micrometers plus possibly two other cbanra?ls) measuring ambient radiation in 
50° corns alternately centered *50° from the Probe horizantal. The primary objectives 
are to measure the net flux d solar esmrgy (assuming a dayside entry) and plaoetary 
emission, determine locatim d cloud layers, measure mixing ratios of selected con- 
stituents and to study the opacity ob clouds and aerosols. 
h'ephelometer (PI: Boris Ragent/Ames Research Center) - This experiment 
consists of a single-wavelength, multiple-angle (5 ) scattering nephelomete r. The 
primary abjectives are to determine the vertical extent, structure and microphysical 
characteristics (particle size distributim, number density, physical structure) of tbe 
Jovian clouds. 
Lightning and Radio Emission Detector (PI: Lcuis Lanzero#ijBell Labs) - 
AIMS experiment consists of both electromagnetic and optical sensors. The former 
operate in the frequency domain (3, 15, 100 kHz narrow band) and the time domain 
(1 Hz-100 kHz; 16 s resolution). A ferrite c o ~  coil is used as an antenna. The 
optical sensor is a phdodiode connected to a lead-glass fisheye lens. The primary 
objectives are to determine if lyhtnirrg exists on Jupiter and measure basic physical 
characteristics; determine scale size of cloud turbulence; study electrification; look 
for evidence of precipitation, sources of heat and acouetic shock measure R F  
noise levels. As a secondary objective, the electromagnetic sensor will be operated 
prs-entq, below 3 Ra altitude, to m g a u e  the ampomnt of Jupiber9s magnetic 
f i e I d p e ~ t O t h e r P r a b e s p i n a x i 8 .  
This brief nummary of experiments on the W i b o  Probe is provided as back- 
pound to aid in eeMm of adidate payloads for Saturn ard Titan atmospheric 
hrobes. There are other pa&ntlal experiments of mume, -me d which have already 
been proposed. A listing of both Category 1 experiments and nmCakgory 1 experi- 
ments proposed for GaliLeo is given in Table 5 and some are discussed briefly below. 
This potentially very valuable composition experiment (partScularly for the 
study of heavy organic molecules at sensitivities of about 1 ppb) was not chosen for 
Gal.ileo primarily because of resource amstmints (mass and dollars). 
Table 5. Galileo Proposed Probe Experiments Not Selected 
Catetorg I Mass, kg 
Gas chroma- 4-5 
Energetic Particle Detector 1-2 
Ion Mass Spectrometer* 3-4 
Neutral Mass Spectrometer (Aerommy) * 
Electron Temperature Probe+ 
Non-Category I 
Alpha-Scatter Composition Detector 
Microwave Radar Precipitation Detector 
Cloud Imager 
hfagnetometer* 
Retarding Rotential Analyzer* 
Ortb/Para H2 Ratio 
* PV derivatives 
Energetic Particle Detector, Ian Mass Spectrometer, Neutral Mass Spectrometer, 
Electron Temperature Probe 
These very valuable radiation and aeronomy instruments woula operate in the 
pre-entry regime (ionosphere and magnetosphere). One or more of these may yet be 
added to the Galiieo payload prior to payload confirmation. 
Pioneer Venus Comparisons 
Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 contain some useful data comparing PV and Galileo with 
regard to mission factors, Probe designs and experiments. The inheritances provided 
to Galileo by PV kave been important and we are certain those provided to the Saturn 
and Titan Probes by Galileo will also be. 
Major mission factor similarities and differences a r e  highlighted in Table 1. 
Although the Shuttle/IUS iaunch capabiliw (1500 kg, o r  1800 kg with a hIars gravity 
assist) is significantly greater than that of the ~t las /Centaur  (910 kg), the additional 
mass plus a good deal more, is consumed by Galileo Orbiter requirements compared 
to the FV bus (Fly-by) because of the orbit inser-tioW'operations requirements. The 
order-of-magnitude longer transit times (1049 o r  1275 vs 125 days) hr Galileo trans 
late into more stringent reliability requirements for the esperiments and Probe sub- 
systems. Ho\ivever, the most significant difference behveen the two Pmbe missions 
results from the tremendous entry speeds of the Jupiter Probe (48.3 km; s) in a H z - H e  
environment versus the Yenus Probes (11.6 km,/'s) in a CO. environment. Sote that the 2 
difference lies not in the structural requirements for sun-ival &-loading is similzr) but 
in the entry heating o r  thermal protection requirements. This will be further discussed 
subsequently. Sote also that a l tkugh the cntry requirements a r e  more severe at 
Jupiter, operation in the dcsccnt regime is more benign. Gaiileo F o b c  operation will 
terminate at about 30 bars and 150 K after -15 nzins, whereas the Pl' Probes will oper- 
ate  for about 60 minutes reaching 100 bars and 750 K. 
Referring to Table 2, the Galileo Probe masE (250 kg) is between the PI' Large 
Probe (314 kg) and Small Probe (90 kg), the increase in hcatsheld being offset by no 
pressure vessel penalty. The same is true for the pertinent science parameters (mass, 
volume, powcr, data rate). The inuch more severe entry requirements foi. Galileo a re  
reflected in the much higher required heatshield weights (100 kg o r  SOT; of Probe mass 
compared to 33 and 9 kg for the P V  LP and SP respectively). The design of the 
heatshield is the single most important concern of the Galileo program. On the other 
band, the more benign descent environment on Jupiter permits the use of a vented 
probe, with attendant savings, hopefully, in instrument design and possibly simpler 
thermal control considerations. Added difficulties at Jupiter, not thought to be of the 
same magnitude as e ~ t r y  heat protection, are the requirement forrsurvival through 
the radiatia- belts of Jupiter, and design of the probe-to-orbiter R F  link sufficient to 
perform satisfactorily in the poorly understood absorbing atmosphere and cloud 
emriroment. 
Referring to Table 3, me sees the experiment inheritance prokided to Gdileo 
by PV. The Gas Chromatograph and Cloud Particle Size Spectrometer were the only 
PV experiments not carried over to Galileo; however, two new Jupiter-oriented experi- 
ments were added to Galileo. The multiple-scatteriqpa7gle nephelometer on Galileo, 
compared to be backscattering only nephelometer on FV, will provide much of the 
types of data potentially available from the Particle Size Spectrometer; as mentioned 
earlier there is no true counterpart on Galileo of the PV Gas Chromatograph. 
SATURS/TITAX PROBES 
Only very prelimina-:y studies of Probe missions to Saturn and i ts  satellite, 
Titan, have been perfol*nc.d. There are, of course, many options and all must be 
given adequate study to determine an optimum strategy for exploration of the Satur- 
nian System. The options range from a simple flyby bus that would carry a simple 
atmospheric probe *Q Saturn and/or Titan to a sophisticated orbiter thzt targets a 
sophisticated atmospheric probe to Saturn and a combination atmospheric probe-lander 
to Titan. From a Probe standpoint, this range of options allo~vs a broad spectrum of 
posslbiiities. For the purposes of this paper, we have adopted a middle ground within 
the range of options and focus on a S O P L - ~ ~ ~ C  mission which is deri\-ed k o m  and thus 
benefits directly from the Galileo experience. Eo~vever, scientific payload options are  
suggested for a more sophisticated mission a s  well. 
A Candidate *Baselinen SO$ Misaion Strategy 
Ihe %aselinett SO$ mission encompasses atmospheric Robe exploration of 
both Saturn and Titan and a Saturn Orbiter with multiple satellite emuuters ,  with 
launch in 1986. The mission can be accomplished by the addition of a Titan Probe to 
the Galileo Orbiter, which, we believe, can be added without extensive alteration to 
the Orbiter, and by the use of the Galileo Probe with a lighter weight heatshield and 
associated structure a s  the Saturn Probe. Therefore costs should be held to a mini- 
mum through extensive inheritance of Galileo Orbiter and Probe and perhaps the 
scientific instrumentatbn aboard at least the Sat- Robe. One possible Sop2 mis- 
sion sequence is listed in Table 6. 
Probe Design Requirements 
For the  SOP^ mission described above, typical entry conditions for the Probe8 
are listed in Table 7, compared with the Galileo Probe. Sote that whereas the Galileo 
Probe must be targeted to a shallow entry angle to minimize peak heating while still 
avoiding skip-out, the grecter ephemeris uncertainties associaled with Saturn and Titan 
require much steeper entry angles. Despite this, requirements for structural surtival 
and entry heat protection are much simpler for Saturn than Jupiter and are trivial 
for Titan. Table 8 lists the potential Probe, Science and Heatshield masses and com- 
paree these with the PV and Galileo Probes. The differences in Saturn and Titan 
Probe masses are illustrative only. Other mixes are indeed feasible. 
Candidate Payloads 
Saturn Probe 
A t  this point i t  seems plausible to consider the PV and Galileo Probe instru- 
ments as reasonable candidates for the Saturn Probe (see Tables 3, .! and 5). Note 
that the 20 kg capability for the latter compares well with the Galileo payload of 
21-25 kg (Table 8). 
Table 6. Nominal SOP' Mission Sequence at  Encounter 
Target spacecraft for Saturn atmosphere entry point 
Separate Saturn Probe 
Reta.rget for near-equatorial Sahlrn orbit with % = 3Rs (outside 
rings) 
Transmit Saturn Probe entry and descent data to orbiter for trans- 
mission to earth 
Perform Saturn-orbit injection to apoapsis for Titan-commensurate 
period (-144 days) 
Raise periapsis radius R for Titan encaunter 
P 
Separate Titan Probe (AV on probe for entry)* 
Transmit Titan-Probe entry and descent data to orbiter 
Pump down to 32 day orbit 
Perform orbital maneuvers as required for remainder of mission 
*May follow purnpdmvn to 32-day orbit 
2 Table 7. SOP and Galileo Probe Entry Conditions 
Saturn Titan Jupiter 
Entry Velocity (Rel) - km/s 29 6 48 
Entry Angle (Rel) - deg -30 -60 -9.35 
Maximum Decel - gE 
Peak Heating Rate - KW/cm 2 
Table 8. Comparison of hobe Designs 
Saturn Titan Pioneer Venus Pioneer Venus G a e o  
Probe Probe Large Probe Small Probe Probe 
Total Mass, kg 143 110 3 14 90 250 
Science Mass, kg 20 20 29.3 3.5 25 
% 14.0 18.0 9.3 3.9 10.0 
Heatshield Mass, kg 37 9 33 9.5 100 
% 26 8.2 10.5 10 40 
Titan Probe 
The Ames Rzsearch Center has embarked on a six-month Phase A study 
2 
of a Titan "Probe" applicable to a potential SOP mission. The options to be studied 
are listed in Tahle 9. The minimum Probe ( - 175 kg) would be an atmospheric probe 
only (note that this minimum weight i s  now thought to be more realistic than the 110 kg 
shown in Table 8 considered by Martin-Marietta earlier). A somewhat more complex 
probe ( - 215 kg) would permit several hours operation a t  the surface after completf-:; 
the atmospheric phase. Finally, a fully combined atmospheric and surface-oriented 
probe (400 kg) might survive for several months. The candidate payloads a re  sug- 
gestive only, but are hopefully representative and compatible with the total payload 
weights. The actual candidate payioad list for the study will be selected as a result 
of the Workshop. 
The most recent, in-depth study cif a Titan Probe mission was performed by 
Martin-Marietta (A Titan Exploration Study - Science Technology and Mission Planning 
Option, Vols. I and 11, Final Report, NASA CR 137847, Contract XAS 2-8885, 
June 1976). The following candidate payloads are  abstracted from that study and a re  
based on significant personal interactions of hlsrtin-hIarietta personnel with the 
scientific community. Table I0 lists candidate Titan atmospheric probe instruments. 
The \locked list is basic and fits reasonably well the capability given in Table 8. 
Table 11 lists a candidate Titan lander payload and Tab12 12 a Titan penetrator payload. 
Table 9. Titan Probe Matrix 
Approach, Approach, 
Element Approach and Atmosphere and Atmosphere and Atmosphere Short Surface Long Surfam 
Operation operation 
Mass, kg 5175 1 215 
Operation Can '*diew a t  impact Impact plus several 
hours 
Payload 
Atmosphere P, T, Accelerometer P, T, Accelerometer 
Neut. Mass Spsc. Neut . Mass Spec. 
Gas Chromatograph Gas Chromatograph 
Cloud Sensor Cloud Sensor 
Net-Flux Radiometer Net-Flux Radiometer 
Surface 
Environment 
Impact Accelerometer 
ar P, X, Neutron, 
Y Spectrometer 
Impact plus several 
months 
P, T, Acceleronaedsr 
Neut. Mass Spec. 
Gas Chromatograph 
Cloud Sensor 
Net-Flux Radiometer 
Impact Accelerometer 
a! P, X, Neutron, 
Y Spectrometer 
Meteorology 
Pictures 
Active Sampler 
DTA 
GCMS 
Recommendations 
Given the current state of knowledge of the Szmrnian system, and the e d r a  
lmowledge expected from the Pioneer and Voyager fly-bys, and given our cur rent 
spacecraft, Probe and scientific instrument technological capabilities a few general 
observations suggest themselves. The major scientific questions associated with the 
Saturn atmosphere and Titar; atmosphere closely parallel those associated with Jupiter 
and Venus. Thus the Galileo Frobe payload should match nicely the payload required 
of a Saturn Probe and a Titan Atmospheric Probe. The major deficiency is a Gas 
Chromatograph. It is recommended that SRT studies be supported to develop and 
maintain our GC competence. 
Table TO. Titan Atmospheric Probe Science Payload 
Instrument Characteristics 
Atmospheric ME 
Organic &IS 
GC 
UV Photometer 
Accelerometer 
T, P Transducers 
Impact Transducer 
1-50 MI;, 3 measurements/scale height 
50-250 AMU, 1 measurement/scale height 
1-3 analyses, up to 3-carbon 
Solar Pointing, 220, 260, > 280 nrn bands 
Entry 
3 measurement/scale height 
Surface location, penetrability 
Expanded Organic Analysis 
IR Radiometer IR balance 
Visible Light Monitor Solar pointing 
Nephelometer Galileo 
Cloud Particle Size Analyser Pioneer Venus 
Ion hfS Ionosphere Measurement 
RPA or  Plasma Probes Charged particles in ionosphere 
X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometer P, S, C1, Ar Detection 
With regard to Titan surface measurements, unique problems e-dst. Firstly, 
knowledge of surface characteristics is so poor that it is probably unwise to plan, in a 
first  mission, for a penetrator payload o r  even a very sophisticated lander payload. 
The best compromise appears to be a Titan Probe that is primarily atmospheric- 
oriented yet incorporates a minimum of surface observations intended to facilitate 
design of the ne.xt exploratory effort (i. e. , the mid-range probe shown in  Table 9). 
Again the Galileo-derived s c i e n t s c  instruments should apply well to the atmospheric 
portion of the payload. SRT strtdies a r e  required to develop the surface-oriented 
payload. 
Examination of the Titan Probes will doubtless turn up a few significant fea- 
tures which do not derive from PV o r  Galileo. In the case of the long duration Probe, 
in particular, truly severe thermal control problems will arise because of the temper- 
ature (a-nd winds ?) uncertainty. Also electrical power requirements will differ gre;itly. 
Table 11. Titan Lander Science Payload 
Characteristics 
Combined GCMS/Ufe Detection 
Meteorology 
Sunlight Monitor 
1malW-Y 
Surface Sampler 
Wet Chem. Arnina Acid Analysis 
Expanded Organic Analysis 
Seismometer 
Neutron Activation, Scatter 
Passive Gamma-ray Spectrometer 
XRFS, X-ray Diffraction 
Heat Flow 
Microwave Radiometer 
Sonar Sounder 
Drill Sampler 
Particle Size Analyzer 
Age Dating 
Upper Atmosphere Life Detect. 
Listening Devices 
Viking GCMS + Kok experiment 
T, Ps wind 
Visible, UV? 
One panoran,;: 
Scoop/Chisel (viscid surface ? ) 
ABLDI 
Passive, Active ? 
Elements, Isotopes 
K, C', cosmic ray, nuclides 
Heavy elements, crystal structure 
Temperature, gradient, thermal conduction 
Subsurface temperature profile 
Layer detection 
1-10 m 
Regolith characteristics 
Ices, organics ? 
Sampler 
Audio, E RI , lighhing, thunder 
A major requirement a t  an early date is  for an in-depth tradeoff analysis of 
2 SOP mission options given a Shuffle/IUS propulsion system and advanced propulsion 
systems, e. g. Solar Electric. At this point i t  is impossible to inkiligently "sizeft 
the mission, i. e., allocate mass between Orbiter, Saturn Probe and Titan Probe 
spacecraft and science instruments. 

. GALILEO ORBITER SPACECRAFT 
INsTRCrMEIqTA TIOM 
ABSTRACC 
Sht Galilee Jupirrr orbiter and its r~ienrc inwstigaciom arc brp4. 
d e s c n i  as a W i n e  design fw a S a m  orbiter. 
2 An essential element of the proposed SOP mission is a long-lived Saturn 
orbiter. The orbiter spacecraft will release the atmosphere probes % both Sakrn and 
Titan and will serve a s  the relay point for transmitting the probe data to Earth; it wil l  
.then remain in orbit for twc or  more pears investigating the planet, ita rings and 
satellites, and its magnetospherr. 
2 A s  presently envisioned, the SOP orbiter is modeled clwely on the GaIileo 
2 Jupiter orbiter, just a s  the SOP p r o k s  a r e  expected to be derivatives of the Galileo 
probe (Colin, 1979). In t\is paper, I briefly describe the Galileo orbiter and its 
scientific investigations as examples of the type of spacecraft and associated science 
that cmld be launched to Saturn in the mid-1980's. It i s  important to note, however, 
that these Galileo designs are  not fixed a t  the time of this writing (spring 1978), and 
rhat in any case signficant modifications, particularly in scientific experiments, could 
2 be accommodated [or SOP . 
The C ' i e o  orbiter i s  a new d q m l a m  in planetary spacemaft. In the past, 
tbese mecraft have been either three-axis stabilized (the Marinexhroyager class) 
or spin stabilized (Ule Pioneer class). The Mariner vehicles are optimised for remote 
sensing, since they are highly stable platforms from which pointed experiments, such 
as those iavohring cameras and spectrometers, can be carried out. They are a b o  
capable of highly cantroiled manewers when necessary, The simp& spirming space- 
cr- in contrast, provide! a superior base for particles and fielde experiments, which 
need to scan many directions rapidly to characterize the space euvircmment of tbe 
spacecraft. The W e o  orbiter is designed to incorporate both spinnhg and stable 
mounts for scientific experiments. 
The bulk of the Calileo orbiter is designed to spin around an Eartb-oriented 
axits at several rpm. Included in this spinning section are tbe large telemetry antenna, 
the selenide radioisotope power generators, the retropropulsian system, and most of 
the spmecdt structure and elecbroplics. Attached to this spinning s p a c e c d t  is a 
despun platform for remote sensing instruments, with a connecting bearing across 
which power and telemetry signals can be transmitted During cruise o r  when the 
propulsion engines are being used, this despun section can be spun-up to roiate with 
the rest of the spcecraft. 
The Galileo communication system makes use of an S- band (about 12 cm 
wavelength) uplink, or cu.nmand system, and both S-band and X-band (about 3 cm 
wavelength) dawnlink capabilities. The bulk of the science data will be transmitted a t  
X-band using an Earth-directed 4. $-meter antenna with a beam-width of less than a 
degree. The maximum data rate from Jupiter is 115.2 kilobits per second. With 
even modest improvements in transmitting and receiving capabilities over the next few 
2 years, a t  least a comparable data rate should be achieved by SOP from Saturn. 
The Galileo retropropulsion system used to insert the spacecraft in orbit and 
to modify the orbit subsequently i s  being provided by the Federal Republic of Germ-. 
This engine has a thrust of 400 Newtons, and a substar tial fraction of the orbiter mass 
consists of fuel for orbit insertion and navigaaon needed for close flybys of the 
2 Galilean satellites. If SOP uses an ion drive engine, the burden on the chemical 
retropulsim system is  somewhat decreased. 
Science experiments a r e  mounted on both the spinning and despun sections of 
the Galileo orbiter. The magnetometer and plasma wave experiments a r e  on a i ong 
spinning boom, while other particles and fielcls experiments are mounted closer to the 
spin axis. On the despun section, a scan platform provides the base for the imaging 
camera and the *r remote sensing telescopes that are bore-sighted with it. The 
epeckd absolute pointing a a m m q  i s  0.2 degree, with short-term jitter of less than 
0.1 degree. 
Galileo Scientific Imestigatious 
A science payload for Galileo was tentatively selected in August 1977, with 
determination of tbe final selection scheduled for October of 1978. Tbe description 
given here zefers to the tentative selection and may not represent the find Galileo 
py1-A 
Sevenfeen investigations were selected for Galileo, sixteen involving instru- 
ments, and one dealing with the scien=c capabilities of the radia-telemetry system. 
Six of tbese are probe investigations, as described in the companion paper by Colin 
(1978). The other tm are on the orbiter. These ewriments are listed in Table 1 and 
briefly described below, beginning with those Dn the e n  platform. 
Table 1. Tentatively Selected Science Investigations for the 
Galileo Jupiter Orbiter 
PI Investigation 
- 
31. Belton, Kitt Peak 
R. Carlson, JPTA 
C. Hord, U. Coimsdo 
A. Lacis, Goddard Institute 
M. Kivelson, UCTA 
1). Gurnett, U. Iowa 
L. Frank, U. Iowa 
D. Williams, NOAA 
R, Grard, ESTEC 
E. Gruen, MPI Kernphysik 
Imaging (CCD, 1500-mm focal length) 
Xear Infrared Yapping Spectrometer 
1-ltravi olet Speckom e ter 
Photopolar imeaier ./Radiometer 
?.Iagnetometer 
Plasma l a v e  Spectrometer 
Plasma 
Energetic Particles 
Electron Emitter 
Dust 
The Imaging Iuvestigatian is actually a series of rated investigatiars being 
carr ied out by nn Imaging Science Team consisting of thirteen individually selected 
scientists. The camera is provided by NASA. The -tics, a 1500-mm focal lengtb 
catadioptric telescope and 8-position fil ter wheel, are Voyager brdware. However, 
Galileo will be the f i r s t  planetary spacecraft to use  the new CCD (charge carpled 
d?vice) detectors, with their high quantum efficiency, liaearity, large dynamic raw, 
a& wctend4 infrared respmsis;ty. The Wile0 camera will use an $0 x 600 pixel 
frame, with a resolution of 20 microradians per line pair. 
Also on the scan platform ' -- the X?US, or Sear-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer. 
This instrument i s  des!yaed primarily to identify and map mineralogical units oa the 
Galilean satellites, but i t  wil l  also be used for cloud studies and temperature sounding 
of the Jmian atmosphre. Its spectral sensirivity covers most of the infrared reflec- 
tance region \\-here diagnostic spectral feature:: of ices and silicate minerals appear. 
The spectral r e s o W i  power is about 100 and the angular resolution is 0.5 nil l i -  
radians. Galileo is the f i r s t  spacecraft to ca r ry  a NMSStype instrument  
A Fastie-Etn-t ultraviolet spectrometer (ITS) is bore-sieted with the imaging 
and hXl!S telescopes. This C75 is designed primarily to study the composition and 
structure of the upper atmosphere of Jupiter a d  the tenuous atmospheres of the 
satellites. The u-auelength rang? is fmm 110 to 430 nm, with s p e c t n l  resolution of 
about 1 nm. Similar spectrometers have been flmm before on Pirmeer Venus and 
Voyager. 
The final scan-platform instrument is a photopolari me ter  'radiometer, designed 
primarily for stud\- of cioud and haze properties on Jupiter. -.I 10-cm telescope and 
1Gposition filter wheel allow measurements in a number of spectral hands in the 
visible and near-IR. -4 similar  instrument is on Pioneer Venus, \chile other photo- 
polarimeters have fimn to the outer planets on Pioneers 10 and 11 and Voyager. 
The n c d  four instruments in Table 1 &bin  coordirated data a t  u ~ d e r -  
standing the physicai ~ m a r n i c s  of the Jovian magnetospl-ere and the plasl-a processes 
that affect i t ,  -411 have major inheritance from Voyager, Pioneer Venus, ~ n d  other 
planetary and Earth-orbiting spacecraft. F i r s t  of these is the Xfagnetometer. mounted 
on a boom on the spinning part  of the spacecraft. Dual triaxial fluxgate magne:orn- 
eters a r e  used, sensitive to magnetic fields over thc dynamic range from near 1 
milligamma t o  a s  high a s  16 kilogamn~a. 
Also maunted on the magnetometer boom a r e  the antenuas for  the Plasma Wave 
Spectrometer, which directly measures the varying electric and magnetic fields in the 
Javian plasma. Frequency range i s  from 6 He to 300 kHz, 
Tbe Plasma investigation will measure both positive ions and electrons in the 
plas:llra we= an energy range from 1 eV to 50 keV. Energy spectra will be determined 
as a function of dkection wer essentially the entire celestial sphere. Miniature mass 
spcctrurneters uill  also identify several major ionic species, inchding several c o m p  
nents of the extended atmosphere of lo. 
=In Energetic hrticles experiment, also mamted on the spinning section of the 
Galileo orbiter, consists of a series of particle telescopes to determine the energy and 
angular distribution of protons, eIcct.mrs, and ions u a w  xn the Jovian magneto- 
sphere. The energy ranges up to 11 Me\' for electxws and 55 MeV per nucleon f o r  
ions. This experiment can also measure the composition of the trapped ions from He 
through Fe. 
The final two experiments are also mounted on the spiming part of the orbiter. 
The Electron Emitter i s  designed to clamp tbe spscecraft potential to that of the 
surrurmding piasma, The r)ust investigation has the g o d  of determining the physical 
and dynarnical properties of small dust particles or microme+morites in t-he -3a-im 
environment 3!ass, velocih-, and charge can 'be determined over the mass range from 
lo-'' to gram. This is a much higher sensitivity than has been achieved in past 
experiments to measure dust in the mter solar system. 
Possible hlodi ficatians for Saturn 
If the Calileo spacecraft proves satisfactory for the Jupiter missior., it will 
probably need only slight modificaticns for Saturn. The interfaces \\ill need substantial 
alteration to accommodate the ion drive propulsion system and the seccnd probe, but 
the basic spacecraft need not change significantly. 'less radiation shielding ~ t ~ i l l  be 
r e q u i d ,  but the spacecraft power sources and telemetry rate may need enhancement 
if the performance a t  Saturn is to equal that expected of Calileo at  Jupiter. 
Nore substantial changes may be needed in the scientific payload. On Galileo, 
tiere Is a heavy cmphasis on particles and fields n-zasurements: we do not yet hxow if 
Seturn has a substantial magnetosphere, and it is possible that after the Pioneer 11 
and Voyager flyoys we will not conclude that a similar emphasis in this area is needed 
for a Saturn orbiter. 
In the remu* sensing arerr, however, our present l i m i W  knowledge suggests 
two additions to the payload. Interest in atmospheric dynamics on Saturn and perhaps 
also on Titan argues for the addition of a second, wide-angle CCD camera to obtain 
synoptic gl@A-scale images. Such coverage will he very limited on Galileo, but in the 
case of Jupiter many goals in atmospheric dynamics can perhaps be carried out by the 
Space Telescope. For Saturn, in contrast, imaging from an orbiter seems to be 
required. The second new instrument suggested by discussions a t  &is workshop is a 
s-&millimeter radiometer for studies of the engs. A great deal of informaticm on 
particle sizes and bulk composition may reside in radiation emitted at wavelengths from 
100 pm to 1 mm, and no existing spacecraft instrument operates in this area. 
At present, of course, all of these suggestions concerning the detailed space- 
2 
craft design and science payload of a SOP mission are highly speculative. Only after 
the Pioneer 11 and Voyager flybys will we have the information needed to assess these 
issues prqerlq-. The purpose of the present exercise is to show that even the unmodi- 
fied Galileo orbiter and science instruments are reasonably well suited to a Saturn 
mission. 
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ABSTRACT 
A new type of hot-air b4Uoon. with the air heard by nuurPl sources, is 
dexribed here. The vehicle was ckvelupd at the Service d'Akmcxnie 
du CNRS, in Paris Frame. Buu).anq is accornplishcd by either s o h  
heating or utilizing the IR thermal flux of the planer to heat the gas in 
the balloon. Altitude control is pro\ ided by a valve which is qpecwd a d  
closed by a bannneter. The balloon is made of an organic merial which 
has to absorb radiant energy and to emit as little as possible. 
THE SELF-BUOYANT MOhTGOLFIERE 
Principle 
A new type of vehicle was developed at the Service dfAeronomie du CNRS, 
in Paris, France, during 1977 by J. -P. Pommereau and A. Hauchecorne (1977). 
It is a hot-air balloon, where the air is heated by natural sources. We call 
solar montgolfiere a hot-air balloon whose buoyancy is provided by solar heating and 
infrared rnontgolfiere a hot-air balloon whose buoyancy is provided by the IR thermal 
flux of the planet (Earth o r  other). 
A montgolfiere is a balloon made of an organic material defined by i ts  weight 
g (gm-2), its emissivity E and its transrnissivity a, both thermooptical coefficients 
defined over all wavelengths. The balloon is open at the bottom and at the top by two 
very large apertures. The aperture at the top can be closed by a valve. 
The potential of the system can be discussed with the help of the rkrmal  
per unit volume P defined as 
where Tb is the temperature of the balloon, Ta and P, respectively the temperature 
and the density of the ambient atmosphere. 
A model of the sy-m relating the parameters defining the balloon (radius r, 
g, a and E ) to the buoyancy and there- to the total weight of the balloon (weight of 
the balloon and payload), including the spectral dependence of a and E , the actual shape 
of the balloon, convection inside and outside the balloon has been computed for different 
types of atmospheres (Pommereau and Hauchecorne, 1977). 
The Solar AZontgolfiere 
Because of the larp value of the solar flux, the system is fairly simple. In 
this case, the balloon is made of a single material which has to absorb the solar light 
and to emit a s  little as possible (a large, E small). When the top valve is closed, the 
solar energy heats the inner gas and the ballooh ascends; a barometer opens the valve 
at a predetermined altitude and the balloon descends to another predetermined altitude 
where the barometer closes the valve. A series of vertical explorations is thus 
obtained during the day. 
The Infrared bbntgolfiere 
Because of the geometry, the balloon is made of two hemispheres of different 
infrared emissivity. Ideally, the emissivity has to be zero for the upper hemisphere 
and one Eor the lower hemisphere. Over a region when the upward IR flux is defined 
by a brightness temperature TR, the temperature of the gas inside the balloon TB 
would become equal to TR in the absence of convection losses. 
Detailed computations show that the thermal buoyancy is not large in the major- 
ity of circumstances anti therefore acrobatics permitted to the solar montgolfiere may 
not be permitted to the LR montgolfiere: a mere survival of the balloon during t t e  
night can be hoped for. A typical value of the buoyancy on the Earth is 100 g m 
during the day and 10 g m 3  during the night for a flux coming from the sun of 
1940 W rn-2 at  the top of the atmosphere and a flux generated by the Earth a t  night 
varying with the nature of the clouds from 110 W m-2 to SO0 W mW2. 
It is obvious that when the buoyancy is small the payload is also m a l l  and 
therebre the 1R iontgolfiere has to be very large. A limit is set to its dimensions 
by the mechanical properties of a thin structure. 
State of the A r t  
The first launches of solar montgolfieres were performed with complete suc- 
cess in Pretoria (Union of South Africaj on Feb. 17th and Feb. 25th, 1977 by a crew 
of the Service dlAerommie. The volume was 300 m3, the weight 50 g m-2, and the 
payload 2 kg. A s  predicted, the two balloons performed a series of 4 vertical excur- 
sions between 15 and 19 km of altitude. The measured temperatures inside and outside 
the balloon were fitted to the theoretical model; their value, showed that the IR montogol- 
fiere should work (Pommereau et al., 1977a). The program was then adopted by CNES 
which developed, according to the specifications of the Service dtAeronomie, and launched 
from -4ire-sur-llAdour (France) an IR montgoKiere on December 19#, 1977, with complete 
success. The volume was 5800 m3, the weight 25 g rn-2, and the payload 10 kg. The 
balloon had no top valve since the test was only intended to prove the survivability 
during the night. It drifted during 66 hours over Southern Europe performing a s  pre- 
dicted, culminating at  noon at  24 km and bottoming at the end of the night around 
19 km, aid was destroyea by a preset timer without which i t  would still be flying 
today (Pommereau et at., 1977b; Bezaudun, 1977). 
CNES and the Service dt~&onornie have initiated a program of applications of 
the system to the study of the stratosphere, starting with two launches from Pretoria 
in April 1978. 
During the same time, CNES is studying the possible use of the concept for 
the exploration of the Venus atmosphere, a joint venture with the Soviet Union, with 
an approved launch in 1983. 
THE MONTGOLFIERE IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF TITAN 
A preliminary study (Hauchecorne and Pommereau, 1W8) has been completed 
of the feasibility of both solar and IR montgolfieres in the atmosphere of ntan for the 
three atmospheric models described in the XA!U document "The environment of T'itan" 
(1915) (NASA, 1976). 
The Wan IR Montgolfiere 
The emissivity E of the upper hemisphere of the balloon is assumed to be 0.05 
towards the outside and 0.90 towards the inside; the lower hemisphere is assumed to 
be transparent. 
With the "thin" and wnominaiw models, the temperature of the atmosphere is 
higher than the temperature on the ground: the buoyancy is therefore zero and the 
montgolfiere cannot work. 
With the thick model, using the albedo measurements of Younkin (A = 0.20 
and TB = 85 K) the upward W a r e d  flux can be assumed to be 3.0 W m-2 at the 
tropopause. Below the tropopause, we suppose that the difference between the upward 
IR flux and the black body emission at the atmospheric temperature increases linearly 
from zero on the groud to 1.1 W rn-2 at the tropopause. Figure 1 shows that the 
buoyancy of the balloon in this model is inferior to 3 g n ~ - ~ ;  therefore the IR rnontogol- 
fiere is impossible in practice. 
The Titan Solar Montgolfiere 
The balloon is completely covered by a thin metallic film in order tc reduce 
the IR emissivity and by a thin varnish for total absorption of visible solar light. 
The visible solar flux above the atmosphere is 15 W and is supposed not 
to be absorbed by the atmosphere. No cloud can exist in the "thin" and llnominalll 
models, but there is a strong possibility of clouds below the tropopause in the "thick" 
mcdel; the buoyancy of the solar montgolfiere is plotted on Figure 1. With the "thin" 
model, a buoyancjr of only 8 g rn-3 is obtained on the ground, which makes the system 
very hard to fly. However with the two other models, the solar montg~lfiere flies 
easily: a montgolfiere with a buoyancy of 20 g m-3 could explore the region from 
O to 35 km in the "nominal" model and from 0 to 75 Ism in the "thick" ri~o:lel. 
Figure 2 shows the payload available with a montgolfiere made with a material 
-2 
weighing 20 g m and nd btioyancy of 20 g m-3. A t y p e d  example nould be a relatively 
3 
small balloon of 4000 m whose weight would be 25 kg and the payload 50 kg. This 
balloon is in the class ~f the suzcessful 1R montgolfiere of December 1977. 
The temperature of the fabric would be low. With the skin temperatux above 
the ambient temperature by 100°C, we a r e  faced with a temperature of the inaterial 
of - 1 0 0 ~ ~ .  A large number of products (fiber glass, kevlar, polypropylene film) 
retain their mechanical pmperties in this range, even d o ~ n  to - 2 0 0 ' ~ .  
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A Possible Mission 
The scientific objective i~ a vertical exploration of the 1 itaz atmosphere. A 
solar montgolfiere i s  injected near the suhsdar  point, drifts in the winds. exploring 
an extended range of altitudes. The vdilc QI' the range cannot be determined today as 
it depends on the model chosen. The advantage of the use of the montgolfiere can be 
best understood by considering it a s  a pamc,'~ure which can ascend in specified 
conditions. 
3 A 4,000 m montgoluera could fly up ta a pre,rsVae of arould 5i; millibars and 
down to an altitude determined by the solar fluq- available after absorption through the 
clouds, Should the "ultrathick" model of Hu.nt.cn be proven to describe the situation, 
the system \\.odd f l j  from 180 krn down to at least ihe tropopacse level at 100 km of 
altitude where the pressure is 1 bar, and explore even tilt? :@on below the clouds if 
their optical thickness is riot too great. 
\\'hen the balloon approaches the terminator. it slowly descends to the ground 
and allows an exploration of the lower layers. The vertical structure of die wind 
velocity field can be deduced from the measurement of the position of the montgolfiere. 
Therefore, if a real time analysis can be obtained, it could become feasible to main- 
tain the system n long time in the sunlit hemisphere by comm.mding the valve from the 
Earth in order to either maintain the system a t  an altitude where the whd velocity is 
minimum, o r  vary the altitude in a vertical gradient around an altitude of zero wind 
velocity. 
With a nominal payload of 50 kg, a scientifi.: pack:~ge of 15 kg could be accom- 
modated, the remnant of the weight beir:g allocated to a RTG, a transmitter, an omni- 
d i p  ' o Y A ~  antenna, a command receiver and a mechanical structure. 
In these 15 kg, a measurement of the \r.-rtical structure of temperature and 
pressure, a chemical analysis of the atmosphere (organic molecule niass spectrometer 
a~id gzs chromatograph similar to Pioneer Venusls of a weight of 3 kg) a nepherometer, 
an LR radiometer, a measurement of the nature of the cloud particles ( a backscattering, 
X ray fluorescence spectrometer and other) pcrhaps a camera for obtai~ling pictures of 
the clouds o r  of the landscape could be placed. Data on general circul.ltion, wind 
ve1oci:y and field including vertical gradients and vertical m o t i ~ n s  are deduced from 
ihc motion of the balloon. The main interest of the mission i s  that transport phenomena 
and their interaction with the physicochemical properties of the atinosphere a re  
investigated. 
In this configuration, the total payload is 75 kg (50 kg for the gondola and 25 kg 
for the montgdfiere). A compariscn with the Galileo probe where the total wei* i s  
250 kg hr a heat shield of 100 kg and a science payload of 25 kg, shows that a Titan 
probe of less than 250 kg which would need a heat shield of less than 20 kg, could 
3 accomm~xlate a payload of 100 kg, and therefore the 4,000 m rno~tgdfiere and its 
gondola. The proposed Titan probe therefore would be in the ckss of the Galileo 
probe and of the Saturn probe, 
The data would be transmitted to the orbiter which wvould also have to locate the 
gondoln. The necessity of maintaining a comm-&cation link suggests a circular orbit 
in the equatorial plane of Titan, since it is likely that the general circulation and 
therefore the motions of thz balloon would have a l a r p  zonal component. The altitude 
would have to be chosen as a trade nt3 between m e r e n t  requirements but 20,000 km 
could be a reasonable figure. 
More than one balloon could be released; the exact number would depend on the 
payload capacity at  injection. 
The mission can be defined with more accui-acy after the Pioneer and Voyager 
encounters with Titan. 
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DISC JSION 
J. KlLLACK: In your evaluattons of the buoyancy, what assumptions did you 
make about the absorption of sunlight by the Axel dust above the bauoon? 
J. BLAMONT: I supposed that the b b n  was above the clouds. There was 
no allowance for absorption by a haze at higher altitwks. 
BASELINE SCIENCE PAYLOAD 
FOR SOP2 
Panel2 
G. amm. c h a i r m ~ ,  J. Blumm, 1- a i r +  
G. S k a e ,  D. Morrison, J. PdLrk 
G. ORTaN: We w d d  lh to discuss baseline science and baseline payloads for 
so$. 
J. POLLACK: One important element for a probe payload is a capability to 
determine atmospheric composition. A second thug is information about cloud and 
aerosol properties, such as size and location. Third, we would like to ha\-3 inBormation 
on the winds themselves. That's an important piece of meteomlog).. b p p l e r  trackiag 
capability could give us inhrmation on how the vertical m i n d s  varq- as a function of 
aititude. 
I would zlso like to get some information on the surface of Titan. We have to 
think seriously about what types of instruments might be feasible. The real problem is 
\s.el;-s pct to es~and cur horizons a bit beyond things like alpha scattering exprimenbs, 
whict a re  d i r t ~ t t r '  toxards silicates, since on Titan the things we'll want to go after 
are primarily the ices and organics. 
I also think if one goes far  enough to speak about a iander that stays around 
and operates for a while on the a-urface, there's quite a bit one could get from imaging 
information. One could get information on properties and particles in the atmosphere 
and monitor l=ow they change. 
G. ORTOK: For Titan do you see any need for additional o r  modified instru- 
mentation from the Galiieo Jupiter pro& o r  z Saturn probe t. order to more fully 
exploit the possibility and the esctent of organic compourds ? 
J. R3LLACK: Well, I certaidy ihink tbat one would have to consider a gas 
chromatograph very serio*ls;y. \Vhen 3;ou nave I\ wide enough range of possibilities a s  
to con~positions that you're going afler. you \vould like to cut in several dimensions so 
that you can best pin drnm what gmr're loaldqCt at. A nmss spectnuneter gives a nice 
cut in oae dimension. A gas chromatograph gives you a c& in a complementaFg 
direction. 
D. MORRlS)N: What ldad of gas chmmabpapb ca@i&r would be r q d m d  to 
provide a substantial ortbogoaal data set to what you would get with a mass 
spectrwneter? 
J. PDLLACK: I thiak the gas c- that was proposed h r  G U e m  
gives -you a first order answer to that qrrestioa Them was an electron &vice 
that was p m  as a primary detector; for certain C and N compotlmfs it had enur- 
mous sensitivity. With certain selected compomds of paFticulPr organic interest, it 
has very higb sensitivity. 
S. CHANG: Therels a particular adva~iage in Titan. too, because you don't 
have the enormous excess of hydmgen and helium to ded with, If yon are interested in 
looking Bor trace organics, you already have the three order of ma- 
over the case in Jupher. Furtkrmore, the n0n-a~- gases that am@se the 
major portion of the atmosphere are nitrogen and methane, and if you are iderested 
in three more orders of magnitude of concentration, these e n  be swept thmq$. Tbe 
concentntbn mechanism can be used to further enhance your detection c a m .  I 
thi=rk it's a very sensitive and high-resolrPioo metbod. 
J, CUZZI: U W  about imaging on the way down? 
J. POLLAC:<: I thinlt there are radiation experiments that give you more 
valuable dah tban imaging would on the way down, but once you @t to the surface, 
then it's a different ballgame. On the way down, 1 really don't see that imaging does 
too much. 
D. HUhTEX: I would like to mention that we should consider where we'll be 
in instrume~; development after Piolleer Venus, becailse a number of the proposals 
t\at have been made - Doppler tracking, gas chromatography, and so on - are being 
implemented on Pioneer Venus. WelU have a much better handle on how well these 
things actually work in the leal world by about a gear from now. 
J. BLA AIOhT: As far a s  the dynamics are  concernedT 1 <lonvt believe that with 
one single probe you can learn something. Just imagine that you would have Mariner 4 
as the only description of Mars. What do you learn? XotSing. 
But 1 think it's easier to sexl entry probes to Titan than to Jupiter. There- 
fore, i think that at least you have to find a way of .having more than one vertical 
parobe. TBis is amdall., I made tbe presentation of the ho( air balloon, because 
you want to have more than one vertical pmi3.k of the wind. 
If yoa o&ah ooly oae single measurement d ciratlatloa, you'll have 
Even if gmr have one gwJd Doppler meammmed, you amft go very far fmm thsre. 
G. ORTON: As far as your idea about the bt air bdloon, it's m a  tn be 
necessary to wait in order to lnwm utsetber the atmosphere will  ar will  not support a 
balloon. 
J. BLAMONT: It's ~~ b have a bot air balloon which mald fly at 
1 O m i U m x s .  W e u e j ~ s t a r U n g t o ~ t h i s ~ w e b o p e t o b e a b i e t o p n w i & p  
vith a List of poss4bilities. 
J. CUZZI: At Ames, we talked a Sttie bit about &surface m~asuremeotzi, 
lilce stkkiqg a -tor in tbe g m d .  I would be interested in h e a r e  arh;it people 
have 60 say about that. 
J. IQLLACK: OKE of the really fimdamental thiqgs that you'd like to know is 
the heat fIow. A d  I'm sot quite sure how easy it would be to impiement it on tk 
lander, but that certainly &.odd be one of the important t b g s  to do. 
D. HUNTEN: I would W to suggest that anybody who is advocathg a heat 
flow measurement should take one or two plausible models for the beat flow of Titan 
and cambine them with the heat conductivity of, let's ,say, solid water ice o r  solid tar 
or liquid tar, and see if it's within orders of magnitude of it being feasible. 1 wo&i 
Be very surprised if any such measurement is possible. 
S. CHANG: There may be some inLeresting thiogs resulting from sub-surface 
chemical analysis, too; composition may vary si@&ady u-ith depth below the 
surface. 
D. HUNTEX: I'd like to raise a plea again bor pre-entry science, which 
hasn't really been discussed in this particular panel. Measurements of the ionosphere 
and upper atmosphere bave been quite seriously considemd for Galileo, but had to be 
abandoned because of the high cost and added mission complexity. *t Titan is a 
relatively easy and a very interesting place in which to make some measurements of 
positive ion chemistry and, preferably, even upper atmospheric composition. The 
highest priority instrument is an ion mass spectrometer. The optimum complement 
is what Pioneer Venus carries, which is a neutrd mass spectrometer, ion mass spec- 
trometer, ion trap, and Langrnuir probe. 
S b e ~ C h a a g b a s m a d e t h e ~ t b a t c r ~ W o f t b e o ~ a e r o n -  
omy tbat gpes on in Titan may be tpir4g on in ths atnuqhem, mediated by 
auroral particle bombardment. 'Ibis adds to the excitement d these kinds of 
me- 
G. ORTON: Tbe ciistiagrtishiag c-ma - --entry and probe 
science are, I assume, that -try is pre-Mach 1. 
D. HUNTEN: We& even more than that. It's dane at bights where tk 
mean-free path is long emu@ o r  the vacuum is guxxl emugh so you don't need vacuum 
pumps; the region of the iooosphere, or a little bit above. 
L. COLIPI': You want a candidate Saturn probe papbad. Let me mgpst a 
list of bigh-priority instruments and iow.priority hstmments, with tbe --priority 
instruments in order of priority: 
(1) In the area of compositbn: a neutral mass spectrometer a d  a gas 
cb- 
(2) For atmospheric structure: temperature, pressure, anel accelerometer 
measurements. 
(3) For cloud structure: the multiple scattering nephelameter that we have on 
c3uleo. 
j4j For dynamic experimeas: Doppler ratio tracking o r  possibly balloon 
techniques. 
(5) For thermal balance, the net flux radiometer, which hopefully will tell 
us  why the winds are b e e  driven the way they are. 
(6) Finally, a plea again for pre-entry science; I listed two instruments: An 
ion mass spectrometer and a retarding potential analyzer. 
That adds up to a total of seven hardware instruments. which I think is in the 
right ballpark. 
That leaves fbr lower priority experiments, a helium abundance detector, a 
cloud particie size spectrometer, and a Lightning radio emission detector. Among 
aeronomy instruments, in a lower priority are the electron temperature probe and 
neutral mass spectrometer. And finally, the magnetospheric-type experiments of low 
priority, such as an energetic particle detector and a magnetometer. 
D. 3IORRISON: For the Saturn probe, should magnetospheric experiments be 
given such low priority? In the extensive debates over where to target Pioneer I1 
at Satnm, SOSEE very cogent munding arguments were made b b t  one really wanted to 
meawae the energetic particle md magnetic field profiles in the regions of interaction 
with the ring particles and ins& them in the gap where the D Ring may o r  may not 
extend all the way to the surface of the planet. Only with a Saktrn probe that has an 
extensive magnetospheric complement of instruments can we study tbat aspect of mag- 
nebspheric physics. Is that a reasonable argumenk ? 
J. I1OLLACK: I think the thing that would worry me on an argument like that is 
the question of priorities; in other words, you are getting a one-shot sample so that, 
in the case of magnetk field, -you get a hint of the asymmetries, but you reaily 
wouldn't be able to acdmlly define that asymmetry. So from that point of view, I 
wouldn't put it in as high a priority class. 
E. STONE: If you just trade, say, the magnetospheric experiments on a probe 
versus magnetospheric experimeuts on an orbiter, my own impression is that a com- 
prehensive magnetospheric orbiter package will. in the end, yield much more science 
about the magibetosphere than would the package on t3e probe. 
D. MORRISON: Srrppose you were considering just an energetic particle 
detector as part cf the pre-entry science on the probe. Would you put it as low priority 
as Larry did? 
E. STONE: A simple energetic particle experiment on the probe could give us 
some information about the magnetic field direction, a s  well as  something about 
whether o r  not there are particle sources inside of the visible rings. \+%ether one 
would rank that as high a s  the first seven you lsted, I don't know. I think it may well 
be high up in the second category, 
D. HEFtXAR Let me ask a question about the need for a GC into Saturn, I 
heard a debate a t  3 Physical Sciences Committee meeting between John Lewis and 
Carl Sagan, where John calculated the abundance of organics that would exist in 
Jupiter, if they do exist, and that diceted the Ldnd of sensitivity you need i n  a GC. 
Using whatever model you wish, if there are organics in the atmosphere of Saturn, 
what would you anticipate is a relevant abundance? 
J. POLLACK: I think it depends how you define the word "organics". Lf you 
are  speaking about amino acids or  something like that, I would be surprised if there 
were measwabla quantities. If, on the other hand, you are  spcaking about a variety 
of other interesting compounds that are  more plausible on other grounds, I think it's 
an entirely different situation, 
Let me just give you a couple of examples cf surprises that we have encountered 
in the case of Jupiter, which is why I think there is a wider range of possibilities in 
the real case than one might predict on very simple grounds: We know that there are 
meamable quantities of bdh  carbon monoxide and phospbe  in the atmosphere of 
Jupiter. 
D. HL'NTEN: Measurable by a GC ? 
3. POLLACK: Yes. In fact, that was explicitly part of our GC proposal for 
Galileo. Just to explain that a little bit more, the reason that we think that these 
compounds are  actually there in the case of Jupiter is that they get manufactured by 
thermodynamics at very high temperatures in deep layers, and then get mixed up 
quickly, so i t  would be nice to see some of those vertical gradients to understand how 
the compounds get up there. 
G. ORTOE: Do we need a dedicated helium-hydrogen instrument ? Should one 
measure helium for its contribution to cosmogony? The answer, I think i s  very 
definitely yes. 
D. HCNTEN: I think it's another mildly interesting thing to do in about the 
same class as, let's say, pre-entry science. 
C. ORTON: On the record we have clear differences of opinion, 
D. hlORRISON: I am conlksed by the vehemence of your assertion, Don, that 
the helium abundance is only mildly interesting. If I understood Jim correctly, he is 
saying that there appears to be a mscrepancy between theory and observation in the 
internal heat source of Saturn. By determining the helium ratio, we might find the 
clue to that discrepancy. It would seem to me that if that argument is valid, then 
measuring the helium is in the same class a s  measuring the internal heat source of 
Saturn for understanding what weat on at the ~ i m e  the planet was formed. 
D. HUhTEN: I don't disagree, except I'm not sure that once we've measured 
the helium we will have the ultimate solution to that particular puzzle. There's a 
near infinity of solutions even once you know the helium. 
J. POLLACK: Perhaps you could enlarge on that, Don? Tell me the near 
infinity. 
C. ORTON: That would take a long time. 
D. HUNTEN: In anything a s  complicated a s  a planet. a unique explanation of 
anything that complicated practically never happens, Jim. In the context of today's 
theories, yes, i t  may discriminate but f hat doesn't mean we find the true answer, 
J. POLLACK: Let me just explain my remark and then you could just very 
quickly just take a look, on a quantitative basis that is, to what energy sources you 
have available. And the only thing that's go& to produce something of the right 
order of magnitude is same type of gravitafhnal energy release, and so the real 
docus of tryhg to understand the excess heat murce is to understand the mechanism of 
gravitational energy release. A desirable accuracy would be one percent of the ratio 
of helium to hydrogen, 
D. CRUIKSHANK: With all humility and great trepidation, I would like to ask 
a question about deuterium. No one has mentioned deuterium and I realize it's been 
tomd spectroscopically on Saturn recently. But I wonder if it's something that should 
be given attention in a probe measurement. It seems like a number we'd like to know 
on Titan, at least, and it may relate to whether o r  not the Titan atmosphere is the 
original atmosphere or a secondary atmosphere. 
D. HUNTEN: I think you raise a g w d  point. Isotopic ratio measurements 
tend to be taken hr granted as a primary objective, but should be brought out 
explicitly. 
S. CHANG: Is it possible that because there are differences between the den- 
sities of Saturn and Jupiter, that Saturn is not only somewhat chemically fractionated, 
but also isotopically fractionated h m  the point of view of the stable elements, light 
elements a s  wel l  as the rare  gases. Would that be a particularly interesting measure- 
ment; that is, by comparison with Jupiter, would there be an anomalous elemental 
fractionation pattern o r  isotopic pattern? 
J. POLLACK: Recent suspicion has been that it's much more an elemental 
than i t  is isotopic. Elemental, in the sense that it's hydrogen-helium versus rocky 
and icy material. 
D. MORRISON: I have talked about the orbiter payload already, but I have a 
couple of general comments. Saturn missions are difficult because Saturn is a long 
way away, and several things work against us: 
(1) We have less knowledge than on nearer planets from ground-based studies 
on which to base mission plans. 
(2) The missions are of longer duration and that means if we have to build 
upon the knowledge from one mission to go on to the next, the interval 
between them is longer. It is difficult to talk meaningfully about a Saturn 
mission before werve had any spacecraft to Saturn, and I conclude that 
we should not now foreclose any options. The uncertain@ is prt icularly 
severe in things having to do with the magnetosphere, but there are other 
areas a s  well. 
In reference bo the payload on an orbiter, there are three major questions in 
my mind about science priorities: 
(1) The role of magnetospheric physics and measurements. They were 
omitted by the Space Science Board, but perhaps one just cannot make a 
judgment on that until after Pioneer 11 has gone there. 
(2) Synoptic Saturn studies. The Space Science Board did not recommend 
synoptic studies of Jupiter, where we know there is a lot of atmospheric 
motion that's reflected in the visible appearance, but is has recommended, 
although a t  a fairly low priority, synoptic studies of Saturn for a Saturn 
wbiter.  I suspect that until we have Voyager pictures, we won't have a 
fe.- '. for whether those kinds of studies a re  li!cely to be very useful o r  not. 
7 (3) Althcugh, given enough time, the S O T  orbit can almost be selected a t  
will, I suspect there will be some kind of conflict between ring observa- 
tions and satellite observations. Most of the ring studies will require 
cranking- up to moderately high inclinations, and that makes it much 
harder, although not impossible, to encounter other satellites. If we 
really want to do a detailed comparison of 4 o r  5 o r  6 Saturn satellites, 
we might find that in conflict with the kind of extensive ring measurement. 
that we would also want to do. 
J. POLLACK: Given the fleaability to change the inclination, wouldn't you 
choose to have a c  equatorial inclination most of the time, but then at some point change 
to an inclination that would let you do the rings and then go back again ? 
D. AlORRISOK: The Saturn system has a kind of atmospheric dynamics in it 
that is absent from Jupiter because of the changing tilt of the rings and of the pole. 
This argues for a relatively long orbiter ntission that's phased to the inclination of the 
rings and pole, For a good ring study, we ~vould like to get above the rings, below 
the rings, to see them under different illumination angles; observe their thermal 
emission, for instance, under different heating regimes. 
The season and the ring shadow may also influence our study of the motions 
of Saturn's atmosphere. Both rings and weather argue for a mission lasting several 
years. The next question is the arrival time. The maximum ring exposure corre- 
sponds to a flat maximum several years long. If we @t on the tail end of that maxi- 
mum, say a t  about 20°, in the next three years they'd go down through zero tilt. 
That might be a very attractive range ~f times to make orbiter observations. 
W. WELIS: Or arrive at zero and go up? 
D. MORRISOPU': Yes. But you wouldn't want to arrive jast plus o r  minus one 
to two years of zero. For one thing, you'd duplicate Voyager too much. That's 
around 1995. And you wouldn~t want to arrive right when they were maximum full 
open either, because it's such a flat maximum. These times are  1988 o r  2002. 
E. STONE: I would be very surprised if, in fact, the magnetosphere is not an 
important part of the Saturn system. It will surely be an important part of under- 
standing what's going on with Titan, some aspects of the rings, and possibly the other 
satellites with their curious surface characteristics. 
Voyager will not have the appropriate geometry of flyby, except for Titan, 
to do much in the way of assessing the environment around the satellites, and it does 
not have the capability for the mass analysis of plasma. 
In fact, one is almost sure after Voyager to have the same situation we had 
after Pioneer at Jupiter, that the magnetosphere is an important part of understanding 
the Saturnian system. The combination of experiments which are  on Galileo a re  the 
typical complement which is basic in the sense that they make a coupled set in terms 
of their interactions. 
G. SISCOE: I would like to agree with what Ed said. It seemed to me that 
what the Space Science Board did was to react to the absence of hard data on the 
magnetic field of Saturn as contrasted to Jupiter, where we knew there was a strong 
magnetic field before the Pioneers went. I think that the way to proceed is to assume 
that if the magnetosphere were as big as it could be, then it would be a very important 
scientific objective, both from the p in t  of view of the magnetospheric science and 
also from the point of view of what it does to the Saturnian system. 
J. POLLACK: I would like to turn to a type of instrument that is not on 
Galileo but might profitably bc part of an SO$ orbiter: a multi-channel infrared 
radiometer for the 20 pm - 1 mm wavelength region. It would be directed towards 
getting information on the composition of the ring particles at  different positions 
withis the rings. Such an experiment would also be nice to have for both Titan and for 
Saturn to do atmospheric sounding. 
M. KLEIN: I would like to suggest that you consider longer wavelengths than 
1 mm. There a r e  several reamns: 
(1) There ie  a one-meter probe relay antenna hanging on the spacecraft 
already. You could make use of that after the probe has gone a s  a very 
efficient microwave antenna to probe the atmosphere. You can do synoptic 
mapping of Saturn's atmosphere itself, looking for large scale circulations, 
changes in the ammonia relative humidity, if i t  has belts and zone-type 
structure like Jupiter. 
(2) You can look at the very cold temperatures of the satellites, particularly 
the night-side temperatures of the satellites. This is easy to measure 
with a microwave system, whereas I don't know about the infrared. 
(3) Probably less significant, you might be able to  do some magnetospheric 
studies by measuring synchrotron emission if you have a long enough 
wavelength - (around 30 cm). 
J. CUZZI: 1 want to reemphasize that I think this millimeter region is 
extremely important for studying the rings. In this region the ring particle behavior 
goes from that of absorbing and emitting to that of scattering. It's a transition region, 
where the action is and where we're going to l e a n  the most. It's going to tell you 
about particle size, composition, impurities, and structure. We want t~ learn the 
maximum particle size, and how absorbing they are,  whether they have silicates, and 
this is where to look. The range is probablj down to a couple of hundred pm. 
D. PIIORRISON: I think that's an interesting point, and I would ask the question 
more broadly. The things Saturn has that Jupiter doesn't a re  Titan and a ring system. 
We've talked a lot about Titan; for the ring system it's fair to ask the question: How 
do you mod* the payload to take advantage and ztttack the problems associated with 
that unique element. Infrared and millimeter radiometry is one nay, and perhaps 
there a r e  some other ideas. 
J. CUZZI: We haven't really talked about doing any bistatic radar. 
G. ORTON: It's been mer :ioned. Any of itf s advocates care  to stand up and 
be counted at this point ? 
J. CUZZI: 1'11 stand up. That's the second important handle on the rings, 
and I should elaborate on that a little bit more. 
Presumably, theretll be another two-wavelength radio-science experiment. 
I think that would be extremely nice, 3 a*ld l2 cm o r  something like that. It would 
be extremely valuable. I would support a two frequency (S and X band) telemetry. It 
could be used for extensive bistatic radar  mapping of the rings. And it would be nice 
to have the orbit cranked to 10" inclination. I would also support the desire to have 
the rings inclined by about 20" when we get there. 
It would also be nice to be able to take the orbit and slew it around once so you 
can look a t  different parts of the rings from different angles, elevation angles, and 
investigate the size distribution. 
L. TYLER: By bistatic, I think you mean phase angle coverage a t  centimeter 
wavelengths, 
J. CUZZI: Yes, the spacecraft bauncing radar off the rings and being received 
a t  the Earth, both from above and below, and a t  all different scattering angles. 
J. POLLACK: To contrast this a little bit, what Voyager will be doing, pri- 
marily, is something with scattering angles of half a degree o r  so, and the things that 
Jeff Cuzzi was mentioning could go up to maybe 30" scattering angles. And if back- 
scatter is possible, i t  can give shape information. 
G. COLOJIBO: (1) I would consider very impcrtant a study of a mission 
whereby the spacecraft is periodically and sequentially transferred, with minimum 
energy expenditure, from a Saturn orbiter to s Tihn orbiter, and vice versa. This 
will allow detailed study of both long ant1 short tern, variations in the Titan and Saturn 
atmospheres and 2 complete exploration of the inner Saturn satellite system and planet. 
Of particular interest i s  the region between Rhea and Titan for the reason outlined in 
the next paragraph, I emphasize here that the mass of Titan is large enough to give 
quite a large fledbility in the maneuvering capal~ility with relatively small consurnp- 
tion of the propellant of the auxiliary propulsion systems. Qpica l  trajectories of the 
restricted three body problem may be used a s  reference. The efficiency of the satellite 
Rhea in a similar role may also deserve some co~lsideration. The other satellites may 
be too small and the relative velocity may 11e too large for gravity assisted mmeuvering. 
(2) I consider very crucial a deep survey of the intersatellite region between Rhea 
and T i h ~  and jupt outside Titan. The similarity of the dynamical environlllent inside 
the belt between Mars and .Jupiter and the dynarnical tnvironmcnt between Rhea and 
Titar. lead us to think that a belt of sparsc and relatively small objects may be present 
similar to the nstercidal helt. We should also look for T1.ojm type objects in the tri- 
angular Lagrangian position. nesitles it sccms probable *.at ITyptxrion is one of the 
members of a fnnlily of smaller objects just outside the Titan orhit. 
(3) Concerning the inner Saturn system, we expect the existence of a swarm of 
small limited number of bodies between Mi.mas a n c l  the ring A of Saturn. In particular 
we think that the inner howldaiy of ring B could be caused by a resonance effect due to 
bodies orbiting Saturn just outside the Roche limit. In fact, from phatometric observa- 
tions of the light curve of Iapetus, eclipsed by thC rings, i t  seems now clear that the 
outer boundary of r i ~ g  .4 is 2001) km inside the circular orbit of a hypothetical sa~el l i te ,  
o r  swarm of small bodies in a 3 to 2 orbital resonancc with Mimas. This possible 
satellite(s) could excite a strong resonance (2 to 1) a t  the inner boundary of ring B caus- 
ing the cons~icuous drop i? density at  this howldary distance from the planet, 
(4) The near Saturn envir~nment  may be quite different from the Jupiter environment 
both in regard to energetic particles and intersatellite solid (meteor o r  meteorite) com- 
ponents. This characteristic should allow a better exploratiori of thc inner system than 
that which will be done with Galileo on the Jupiter inner system. The density of the solid 
component of the intersatellite spac? and rings may require a re-examination of any mis- 
sion prc.-'ile when more information will bc available from the Voyager mission and in 
1979 from the Pioneer flyby. A very intense obscrvrrtion program both from ground and 
from the space telescope will bc crucial in the mission planning. itre wanted to emphasize 
the difficulty we a r e  encountering at present in optimizing the m~ss ion  because ot lack of 
information. 
- - 
CONCLUSIONS AND ~?9 :1  
RECOIHMENDATIONS: 
EXPLORATION OF THE SATURN 
SYSTEM 
Donald M. liunm 
Areas d hvestigation 
In its Report on Space Science 1975, the Space Science Board a d o m  as p o k  J 
the report of its Committee on Planetary d Immr Exploration (COMPUSX). The sec- 
lion on "Saturn objectives" (pp. 47-49) begins by poiating out that the flybys of 
Pioneer 11 and Voyagers 1 and 2 will complete the recasnaissance phase of Saturn 
investigation. COMPLEX then "antidpates that [ follow-on] missions will have the 
fo?lowiag principal goals, in order of importance: 
(1) Intensive investjgation of the atmosphere of Saturn . . . 
(2) Deter-gn of mgiaaal surface chemistry and p-rties of the surface 
features d satellites and properties of ring particles . . . 
(3) Intensive investigation of Titan . . . 
(4) Atmospheric dynamics and structure . . . 
. . . Tne c o m ~ r a t i v e  planetology of the satellites will also be of great interest 
. . . The rings of Saturn are potential treasure-houses of information . . . 
"For these reasons. we consider it essential that IVASA be in an adequate posture to initiate 
exrlomtion of tLe Saturnian system in the middle 1980's f o l b w i ~ y  the rcconmissance of this system " 
The present Workshop and report constitute an early step towards reaching 
this posture. 
COMPLEX Is omission of the mzgnetosphere was presumably intentional. 
Indeed, its outer parts can be expected to be similar to the correspolxiing regions 
around Jupiter. But the inner magnetosphere may be a different story. Even since 
1975 we b-ve increasingly &zed the profound effects tbat charged-particle 
?mabadmeat caa have on Jupiter's b r  sakllites, partidarb 10. 10 emits vast 
quantities o i  sodium, sulfur, and presumably ot&r materials into the surrotmbg 
space, most probably because d sputtering by energetic particks. I t s  ionospk re 
.also is thought to be generate6 by particles rather than solar I>hotoas. SimilarAy, the 
gases emitted may be a major, even dominant, source for the magnetosphem. Thougb 
Titan lies farther from its primary than does 10, important ef£@cts in both directions 
are expected, and the influence osr riqg particles d d  be ewen more important. TIms, 
it seems to us esseatial to be able to explore the inner magnetaspbere, both as a 
phemmeaon in itself and as an aspect of tbe Satumian environment- While we agree 
that all faur of the COhfPLEX goals are imporkmt, we add another: 
(3) Expioraticm a£ ttre brier magnetosphere and its relationship to the rings 
and satellites- 
It is desirable that a mission to Saturn cmtribute significautly to the study of 
all  five goals. 
Scientific W s  tions and Their Inves tig..tion 
In this section w-e state what, in our vien?, are the most important questions 
concerning the various bodies anti media in the Saturn system, and atte;apt to predict 
a-hat the state of knowledge all1 be late in 1981, when Pioneer 11 a:;d Voyagers 1 and 2 
nil1 have performed their flybys. Aoco~xnt is also taken tf the 1ili:ly progress in 
ground-based measurements, and the competition, even beyond 1981, frum Earth- 
orbiYng tc,lescopes. 
Skdy  of the present state of the Saturn sysiem is of great interest. Certzir? 
results have added interest because they bear on questiow of history and origin, and 
they are highlighted. Since we did cat discuss priorities bets -?en the varicus 
they are arranged in decreasing order of tnass. 
Saturn The basic state of the atmosphere i s  describ* by its composition, 
-
temperature profile, and cloudiness. With this information, further questions, such 
as e n e w  balance, mass trwport ,  and comdensrtion can be investigated; knowledge 
of the radiation fields i s  very helpful. We expect to find abundances of volatile elements 
similar to solar (or Jovian? values, but any det7iations will be of particular interest. 
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d this &mge regiaa. Saturn's itamsphere should reaemble that of Jupiter, which is 
not d r s t u a i  except in the f ~ ~ k  of ed-huc assamptioos. 
The ge xral circulatim of Sa&mts atmosphere has features absent from 
Jqiler: the 21' equaEoria1 ixxlrlsltim a d  th? enormous ahadowing of solar inplt by 
ttre riqp. studies of this circulation will be d particular interest. Evaluation of the 
3cSai tonal velx5ty fieid on Satam requires obaervatiop18 (wer several rotations) d 
discrete, claid features distribute6 at various latitudes o w r  the disk. 
A1t~~mgb anly 9 such features have been obse wed to date, the very best ground-based 
photographs ubtained at a rate of a few per year shai~ additional features at Ziw limit 
d g t v u m i - M  detecWty. Thus we have some confidence tbot improved reso'u- 
tion will yield the data necessary to evaluate the zanal w i d  system at the top d the 
clouds a Saturn. Although the present document stresses the capability of an imaging 
-stem aboard an orbiter, important contr~rltioue may also be possible by the Space 
Telescope. Infrared sounding f mrn the orbiter can give information 011 the driving 
forces. 
Because of i9 substantial obliquity and the unique r i w  of high optical depth, 
Saturn is expected to demonstrate many seasanal changes. For the planet, the alter- 
nating illumination of the poles and the varying size and positton of the ring shadow 
provide drives for the atmosphere that are not present ia Jupiter. For the rings 
themselves, the absorption of sbmllgbt and heme tbe temperature vary mrticaliy, 
and the ch.9gi9g geometry offers possihiiities bor &termin@ the properties of the 
rings and of their individual particles that could not be o b i f w d  in any one "snapehot" 
view. V m r  a d  Pioneer will visit Saturn while the ring tilt is near zero. In order 
to complement these studies and to obtain the greatest scieatific rehum from this 
0-r mission we recommend: 
(1) The orbiter be at Saturn &ring a pexiud when the rings are fairly 
open, preferably more than 20'. 
(3) The duration of the mission should be sufficient to track the effects of 
cbangjng tilt, Sor instance by observing fmm a tilt near 20" down to a 
tilt of less than 5 O .  (The variation from 20' to 0. requires about three 
years). The time period b m  about 1992 to 1995 fits these criteria of 
timing and duration. 
Of scientific importance is the nature of temporal variations of features and 
fluxes (uv-visual and thermal) in Saturnts atmosphere. Longte~rn variations of a 
seasonal nature as well as short-term variations of spots. etc. shed light on the 
me!teorology. Also, spatial dependence of temporal phenomena is relevaot to str?tcture 
a s  well as meteomlcgy. Examples zre the bright equatorial belt motions and the polar 
zone, both of which differ in appearance from temperate latitudes. Of special interest 
is the study of dpamicai  phenomeua near the boundaries of the Ring shadow - the heat 
input gradient at these boundaries may drive dynamixxl processes, create hazes, etc. 
affecting the atmosphere globally on a seasonal time wale. 
Titan Sluch of the discussion of Satun also applies to its largest satellite. 
But the nature of this "planet" is different in many ways: i t  likely has a liquid interior 
and probably a solid surface. The atmosphere is substantial and must be made of a 
heavier gas, with nitrogen the most popular at present, but including enough methane 
to be very olnrious slwcti-oscopically. ?his methane may form a dense cloud deck, and 
there is in addition L ddrk, &&-altitude haze. Cloud measurements a re  even more 
important than for Saturn. 
The location of Titan's surfjce is still highly debatable, but there is g d  
prospect that the debate \\ill be settled in a year o r  htv. A s  discussed in Chapters 8 
and 9, we now have two radio measurenlents of the surface temperature, one imp1:ing 
a "lo~v" pressurc j-1 bar) and the other a 'high" pressure (-29 bars). Further 
rneasulpements ww in progress with tbe Very Urge Array support support the low 
value. Radiwxmltation mea8urements from the flybys of 1979-81 should also bdi- 
cats? the location of the surlace, simply by its interception of the radio beam. Or, if 
the apparent surface is really an abrbbg  layer izt the atmosphere, the experiment 
w i l l  give a chmcteristicaUy different tinsrrrer. 
In any case, wen the lowest pressure consistent with present data is ample 
to support a higbly pnxhctipe pembe mission. The same thhgs should be mea- 
sured as for Saturn (as well as Venus and 4-3, but with far greater 
empbasi on organic &emistry. Pre-enhy measurements are of great 
interest here a s  weU, for Titants atmospheric composition is unique, except 
perhaps for that of the primitive Earth. 
Meteomlogically, T i m  is again a special case, though the deep version 
of the atmosphere bzs much in common with that of Venus. Titan rotates much 
faster than Venus and shares the seasonal geometry of Sakun. 1- of 
Titan could, however, prove very disappointing, as we have m e-e whether 
its atmosphere contains phdngraphable detail that would permit its motions to 
be traced. Fortunately, the requirements for imaging of Saturn, the rings, and 
the other sateliites should assure that Titan is well covered. 
It is expected that photolpsis of Titan's methane provides a copious source 
of Ha and H to a torus that occupies much or ail of Pa orbit. Lymand emission 
from the H atoms has probably been detected. The corresponding 10 torus has 
been seen in several emission lines, but it does not extend all the way around 
the orbit beczuse the atoms are ionized by impact of magnetospheric electrons. 
Titants torus may not be so limited, and it should be much more accessible to 
direct study. Hz. u-hich should be an important component. is difficult or 
impossible to sense remotely. 
Other Satellites The Saturn system is a miniature solar system; in a sense i t  
even has an asteroid belt (the rings) and could have a closer analog near Titan's 
orbit. A complete inventory is needed, particularly of the inner region; 
Earth-based searches, rather than Voyager, will contribute to this. System- 
atics of the mean densities as a function of distance are of particular interest, 
quite apart from the intrinsic importance of the density as a constraint on the 
interior composition. Densities should be obtained to a few percent; fie 
requirements fbr masses and especially radii are correspo-y stringent, 
Large sateUbs m q  have liquid interiors, and their gravitational moments 
am of W?smst. The outer satellites may perhaps have been captured; their 
slew, shapes, and general m o ~ o g y ,  particularly Bor Pbeb, shouid be 
revealing. The interactions of the satellites with the rings, p m t h h r l y  
ring E, need to be explored, 
Surface morphology (craters and their distribution; other topography) 
should be studied onr representative large! and small satellites (diameters 
greater thgn 1000 and less than 500 km). Voyager is expected fo do an 
excellent job on parts of the surfaces of most of the inner satellites. Surface 
compositions (apart from the known water ice) should be measured. lapetus 
is of special interest, with its remarkable hemitipherid asymmetry in 
albedo and ice cover; we do not know whether this is a survival from its 
origin or s feature due to its present environment, 
Icy satellites are expected to have at least a tenuous atmosphere, and 
their nature and intemctions with the magnetosphere are ob interest. 
Such physical studies can hardly be carried out for all the satellites, 
and we recommend as a minimum set (in addition to Titan); iapetus, one icy inner 
satellite, aml preferably one outer satellite. 
Rings Saturn's rings are still among the least-understood objects in the 
solar system. We & no2 know their origin o r  whether they are evolving 
rapidly; and we are baffled by the almost total lack of resemblance between 
the ring systems of Saturn and Uranus. The particles may have condensed in 
their present form o r  originated by breakup of a large body or  bodies. Earth- 
based studies may have missed completely the largest particles in which most 
of the mass may reside. Whatever we can learn aboat these matters will bear 
directly on our ideas of planet formation. 
Questions about the rings divide naturally into two categories: the col- 
lective properties and the properties of the individual particles. Collective 
plqierties include the total mass and i ts  radial distribution, and the physics 
benind the divisions and edges. Knowledge of these matters might lead to 
elucidation of the nature of the rings of Uranus. An azimuthal variation is 
now well established. The size distribution of the particles and its variation 
with distance from Saturn are of prime importance, a s  is the composition and 
ntlture' (dbtxhtbn of minerals and ices in a typical particle). The rings 
should have at least a tenuous atmosphere, which should mediate their inter- 
action with both the magnetic field and the magnetospheric charged particles. 
There may also be an interaction with Saturn's atmosphere. 
Pioneer 11 and the Voyagers &auld do a respectable job on many of these 
objectives. Indeed, they may get considerably closer to the rings than an 
orbiter wffl, and should therefore be in a better position to disentangle the 
gravitational effect of the rings from that of Saturn. It may be in the prop- 
erties of the individual particles, o r  the statistics of these properties, that 
the Saturn Orbiter could  take its best contribution. Experiments such as 
bistatic radar and submillimeter radiometry have been suggested here, and 
additional ideas would be welcome. 
thtum's Magnetoahere The existence of Saturn's magnetosphere is not get 
demonstrated, but is expected both on general principles and judging from the 
limited data now available. On the assumption that there is a substarrtial 
magnebsphere, there are three major points of interest: 1) Magnetospheric 
effects on Saturn, its rings, satellites, and in particular on Titan and its torus. 
2) the effects on the magnetosphere of the rings and the Titan torus, which are 
unique to Saturn, and 3) the general magnetospheric data which will contribute 
to the subject of comparative astawphysical magnetospheres. 
1) The magnetospheric particle precipitation into Saturn's atmosphere, 
as  in the cases of Earth and Jupiter, probably will have interesting 
observable effects on the atmosphere, e. g., auroras and hot spots. 
Ablation of the rings by magnetospheric particle sputtering and the 
associated redistribution of ring rnakrial now appears likely to be an 
important process. Similarly sputtering of the surfaces of the satel- 
lites might account for photometric satellite characteristics. The 
effects of magnetos@.eric particles on Titan aeronomy and the Titan 
torus is Wrely to be of major importance a s  both a loss mechanism for 
the torus and as an energy supply for aeronomical processes and high 
altitude organic chemistry, in particular chemistry of nitrogen, 
since N2 is not efficiently dissociated by photons. 
2) The massive ionized particle source represented by the 'Iitan torus 
and the spatially extended absorption boundary represented by the 
rings constitute important and unique variations of magnetospheric 
parameters compared with any other planet. The variations they provide 
are  sufficiently radical to lead to a magnetosphere of great intrinsic 
interest, and also to provide hard and clear data with which to test 
magnetospheric theories that deal with particle transport. Also impor- 
tant in this regard is the distinct possibility that the Titan source might 
lead to a non-linearly evolved magnetospheric configuration analogous 
to what occurs a t  Earth during geomagnetic storms. Since the source 
in this case would be well specified, the situation is ideally suited to 
the study of the non-linear response. 
3) The comparison of Jovian and Saturnian magnetospheric characteristics 
provides a unique opportunity to provide for increased understanding of 
the general subject of astrophysical rnagnetospheres. The approximate 
similarity of the Jovian and Saturnian solar wind and planetary param- 
eters (exclusit-e of those mentioned above under Item 2) makes it 
possible to determine how magnetospheric features and processes vary 
with changes in these parameters and so to test the theories that 
address such variatjons. This is important in connection with the 
general problem of developing a theory of astrophysical magneto- 
spheres encompassing the range from small planetary magnetospheres 
such a s  a t  h1ercu.y and Earth, giant planetary magnetospheres, and 
stellar magnetospheres. 
The two Voyager spacecraft will provide magnetospheric coverage at 3 local 
times. Both spacecraft will enter the magnetosphere at ,< 10' to the Saturn-sun line, 
with exits at -90' Eor JSX(X = U) and -135" for JST. Thus, for a nominal magneto- 
sphere, JST wi l l  traverse the dawn £lank of a possible magnetotail at distances of 
3200 Rs. Along with Pioneer 11, these missions will give an excellent reconnaissance 
of the magnetosphere, along with some information on the possible sourzes and sinks 
of ions. The potential of a Saturn orbiter to explore many more regions and obtain 
the time dimension, can be assessed definitively after the Pioneer and Voyager encoun- 
ters, but we expect the value of the orbital studies to be great. 
Orbiter and Probe Experiments 
In considering potential experiments for a Saturn mission, we shall take 
Galileo as a convenient ~ i n t  of departure, since it includes an orbiter ancl a probe 
for intensive stu* of the Jupiter system. A few additional candidates are  carried by 
Voyager. Finally, we draw attention to a few areas where development o r  improve- 
ment of instruments shouli be encouraged The science complements of Voyager and 
Galileo have been summarized in earlier chapters, but are reproduced for referewe 
in Tables 1 and 2. 
Table 1. Voyager Experiments 
Imaging Science Magnetic Fields 
Radio Science Plasma 
Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer Low Energy Charged Particles 
Ultraviolet Spectroscopy Cosmic Ray 
Photoplarh  e t ry Plasma Wave 
Planetary Radio Astronomy 
Table 2. Galileo Experiments (tentative) 
Probe 
-
Atmospheric Structure 
Mass Spectrometer 
Helium Abundance Interferometer 
Orbiter 
Ima@ng 
Nephelometer 
Net Flux Radiometry (visible 
and infrared) 
Lightning 
Electron Emitter 
Radio Science Magnetometer 
Near Infrared Mapping Spectrometer Plasma 
Ultraviolet Spectrometer Plasma Wave Spectrometer 
Photopolarirneter Radiometer Energetic Particles 
Dust 
An ideal mission would carry a combination of Galileo and Voyager experiments, 
a s  well as  a small number of new ones. Although some priority judg~rnents wil l  even- 
t d l y  be needed, we do not attempt to make them here. W e  do, however, call atten- 
tion to some of the issues as  they can be seen today. 
Orbiter Experiments An imaging system is essential for study of planet, 
rings, and satellites. The CCD detector now being designed for Galileo is nearly 
ideal, but the limitations of a single focal length are  being keenly felt. Every effort 
should be made to find a solution to this problem; options might be a compromise 
focal length, a variable focal length, or  two cameras. 
For infrared studies, the same issue will be faced a s  for Galileo: the require- 
ments for spectral mapping of satellite surfaces and for sounding of atmospheres a re  
not easily (if at all) reconcilable in a single instrument. And a powerful instrument 
of the latter type (IRIS) will have been carried past Saturn and Titan by the Voyagers. 
A possible compromise i s  to carry a far-infrared filter instrument to supplement the 
near-infrared mapper. But, in view of the importance of atmospheres in the Saturn 
system, the implications m ~ s t  be carefully examined. 
Polarimetry i s  ancther experiment that has great value for study of atrnos- 
pheres (particularly those with clouds) and surfaces. But again i t  will have 
had two opportunities on Voyager, as will ultraviolet spectroscopy. UV 
measurements will also be taken from Earth orbit, and their value on an 
orbiter will have to be re-assessed. One 'unique measurement i s  made during 
eclipse (or ''solar occultation"), with the advantages of high sensitivity and the 
ability to detect unexpected gases. On Mariner 10, this method set the 
strongest Iirnit on Rlercury's atmosphere, and the dayglow mode actually 
detected H and He. Some of the mob? interesting tenuous gas will actually 
be directly available to the orbiter, and its direct measurement may be the 
preferred option. A mass spectrometer with this objective was proposed for 
Galileo, but could not be flown beczuse of weight limitations. Dust particles 
are also of interest, even though they have far less effect on the magnetosphere, 
and an experiment such as  the one on Galileo would be suitable. 
Instruments for m.zgnetospheric science have evolved to a standard package, 
the last 5 in Table 1 or  4 in Table 2. They should be equally suitable for Saturn, 
as  long a s  they are carried by a spacecraft with a spinning section. 
Radio-science measurements of atmospheres and ionospheres can be made 
with the telemetry carriere. A variety of proposals have been made for other 
experiments, such a s  bistatic radar and passive radiometry. The applicability 
of the Voyager Planetary Radio Astronomy experiment to Saturn should be 
assessed after their Saturn encounter. 
Ring studies desen-e special attention. Most of the investigations sug- 
gested for satellite surf?.ces, in particular imaging, are applicable here. But 
there is a special class of far-infrared and radio experiments that shows great 
promise. The behavior of the rings changes from absorbing/emitting at 
middle-infrared wavelengths to scattering at centimeter wavelengths. Thus 
the wavelength range between these limits contains information crucial to our 
understanding of the range of particle sizes and the bulk particle composition. 
We therefore suggest that effort be initiated to produce sub-millimeter range 
radiometers or  spectrometers for use on a Saturn orbiter. The desired range 
of interest is at least from several hundred microns to several millimeters. 
Compositional studies of the rings and satellites will be aided by added spectral 
capability from 20 m wavqlength longward. Atmospheric studies will be greatly 
aided by extending the wavelength. In addition, bistatic radar studies a t  S and 
X band, with polarization capability, will be of significant value in studying 
the particle size distribution. 
Orbit Design Close encounters with Titan permit large changes in the eccen- 
tricity and inclination of the orbit. The opportunity therefore exists, at  least 
in principle, to tailor the orbit ccessively for various investigations. The 
need to pass near Titan at every revolution ensures that there will be plenty of 
coverage of t h i s  important object. It will be desirable to have some orbits that 
go outside, 2nd some inside, that of Titan. For ring studies, an inclination 
of at least 5-10" is suitable, and the ring inclination (as seen from Earth) should 
be similar. Such an inclination, with a fairly close approach, would also permit 
investigation of the ring mass and Saturn's gravitational moments. 
While it would be desirable to make close approaches to all the satellites, 
most objectives would be satisfied by detbiled study of Titan, Iapetus, and one 
inner satellite such as Rhea. It would be desirable to add one small, outer 
satellite to this list. In addition to remote sensing, measurements may include 
mass, shape, mean density, magnetic field, atmosphere, and interaction with 
the magnetosphere. 
Iapetus, with its notable asymmetry, should be encountcred at more than 
one orbital phase to give the best possible coverage of the whole surfzice. 
The variety of orbits suggested above will be excellent for coverage of the 
inner magnetosphere. The outer parts, and the tail, are expected to be less  
distinctive in comparison with Jupiter, and an extended tail orbit is of low 
priority. In any case, we anticipate 7 passes through other outtr regions from 
Pioneer 11, Voyagers 1 and 2, and the incoming leg of the orbiter-probe 
mission. 
Probe Experiments - Probes for Saturn and Titan have so much in common 
that it is convenient to discuss them together initially. Problems peculiar to Titan 
a r e  addressed in the next section. The basic instrument for measuring com- 
position is still the inass spectromete:, particularly valuable because it can 
measure the unexpected a s  wel l  a s  the expected. The Galileo instrument is 
furnished with enrichment cells for noble gases and for aLsorbable compounds, 
later driven off by heat. Further development along such lines is desirable, 
and may even lead to a full-blown GCAIS (gas-chromatograph--mass spectrom- 
eter) such a s  operated successfully on Viking. F'rogress along scch lines is 
desirable for Saturn and particularly so for  Titan. An alternative is to have 
a separate G C ,  which gives some redundancy but lacks the po\i7er of the 
combined instrument. A special measurement of the helium abundance 
included for the Galileo Probe is desirable for Saturn only. 
The primary package for atmospheric stntcturc i s  the combinatinn of 
accelerometer, pressure gsuge, and thermometer. Clouds and hazes are  
inlportant on both Titan and Saturn, and a Galileo-type nephelometer is suit- 
able to measure them. Such a nephelometer, with several scattering angles, 
is a partial substitute for the Pioneer Yenus cloud particle size spectrometer. 
Doppler tracking of the probe i s  a method of studying atmospheric motions; 
i t  is an important part of tile Pioneer Venus mission (and earlier Vcneras) hut 
is not in the current baseline for Galileo because of the cost impact. Collec- 
tion and analysis of dust (particularly the dark material in ?,he stratosphere) 
is of interest for both Saturn ancl Titan. I t  has never been impkmcnted on 
previous misslons because of doubts about its feasibility, but further work is 
desirable. A radar altimeter for the Titan probc would also be useful. Such nn 
instrument was includcd in early studies for Pionc:er Yenus, but had to bc 
deleted because of its weight anrl thc difficulty of nccon~modating thc antenna. 
i4 similar cost-bcncfil tradeoff will be necessary for Titan. 
Unless we learn more than currently foreseen about the nature of Titan's 
surface, it will not make sense to carry  instrunients for detailed surfa#:e 
stu*. The probe should do a good job or: the atmosphere bv.t also t r y  to 
diagnose the general nature of the nwface. An indication of i ts  hardness = 
softness would be important. Imaging is c, possibility; other experiments that 
could be considered a re  a seismometry mode of the accelerometer, differential 
thermal analysis, and nuclear methods. It must be remembered that heavy 
elements may be r a r e  o r  absent; carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen probably 
dominate. Ideas, research, and development a re  needed here. 
If Titan's atmosphere is mostly N2, i t  is unusually favorable for support 
of a balloon. Some attention might be paid to this technique, which cculd be 
particularly useful for study of atmospheric circulation, although i t  is prob- 
ably prenature for an initial probe mission. 
Instruments for pre-entry science include neutral and ion mass spec- 
trometers, an ion retarding potential analyzer, :tnd a Langmuir probe. For 
Saturn, an energetic particle detector would be of interest. 
Probe Mission FVofiles For Saturn, a descent time of 30-45 minutes is suit- 
able, similar to the Galileo Jupiter descent profile. It is highly desirable to reach 
the 300-330 K level, below the water cloud base. Further penetration should be treatc? 
a s  an "extended rriission", desirable for reconnaissance I~ut not an engineering 
requirement. 
For Titan, a period of survival on the surface is desirable, even though primary 
emphasis should be on thc. atmosphere. Presumably, the total time will be ,,nlited by 
the duration of the relay link to the orbiter. If practical experiments a r r  identified 
that reqclire a much longer duration, a second relay period could be considered for the 
next approach of the orbiter to Titan. The prohe-lander ~vould have to be put into a 
low-power data-gathering mode. A precedent exists in Vildng. 
Planetary quarantine for  Titan should receive considerable study. The Space 
Science h a r d  has recommended assumption of a very small probability of gro\vth 
for the Jovian planets, including Saturn. Quarantine requirements can, therefore, 
be satisfied 113' standard clean-roo:!: icchniques. But TiLan has quitc a different compo- 
sition from Jupiter and Saturn, and some of the relevant factors a re  not so unfavorable 
to the growth of terrestrial crganisms. If wt? can be certain that the surface tempera- 
ture is not far  above 200 K, this factor alone should be enough to prevent any growth. 
Engineering Questions 
Ring: Pazards Current knowledge of the hazard due to the ring particles i s  sum- 
marized in Smith in Chapter 7. Pioneer 11 and the Vnyagers  ill tell us far more, a.ld 
these data ~vil!. be eagerly awaited. 
Magnetosphere Hazards We have essentially no empirical informatian about 
high-energy particle flues around Saturn. Even with Jupiter as a mcrlel, theoretical 
expectations are extremely uncertain; they 3.re summarized by Siscoe, Chapter 7. 
Again, we must await receipt of data from Pi~neer 11 and the I1oyagers. 
